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S_UMMARY
,,,

In the event of an accidental release into the earth's subsurface of an

immiscible organic liquid, such as a petroleum hydrocarbon or chlorinated

organic solvent, the spatial and temporal distribution of the organic liquid

is of great interest when considering efforts to prevent groundwater contami-

nation or restore contaminated groundwater. An accurate prediction of immis-

cible organic liquid migration requires the incorporation of relevai!t, physical

principles in models of multiphase flow in porous media; these physical prin-

ciples must be determined from physical experiments. This report presents a

series of such experiments performed during the 1970s at the Swiss Federal

Institute of Technology (ETH) in Z[_rich, Switzerland. The experiments were

designed to study the transient, two-dimensional displacement of three immis-

cible fluids in a porous medium. This experimental study appears to be the

most detailed published to date. The data obtained from these experiments are

suitable for the validation and test calibration of multiphase flow codes.

The flume in which the experiments were performed was constructed with an

inside length of 280 cm, an inside height of 60 cm, and an inside width of

15 cre. The front and back walls of the flume each consisted of single glass

plates that prevented preferential wetting of the walls by the oil, as would

have occurred, for example, with acrylic plates. The flume was designed to

allow the water table height and slope to be adjusted during the course of the

experiments. A uniform sand with a mean grain diameter of 0.33 mmwas care-

fully applied in O.15-mmlayers with a funnel mounted on an automated cart.

The 15-cm width was theoretically ca ;ulated to minimize the error in cross-

sectional porosity caused by the larger pores next to the walls. In addition,

to remove the larger pores next to the walls, a finer sand was simultaneously

applied along the glass walls. The variation in porosity with height was less

than 0.003. Hydrophilic and hydrophobic pressure probes were installed and

connected to, pressure transducers. The response time of the pressure probe

system was less than 0.I0 sec> and the resolution was less than O.2-mmH20
piezometric head. A dual-energy gammaattenuation system was used to measure

fluid saturations across the width of the flume. A l.O-Ci cesium source
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(0.662 MeV) and a 2,000-Oi thulium source (0.084 MeV) were used with a 10-sec

counting time to obtain a standard deviation of the fluid saturation lower

than 2%.

An immiscible organic liquid less dense than water (oil) was used in the

two-dimensional experiments and in one-dimensional experiments. From the one-

dimensional experiments, the static two- and three-phase capillary pressure

head-saturation relationships were obtained. ?he two-dimensional experiments

were performed with various initial and boundary conditions to simulate

different oil release scenarios. 'he results are presented as nearly instan-

taneous fluid saturation and liquid potential distributions after selected

time intervals.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The production of many of the goods and services that we are accustomed

to depends on a wide variety of organic chemicals that are immiscible with

water. When these chemicals are accidentally released to the environment,

they often provide a long-term source of contamination. In the event of such

a release, it is essential to understand the spatial and temporal distribution

of the immiscible organic liquid. Such knowledge aids in assessing tile poten-

tial hazard to gi'oundwater and in selecting measures to prevent groundwater

contaminate, on or restore contaminated groundwater. Public and private support

exists for developing methods to predict the extent of groundwater contami-

nation resulting from releases of immiscible organic liquids and to aid in

selecting cost efficient methods to restore polluted groundwater aquifers. To

successfully develop these methods, it is assumed that the physical and chemi-

cal processes involved in the contamination of groundwater by immiscible

organic liquids can be described quantitatively by applying fundamental physi-

cal and chemical principles. An important foundation for the treatment of

multiphase flow is provided in the petroleum engineering literature. In

petl(_1_ _mproduction, multiphase flow occurs in response to gradients in a

positive pressure field. Yet, the propagation of immiscible organic liquids

•in the subsurface after a spill is generally dominated by gradients in capil-

lary pressure and elevation in the vadose zone. Thus, the soil physics liter-

ature on unsaturated water flow in porous media provides another important

foundation.

The infiltration and migration of immiscible organic liquids in the sub-

surface are not easily described unless many simplifying assumptions are made.

Recent attempts to more rigorously describe and predict the fate of immis-

cible organic liquids have produced increasingly more complex numerical models

(e.g., Abriola 1984; Abriola and Pinder 1985a, 1985b; Allen 1985; Baehr and

Corapcioglu 1984; Faust 1985; Faust and Rumbaugh 1986; Faust et al. 1989;

Kuppusamy et al. 1987; Kaluarachchi and Parker 1989; Osborne and Sykes 1986;

Parker et al. 1987). However, one major impediment to developing better pre-

dictive models is the lack of experimental data with which to verify numerical

models and their assumptions (Streile and Simmons 1986; Abriola 1988). In an
1.1
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effort to resolvethis dilemma,severalpapershave recentlyappearedin the

English-languageliteraturedetailingquantitativeexperimentsof three-phase

flow in porousmedia (e.g.,Eckbergand Sunada 1984; Lenhardet al. 1988;

H#st-Madsen1988;Cary et al. 1989).

Europeancountrieshave been traditionallyactive in multiphaseflow

research (e.g.,Dracos 1966; Lippok1966; Mull 1969; Schwille1971a,1971b,

1971c; Zillioxand Muntzer 1976;van Dam 1967). Much of the work, however,

has not been publishedin English. Duringthe 1970s,a seriesof two-

dimensional,transient,three-Fhaseflow experimentswere performedat the

Swiss FederalInstituteof Technology(ETH),in ZOrich. The resultswere

publishedin two German-languagereports(Schiegg1979, 1980).

At the time this researchwas initiated,predominantlyqualitativedes-

criptionsof petroleumhydrocarbonmigrationin the subsurfacewere found in

the majorityof the existingliterature. A generallyvalid,quantitative,and

simpledescriptionof petroleumhydrocarbonmigrationat atmosphericpressure

and at which capillarypressureeffectswere not negligiblewas unknownfor

the followingmain reasons:

• Numericalmethodsmust be used to solve the systemof equationsthat
describethe process.

• There is an abundanceof possibleinitialand boundaryconditions.

• The parametersare often poorlydefined. Furthermore,the func-
tionalrelationshipsamong the parametersthemselvesand with other
variablescontinuesto be poorlyunderstood.

van Dam (1967)has been one of the few researchersto producequantitative

determinationsbased on theoreticalconsiderations.

Based on the mechanisticunderstandinggained in the researchat ETH, a

numericalmodelwas developedin conjunctionwith the two-dimensionalexperi-

ments describedin this report. The numericalmodel was, however,highly

unstableand proneto crashesunlesscoddledby the programmer;therefore,it

was decidednot to make the model publiclyavailable. Nevertheless,a semi-

analyticaltwo-dimensionalmodel was developedto estimatethe propagationof

petroleumhydrocarbonsin the vadose zone and on the surfaceof the water

table. The model and its simplifyingassumptionsare summarizedin Schiegg

1.2
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(1977b) and applied to field cases (BUNR1986; Schiegg 1985), Numerical

multiphase flow models are still considered expensive to use (Abriola 1988)

and difficult to use (McKee and Bumb 1988) by individuals without the neces-

sary mathematical or computer training. Thus, analytical or semianalytical

models are still popular for practical applications (McKee and Bumb 1988).

The data from these two-dimensional three-phase flow experiments can be used

for the validation and initial calibration of other multiphase flow models.

Table 1.1 presents the contents of Schiegg (1979) and Table 1.2 presents

the contents of Schiegg (1980). The darkened chapters have been omitted from

this report. Those chapters deal with fundamental microscopic and macroscopic

principles concerning immiscible fluids in porous media and some of the mecha-

nistic concepts developed for practical applications such as I) the saturation

diagram used to describe the saturation distribution of the three fluids

(water, hydrocarbon, and air) based on the locations of the water-air, water-

oil, and oil-air levels, 2) the virgin and contaminated water-air menisci,

3) the hydrocarbon propagation plane, 4) the transition oil potential, 5) the

minimum oil lens thickness, and 6) the hallux phenomenon. These chapters were

omitted because the information is available in other English-language publi-

cations, such as Schiegg (1984), Schiegg (1988)_ and Schiegg and Schwille

(1989). A detailed summary of the experiment setup can also be found in

Schiegg and McBride (1987). At the time of publication, copies of Schiegg

(1979) and (1980) were still available from ETFi.

In the following eight chapters, the sense of the original Germantext

has been maintained wherever possible. The text has not been modified to

reflect more recent knowledge nor embellished with outside information. How-

ever, obvious printing errors have been corrected. To avoid introducing

inaccuracies, all of the equations, figures, and tables have been reproduced

directly from the original text. Text appearing in the figures and tables has

been translated but no attempt was made to translate equation variables or

their indices. Furthermore, numbers in the equations and tables use the

European decimal system. Variables appe_ring directly in the body of the text

are printed in a slightly different text font compared to the equations, but

are still easily recognizable. Appendix A provides a more detaile_' explana-

tion of the nomenclature and abbreviations. Within the text, numerous

1.3
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references are made to figures, tables, and sections appearing in other chap-

ters. If the referenced object is not included in this document, then the

original table, figure, or section number in Schiegg (1979) or (1980)has been

used.

The experiments presented herein should be considered as stepping stones

to additional future experiments. Additional experiments are necessary to

verify I) the quantitative descriptions of organic liquid migration in

aquifers (the descriptions are still extensively generalized with regard to

nonstationary conditions, heterogeneities, and anisotropies), and 2) the

numerical simulations. Future researchers who perform multiphase flow

experiments in largecontainers filled with porous media must bear in mind

that the quality of their data will reflect their ability to minimize experi-

mental errors contributed by the instrument systems and the container mate-

rials. By providing a dc%ailed description of the measurement techniques and

the experiment setups used in the ETH study, it is hoped that future

researchers can build experiment setups that are best suited to their

experimental objectives.

This report is organized into 10 chapters and five appendices. This

chapter gives the reader an appireciation of the scope of tile work performed at

ETH during the 1970s and the exltent to which that work is report.ed in this PNL

report. Chapter 2.0 presents the sy.:tem of equations used to describe ground-

water contamination by petroleum hydrocarbons. This system of equations

defines the parameters that mus'L be measured to quantify multiphase flow in

porous media.

In Chapters 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0, details of the laboratory setups are

presented. Chapter 3.0 discusses the characteristics of the porous medium

that was used in all the experiments. An important experimental specification

was the thickness of the porous medium, which was chosen to minimize the

influence of the wall effect. The design of the flume and the apparatus used

to homogeneously pack the medium is also presented. Chapter 4.0 describes the

system used to measure the l iqrdid pressures in the water and oil. Chapter 5.0

discusses the dual-energy gamma-radiation saturation measuremenL system. A

major experimental obstacle was the selection of the lower-energy gamma radi-

ation source used in conjunction with the Cs-137 source. Thus, Chapter 6.0
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presents details of the theoretical development and confirming tests that led

to the use of Tm-170 as the second source.

Chapters 7.0, 8.0, and 9.0 present the results of the one- and two-

dimensional experiments. A fundamental constitutive relationship in multi-

phase flow is the capillary pressure-saturation relationship. Chapter 7.0

presents 41 capillary pressure head curves defining the eight different rela-

tionships needed' the drainage and imbibition curves for the water-oil, oil-

air, and virgin and contaminated water-air curves. Chapter 8.0 presents a

detailed discussion of four two-dimensional experiments. Chapter 9.0 provides

a brief description of nine more two-dimens;onal experiments. The liquid

potential and fluid saturations, measured over time in the two-dimensional

experiments, are presented in graphical form in fold-outs included in the

envelope provided with this report. Chapter 10.0 lists references cited and

provides a bibliography of works cited from those portions of Schregg (1979,

1980) not covered in this report. Appendix A is the definition of symbols and

list of abbreviations. For completeness, four English publications by

H. O. Schiegg are included in Appendices B, C, D, and E.

0
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2.0 FUNDAMENTALS

To determine which parameters should be measured during an experimental

simulation, we must first consider the fundamental mathematical description of

groundwater contamination by petroleum derivatives and the method of mathe-

matical solution.

The physical and chemical process of groundwater contamination by a

petroleum derivative is the sum of several smaller connected problems that can

be considered individually. Petroleum derivatives will be designated as

"oils" in the remainder of this document.

2.1 HYDRODYNAMICDISPLACEMENT

Propagation of the nonwater-soluble portion of an oil is called a hydro-

dynamic displacement process.

A hydrodynamic displacement process implies that the oil is in a funi-

cula_ saturation state. The first stage oF the oil propagation occurs pre-

dominantly in the vertical direction bet,ween tile application site and the

water-air capiliary fringe (see Figure 8.8). The second stage consists mainly

of propagation in the water-air capillary fringe parallel to the water table.

After interrupting the application of oil_ the funicular oil saturation

disintegrates to residual oil saturation.

According to Versluys (1931), a saturation state is designated funicular

if the separate fluid parts are connected to one another. A potential differ-

ence between these parts leads to flow, and accordingly, the relative permea-

bility is greater than zero. A saturation state is designated residual if the

sepaloate fluid parts are not connected with one another, a potential differ-

ence between these parts does not lead to flow, and tile relative permeability

is equal to zero. The residual saturation state of a wetting fluid is desig-

nated pendular, and the residual saturation state of a nonwetting fluid is

termed insular. According to Schiegg k1979, p. 71), the lllaxilnunl pendular

saturation (RS_ xnd) can be set, as a first approximation, equal to half of the
ins

maximum insular saturation (RSmax).
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RSpend = 0 5 insmax . RSmax (2.1)

A fluid whose contact angle versus the solid is acute is a wetting fluid.

Accordingly, the contact angle of a nonwetting fluid must be obtuse. The

contact or wetting angle is the angle at the interface between two fluids and

a solid. Imbibition, IM, is understoo_"as the displacement of the nonwetting

fluid by the wetting fluid. Drainage, DR, is the reverse process.

Figure 2.1 shows, for both imbibition and drainage, the mea',suredsatura-

tion distribution in the water-air capillary fringe of the quartz-sand mate-

rial used in the experiments discussed in Chapters 7.0, E.O, and 9.0. RSWis

the residual saturation of water, and RSL is the resi_Jdal saturation of air.

The range wher__ the wetting fluid is residual is labeled the pendular range.

The range where the nonwetting fldid is residual is called the insular range.

In betwee,1, where both fluids are funicular, lies the funicular range.

The propagation of oil in the water-air capillary fringe parallel to the

water table occurs along the so-called propagation surface. The vertical

position of the propagation surface above the water table is, as a first

approximation, given by the equivalent capillary water column elevation asso-

c_ated with the transition from funicular to insular nonwetting fluid satu-

ration. Its actual position is deFined by Schiegg (1979, p. 96).

By definition, residual oil cannot move by hydrodynamic displacement

within the porous medium. Thus, residual oil constitutes hydrodynamically

nondisplaceable contamination of the aquifer. However, changes in the resid-

ual oil saturations are possible by transport of the oil as fine drops in

water.

Fine drops of oil suspended in water are known as an oil-in-water emul-

sion. A practical example of the transport of an emulsion is given 'sn

Appendix C. Irl practice, the reduction of the residual oil saturation is

mostly the result of diffusion and bacterial degradation.
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FIGURE 2.1. Static Saturation Distribution in the Water-Air Capillary Fringe
of the quartz Sand Used in the Majority of Experiments

2.2 HYDRODYNAMICDISPERSION

The propagation of the water-soluble portions of an oil is known as

hydrodynamic dispersion. Dispersion means that one material (the dispersed

phase) is finely distributed in another (the dispersion medium). Examples of

dispersions are suspensions (solid particles in a liquid), emulsions (liquid

droplets in another liquid), smoke (solid particles in a gas), and mist and

aerosols (liquid droplets in a gas). With a suspension nr emulsion, the

particle diameters lie between I and 50 jLm. If the particle d_ameters of the

2.3



dispersed phase are between i and 100 nm, then a sol is formed. With still

smaller particle diameters (i.e., those of molecular size) the dispersed phase

goes into solution.

Hydrodynamic dispersion is the macroscopic propagation of a dispersed

phase in a fluid flowing through a porous mediume lt is the result of various

particle effects, which will be described separately. Convective flo,v is the

flow of the carrier fluid.

Mechanical dispersion or convective diffusion describes the macroscopic

propagation of the dispersed phase in the carrier fluid, which results from

the different particle flow paths and velocities on a microscopic scale. Tile

concepts of microscopic and macro,copic scales are defined by Schiegg (1979,

pp. 15-16). Mechanical dispersion assumes the existence of a convective

flu i d.

Physicochemical dispersion or molecular diffusion describes the propaga-

tion of a dispersed phase in a fluid resulting from a chemical concentration

gradient. This process is described by Fick's second law of diffusion. I

Finally, the mass balance of a hydrodynamic dispersion process must

include both the transfer of the dispersed phase across the interfaces of tile

dispersion medium by adsorption, desorption, ion exchange, etc., and the

natural production and decomposition of the dispersed phase.

The mass balance for the hydrodynamic dispersion of a dispersed phase F_

in a dispersion medium _ can be formulated mathematically as Equation (2.2)

(Bear 1978) based on the macroscopic continuum la_, or as it was given in a

microscopic, differential representation by Truesdell and Toupin (1960,

p. 468).

2.4
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3@cz<ccz> C_

-- convective flow of
9<Ccz> c_

-(bcx(l}iJ 3xi ) - mechanical dispersion
(convective diffusion of B)

-<DdVcr:_'"} (2.2)
- physiochemicaldispersion

I /"l'r,.,, (moleculardiffusionof B)IJ(] '-(z .....
- adsorption,desorption,etc. of 8

- production, decomposition of

where e is the volumetricfractionof the fluid _ in the representativeele-C_

mentary volume, whose size is equal to Uo, c is the concentration of the(2

dispersed phase B in the dispersion medium c_,. #_ is the density of the fluid

c_, Dij represents, the tensor of the mechanical dispersion, and Dd is the coef-
ficient of the molecular diffusion. The symbol <> indicates that value is a

macroscopic average of the microscopic values, and when subscripted as <>c_, it

refers to a macroscopic average for fluid c_, such that <>c_= (l/e) <>. Thus,
for example, the macroscopic flux, q, -- <v> = e <v>_, where v represents thec_

microscopic velocity of c_.

2.2 E_QUATIONSYSTEMFORTHE DESCRIPTIONOF GROUNDWATERCCNTAMINATION

BY OIL DERIVATIVES

Groundwater contamination by oil derivatives is the result of hydro-

dynamic displacement of the three immiscible funicular fluids: water, air,

and oil (not including the water-soluble or volatile fractions) and the hydro-

dynamic dispersion of the water-soluble oil fraction as a dispersed phase in

the water. Both processes are correlated because the initial concentration

(i.e., the initial and boundary conditions for the dispersion) is dependent on

the mathematical solution of the displacement process.

If the convective flow of groundwater contaminated by petroleum deriva-

tives, el' is the result of a displacement process with an immiscible fluid,

then for the mathematical formulation of the displacement process for each of

the participating fluids, a relation analogous to Equation (2.2) must be

established. From this, <c i>_i represents the dependent variables in the

2.5
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first part of Equation (2.2). Consequently, time remaining parts must be known

for the solution of the equation system. Likewise, the initial and bo,_ndary

conditions must be a,,_._umedfor each specific case.

Because the deper,i\i!ence of hydrodynamic dispersion on hydrodynamic dis-
'\

placement is known, it ',"eemed reasonable for the quantitative determination of

groundwater contamination by petroleL_m derivatives to limit t.his inquiry to

the understanding of the displacement process; thus, the existence of water-

solukie oil constituents was disreflarded. Therefore, water is assumed to be a

pure fluid with no dispersion, similar to air, and neither water-soluble nor

volatile oil fractions exist. Thus no Bi dispersed phases exist, and <cc.,i i
in Equation (2.2) becomes equal to 1. In this way, the right side of Equa-

tion (2.2) is reduced to the sum of tile convective flows. This results in

relations that can ae obtained for unsaturated flow and also directly from the

basic equation of continuity (Bear 1978, p, 14)

........'- i (2 3)_)t. -

where i stands for water, eil, or air.

Equation (2.3) formulates a continuity condition (as in Equation [2.2]),

specifically that of a volume balance. In unsaturated water theory, o is

moisture content, o can be replaced by the product of porosity, n, and the

saturation, S, which describes the percentage of pore space occupied by a

fluid. Further, if the flux, q, in Equation (2.3) is replaced by Darcy's

generalized relation, which equals the negative product of the relative perlne-

ability, kr, the intrinsic permeability, K, and the gradient of the total

potential, ¢,, divided by the dynamic viscosity, _, then the result is a

relation similar to the equation of Richards (1931)

0
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Because "n" was placed before the partial differential, a constant poros-

ity is assumed. To determine the immiscible fluid displacement in incompres-

sible porous media, Equation (2.4), with the given boundary and initial

conditions, must be set up for each of the participating fluids.

Compared to water and oil, the density and viscosity of air are smaller

by an order of magnitude. Thus, the variability of the potential in tile air

is negligibly small in conLrast to that in the water or oil. The air poten-

tial at funicular air saturation remains practically constant and equal to its

initial value, zero. Thus, the differential equation for air is ignored, and

the equation system that describes a displacement process between water, oil,

and air is reduced to

',) _)(<l>w,<.i,c>, !'i, .L ,,

;-_._,_.(_.l>w,,:l,u' l,z, _, _ (2.5).
!_ - - '</. (-- I. !,,I . W, (Y i'J';) i )J_,.J' ( _' _s' • V _!....

0
The two potentials, eW and ¢0' are the independent variables or the two
unknowns. In addition to the initial and boundary conditions, the following

relations are assumed as known"

:! : !. (_l,w,d,O,,)>L) !_, -:- _.i)(Sw,So )
-, , , ,

:>i.) ] - '/, >l )
f

('ew, ,I'o, )' i. ) )'.W ' _4(s w, s o ) (2.6)F

r_ -: r,(,x, g, z) ; .....F F Cxr_q, z , LIL] :: *: 1 ; UVJ :: c,

Th_ functions SL = SL(_>i), where SL is air saturation, and SW = Sw(mi) define

the _aturation diagram (Figure 2.2). The summation function, SO = So(Sw,SL),
is a result of the mutual dependence of the contaminated capillary rise curve

between wa_er and air and the water-oil and oil-air capillary rise curves

0
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FIGURE 2.2. Saturation Diagram

based on the contamination concept from Schiegg (1979, p. 78), in which the

concepts of the saturation, as Well as the capillary rise curves were

explained.

The relative permeabilities (k r = kri i(S)) are experimentally determined
functions of tile saturations. Figure 2.3 shows relative permeability data

measured by Wyckoff and Botset (1936). In an anisotropic porous medium, the

intrinsic permeability, K, is a tensor. In an isotropic porous medium, K is a'

scalar. In a heterogenous porous medium, the porosity, n; the intrinsic per-

meability, K; the saturation diagram; and relative permeability-saturation

relationship are functions of position. For the case of homogeneity and iso-

tropy, these parameters become constants over space. For homogenous fluids,

viscosity is constant. Because Equation (2.4) assumes incompressibility of
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FIGURE 2.3. Experimentally Measured kr = kr(S) from
Wyckoff and Botset (1936)

the porous medium, the functio,.s for the porosity and tile intrinsic permea-

bility can be considered time-independent relations.

2.4 SATURATIONDIAGRAM

A saturation diagram, as shown irl Figure 2.2, shows the local distribu-

tion of water, oil, and air in a homogenous and isotropic porous medium. A

sat_iration diagram is constructed by superpositioning the three capillary rise

curves. A capillary rise curve, AC, describes the relatiorlship between capil-

lary rise and saturation. This technique is limited by the validity range,

which is a function of the intersection point, SP (Schiegg 1979, p. 78).

Thus, superpositioning is not interpreted in the usual sense as an addition,

but nleans a superimposed tracing of the separate curves in a com.monplane

versus a common basis for the potentials.

Capillary rise is a function of the capillary pressure head. The cap-

illary pressure head is dependent on the capillary pressure. This is the

pressure difference between the wetting and nonwetting fluid across their

2.9
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interface. The wetting fluid in a porous medium exists under a capillary suc-

tion and for this reason, the pressure in the wetting fluid is smaller than in

the nonwetting one. This pressure difference is designated as the capillary

pressure, Pc'

where the indices nb and b signify the nonwetting and wetting fluids respec-

tively. If Pc is divided by the density difference times the gravitational

constant, g, then the capillary pressure head, hc, is obtained

where h(: represents the pressure difference across a meniscus in the form of a

piezometric height, h c is also designated the capillary potential. A capil-

lary pressure head curve, HC, describes the relation between capillary

pressure head and saturation. Capillary potential and saturation assume a

macroscopic perspective.

In statics, the capillary pressure head equals the increase in the ele-

vation of the menisci resulting from capillary pressure. In dynamics, that is

vhen the potential distribution over the domain is transient, a different cap-

illary rise results (Schiegg 197_, p. 46). However, according to existing

knowledge, the capillary pressure head is independent of dynamics (see Appen-

dix D). The actual capillary rise is designated as the capillary rise, ac .

In statics, the capillary rise, ac , and the capillary pressure head, hc, are
identi (:al.

As with the capillary pressure head curve, HC, the capillary rise curve,

AC, is derived from macroscopic observations. The AC curve describes the

relation between capillary rise and saturation. The capillary rise refers to

the distance normal from the free-fluid level to a point with a specific satu-
L

ration. Thus, the AC curve describes the saturation distribution within the

0
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capillary fringe normal to the free-fluid level. Only in statics can the

saturation distribution also be described by an HC curve. In dynamics, the

saturation distribution (and thus the AC curve) characterizes the momentary

position function of the two potentials. In statics, both potential functions

are reduced to two constant potential values over space.

The concept of the capillary rise or the capillary rise curve is a simple

description of the saturation distribution in dynamics. A dynamic saturation

diagram characterizes the momentary position function of the three potentials.

' With regard to hysteresis, a saturation diagram helps describe the development

of the potentials. A static saturation diagram shows the saturation distribu-

tion for three constant potentials over the domain.

The three AC curves to be superimposed for a saturation diagram are those

between water and air, ACWL; between oil and air, ACOL; and between water and

oil, ACWO. Because of hysteresis, each of the three AC curves depends on the

position of the pertinent free-fluid level, and thus the temporal progress of

the actual potential pair. The potentials are those in the water, the oil,

and the air. For simplification, hysteresis loops are not shown in Fig-
ure 2.2.

To determine the position of the three AC curves to be superimposed for

the saturation diagram (ACWL, ACOL, and ACWO), the elevations of the three

free-fluid levels must be calculated based on the three momentary potentials

in the water, oil, and air. The equation for the free-fluid level (hsl_ b) in
a large diameter tube as a function of the potentials is

nb
HS b

= (_nb-q_b]/{ ([Jnb-Pb)g] (2.9)

The ACWLcurve is then placed on the free water-air level, the ACOL curve is

placed on the free oil-air level, and the ACWOcurve is placed on the free
water-oil level.

With an increase in the relative oil potential (i.e., of the oil poten-

tial relative to the water-air level), the oil-air level increases and the

2.11
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water-oil level decreases versus the water-air level. The ACOL curve is dis-

placed toward the top and the ACWOcurve toward the bottom, and therefore they

move in the opposite directions from the ACWLcurve. In this way, the inter-

section point, SP, moves along the ACWLcurve toward the top left. With

decreasing relative oil potential, the scenario is reversed. The intersection

point, SP, moves from the top left toward the bottom right, and the ACOL curve

and ACWOcurve approach one another until they converge on the ACWLcurve.
i

2.5 NUMERICALINTEGRATION

The system of equations produced from Equations (2.5) and (2.6) and from

the initial and boundary conditions is nonlinear. The nonlinearity results

not only from the nonlinearity of the differential equations based on the

saturation, potential, and the relative permeability, but also from the bound-.

ary conditions along the interfaces with the other fluids. Such interfaces

are designated as fronts. Front-boundary conditions are nonlinear because

their locations, by definition, are temporal. Therefore, front-boundary con-

ditions are also designated as transient boundary conditions. Their mathe- ii
matical formulation is given in Schiegg (1979, p. 19). Because of this non-

linearity and because the relationships between the potential versus the

relative permeability and saturation must be determined experimentally, an

analytical solution is impossible. Only a numerical solution is possible.

In the present case, the numerical integration can be discretized in time

and thus made quasi-stationary. Quasi-stationary means that the time-

dependent variables are held constant within a time step.

The nonlinearity of the quasi-stationary equation system requires lin-

earization for its solution. The differential equations can be linearized

such that the nonlinearity of the relative permeability, caused by its depend-

ency on the potentials, is disregarded.

Although the boundary function for a front in a quasi-stationary treat-

ment is independent of time, it is still a function of the potential differ-

ence at each time step. _Thus, the positions of the front boundaries, which

are not known in advance, are dependent on the unknown potentials. However,
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for an integration, all boundaries of an integration area must be given.

Because of the solution dependency of the front boundaries, the potentials

must be calculated iteratively. The saturation diagram must be constructed

from the potentials, and based on this, the new position of the boundary

determined. With this new boundary position, the potentials must be calcu

lated again, a new saturation diagram constructed, and so forth.

The equation system to be solved iteratively in this way is composed of

linearized, discrete equations for water and oil at' each node of the spatial

discretization. The solution of the symmetrical matrix must be selected from

the various available algorithms.

The iterative recalculation of the saturations, front positions, and

potentials continues until the set convergence requirement is met for the

potentials at each node. The final potential distribution represents the

solution for the current tiime step.
i

I The relative permeabilities are determined from the calculated satura-

tions using the experimentally determined relation' kr = kt(S). This must

happen at each node, but for simplification can be limited to the last solu-

tion in a time step.

With homogeneity and isotropy in the porous medium, porosity and intrin-

sic permeability are consta.nt scalars. NonhomogeneiLy and anisotropy do not

produce a systematic aggravation of the numerical solutiorl method, but stipu-

late that the experimentally determ, ined relations kr = kr(S) and S = S(¢_) must

be known for the different structures of the porous medium. For practical

problems, this is a very unrealistic requirement.

2.6 PARAMETERSTO BE MEASURED

From the previous discussion, it can be seen that to verify predicted oil

propagation in aquifers by experiment, the potentials of the three fluids

(above all, that of water and oil) as a function of place and time must be

meas_Jred. In principle, fluid saturations as a function of space and time can

be calculated from the measured potentials.

2.13
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Such calculations, in the range of saturations of interest, make use of

various simplifying assumptions and models. Thus it is advisable, for the

verification as well as for the control of the experimentally determined

potentials, to also measure the saturations of water and oil as a function of

space and time.

These requirements necessitate the Gevelopment of methods and equipment,

for the determination of fluid pressures and fluid saturations over space and

time Figures 2.4 and 2.5 are a photograph and engineering sket(h, respec-

tively, of the experiment setup developed to study oil propagation in a two-

dimensional physical model of an aquifer and capillary fringe. This setup

includes instruments to measure fluid pressures and saturations over space and

time.

II
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FIGURE 2.4. Experiment Setup Developed to Study Oil Propagation in an
Aquifer. Fluid pressures and saturations were measured
over space and time.
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3.0 POROUSMEDIUM

3.1 CHARACTERISTICSOF THE POROUSMEDIUM

A porous medium is a conglomerate of individual, nonbonded, solid parti-

cles. A porous medium is also a solid with hollow spaces called pores. Pores

can exist isolated from one another or can be connected. In fluid dynamics, a

porous medium is assumed to have connected pore spaces.

The characteristics of a porous medium are determined by the shape, sur-

face features, and particle-size distribution of the grains. The porous

medium is also characterized by the arrangement and position of the particles,

wl,ich are a function of the applied packing energy (von Englehardt 1960;

Childs 1967; Manegold 1955, 1960). The characteristics are further determined

by the chemical properties of the grains. For example, limestone, quartz, and

clay are inorganic minerals, whereas humus, peat, and coal are of an organic

nature. With flow through a porous medium, it is primarily not the solid

structure of the porous nledium that is of interest, but rather the character-

istics of the pore spaces. A pore space is determined by the shape and

arrangement of the individual pores and their interconnections.

Compared to other" paranleters, sucll as tortuosity, the most important

parameter for describing the pore spaces is the porosity. Porosity is the

pore volume divided by the total bulk volume and is therefore dimensionless.

If the pore volume is defined as the sum of all the hollow spaces, then total

porosity is obtained. If the pore volUllle is defined as the volUllle of con-

nected hollow spaces that allow fluid to flow through the porous medium, then

the effective porosity is obtained. In the following discussion, the effec-

tive porosity is designated the porosity, n.

A pure quartz sand with uniform grains was chosen as the porous medium.

Quartz was preferred over other minerals, such as limestone, beca_,se quartz,

SiO2, has the same chemical elements as glass. Thus, experiments with nlicro-

scopic fluid parameters (the contact angle and the radius of curvature, whicl_

determine capillarity in quartz sand) could be carried out in glass capillary

tubes. This has several advantages. Glass is transparent, and glass capil-

lary tubes in various forms and styles are readily available. Capillary
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influences are more difficult to discern (less clear) in a porous medium than

in the hollow space of a capillary because of hysteresis caused by the diame-.

ter variation between pores. The grain-size distribution of the quartz sand

is shown in Figure 3.1a. The shape of the separate grains can be seen in Fig-

ure 3.1b. The particle density was determined as 2.65 g/cm 3.

Heterogeneity and anisotropy result in spatial geometric differences

between pore spaces. A different geometry implies a different capillary

effect. The capillary effects are described by the capillary pressure, whose

dependence on the pore space geometry is given by Laplace's equation of capil-

larity (Schiegg 1979, p. 24). Different capillary effects mean different

radii of curvature for the same potential field. The variation in the radius

of curvature corresponds to the variance of the capillary rise. In statics,

the variance according to Equation (2.8) results from the division of the

capillary-pressure variance by Arg. This equation can be interpreted physi-

cally as weight minus buoyancy. For a liquid and air, the density difference

or' the very slight buoyancy of the liquid in air is equal to the density of

(a) (b)

FIGURE 3.]. Quartz Sand (a) Grain-Size Distribution Curve and
(b) Shape of Grains
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the liquid, because the air density is practically negligible. Between water

and oil, the density difference is five to ten timus smaller than between

either of these liquids and air. The buoyancy can ne longer be ignored.

Thus, tlle buoyancy difference resulting from the heterogeneity or anisotropy
at the interface between the water or oil and the air is also five to ten

times greater. From these observ,_tions, one can see that for the experimental

_imulation of displacement processes between water and oil, much higher

requirements must beplaced on homogeneity and isotropy than for liquid-air

J displacements,in which equal saturationdeviationswere tolerated.
i

Quartz is hydrophilic;thus, the POre,lsmedium is more wettableby waterI
not only comparedto oil but also to air. Comparedto air, quartz is more

I

wettableby oil.

The most interestingcharacteristicparametersof the porousmedium are

p _ ,_';_,65_+ [],_.}1 _/cm3 n = 0,4,_,"_8 4- 0,[](]2

k(SL=O,02 ) = (_1,4.-.!: t,li.1[] -2 cre/sea (3.1)(a)

k(SL=O,21) = (1,9 __.-0,1 .1C] cm/sec
) 2

The particle density was determined gravimetrically by displacement of water.

The porosity was calculated by gamma-ray attenuation using Cs-137 (see Chap-

ter 6.0). The hydraulic permeability, k, was determined From Darcy-type

experiments (Scheidegger 1960, p. 69). At a minimum residual air saturation

of 2%, a value of 4.4 • 10.2 cm/sec was obtained. At a maximumresidual air

saturation of 21%, a value of 1.9 • 10.2 cm/sec was obtained. This reduction

of the relative permeability by about one-half as a result of 20% air satu-

ration is similar to the values obtained experimentally by Wyckoff and Botset

(1936) (see Figure 2.3). r

(a) Equations were taken directly from the Germantext and, in somecases,
use a different notation. For example, 0,01 = 1/100, whereas in this
text, I/I00 would be shown as 0.01. Multiplication is indicated by a dot
in the equations and in the text.
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3.2 THICKNESSOF THE POROUSMEDIUM_

The thickness of the porous medium is its expansion from a one- or two-

dimensional geometry. Thickness is alsoequai to the irradiation width in the

radiation attenuation method used to determine the fluid saturations. The

attenuation of radiation increases exponentially with the thickness of the

irradiated material (see Chapter 6.0). Thus, optimizing the irradiation width

was important. From the requirement of a cnnstant average error, and thus a

constant attenuated radiation flux, the required activity of the isotope also

increased exponentially with the thickness of the irradiated sand. The maxi-

mum isotope activity that could be produced in a nuclear reactor was a deci-

sive factor in evaluating the isotopes under consideration (see Chapter 6.0).

Based on the above considerations, we endeavored to find the minimum

necessary width of the porous medium. This was determined by the condition

that the porosity introduced by the wall effect be negligible. Figure 3.2

shows that the porosity of a purous medium along a smooth wall is greater than

within porous medium. This is valid for every type of packing. The smaller

the distance from the wall, the larger the local porosity. According to Fig-

ure 3.2, this influence extends over four to five grain diameters. From the

conversion of area A + C into the equal-area rectangle B + C, it is seen that

the wall effect causes a 25% increase in the porosity, over a distance of

between four and five grain diameters. The minimum width, B, of the porous

medium was defined by the requirement that the error in saturation due to the

walls (calculated as one-quarter of the pore volume over nine grain diameters)

did not exceed one-fourth of the tolerable standard deviation of _+2%fluid

saturation (see Chapter 6.0), or _+0.5%of the pore volume over the total width

In'fl],:?'-ii}' (tl.p) :: (n.ll],[]r]!:i).B (3.2)

With a standard grain diameter, ¢, of 0.33 mm(Figure 3.1a), the minimum

necessary width of the porous medium is

B = 15 cm (3.3)
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Preliminary experiments showed that the calculated influence of the wall
effect (assumed from Figure 3.2 to be 1.5 mm long [4 25 • 0.33 mm]) repre-

sented the lower limit of the wall effect measured experimentally. This meant

Lhat to achieve the above requirements, the thickness of the porous medium

should not be less than 15 cm.

3.3 POROUSMEDIUMCONTAINERS

3.3.1 Plexicolumn for the One-Dimensional Static Experiments

The plexicolumn shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 was constructed for the one-

dimensional static experiments (see Chapter 7.0) used to verify the theo-

retically determined capillary pressure head curves for oil, based on the

fluid-media scaling method (n-values) of Schiegg (1979, p. 52). The migration

of the saturation distribution as a function of the changes irl potential Was

also observed during the experiments.

0 n
0,8 A:B

0,5

0,4 C _---]

l '
f

0,2 I

J y/dI
0 ................ l ..................... 1 .................. r ................... l .................... V --_m"

0 1 2 3 4 5

n = local porosity
y = distance from wal I
d = grain diameter

FIGURE 3.2. Effect of Wall on the Porosity of Packed Spheres
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FIGURE 3.3. Schematic Diagram of the Plexicolumn and the Measurement Range



t,

FIGURE3.4. Photograph of the Plexicolumn (note the vent tube on
the end plate)

Based on Equation (3.3), the inside width of the plexicolumn was chosen

as 15 cre. At the two ends, the porous ,,edium was held in place by two perfo-

rated screens. Overflow containers were connected to the ends such that any

of the three fluids (water, oil, or air) could be introduced at both ends at a

given potential.

3.3.2 Flume for the Two-Dimensional Dynamic Experiments

The laboratory space available for the experiments was 5.2 m • 5.6 m.

The room was suitable because it had a northern exposure and masonry walls on

all sides, which helped maintain a constant temperature. During the winter,

the daily temperature variation was greater than in t,he summer; 1.7°C at most.

The requirement for the smallest possible temperature vaY.iation arose from the

required stability of the electronics and from striving for very slight fluid

displacement in the pressure gage system resulting from temperature changes.

The thickness or width of the porous medium was determined from Equa-

tion (3.3) as 15 cm. The length of the porous medium was limited to about

2.6 m by the spatial configuration of the sand-filling apparatus and the

gamma-ray attenuation system (explained in Section 3.4).

From the following deliberations, the height of the porous medium was

established as 60 cm. The propagation of oil, which infiltrated above the
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water-air capillary fringe, initially occurs primarily in the vertical direc-

tion. The propagation surface is found in the capillary fringe between water

and air (see Figure 2.!). Specifically, the propagation surface occurs at the

boundary between the _unicular and insular nonwetting fluid saturation range.
L

The moment the oil front reaches the propagation surface, the oil _ propagates

in a direction predominantly parallel to the propagation surface• Thus, to

obtain good oil propagation simulations, it is important that the capillary

fringe extend to the highest possible height.

With small pore diameters, the funicular nonwetting fluid range lies

farther away from the fluid level than with large pore diameters. For a

gently sloping grain-size distribution curve, the funicular range is greater

than for a steep grain-size distribution curve. However, with a gently slop-

ing grain-size distribution curve, the packing of a homogenousand _isotropic

porous medium is more difficult. A compromise relating to these conflicting

properties led to the selection of the material with the grain-size dist_ibu-

tion shown in Figure 3.1a.

Preliminary experiments showed that free packing of such quartz sand

yielded capillary fringe heights of a few decimeters (see Figure 2.1). There-

fore, a minimum porous medium height of about 50 cm was chosen. The maximum

height was restricted to about 70 cm° Because of the gamma-ray attenuation

system (described in Chapter 5.0), we wanted the top of the porous medium to

reach the favorable working height of about 150 cm above the floor.

The porous medium (unconsolidated sand) was packed in the experimental

flume shown in Figure 3.5. The supporting element of the flume was a

256-cm-long l-beam (DIN 20). The l-beam also served as the base plate for the

flume, and thus came into contact witil water, but also eventually with

Super-Ad-lt (a) a mercury-based fungicide dissolved in an organic solvent

Super-Ad-lt diluted with an extra-light petroleum fraction, designated as SAI,

was used as a representative of a petroleum derivative (see Chapter 6.0). The

l-beam surface was sanded and given a chlorinated rubber coating to make it

(a) Available from the Borchers Brothers Company, Goslar, Federal Republic of
Germany, under license by HQls America, Piscutaway, NewJersey.
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FIGURE 3.5. Photograph of the Experimental F:lur,e

resistant to both fluids. The side walls of the flume consisted of two glass

plates with the dimensions 280 cm • 60 cm • 2 cm. Each of tile glass walls was

stipl)orLe(l L)y verLical beams to transfer the horizontal loads.

O At _lle two ends of the flume, a screen was placed in front of the porous
illediuIll. At both ends, 5-cre-long sections of medium-coarse and coarse gravel

were deposited between the quartz sand and the screen, lhese served to mini-

mize end effects. The occurrence of end effects is described in Commentary A4

in Section 7.3.

A 4--cre-lung water reservoir was attached to each end between tile screen

and the end of the flume. In each of the two water reservoirs, the water

level could be regulated with an overflow vessel that could be moved

vertically.

l he flume was open at the top, and the porous medium was in contact with

t,he free atmosphere above its surface. The I-beam, and thus tile whole flume,

was supported at two points (Figure 3.6). One support consisted of a hinge

with a horizontal axis; the other was a vertical threaded bolt. The belt was

adjustable against a threaded nut fixed to the surface of the concrete base.

lhe threaded belt could be screwed down into a cavity in the concrete base.

With this mechanism, the slope of the flume could be adjusted between 0 and

I0%.

3.9
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.I:I.!GUI!I[_3.:6. Flume Supports (a) at the Hinged Connect:ion and
(b) ,_t, the l-breaded Jack Connect:ion

lhe conct"eLe bases were not, poured directly onto the brick f:loor, but

w_,re huill: on [.2..mnl--thick rubber plates. lhis elastic layer serve(l to damperl

ally building vil)ratiorl,,, lhis precaution was l,aken so that, [he porous nledium,

whi(:h was re lat, i vel.v -loosely packed with a porosit,y of 40%, wouId not l)e com--

l_r(::_:,_,edt)y t_tlilding vibrations during t:he experiments, lhe const.ant, posit:ion

(_f: l.he Upl)er ,,,:and sLIrf:ace was considered proof: Lhat, Lhe constant porosit:y did

r/(:)l: change (ILIt'inH t.he experimeniLs.

ihe fltlllle and concret,e bases were stlrrollrlded by a 12-cre-high dike so that.

_._r_vevent:ual _-;pill of wa_,er, oil, or' cleanirlg f"luids during t.he (:leaning phase

w()ul_t t)e cor/l.ained (t-igut"e 3.7).

The tls_' ot: l:.he proposed graphical method (see Chapter 6.0) t:o der.ermine

,:;_ll,Llt'at:ion _'e(tuired a homograph ()f standard nleasurement:s. So that the

w_m(_!traph war, tteneral-ly valid and did not have to be del, er'mined for" each meas-.

_lt'ir_!t poinl:, l.he porosity had to be constant in time, arid Ltle measurements in

l:t_e dry porous media had to be const:ant: in space. This r_,quired a homo{.leneous
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FIGURE 3.7. Concrete Base and Dike Above Floor

uniform glass thickness. Irl agreement with the earlier requirement that. the

systematic error not be greater than one-fourth of the tolerable average error

of ±2Z o[ the pore volume, the tolerable variance of the width of the f:luIlle,

AB, for a 40% porosity is

.", ..... _!"_r' _ , "J ' !., : . ' ]/'.i _ ,l , ', 'T_....

Therefore, the result o[ Equation (3.4) required that, assuming constant, wall

_;t.rength, the wall def'lection amount to not more than 0.]5 !nra. lo fulfill

this requirement, the glass plates had to be reinforced with several vertical

steel bars. This, however, did limit the view of the propagation process.

To increase the strength of the steel bars, a steel brace plate was

welded along each of the vertical bars perpendicular to the glass. Because

earth and water pressure increase with depth, the steel brace plate was wider

near the bottom. The apparatus used to fill the flume did not allow the use
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near the bottom. The apparatus used to fill the flume did not allow the use

of tie rods across the top of the flume, Therefore, the steel brace plates

were cut around the base plate and welded to two angle irons, which were then

screwed to the I-beams (Figure 3.8).

The number and position of the vertical supports (Figu_e 3.9) had to be

chosen so that the expected maximum deflection of tile glass walls did not

exceed. the tolerable value of: 0.15 mm [according to Equation (3.4)]. Further-

more, the supports had to be arranged so that each area that had been weakened

by the hules drilled for the pressure probes lay in an area where the sum of

the moments was equal to O. Thiswas to minimize the risk of glass failure.

A search was made for the location of min-imum moments on. the perforated glass

plates (Figure 3.10) after glass specialists expressed general doubts concern-

ing the load capacity of such perforated gl_ss plates. A moment distribution

with a satisfactory number and position of supports had to be found by trial

and error.

FIGURE 3.8. Brace Plates of the FIklme

0
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The caIculation of the actual moments was made by using the simplifying

assumption of a continuous beam with a constant stiffness on movable supports

and under uniform load. Table 3.1 shows the calculatiorl of the moments to

obtain the most favorable arrangement of the supports. The calculation was

done according to the iterative method of Cross (llofacker 1962, Vol. Xl,

p. 15).

The careful selection of the two glass plates based on their uniform

thickness was confirmed by gamma-ray attenuation measurements. The nlaxilllL_lll

variance of the gamma impulse count rate was smaller than an equivalent water

thickness of 0.3 mm. This variance was measured on the eMpty flume and is

smaller than the tolerable error +0.5% saturation from this source of error.

lhe cross-sectional width of the empty flume varied less than 0.2 mm.

A theoretical estimate of the maximum deflection of the glass plates was

not possible before the flume was filled because a modulus of elasticity does

not exist for glass. Measurements showed that the maximum deflection of the

glass plates, due to the dry sandfill, came to 0.21 nlnl. During the highest

water level in the experiments, the deflection of the glass plates was a maxi-

mum of 0.3 mmhalfway up the evaluating area. The maximum variance of the

flume width came to 0.6 mm. This is twice as large as the maximum tolerable

value of 0.3 mm according to Equation (3.4). Thus, in an extreme case, the
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error caused by the variable thickness of the porous mediumin the irradiation

direction was ilalf of the maximumtolerable standard error of the saturations,
not a fourth•
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Each glass wall consisted of a single plate, lt could not be constructed

of several smaller plates because no hydrophilic and SAl-resistant material

could be found to caulk the joints, and the open joints constituted extremely

large pore passages. The oil could have perhaps migrated down the open joints

and reached the base plate coated with chlorinated rubber, which is oleophi-

lic. Because of the tendency of the oleophilic base plate to imbibe oil, the

oil could have found its way to one of the outlets, in which case mechanical,

not hydrodynamic, oil drainage and spreading would have occurred (Schiegg

1979, p. 33).

l he joints between the front sides of the glass plates and the steel sllp-

ports were filled with a permanent SAt-resistant plastic spacer in case the

temperature did not remain constant and stresses built up because of the dif-

ferent elasticity coefficients of glass and steel. These stresses could have

' led to the formation of cracks in the glass plates.

To support the glass plates as evenly as possible with the steel bars,

the open interval between the glass and steel was backfilled with portland

cement, wilich was strengthened with very fine sand. With a less firm support,

the variance of the clearance would have probably been somewhat larger than

the upper limit of 0.6 mill.

The two most important properties, in addition to a small deflection and

unbreakability, of the two longitudinal walls of the flunle were I) trans-

parency, Lo see the migration of the oil in the experiments, and 2) hydro-

philicity or oleophobicity. This second property was required becausr tile oil

that came in contact with the wall should not spread out along it. A prefer-

ential propagation of the oil along the walls would have been undesirable for

three reasons. First, the saturation conditions would have been incorrect.

Second, spreading along the walls could have led to the contact of the

funicular oil in the porous medium with a discharge point, and consequently to

the unwanted drainage of the oil. Third, visual observations would have

described a completely false propagation form. Accordingly, quartz glass

(SiO 2, chemically the same as the quartz sand used as the porous medium) was

chosen as the material for the longitudinal walls of the flume.

iO
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The distribution of the ports for the pressure probes in the one glass

wall was designed in advance, The ports were positioned regularly and appro-

priately for the different propagation experiments under consideration. The

position of the ports for the pressure probes is seen in Figure 3.10. The

glass wall was weakened by the strong concentration of the ports for pressure

probes.

Specialists were brought in to drill the ports, but they agreed _to do the

job only if they would not be held accountable if the glass plate failed under

a load. Thus, we attempted to find a plastic material as good as glass that

would fulfill the criteria of transparency, slight deflection, and unbreak-

ability. The workability of plastic is better than that of glass. The big

problem in using plastic was that as a hydrocarbon compound, plastic has a

natural oleophilic character. So the question was asked whether it would be

possible to satisfy the requirement of oleophobicity by treating the plastic

surface.

First, we sought to find hydrophilic coating agents that could be applied

on the plastic plates in thin transparent layers. For all the different coat-

ings considered, the adhesion of the coating to the plastic was determined by

mechanical abrasion. A low adhesion illdicated hydrophilic effectiveness. For

the different coatings, identical propagation experiments were compared to

that in the glass walls. Figure 3.11 shows the oil front advance in these

experiments in relation to the point "T" i day after the addition of oil. The

oil fronts shown in Figure 3.11 were observed by removing horizontal layers of

material down to the propagation surface.

Based on the results in Figure 3.11, we concluded that treating acrylic

plates with Fomblin could yield characteristics comparable with those of

glass. However, during a two-dimensional experiment, a clearly established

difference in propagation was obtained along the back glass plate in contrast

to tile front acrylic plate, which had been previously treated with Fomblin

(Figure 3.12).
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FIGURE 3.]2. Propagation Forms (a) Along Glass Wall, (b) Along
Acrylic Wall Previously Treated with Fomblin

As seen in Figure 3.12, the surface treatment with Fomblin did not yield

a propagation of oil similar to that for glass walls. Thus, we dropped the

idea of applying a hydrophilic coating. Next, we investigated whether it

would be possible to reach the same hydrophibicity by chemical conversion of

the plastic surface.

0
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14ydrophilicity implies that the surface must be chemically polar. Mo'le-

cules of saturated hydrocarbons are nonpolar on the whole. The idea was

developed of creating a hydroxyl group, -OH, on the nonpolar plastic surface

because the polar OH-bond reacts very easily. The reaction depends on the

fact that hydroxyl groups, which are similar to water, can receivc -_s well as

give off H+ ions and produce acids as well as bases, lt had to be proven

whether the hydroxyl group bound to the plastic surface would perform better

by polymerizing the plate or by grafting the polymerized plate.

Polymerization means the connection and linkage of separate molecules.

Polymethyl methacrylate plates are obtained by the polynierization of nlethd.-

methacrylate (MMA) by means of a catalyst such as benzol peroxide or

azobisi sobutyronitrite.

CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3
I + ,Catalyst I I I

CH2 = C ,,--- -CH2-C-CH2-C-CH2- C = Ct-12
[ Polymer Izmt ion I I I
C=O C=O C=O C=O

I I I I
OCH3 ,OCH3 OCH3 OCH3

(MMA) (PMMA)

Glycols are compounds that possess two adjacent carbon atoms for each

01-Igroup. By adding glycolmethacrylate at a suitable time before the final

polymerization of the surface, hydrophilization should be obtained because the

above polymethyl methacryl (PMMA) converts into:

CH3 CH3 CH3
I I I

-CH2-C-CH2-C-CH2- C _- CH2
I I I

C=O C=O C=O

I I I
OCH3 OCH3 OCH2-CH2-OH

Irl addition to the use of glycolmethacrylate, identical experiments were

also carried out with HEMA-96% (2-hydroxylethyl methacrylate-96%) 200-ppm
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hydroquinonefrom Rohm and Haas, Co., Philadelphia,mPennsylvania.The optimum

amount of catalystand polymerizationtemperature,as well as the best time to

add the hydroxyldonor had to be found experimentally.All of the experiments

were unsuccessful.

On the basis of work performedin the Departmentof Chemistryat ETH, the

graftabilityof four unsaturatedorganicgroups containingsilicone

(OF-SiliconeU of the 201, 212, 222, and 701 types; Bayer, Leverkusen,Federal

Republicof Germany)was investigatedon PMMA as well as on hard polyvinyl

chloride(PVC) plates. Silicone222 and 701 were successfullygraftedonto

the surfaceof PMMA plates. An additionalgraft of Silicone701 on PVC suc-

ceeded. With Silicone212, no or only a very weak graft was possible. How-

ever, even with only a slightgraftof any of the silicones,transparencywas

lost.

The surfacesof the graftedplateswere investigatedwith an infrared

: radiation(IR) spectroscopeto determinethe thicknessof the graft. The

plates became transparentagain only after nea'rlythe entiregraftedsilicone

layer had been polishedoff with a clay and water paste. The graftingwas

shown to be practicallyineFFectivewith regard to hydrophilization.The

grafted surfaceswere approximatelyas oleophilicas each of the nontreated

plastics.

The problemof the hydrophilizationof plasticis by no means trivial.i

Ibis is shown by the fact that even up to now the opticaland cosmetics

industrieshave not found a generallysatisfactorysolution. Their interest

in the hydrophilizationof transparentplasticstems from the manufactureof

contactlenses for correctingvision.

Becauseof our inabilityto find an alternativeto glass,we were forced

to manufacturethe hole arrangement,shown in Figure 3.10, in glass plates

despite the doubt of the glass specialists. The careful planning regarding

the selection of the material and the procedure for the manufacture, instal-

lation, and reinforcement of the quartz glass plates had its reward. The
=

flume walls held up to all loads and fulfilled their purpose with complete

satisfaction.
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3,4 APPARATUSFOR PACKINGA HOMOGENOUSISOTROPIC POROUSMEDIUM

For the experimental simulation of water-oil displacement, the maximum

possible homogeneity and isotropy of the porous medium was necessary. To

develop a method to pack the most" homogenous and isotropic porous medium pos-

sible, different methods for filling the flume with sand were investigated.

Among other methods tried were filling the flume while it was full of water

(a type of sedimentation) and sifting tile sand by hand, which was very time

consuming. In spite of the relatively steep grain-size distribution curve

(Figure 3.1a) and thus a smaller possibility of particle seqregation, small

differences in the release height above the s_nd fill led to visually observ-

able variations in the arrangement and the thickness of the porous medium

(Figure 3.13).

By far the best results were produced when the sand was applied, with

little free fall, as a thin layer over the width of the flume (15 cre) oll the

already existing fill, which caused negligible compression of the underlying

layer. This was accomplished by allowing the sand to trickle through a slit

from a container filled with sand, while the container moved back and forth

over the length of the flume (Figure 3.14). The slit opening had to be

adjusted to match the grain diameter and the filling velocity.

[he slit length was chosen as large as possible and was about the same as

the flume width. The slit on the sand container was placed exactly above the

fill being built up. Then, the sand container was raised synchronously as the

sand fill increased in height. In this way, the earlier conditions of no free

fall at the moment of introduction and negligible compression were fulfilled.

lhe sand container could move vertically and was mounted on a cart (Fig-

ure 3.15). The cart could be moved horizontally on rails parallel to the

flume. In preliminary tests, the sand container, which wasfixed to the cart

moving back and forth over the flume, was gradually raised, lhe effects of

each jump and the variability of the conveyor velocity were visually discern-

ible in the fill (Figure 3.13). From this, we concluded that the sand con-

tainer nlust be moved with a very constant velocity and raised with as small

steps as possible to minimize stratification. This meant that the sand con-

tainer movement apparatus had to be completely automated.
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FIGURE 3.]3. Stratified Filling in Flume

FIGURE 3.]4. Sand Container and Slit

To avoid vibrations and the resulting compression of the porous medium,

the rails could not be mounted on the flume. We were forced to use the over-

head rails used by the gamma attenuation source-detector cart (see Chap-

ter 5.0). To guarantee the constant velocity of the sand container during its

passage along the flume, a space was provided on both ends of the flume for
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tile acceleration of the carL aFt.er it revers_,d direction. Moreover, we had to

be able to push the source-det, ecl;or cart t,o the side during sand filling.

lhus, the overhead rails were 4..8 m in lengLh coml_ared to the flume length oF

2.85 m.

Long steel bars were used i:o reinforce l:Jle sand cart on the rails of t.he

source-detector cart and to lower the sand container to the bottom of the

flume. Based on the requirement that the width of the container slit should

be almost the same as the width oI: the flume, the sand container could only be

sl ighLly narrower than the width of the porous medium. Because no vibrations

I
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of the flume were alllowed, lateral movement of the sand container against the
I

flume walls had to b!_ prevented. The small clearance of the sand container

from the flume walls, the weight of the container (several kilQgrams)_ and the
I

acceleration of I m/_ec2 required that a very stable and precise supporting

frame be built for t'le sand container. Without the necessary rigidity and
precision of the vertical lift for the sand container, the container (as shownI

by experiment) vibrated more easily and touched the nearby flume walls,J
whereby the vibrations became still stronger, and consequently, the in-placeJ

' porous medium was compressed.

The horizontal drive of the sand cart was powered by a O.08-hp electric

motor (Figure 3.16). The strength of the motor was selected to accelerate the

sand cart (consisting of sand container, bars, and sand filling apparatus) to

the required driving velocity. The acceleration of the sand cart occurred on

a stretch of the overhead rails beyond the length of the flume so that when

the sand cart entered the flume, it had already reached its constant working

velocity. The reversal in the direction of the cart occurred automatically by

using contact switches mounted on the rails. They were activated by a guide

shoe attached to the cart (Figure 3.17).

FIGURE3.16. Motor Drive of the Sand Cart

z
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FIGURE I3.]7. Device to Switch the Direction of the Sand Cart

The lifting oF tlle sand cont, ainer had to occur synchronously with the

ascent oF tile porous Illedium. lo do t.his, a threaded rod was mounted adjacent

to the support rods oi: the sand cont;ainer (Figl,re 3.]8). A threaded collar

nut sitting on a leflon °:,'(a) pad turned on Ifhe threaded rod. The collar nut

was supportedby a plate mount;ed on the sand cart.

Buffer cams at each end oF tile overhead raiIs rotated the collar nut an

adjusted amount on each pass, tIlerel)y lifting the sand container. The rota-

tion of tile collar nut also produced a braking action on the sand cart, which

was a welcomed bonus, shortly before it reversed direction.

The running speed oI: tlie cart, regulated irl three stages, was ] m/sec.

The incremental height increase per passage equaled 0.]5 mm, thus less than

half the average grain diameter, lhe packing of a porous medium to a height

oF 60 cm required 4000 passages. With a Flume length of 3 m, this equaled

]2 km, which required ]2000 sec at, a velocity oF ] m/sec. Thus, approximately

4 h had to be allotted to Fill the Flume and al low the cart to reverse

direct ions.

(a) Teflon is a trademark oF E. I. dupont de Nemours Co., Inc., Wilmington,
Del aware.
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FIGURE 3.18. Sand Container Lifting Device

The sand container was filled with sand through a tube connected to a

sand bin on the upstairs floor (Figure 3.19). A funnel was attached to the

sand cart and supported by a frame. At one of the ends of the overhead rails,

a cam attached to a louver in the tube could be triggered, thereby releasing

sand from the bin and feeding the funnel. The volume of sand could be regu-

lated by adjusting the frame.

In a quartz-sand poro_,s medium, a petroleum derivative is the nonwetting

fluid compared to water. Accordingly, a petroleum d ivative will stay in the

larger pores of an area with high water saturation. This fact and the fact

that there are larger pores along a smooth wall (Figure 3.2) are the reasons

why a petroleum derivative collects preferentially along a hydrophilic wall.

To reduce this phenomenon, which would have altered flow near the wall, a
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 3.]9. Sand Filling Mechanism (a) Full View and (b) Tube Comirig
from Upper Floor

E
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relatively fine sand was applied along the flume walls during filling. This

was done over a very local area, limited to four to five grain diameters (Fig-

ure 3.2). The particle diameter of the fine sand was calculated based on the

packing model for spheres (Manegold 1955; von Englehardt 1960) and was 5% to

10% of the diameter of the quartz sand. The fine sand was applied from

two adjacent jars attached to the main container. The jars were filled with

the fine sand at the start of the filling procedure. Nozzles directed the

fine sand against the walls. The flow of the sand could be regulated by open-

ing slits (see Figures 3.20a and b).

I

f

, I L
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(a) Engineering Sketch (b) Photograph

FIGURE 3.20. Fine-Sand Applicator
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To maximize tile available flume length, vertical sliding end walls were

designed. Bromatized steel sheets were automatically raised from below as the

sand filled the flume. Each metal sheet was bolted to a metal bar, and the

metal bar was welded to a collar nut on a vertical spindle (Figure 3.21). The

seat for the rotatable spindle was bolted to the floor. The metal end walls

were raised as the spindles rotated an adjustable amount with each passage of

the sand cart. The rotation of the spindle was initiated by a cam, attached

to the cart, which struck cogs on the spindle.

To eliminate the danger of several sand grains wedging between the steel

plate and glass wall, the distance from the front of the steel plate to the

glass walls waschosen larger than one grain diameter. Grain wedging could

have resulted in a point load and thus a definite cracking danger for the

glass. To prevent sand from trickling between the steel plate and glass wall,

thin rubber strips were pasted on the glass walls to fill the gap between the

steel plate and glass wall. The rubber strips were covered with a thin copper

foil so that if the sand container touched them, they would not be damaged.

The copper foil was pasted onto the glass wall and both sides of the rubber

strips with an SAI-resistant glue.
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FIGURE 3.21. Sidewall Sheet Metal Lifting Device
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4.0 PRESSUREGAGEAPPARATUS

Both the viscosity and density of air are smaller than the viscosity and

density of water or of the petroleum derivative (SAI). Accordingly, the

potential gradient or pressure gradient in air must be Smaller than those in

water or the SAI. In any case, they are so small that the air potential and

thus also the air pressure can be, in practice, assumed constant over,space

and time. Therefore, it was unnecessary to measure the air pressure. Thus_

the problem was limited to the development of a pressure gage system for the

selective measurement of the pressure in the water and the petroleum

derivative.

4.1 R_E_MENTS

The requirements of the pressure gage system were

I. a pressure measurement accuracy of ±O.5-mm H_O resulting from the
required saturation measurement accuracy of _2% (see Chapter 6.0) - 011
the flattest part of the quartz-sand capillary pressure head curve, a

change of ] cm H20 produced a 40% change in saturation. Thus _

(2%/40%) (10 nlm H20) = 0.5 mmH20

2. a tolerated volume displacement of less than I mm3 - The fluid in the
pressure measurement system was free to flow in and out. Volume changes
in the pressure measurement system were caused by pressure changes in the
porous media and external pressure and temperature changes, as well as
volume displacements during the automated switching to sense pressure at
multiple probes. A change in the internal fluid volume was equivalent to
a change in saturation in the porous media. Thus, the degree of error irl

the pressure measurement can be inferred from t_e capillary pressure head
curve. A volume displacement of less than I mm_ was tolerated because
this was smaller than the volume of several pores. '

3. a response time that did not exceed I sec

4. the flexibility of a selective pressure measurement over time and space -
Selective pressure measurement refers to the pressure measurement of one
of the immiscible fluids (water or oil) with the measurement independent
of the pressure in the other fluid.



4.2 CONSTRUCTIONOF THE PRESSUREGAGESYSTEM

The pressure gage system consisted of probes as pressure sensors, con-

necting tubes and stopcocks, and a device for recording the pressure (Fig-

ure 4.1). Because of the experimental pressure range, a transformation of the

measured pressure into an electrical signal was needed. Thus, the pressure

recording apparatus consisted of a linear response pressure transducer. The

experimental determination of the spatial and temporal progress of the pres-

sure in both fluids was limited to pressure measurements at individual loca-

tions. Thus, one pressure gage system had to be constructed for each of the
fluids.

4.2.1 Probes

A probe is similar to a diaphragm. The main function of a probe is to

selectively transmit the pressure of the specific fluid for which it was _

d_,signed. Selective pressure transmission can be attained by the suitable

choice of surface chemistry for the probe material. The porous probe material

must be more wetted by the fluid whose pressure is to be measured. The poro-
sity or the maximumallowable pore size, and thus the grain diameter of the

probe material, must be selected so that the initial bubbling pressure of the

nonwetting fluid is larger than the maximumpossible pressure that might be

encountered. Furthermore, a probe should prevent sand particles from entering

the pressure gage system. Finally, the probe should be chemically resistant

to the various fluids with which it might come in contact.

The above requirements for the probe material stipulated a porous hydro-

philic material for pressure measurement of the water and a porous oleophilic

material for pressure measurement of the petroleum derivative. Known hydro-

philic porous materials are mineralogical filters from diatomaceous soil, as

well as sintered quartz glass spheres. Porous plastics are of organic nature

and are thus oleophilic. The wetting characteristics of sintered bronze or

steel filters are less clear and less stable than those of the other

materials.
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From the desirednonwL_tingfluid bubblingpressure,a maximumallowable

pore sizewas chosen. In addition,we were interestedin good permeability

for the probe material,based on the requirementof a small response'Lime.

From these contrastingrequirementsarose the need for a probe materialwith a

pore-sizedistributioncurve that was steep and equal to the value of the

maximum acceptablepore size. Sinteredglass with pores of a very uniform

size is obtainablecommercially. Sinteredquartz glass was finallyused as

the material for both the hydrophilicand oleophilicprobesbecauseof the

exactingand favorablecharacteristicsof sinteredquartzglass comparedto

that of porousplasticand becausethe glass could be made oleophilicby a

surfacetreatmentwith silicone. The advantageof the sinteredquartzglass

was that it alloweda uniformprobe fabricationtechnique,independentof

whether the probeswould be hydrophilicor oleophilic.

The shape of the probes was selectedto yield the largestsurfacearea

possible. A large surfacearea was desiredso that at small saturations,and

consequentlya relativelysmall contactsurfacewith the wettingfluid, a

representative pressure could be obtained. A larger surface area also yielded
a smaller response time. The initial required pressure accuracy of -±0.5 mm

H20, the generally nonlinear pressure distribution in the unsaturated zone,
and the requirement that the probes minimally compress the unconsolidated sand

grains when inserted dictated that the probes be small in the measurement

plane of the two-dimensional experiment. In addition, two-dimensional experi-

ments imply that the parameters are constant in the third dimension; thus, any

size could be chosen for the third dimension. These arguments led us to

select the longest possible cylindrical shape with the smallest possible

diameter and the deepest possible hollow core to allow easy and fast fluid

exchange.

Because of the fragility of thin layers of sintered glass, the inside

diameter of the probe had to be as small as that allowed by the manufacturing

process. The front of each probe was finished to a point. This was done to

lower the amount of sand compression while inserting the probe, but also to

lower the frequency of breaking while pushing the probe into the unconsoli-

dated sand.



For the first attempt to manufacture the probes, the largest and flattest

filter plates of sintered quartz glass obtainable commercially were chosen.

These filter plates had a diameter of 40 mm, a thickness of 3 mm, and a pore

Idiameter of between 20 to 40 pm (Pyrex'(a) 4-812-42). The selected average

porosity of 0.3 was a compromise between the goal of the smallest possible

pore diameter for a high bubbling pressure and the goal of a short response

time produced by high permeability, lhe plate permeability specified by the

manufacturer was not representative of the probes because the permeability of

the probes was lowered during the manufacturing process.

The first manufacturing process consisted of sawing the filter plate into

square bars. These square bars were then shaped into cylinders by using a

centerless grinder consisting of two large, closely spaced grinding rollers

turning against each other. The cylinders were given a point and a hollow

core using a lathe. Figure 4.2 shows the stages of manufacture. In relation

to the starting material, the permeability of the machined probes was reduced

by a factor of 50 because of the accumulation of grinding dust in the pores.

Because of the great reduction in permeability and the relatively high
damage rate during manufacture, a second manufacturing technique was devised.

In this technique, the cylindrical bars of sintered glass were obtained

directly from holes made in the starting material using a diamond drill.

Finally, the hollow core was drilled out and the point turned. The permea-

bility of a probe manufactured by this method was only five times smaller than

that of the starting material. A decrease in pore plugging could not be

obtained by treating the completed probes in an ultrasound bath. Only boring

at the steepest possible angle of attack relative to the cutting surface

brought improvement.

Figure 4.3 shows a sketch with the dimensions and a photographic enlarge-

ment of a probe manufactured Jsing the second technique.

(a) Pyrex is a trademark of Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York.
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FIGURE4,2. Plate, Rod, and Probe of Sintered Quartz Glass
(from top to bottom)

_:_----- )............................ - ................ _ ......"...... L_)

FIGURE4.3. Photograph and Sketch of Probe and Probe Holder

The conductance, L(L2T-]), of the probes was calculated as the flow

rate, Q (/3 T-I), divided by the pressure difference across the probe, nh (L).

Figure 4.4a shows a plot of the conductance versus the pressure difference for
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FIGURE 4.4. Conductance (a) and Flow Rate (b) of the Probes as a Function
of the Pressure Difference

randomly chosen probes. From Figure 4.4a, one can see that the average con-

ductance of the probes came to =8 ° 10.6 cm2/sec, assuming laminar flow. The

decrease of the conductance at larger pressure differences is probably a

result of the transition to turbulent flow and thus a more quadratic velocity-

pressure relation. Figure 4.4b shows a leveling of the flow rate, Q, to a

constant value for pressure differences greater than 25 to 30 cm. Only when

/_h was less than 20 cm was Ah proportional to Q.

0
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Some probeswere treatedwith a siliconesolutionto renderthem oleo-

philic. The probeswere cured in a 35-folddilutionof the Bayer silicone

emulsionH for 3 h at 240°C. lt was demonstratedexperimentallythat such a

siliconefilm was resistantagainstthe very aggressiveSAI, which was used as

a representativepetroleumderivative. The use of SAI was stipulatedby the

saturationmeasurementmethod used.

The experimentaldeterminationof the nonwettingfluid bubblingpressure

was performedaccordingto the setup shown in Figure 4.5. The experiment

shows the principleof selectivepressuremeasurement. With an untreated

quartz-glassfilterplate saturatedwith water, the water was the wetting

fluid and fuel oil was the nonwettingfluid. When the filter plate was

previouslytreatedwith the siliconesolution,the water was the nonwetting

fluid,the fuel oil was the wettingfluid,and the plate was consequently

saturatedwith oil. The experimentconfirmedthat the wettingfluid pressure

remainedconstantwhile the nonwettingfluid pressurewas varied,so long as

' the pressuredifferencedid not exceedthe bubblingpressureof the filler

plate.

The experimentaldeterminationof the bubblingpressuresin the probes

yielded the averagevalues shown in Table 4.1. The nonwettingfluid bubbling

pressureof the probes,HE, is exactlythe oppositeof the capillarysuction

of the wetting Fluid in the probe'slargestpores.

To preventdrainageof the probes by the oven-driedporousmedium,the

maximum suctionof the porous medium (thecapillarysuctionof the smallest

pores in the porousmedium,on the fluid in the probes)must be smallerthan

the minimumsuctionof the probes (the capillarysuctionof the largestpores

of the probe). Accordingto Figure 2.1, the maximum suctionof the sand used

in the experimentswas about 50 cm H20 for water relativeto air. Thus, for a

petroleumderivative,the maximumsuctionrelativeto air was about half of

that, or about 25 cm of oil-columnheight. With Po = 0.85, this equals about

21 cm H20 (Schiegg1979, p. 45). These valuesclearlylie below the experi-
mentallydeterminedaveragebubblingpressureslisted in Table 4.1; that

e
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TABLE 4.1. Experimentally Determined Nonwetting Fluid Bubbling Pressures
in the Probes Saturated with Wetting Fluids

We___tti___n_ngFluid Bubblinq Pressure HE in cm H20__
'_ater Air 108

Fuel oi I 86

Fuel oil Air 56

Water 62

is, 108 cm H20 for air-entry into a water-saturated probe and 56 cm H20 for
air entry into an oil-saturated probe. Therefore, the danger of the oven-

dried porous medium draining the probes, thus allowing air to enter the

probes, did not exist.

To thrust the probes into the unconsolidated dry sand, the probes were

_tached to the thinnest-walled, most rigid stainless-steel tubes available.

These tubes were medical syringes with an inside diameter of 2.05 mmand an

outside diameter of 2.5 mm. [o ensure that the two-dimensional experiments

were constant in the third dimension {along the axes of the probes), the steel

tubes were cut to various lengths. -[he probes were then pushed into the

porous medium to various horizontal depths.

Because of capillary suction in the porous probe material, there was a

danger that while gluing the probes into the steel tubes, the glue would plufl

up the hollow core. To prevent this, tests were made to find the best method

i to glue the probes into the steel tubes along the length _ shown in Fig-

ure 4.6. A thin layer of fast-bonding glue was used. However, upon shearing

the probes, the tests showed that the cross section was extensively plugged

with the glue. Thus, even the extremely shor_ bonding time of only a few

seconds was too long to prevent the very runny glue from infiltrating the

probes. Household araldite was found to be nonresistant to SAI. How" er, a

ch.,mically resistant and very viscous special araldite from Ciba-Geigy

Corporation (Greensboro, North Carolina) gave satisfactory ,'_sults. This

special araldite consisted of two components, AV 138 and _ , 998. Although a

longer bonding time was required at room temperature, th_ ,_;atively high

viscosity produced only a slight entry of araldite into the probe.

! ,4.10
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Steel Tubing

\\ \ ..... ,

Probe

FIGURE 4.6. Gluing of Probe and Steel Tubes

The probes were inserted horizontally into the packed, oven-dried sand

using a guide rod, The probes were installed through holes drilled in the

glass walls of the flume. The probes could be inserted only after the flume

was completely filled with sand because the filling process would have been

disturbed. Althougil the installed probes limited the visual observation of

the experiments, and the borings in the glass wall caused structural weakness,

the idea of inserting probes vertically through the upper, open surface of the

porous medium was abandoned for two reasons. First, the probes would have

been limited to very short lengths. This would have severely increased the

relative error as a result of volume displacement and increased the response

time. Second, the undesired phenomenon of preferential flow of the petroleum

derivative along the vertical steel tubes would be unavoidable even after

going to great expense to minimize the problem.

To get an idea of the size of the disturbed area resulting from the

horizontal insertion of the probes, the experiment illustrated in Figure 4.7

was performed. To see a disturbed area, a probe was inserted into a porous

medium composed of clear grains and a band of black grains placed along a

horizontal wall. The probe was then removed. In Figure 4.7b, one can observe

from the blurred zone around the tube that the influence area of an inserted

probe is probably 20 to 30 times that of the tube diameter of 2.5 mm. A

comparison of the location and orientation of the grains before and after the

thrusting of the probes (Figures 4.7a and 4.7c) shows that the disturbed area

on both sides of the tube was two to three times smaller than the outside

diameter of the influenced area, a maximum of about 0.5 cm.

-i
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Under certain experimental conditions (for example, when the local

porous medium remained oven-dry for several days), the inserted probes had to

be kept ready for a later pressure measurement. To prevent drying of the

i,quid-saturated probes, steaming the porous medium was considered, but not

tried. Preliminary experiments were done to determine the performance of the

pressure probes in a drying environment. The evaporation caused by a stream

of warm air located 20 cm away from a water-saturated probe produced a con-

tinuous increase in the capillary suction. This was a result of the increas-

ing curvature of the water meniscus as water was withdrawn. If the suction

increased beyond the bubbling pressure of air, then the sudden entry of air

caused a clear break in the progression of the measurement. If probes,

initially completely water saturated, were set up in a draft-free place at

room temperature, then several hours passed before the entry of air. With

probes completely water saturated and inserted in oven-dried sand, the entry

of air did not occur for several days. The drying of oil-saturated probes

progressed even more slowly. Because of the slow drying of the probes in the

oven-dried sand, fluid could be added periodically to keep the capillary suc-

tion in the probe tip below the bubbling pressure of air. Thus, every 2 to

3 days about 1 mm3 of the fluid with which the probe was saturated was |

injected into the probe system. In this way, the probes could be kept ready,

over an extended time, for an eventual pressure measurement.

4.2.2 Pressure Transducer

A pressure transducer converts the hydromechanical pressure of a fluid

into an electrical signal. A pressure measurement can be made by detecting

either a surface-specific stress or a deflection of a diaphragm, which seals

off the fluid-filled system.

Detecting the deflection of a diaphragm is a distance measurement. A

distance measurement can be converted into an electrical signal by using

electrical induction, electrical capacitance, or a wire strain gage. A change

in induction can be measured when a metal rod attached to the center of the

diaphragm moves through a stationary coil within which an electric current is

passing. The electric capacitance cllanges when the distance between the

4.13
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diaphragmand a stationaryplane changes. The resistanceof a wire strain

gage attachedto the diaphragmchangesin responseto a deformationof the

diaphragm.

The transformationof the surface-specificstress into an electrical

signal can be accomplishedwith a semiconductoror with a diaphragmover a

piezoelectriccrystal. All of the above methods are found in commercially

obtainablepressuretransducers.

Systemsbased on the piezoelectricpressuregage had to be excludedfrom

furtherevaluationon accountof stabilityproblems. Furthermore,becausea

large force on the crystalis neededto sense even the smallpressures,l

large diaphragmwould be necessary,and this would not fulfillthe requirement
3

of a volumedisplacementof less than i mm .

On the same grounds (that is, the large volume displacementand thus a

poor responsetime and a large error in the unsaturatedzone),the commer-

cially availableinductivepressuremeasurementsystemswere also excluded.

With semiconductor pressure gage instruments, the volume displacement

was very small, and no undetermined stability problems were present. Yet,

they were barely able to satisfy _he required pressure measurement accuracy of

+_0.5 mmH20.

The pressure transducers based on the caracitance-measuring principle

were able to satisfy the requirements as well as the wire strain gage pressure

transducers that were eventually used. Moreover, the price for both types of

pressure transducers was about the same. The original electric_l signal from

a wire strain gage could be fed directly to a chart recorder. On the other

h_nd, the capacitance pressure transducers required an expensive oscillator

and a central switching apparatus f_r a multiple pressure gage system, which

cost several times the cost of the transducer. For cost reasons, the capa-

citive pressure gage system was rejected.

A single potential pressure measurement method remained using wire

strain gages. Wealready had some experience with this type of pressure

r_
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transducer in earlier laboratory experiments. This pressure transducer
i

satisfied the specie." ,_,_ed/requirements but the disadvantage of a wire strain

gage is sensitivilt.'/ 'r.o/'.<',ar_._lesshandling. Slight pressure on the diaphragm

(contact or slightS* healt'ing'I_ Of tile closed system by sun irradiation) was enough

to damage the wire strain gage. The price was not low enough for the strain

gage to be a regular stock item. Repair and delivery time took .*.;everal

months. The fragility of the strain gage construction was probably required

for measuring vibrations, which we did not need.

On the basis of the unsatisfactory characteristics of the evaluated

pressure transducers, we decided to try (in cooperation with the electronics

workshop at ETH) to develop a pressure transducer that met our requirements.

This was done in the hope thai, after development costs, the number of pieces

to be assembled would be inexl)ensive enough that one pressure transducer coulcl

be installed at each pressure probe site, saving us the very expensive

development of special manifolds.

The specifications of the l)resst_re t ransduce_ to be developed were

overstressability, a volunle displacelnent smaller than ] mm3, and a maxinlum

pressure gage error of 0.5 mmI120 in the measuring range of O- to 2-m ii20.
Because the volunle displacement, should be small, the (]iaphragm chosen must l)e

small and rigid. The relatively small central displacement of the diaphragm

required a precise method for measurin9 a change in position.

Our conceptual solut, ion -is sllown in Figure 4.8. Our precise nleasurirlg

method relied on the displacenlenL of tw() lubr.icated glass plates sliding one

on top of the other. Each glass plate had fine parallel bands, whose width

equaled their distance apart. The width also equaled f'tIle maximum d"splacement
,,

of the diaphragm center. The attenuation of a collimated light ray through

the glass plates was measured with a photo diode on the other' side of the

plates. The attenuation was a measurement oi how much the bands overlapped,

and thus of the displacement of the diaphragm center from a pre-stress

position.

The main problem was the manufacture of the finest and most precise grid

possible. Through photographic reduction, glass plates could be produced with

4.15
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L_ _- b = pre-,stress--. _// posl t Ionb a

FIGURE 4.8. Diagram of the Developed Pressure Trarsducer

10 to 20 bands/mm. A special firm that performs precision work could produce

a plate with 60 bands/mm. Another firm offered almost double the density, but

for 10 times the price, which was already two-thirds the price of a wire

strain gage. The maximum possible density of 100 bands/mm defined the maximum

deflection, a (see Figure 4.8), in the diaphragm middle as 5 • 10.3 mmfor a

i!
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200 cm H20.. Becausethe deflection,b, resultingfrom the pre-stresswas
essentiallysmallerthan a, then f(r = O) = 5 • 10-3 mm could be used in the

first approximation.

To size the diaphragm,we assumedthat its smallestpossiblemanu-

facturableradius equaledabout 2 mm, thus Rmin = 2 • 10-I cin. The diaphragm

thickness,d, is definedexplicitlyin Equation (4.2)for the maximumdeflec-

tion 'inthe center of the diaphragm(at r= 0). The deflectionof an attached

diaphragmas a functionof the distance,r, from the diaphragmcenter, and as

a functionof the pressuredifference,geometry,and materialconstants

amounts (DISA 1970, p. 54) to

i "I-I_ I:'4 _' ' >' (4 I)• _...... _ • )'I •
I (r_,, ii Civil-I)i) ...........i .(I " ( I-[-_-

- '-_ pre diffe nce ,where (PH po) is t_._ ssure re , Ap /i is the Poisson number E is
the modulus of elasticity, d is the diaphragm thickness, and R is the

diaphragm radius. The deflection at the center of the diaphragm (at r = O) is

defined from Equation (4.1) as
'l

! 4 i_ I.,',.I"i_,l_l .... (4 2)
i (r=_O) II, ! .,! 'i

With W = 0.3 and E = 2.] • 106 kg/cm2, with the deflection (tolerated for

200 cm H20 or for AI) = 0.2 kg/cm2) in the diaphragm middle = 5 • 10-4 cm, and
= 2 • 10-I cm, the diaphragm thickness of a steel diaphragm iswith R = Rmin

calculated from Equation (4.2) as

......... ,ii ...........................'.... _ C:1- c];_t_:) .,4. j - 4.d = -\/_-_- • (] , ,_.................... .................... ( ,__' I I. 1 C1,C]ri..._ 7 _:ii.
_.i:,I.113G.5.10-'I (4 3)(a)Vlb

(a) Equationswere taken directlyfrom the German text and, in some cases,
use a differentnotation. For example,0,0! = 1/100;whereas in this
text, 1/100would be shown as 0.01.
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A steel diaphragm0.0037cm thick could be manufactured.

The infinitesimalportionof the volumedisplacementas a functionof

the local deflectionof the diaphragmis

dCAV) = 2._.F.dr'P(r) (4.4)

The integrationof Equation(4.4) over the entirediaphragmleadsto the

determinationof the volume displacementfunction,AV"

R

AV _: 7_._T./_'(r).r.dr, substituting Equations (4.1) and (4.2)
0

R

( f ') - )') .r.(.Iz'= 7"rr.F(r=O 1 (.--r_L '
0

;.... ; ,[c ....I-i!:-) V;r) J ,_....ds"
0 17 I7 f7

" I t [ I

:: 7 "r_,F (r=O) ( Illz'!lI'-::: I"_+.ti '+ :- - (Ii'!fq" (4.5)
0 Q ()

t;:,' f_,i 1 t;It,
_ .rr. F(,=O. ){ .... ;.;;;(i-_- ) + t< 'l ( ':i }

" "_ _' ( r 0 ) { f" _} I ii r) i ! • '

1' lr ! - lJ <' i

:: :t"_T'P(z'=O) '17':-: ....... (Ap) • 't7 'I f) " t ' d-

From Equation(4.5),the maximumvolumedisplacementassociatedwith a pres-

sure differenceof 200 cm H20 equals

":r _ (4 6)
AVma x ----_- '5"10 4.(2.10-1)2 _ 2,1.10-5cm 3 -- 0,021 mm3

Althougha maximumvolumedisplacementof only 2/100mm3 was more satis-

factorycomparedto the wire straingage and the capacitivepressuregage

a
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I methods,and althoughdamagingthe pressuretransformerby overloadingwas

excluded,the furtherdevelopmentof the light attenuationpressuretransducer

had to be discontinuedbecausethe intensityof the light source could not be

held stable enough. No improvementcould be attainedby using a reference

light sourceor by any other econolnicalmethods.

Thus, allowancewas made for the fragilityof the wire straingage.

Four CEC'4-437-typepressuretransducersfor a low-pressurerange were

ordered. The most importantspecificationsof these strain gages were

• pressurerange - 0 to 10 psi= 0 to 0.7 kg/cm2 = 0 to 7 m H20.

• overloadability- Fwofoldnominalpressureover 3 min caused a zero
error <0.5% of the maximum initialcurrent.

• maximumfeed current 12-V direct currentvoltageor alternating
current.

• maximum initialcurrent- 40 mV.

• linearityand hysteresis- Error by nonlinearityand hysteresislay
within :.,_]%of the maximum initialcurrent(basedon adjustedstraight
line).

• thermalsensitivity- Within 0.018% of the full deflectionper I°Cin

i the coml)ensatedtemperaturerange of -54° to +121°C.

• specialcharacteristics- The initialcurrentallowedthe signalto be

led directlyto a recorderwithouts_rengthening. The volumedisplace-
ment For 7 m H_O came to 5 • I0__ cm . By using Equation (4.5),a

volume displac_ment oi 0.143 mm_ was calculated for 2 m H20, which is

i approximately seven times larger than that calculated in Lquation (4.6).

The fluid whose pressure is measured com(_,sin contact with stainless
steel, which was found to be resistant to the SAI a,d caused no mercu_j
precipitation.

The CEC-4-327 pressure transducers (Figure 4.9) are differential trans-

ducers because they nleasure a difference between the fluid pressure and the

pressure on the back side of the diaphragm. Because the back side of the dia-

phragm is in contact with the free atmosphere during the experiments, the

actual pressure of the fluid was determined relative to the instantaneous

atmospheric pressure, PO" This assumes that the air pressure within the
porous medium was the same as the atmospheric pressure at the pressure probe.

4.19
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FIGURE 4.9 Schematic Diagram of a CEC-4-327 for Low-Pressure Range

The differential pressure transducer was found to be more convenient because

barometric pressure fluctuations could not influence the pressure measurements

compared to an absolute pressure gage, whose diaphragm seals a vacuum on the

back side. Despite closed doors and windows during very windy weather, the

air pressure within the porous media was not equal to the instantaneous atmos-

pheric pressure. The delayed pressure adjustment within the porous medium

made an exact pressure measurement impossible to achieve.

Test experiments showed that the pressure transducers performed more

poorly than the specifications given by the manufacturer. To compensate for

somewhat longer delivery terms, the manufacturer declared its willingness to

screen for four pressure transducers with the smallest possible error caused

by nonlinearity and hysteresis. Because we needed only about one-seventh of

the available working range, we could search for the most favorable location

ii,' 4.20
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with respect to l inearity and hysteresis. The permanent pre-stress of the

diaphragm, so as not to fall into the area of its zero point, was assumed to

be 2 to 3 dm in an effort to not unnecessarily lengthen the tubing system.

Because of the precautions mentioned, the error cuused by nonlinearity and

hysteresis was found tobe negligible. The attained pressure gage accuracy at

more than i m H20 lay below 0.20 mmH20. The pressure transducers were iso-
lated by small Sagex (Bio Medical Products, Inc., Boulder, Colorado) con-

tainers to carefully protect them from local temperature variations.

4.2.3 Switching Apparatus

The price of each pressure transducer came to about 1500 Swiss francs

(U.S. $]000). For the money available, so few transducers could be purchased

that simultaneous pressure measurements would be limited to a relatively small

number of pressure probe sites. A switching apparatus had to be installed so

that a pressure transducer could be used alternately for several pressure

probe sites. I_he number of connections per pressure transducer was about 24.

Such an apparal.us requires a switching maniiuld wiLh many connection ports on

a main conduit leading to the pressure transducer.

Because one of the most standard requirements for the pressure trans-

mm3/2ducer was e small volume displacement (about 0.10 m H20 pressure dif-
ference), the same requirement must also be set for the switching manifold.

Considering the desired minimum volume displ,,_cement, the switching manifold,

as well as the whole pressure gage system, had to be capable of being (:ore_

pletely filled with either one of the two liquids as easily as possible and

with the cert.ainty that no air would enter. A switching port was considered

sealed if the liquid loss within 24 h at a pressure of 150 cm H20 came to less
3

than 0.i mm .

Scanivalve switching manifolds (Scanivalve Co., San Diego, California)

were very compact, small, handy, and available with a motor to make the

switching process automatic. However, precipitation and deposition of mercury

from the SAI was caused by the materials in the switching manifold, which led

i _ 4.21
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to cloggingand looseness. Repairsto the manifoldwere very difficultto

make. Consideringthe very high price of the switchingmanifold,it did not

seem sensibleto buy it.

Precisionglass stopcockswould have met the requirementof a small

volume displacement. However,they were rejectedfor two reasons. First,no

lubricantcould be found that would not loosenwhen in contactwith the SAI

nor cause a permanentlockingof the stopcocks. Second,precisionglass stop-

cocks could not be manufacturedin small sizes,and thus a glass stopcock

manifoldof two dozen three-waystopcockswould have been very large and thus

have obstructedthe visual observationof the oil propagation. In an effort

to obtain the shortestpossibleconnectionspan, the stopcockmanifoldswere

placed besidethe pressureprobes,on the transparentglass side wall.

Becauseaffordableswitchingmanifo'Idswere not satisfactory,we had to

constructour own. The goal was a multiple-connectionstopcockthat, in addi-

tion to fulfillingthe above requirements,had to be relativelyinexpensiveto

manufacture,easy to clean, and simpleto disassemble,so that cloggedor

" 0| damaged parts could be replaced individually without great difficulty. The

| specifications were as follows"--

i • about 20 connecting ports

• a volum_ displacement per switching process of clearly less than
0. I0 mm

i ° a fluid31oss from leaks of not only water but also of SAI of less than

0.10 mm/24 h for the case of 150 cm H20 pressure difference

• no kink, angle, or corner within the inner volume so that complete
filling of the pressure gage system could be accomplished by either of

| the two liquids

• transparency of the stopcock manifold f(Ir simpler control of air purging

• no aluminum parts, thus preventing the danger of precipitating mercury
from the SAI

• compact building method, small dimension, and simple disassembly.

i
!
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Based on these specifications,plexiglass.wasused as the buildingmate-

riai. By heat tempering(warmingto about 70°C)the plexiglassbefore use,

satisfactoryresultswere obtained.

Figures4.10 to 4.19 are illustrationsof the variousprototypes. The

captionscontainthe ideas,and the resultsdescribethe developmentof the

stopcockmanifold to the final model. To obtainthe required"n" connec-

tions, a stopcock manifold of "n" separate stopcocks had to be assembled.

Considering the underrated difficulties of developing the stopcocks, it

probably would have been more satisfactory to fill the oil measurement pres-

sure gage system with a petroleum derivative without mercury, but of the same

density as the SAI. In this manner, precipitation of mercury could have been

avoided, and the commercially obtainable Scanivalve stopcocks could have been

used.

(a) Schematic (b) Photograph

FIGURE4.]0. Prototype I. Idea" Heavy cone inserted in a cap along which
the ports are drilled. Results: Required fluid seal not
reached.

I
v
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(a) Schematic (b) Photograpl_

FIGURE4.11. Prototype 2. Idea: Contact surface developed from smooth
planes. Result: DespTte using a hydrophilic coating, and
al so constrtlcting the ..ontact surface from glass, the
required fluid seal for oil could not be reached. Such II
precautions seemed promising because the fluid seal for water
was satisfactory.

4.2.4 Tubing System

The requirement for the smallest possible fluid exchange was the result

of an interest in the smallest possible error of the saturation measurement

and the smallest possible response time of the pressure gage system. Fluid

exchange refers to the sum of the volume changes resulting from temperature

and presstlre changes in the tubing system, diffusion, diaphragm deflection

within the pressure transducer, and volume exchange in the stopcocks.

To keep the influence of any diffusion and long-term temperature and

pressure fluctuations as small as possible, we strove for the shortest

possible connection between the probes and the pressure transducers. The

suitability of glass tubing stemmed from its stability with respect to tem-

perature and pressure changes, and its transparency, which would have
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(a) Schematic (b) Photograph

FIGURE 4.I2. Prototype 3. Idea" Stopcocks of bolts, which were movable
along the axes. Result" No improvement of fluid seal.

simplified the control of the complete purging of air from the system.

Because of the fragility of a glass tubing system, it seemed more advisable to

use instead the thin-walled, easily bendable, and constant-volume steel tubing

with an inside diameter of 2 mmthat was already being used for the probe

holder. The steel tubing was resistant against corrosion by water and SAI,

and it caused no precipitation of mercury from the SAI.

However, it was more practical to use flexible connections, rather than

steel tubing, between the probe holder and the stopcock. Naturally, larger

volume changes, caused by temperature and pressure changes, were to be

expected with hose connection. The fluid loss caused by diffusion through the

walls also had to be calculated. The fluid displacements caused by tem-

perature changes and diffusion in the tubing between the probe holder and the

stopcock probably had no influence on the response time of the pressure gage

4.25
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(a) Schrmatic (b) Photograph

FIGURE 4.13, Prototype 4. Idea" A cone fitting into a circular opening,
Opening occurs by lifting cone (I on figure) in the sealed
central space by using a magnet (2). Result" The require-
ments of fluid seal could not be satisfied.

system because the fluid within the tubing was connected to the fluid in the

probe, and the probe, with its high permeability, did not represent a

hindrance. To keep changes in the saturation conditions around the probes as

small as possible, the tubing connections between the probes and the stopcocks

were made as short as possible. Thus, the smallest possible volume changes,

resulting from pressure and temperature fluctuations, were achieved.

Based on a comparison of Equations (4.26) and (4.27), the tubing between

the stopcock and the pressure transducer had to be made of steel to obtain a

satisfactory response time for the pressure gage system. The tubing material

that was used between the stopcocks and the probe holders could only be used

for the connections between pieces of steel tubing elsewhere.
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(a) Schematic (b) Photograph

FIGURE4.14. Prototype 5. Idea" The original concept of not using O-rings
to obtain the smallest possible volume displacement had to be
given up because of the unsatisfactory fluid seal. Result' A
pumping effect was created with a far greater volume displace-
ment than tolerable.

To evaluate the most favorable material for the tubing between the probe

holders and the stopcocks, tubing of various materials was tested for fluid

loss through diffusion and for volume change as a result of temperature and

pressure changes.

The specific fluid loss through diffusion was determined in the labora-

tory using water. To ensure that the observed fluid loss was only a restilt of

diffusion, the measurement of loss by diffusion was done with different tube

lengths. Figure 4.20 shows the arrangement of the experiment. To compensate

for evaporation from the open end of 'the tubing, one reference capillary was

read off in addition to each measuring capillary. The difference between the
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(a) Schematic (b) Photograph

FIGURE4.15. Prototyp_ 6. Idea" O-rings should be located on shaft.
Result Probably smaller volume displacement despite
greater pumping effect because of torsion on the O-rings.

meniscus subsidence in the measuring capillary and that in the reference

capillary was gesignated as net subsidence, a.

Because of hysteresis of the contact angle at the water-air interface,

it was ensured that the direction of meniscus movementdid not change with

time, and above all, that the drainage form of the initial meniscus was

maintained. Otherwise, the hysteresis effect could have resulted in a sig-

nificant error in the measurement. This type of error was amplified _ecause

the smallest possible capillaries were chosen so that tile relatively small

volume changes could be more exactly determined. The drainage form of the

water meniscus was required because diffusion implies a fluid loss and thus,

with respect to air, the retreat of the wetting fluid meniscus.
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(a) Schematic (b) Photograph

FIGURE 4.]6. Prototype 7. Idea: Pumping effect should be eliminated
because of the smaller axial displacement of the O-r;ngs
resulting from the placement of the sharp tube edges on a
pad. Result: Pumping effect and volume displacement were
still present. This must result from the nonconstant
volume of the O-rings and also from their minimal dis-
placement in the direction of their common axis.

The results of the experiments for three tubing materials (plastic,

rubbery and Vibon) are reported separately. The evaporation volume was simply

a fraction of the diffusion volume for each chosen hose length and capillary

diameter. The specific diffusion volume, VD (based on hose length and time)
with the dimensions (L2T -]) or cm2/sec is determined as

en (_K/2)?
VI] ........... -J_i--t,-...... ( 4.7 )

where CK = diameter of the capillary
a = subsidence

2 = tubing length (cre)

t = time (sec),,

lhe hose lengths (21 to 25) of the experiment using plastic tubing are

listed in Table 4.2. The diffusion volume was expected to be linearly
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(a) Schematic (b) Photograph

FIGURE4.17. Prototype8. Idea: O-ringsshouldbe rotatedonly on their
common axis. Result: Volumedisplacementper closingor
openingand fluid loss at 150 cm H 0 during 24 h are smaller
than 10 mm. (Themeasurementof t_e volume displacementand
the fluid loss from the stopcockoccurredby observingthe
movementof a meniscusin a capillarywith 0.2-mm inside
diameterby using a m'agnifyinglens.)

TABLE 4.2. SpecificDiffusionVolumesfor PlasticTubing (@K = 0.9 mm)

I 2 4 5 3

(cm) 49.5 61.0 86.5 99.0 193.0

V (mm3/138h) 36.5 43.2 61.6 65.1 114.6

VD (cm2/sec) 1.48 • 10.9 1.43 • 10-9 1.43 • i0-9 1.32 • 10.9 1.20 • 10-9
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FIGURE 4.19. Sketch and Photograph of a Stopcock Manifold Composed
of Prototype 8 Stopcocks

proportional to the length (Figure 4,21). Therefore, the average specific

diffusion volume for the plastic tubing was calculated from the five experi-

merits as

': I ,4'10-"t :!'/(c,m.._?c/V[tp .Zas t.i. k _::r_l (4.8)

Similarly, the diffusion volumes for the rubber and Vibon were experimentally

determined. Figure 4.22 shows the net subsidence versus time for a l-m length

of tubing for each of the three different materials--plastic, rubber, and

Vibon. _ne Vibon tubing showed the smallest diffusioq. Its specific dif-

fusion volume was

--- :._ _,.1/;./-10 {crr_i_/(cm',sec)} (4.9)V[lyibo n ,

Thus, Vibon was selected as the tubing material.

The volume change as a function of pressure change was determined with

the experimental setup shown in Figure 4.23. As expected, proportionality

4.32
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FIGURE 4.20. Sketch of the Apparatus for the Determination of the Fluid
Loss Resulting from Diffusion Through the Tubing Walls

existed between the pressure change and the enlargement of the Vibon hose,

which is a linear function of the change in radius. This is confirmed by the

somewhat parabolic relationship, x = A(_p) 2, that existed between pressure

change and the oil drop displacement; that is, a quadratic function of the

change in radius. According to Figure 4.24, A is

= x/(Ap) 2 _ 5/(10) 2 = 1/20

The specific volume change caused by pressure change, Vp, is

• • X

Vp : 2 (4.10)
;.
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FIGURE4.21. Net Subsidence, a, as a Function of Time Resulting
from Diffusion Through the Walls of Different Lengths
of Plastic Tubing

20 L0 60 80 100 120 t, days
_,_, I .. I .l L-------L___ -- _ .. J _ . l I I I _____J.__

2
"_-. Vlbon Tubing

__ Length: 91 cm

6 \ _ I.D.: 2 rnm, '_ O.D. : 4 mm

, _ Plastic Tubing10 Length: 99 cm _,
I.D.: 3 mm

12 O.D.: 5 mm

1L .\
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18 cu
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22 _

Rub .\24
Length: 97 cmz \

26 I .b. : 4 mm '----_-._
O.D.: 7 mm _

FIGURE4.22. Time Function of Diffusion Through the Wail of 1-m-Long Tubes
of Plastic, Rubber, and Vibon
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Vibon Tubing
I,D,: 2 mm

O,D., 4 m rn G1ass Cap 111ar y _!i_mi_!:_
i.... P: 8LOmm 0 I,D,' 0,2 mm iiiiii!iill

,-F---.----_-,_ ....._

O11Drop x 0

FIOURE 4.23. Apparatus for the Determination of the Volume Change
of Vibon Hose Resulting from a Pressure Change

I

,

z,

2

i _,,, @ Difference Ap[cm H20]

'0 2.5 5 7,5 10 12,5

FIGURE 4.24. 0i1 Drop Displacement as a Function of the
Pressure Change in Vibon Hose
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wheYe @K : diameterof the capillary 0
x : displacementof the oil drop

_ = hose length

Ap : pressure difference in cm H20.

All the parameters have the dimension of length. With x = 1/20 (_p)2, Vp for
the Vibon is

zIK L'
_r(-._-,) (V20 I - 4 .>

= __.j.. ...........................i = "fT.lO = i,!i!"It]- ! {cm3/(,-:m"cm'_H20)} (4.11)
UPvibon 9_ ::'[]" GA

To determinetilevulume changeas a functionof the temperaturechange,

the experimentshown in Figure4.25 was done. To evenly distributethe warm

air introducedfrom a heat gun, baffleswere installedin the insulatedbox.

The change in volumeversus time causedby differenisuddentemperature

changes in the range around 20°Cis shown in Figure4.26 for an 80-cm-long

Vibon tube.

ofHose _ _--_-'_- '_--c--_--"_L
Lengthin Box: 80 cm ,_,__-LTLT_I_-_ _

GlassCapillary ........ "_m._I D 0 2 mm VlDOn /UDlng \ " [--_"\l

x--,----4 ]\_-,,,_\ \, \ \ \ \

FIGURE 4.25. ExperimentSetup for the Determinationof the Volume Change
in Vibon Hose as a Functionof the TemperatureChange
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-"""" 9 _+ ,_T:7 o
X ..................................................................................................................................................... _----_ ............

FIGURE4.26, Meniscus Displacement Resulting from Volume Change in an
80-cm Vibon Hose Caused by Rapid Temperature Changes, AT

Based on the linearitybetweenx and AT, the end value of the specific

volume change,VT, resultingfrom a temperaturechange,AT can be definedas

rg_)''II .': -- _:
,.

\/I :: _ _,.,.,i (4.12)

According to Equation (4,12) and Figure 4.27, VT for Vibon tubing equals

:: ......................._, l_:.J-'!:/, ' ', ','iit- / { T__,/(_:_"'_{ t} (4.13)"'1 ,t

VJbon _:,li, (,

This low value and the fairly constant temperature in the laboratory (see

Section 3.3.2) allowed us to abandon plans to insulate the tubing system. We

also assumed that the lab personnel would avoid touching the tubing. Insula-

tion by wrapping or applying a two-component foaming material would have

resulted in an enlargement of the hose diameter and thus reduced the area

available for visual observation of the migration experiment,
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FIGURE4.27. End Value of the Meniscus Displacewent Resulting
from the Volume Change in an 80-cm Vibon lube as a
Function of Rapid Temperature Changes

4.2.5 Response Time of the Pressure Gaqe System

To fulfill the initial _equirements of the pressure gage system being

developed, the accuracy of the pressure measurement as a function of the meas-

ur_g time had to be clarified. An estimate of the response time bctween the

pressure sensed at the probes and that detected by the pressure transducer was

calculated based on the fact that the total specific volume change, Vto t, can
only be displaced gradually because of the hydraulic resistance ef the porous

plate. In practice, the probes produced the only resistance or pressure drop.

The pressure drop in the tubing system was insignificant. The smaller the

fluid displacement, Vto t, and the more permeable the probe, the smaller the
response time of the pressure gage system will be. Therefore, the response

time is determined by hydraulic and not by electrical factors. The pressure

gage system is presented schematically in Figure 4.28.

By opening the stopcock at time t=O, the p_essure, PH' initially derived
from another probe site, suddenly changes in the transducer tubing (assuming

that the pressure Pi to be determined differs from pH) . To detect Pi' the
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Filter
Plate Steel

Vibon Tube DiaphragmTubing Stopcock
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,_,t! /\ t /'\
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= Pore f Iu ld pressurePi to be determined

ps(t) = Pressure In the Vlbon tubing

PH(t/ = Pressure In the steel tub_,

FIGURE 4.28. Schematic Illustration of Pressure Gage System

diaphragm deflection must change. Thus, the fluid volume equal to the dif-

ference in the diaphragm deflection must pass through the probe. Because of

the hydraulic resistance of the probe, which opposes the transfer of this

fluid volume, the pressure inside the pressure gage system will only gradually

approach the pressure sensed at the probe. This can be shown graphically by

assuming an exponential pressure response (Figure 4.29). Thus, the pressure

in the transducer tubing as a function of time can be described by

!, H ( t ) _ t:_zz( t = 0 ) ' _:_ (4.14)

Therefore, the response time, T, can be defined as the time for the

measured pressure PH(t) to approach its final value, Pi' within i/e of its

initial value PH(t=O)' This statement can be formulated mathematically as

-;,.I i --! (4.15)
_)lf ( t:=O) ' _; - " !_lf (, t.___O) I;tf (. t =O ) ' __
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FIGURE 4.29. Diagram of the Experimental Progression of Pressure Detected by
the Pressure Transducer After Switching to a Lower Pressure

where e -_ T = e"I, from which it follows that the reciprocal value of the

response time is
1

'_' =: :r (4.16)

Thus, Equation (4.14) as a function of the response time can be written as

L

= (4.17)ptf(t) Ph'(t=O) "e

As shown in Figure 4.29, the response time can be determined graphically as

the intersection point on the abscissa of the tangent passing through the

ordinate at t=O. This can be confirmed by determining the slope of this

tangent; that is, the time derivative of the function PH(t)' which is

t t
_ T T 1 1 (4.18)

_--tPH(t) - _t[Ps(t=O)"e ) :: PH(t=O)'e "-_ : -]:PH(t)

which for t=O, gives

4.40 0
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] ii I_H(t = 0 )
• I-) : .....

!o/1( t=o ) "-i ! (4.19)

According to the expanded Darcy's Law, the flow rate dV/dt, or Q. equals

the product of the cross-sectiop-I flow area A, the relative and hydraulic

permeability krk, and the potential gradients (_p/_f). The quotient (Akrk/Ag)

can be assumed constant for a probe type, and together with Figure 4.4 can be

designated as its conductance, L. The term Ap(t) can be set equal to the

instantaneous valtle of the function PH(t)' Given these definitions, the fol-
lowing relation results:

[) \/ t o t

I "I_u(_ _ - _I_ (4.20)

The negative sign implie_ a decrease in flow.

The total necessary fluid exchange, Vtot, is theoretically the same as
the sum of the volume changes resulting from diffusion in the tubing system,

pressure and temperature changes in the tubing system, the change in the

diaphragm deflection, and the fluid exchange in the stopcocks. The fluid

exchange in the stopcocks was insignificant (see comments i,i Figure 4.17).

Because the minimum value of the measuring time was later determined by Equa-

tion (4.29) as I sec, the volume changes caused by diffusion and temperature

change were also insignificant. Thus, Vto t was reduced to the sun; of the

fluid exchange caused by the pressure change and to the change in diaphragm

deflection.

The fluid exchange caused by pressure change was determined from

Equation (4.10) as the product of Vp_(Ap) 2. The fluid exchange caused by

diaphragm deflection was calculated theoretically from Equation (4.5). The

value, _(I -_2)R6/(16Ed3), was designated as VM. In both cases, they are
dependent on the pressure difference, Ap. The term Ap is the same as the

pressure difference between the pressure in the main channel, PH(t}' and the

pressure, Pi' sensed at the probe. If Pi is assumed to be the reference for

the pressure measurement (Figure 4.29), then Ap(t) = PH(t)' whereby

4.41
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2
Vtot = Vp'J_'PH(t) +VM.PH(t ) (4.21)

If Equation (4.21) is inserted in Equation (4.20), then

.-)

7)P_/(t) 7)PH(r_) (4.22)
L'pH(_ ) = -(Vp.9,. 7)t "+VM' 7)t

i

If OPH(t)/at is replaced by Equation (4.18) as follows'

_2 ") ')

__ _L.:..v - L t; 7!I7) <..':' {) I- ;7 ".2. 7) T " 2 I
,_tPH(t) 7)t (pH(t=O) e ) PH(t=O)_ e PH(t=O) P

t: (4.22a)

/ _ .' = <,! /
=: ( pli ( t=O ) , i? F), I -I PH(t:)

then

• ' +VM}
{VR _, 2.pH(t) (4.23)

[-"PH( t ) : T --'PH( t)

For t = T, according to Equation (4.17), the value PH(t) = PH(t=0)/e can be
applied. Thus the response time, T, in an explicit representation of Equa-

tion (4.23), can be given as

(/'C'pH (t=o) /e)Vp+Vm (4.24)
r =

L

In the pressure gage system, mostly steel tubing was used between the

stopcocks and pressure transducers. If for steel tubing Vp = 0, then the

response time for the pressui'egage system can be reduced to

I :_ VMIL (4.25)
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Thus, to determine the response time, only the specific volume change caused

by the diaphragm deflection, VM, played a role. According to Equation (4.5),

VM is theoretically determined as _ (1 - p2)R6/(16Ed3). From the specifica-
tions of the pressure transducer Type CEC-4-327 (Section 4.2.2), the experi-

mentally measured volume difference for the diaphragm deflection at 2 m H20

came to 0.143 mm3• ' Thus, VM was calculated to be 1.43 • I0-4/200 = 7 • 10.7

cm2 The conductance L of the probes was 8 • I0'6 cm2/sec (Figure 4 4a)• , , • •

If these values are inserted into Equation (4.25), then the response time of

the system is

/. "1I)-/l..,mi, l --}!- ,_,I_:! ........................... ; (4 26)
t l • 1 I} - t i (;m //" ,,.__-,'L; "1t )

To confirm the suitability of using steel tubing between the stopcocks

and the pressure transducers, the response time for a system with tubing

co,,nections of different materials between the stopcock and pressure trans-

ducer was also calculated. The tubing connections were a minimum of 20 cm in

length on the average• The specific volume displacement caused by pressure

change was determined as 1.9 ° 10.7 for Vibon tubing according to Equa-

tion (4.11). If at time zero an actual average pressure difference, PH(t=O)'
of 15 cm is assumed, then according to Equation (4.24), the response time is

'_ ) - /; a -(../{}.1'i/.',?' } 1,'t.l_/ ,-,,' 1_1 /
I _ : ' ]' ' )_ l:' ' _ ( ] (4.27)

_,' "l II --i_

A comparison of Equations (4.26) and (4.27) shows that the response time for a

pressure gage system using a minimum length of Vibon tubing between the stop-

cocks and pressure transducers was more than 50 times greater than that for a

system with steel tubing.

4.2.6 Minimum Measurinq Time

According to Equation (4.17), the measured pressure, PH(t)' approaches
its final value asymptoma_ically, which, for t _ _, is the same as the pres-

- sure sensed by the probe, Pi" The minimum time required for a pressure meas-

urement, Atmi n, was defined by the time required for the measured pressure,
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PH(t)' to approach the final pressure Pi within half of the total tolerable

pressure gag.;error, mp, which was specified earlier as +_0.5 mm H20. The most

unfavorable (longest).minimum measuring time, which .isfor the maximum

PH(t=O)' can be calculated as

Atz,'l./.z2
_l;ax 1" ' r,

IJll ( t=O ) " e

from which it follows that (4,28)

P ! t -m a x

rllI.'/ i.<

max
If PH(t=O) is assumed to be 50 cm H20, then the minimum measuring time for the
pressure gage system is

At;m.i n :.: t , I ,<;e<. .]n( .....I):,.......t./:,:;r:--T-jc .... ;_ I _,:.,,.: (4 29)

0
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5.0 SATURATIONMEASUREMENTAPPARATUS

In this chapter, the apparatus for the determination of water, oil, an_l

air saturations in a ]5-cm-thick homogenous and isotropic porous medium of

quartz sand is briefly described. The theory and development of the satura-

tion measurement method is presented in greater detail in Chapter 6.0.

5.1 MEASUREMENTAPPARATUS

The two-dimensional propagation experiments occurred along the plane

delineated by the longitudinal x-axis and the vertical z-axis of the flume.

In the horizontal y-axis normal to the plane, homogeneity was assumed. The

saturation measurement method was based on the attenuation of collimated,

monochromatic, and radioactive radiation in the y-direction.

Figure 5.1 is a schematic diagram and Figure 5.2 is a photograph of the

source-detector pair used as the measuring apparatus.

An isotope produced the monochromatic radiation. An isotope is a radia-

tion source and must be surrounded by a shield because of radiation safety

considerations. A source collimator was used to obt,ain a beam of radiation.

A detector collimator was used to minimize the scattered radiation reaching

_-. • 15cm - -_-. 20cm .... 15cre H
i

I Collimator :
• , , ._. Cross Section

• .. " I

Isotope : :" '"' " [.......... 7 _5mm

" l : ' "2Omre ., . t .... . ....

',._._t'. , ,_ ' . .'

;,": ,. Scintillation

[ -
" ' • I , ',

Source Shield P
Flume Detector

Source Collimator Collimator

FIGURE5.1. Schematic Diagram of the Source-Detector Pair
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_"_'_'_i, _L,_i

J-L_I._GU._R.F_-...5.,.2.Photograph of MeasclremenL Ar)paraLus

the det:e.ct,or. The det.ecL.or shield also served Lhc same t:)urpc_se. 1he _letector

consist, ed of scinLillation crystals and photomulLiplier l:,ut:)es.

5.2 _so_u!LcE__.SLi_]_jLL _.S.

lhe isotopes Cs-]37 and Tm-]70 were used as the radiation s(Jurc:es for I,Ii_,

saturation measurelllenl; method (see Chapter 6.0).

A source shield was required for radial:ion prol;ection. The l)asic f"unda--

menials ol= radiation protection atf, present;ed in the Radiation Protection Reu-

ulal;_ori (SSVO 1976). For occasional work w.Lh radioactive materials by

dosimeLel ....eqtiIpl)ed personnel, our tolerated dosage raLe of 1.5 reln/yr is les',;

than one--t,hird of Lhc annual radiation amount, pernlitted by Art, icle 32 of the

SSVO /or radiation workers. 1.5 rem/yr over 45 work weeks at 44 h per week

equals a dosage rate of 0.75 torero/h. According Lo atLi(le 70 of the SSVO>t,he

protective container of Li sealed radiation source must be consLrclct:.ed in ,<;uch

a way LhaL at a 7-m disLance from its surface, a dosage rate oP 10 mrem,/h i,<;

never exceeded. Duririg tran,,!,, rtation of radioactive sources within the

working area, Article 101 requires t,hat the dosage rate at the surface nevei'

exceeds 200 mrem/h.

A roentgen, R, arid a milliroentgen, mR> are units of dosage. -ll_e (Josa{l_

is t.he ePPective energy per illass.expressed as erg/g. The dosage rate i_eans
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the dosage per unit time. To work with smaller numbers, the rad (100 erg/g)

was introduced. Thu:_, the rad describes a dosage in energy per unit mass,

whereas the roentgen is determin._d from a dosage determination based on ioni-

zation measurements. For quantum energies higher than 100 keV, the roentgen

and the rad can be assumed equal for muscle and fat tissues (Glocker and

Macherauch 1965, p. 231). The rem (Rad Equival_,_t Man), a biological effec-

tive dosage, is equal _ to the product of the relative biological activity, RBW,

and the rads. The RBWfactor should be considered during the administration

of allowable high doses because for the same dosage measured in rads, the bio-

logical effect is different according to the type of rays (see Quality Factors

in the appendix of the SSVO 1976).

The activity of the Tm-170 source was 2000 Ci (see Chapter 6.0). Despite

the high activity of the Tm-170 source, a mercury jacket of only a few milli-

meters was enough to shield the emitted 84-keV gamma radiation. The attenua-

tion i roperty of mercury is high for 84-keV radiation because the electron

K-shell of mercury lies at 83.1 keV (Strominger et al. 1958). Thus, for the

attenuation of 84-keV radiation, the mass attenuation coefficient of the

K-border can be assumed to equal the K-shell peak. The attenuation properties

of lead and thallium can be extrapolated to estimate the mass attenuation

coefficient for the mercury K-shell peak. According to Grodstein (1957), the

mass attenuation coefficient of the K-shell of lead (atomic number 82) is

7.63 cm2/g and for thallium (atomic number 81) it is 7.93 cm2/g. Based on

these values, mercury, with atomic number 80, has a mass attenuation coeffi-

cient for the K-shell of at least 8 cm2/g. The half-value thickness of mer-

cury is determined for 84-kev radiation by solving for x in the attenuation

law for radioactive radiation.

_x!,f I-_) ._ _} (5.1)'{I

where Jo is the initial radiation intensity (impulse count rate), J is the
attenuated impulse count rate, (W/#) is the mass attenuation coefficient, x is

the irradiation path length, and p is the density of the irradiated material

(see Equation [6.5]). ,nerefore, the required thickness for J/Jo = 0.5 must
be
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i hill, _i -[I, _i!ill -i!_

- I-__Hg (84keV) "{>H_]

One millimeter of mercury will attenuate an initial impulse count rate with a

quantum energy of 84 keV by a factor of 2 , I0_5. On the other hand, a l-cre

thickness will attenuate the same initial impulse count rate by a factor of

6 • 10-48.

The thickness of the shielding for the Tta-170source was determined not

by the quantitatively dominant radiation below 90 keV, but rather by the

undesired radiation above 90 keV emitted by the superrefined aluminum vial

used to contain the Tm 170 oxide powder. The radiation below 90 keV was rela-

tively weak and thus less important from a radiation protec%ion perspective.

In spite of the high degree of purity of the vial material, its impurities

were activated by the long and intense radiation during the Tm-170 production

process. Because of the >90 keV radiation, a greater radiation-protection

shield mass was needed. For ;nformation on the purity of the vial material,

the radiation conditions, and the impossibility of obtaining another Tm-170

source, see Chapter 6.0. Lead was shown to be most suitable to shield the

high-energy radiation spectrum. To fulfill the radiation protection require-

ments, the shield thickness had to be 10 cm.

For the 84-keV radiation oi: the thulium source, lead (compared to

mercury) is probably a poorer shielding material becatjse the electron K-shell

of lead lies just above 84 keV, while thut of mercury lies just below 84 keV.

However, the mass attenuation coefficient of lead at 84 keV is about 1.4 cm2/g

(see Chapter 6.01. Thus, the 10-cm thickness of lead was capable of weakening

the 84-keV ganima radiation of tP_e Tta-170 source by a factor of exp [-(iv'f.,)xP]
-69

= exp [(-1.4)(10)(11.3)] = 2 • 10 .

In addition to gamma radiation at 84 keV, Tm-170 also emits beta radia-

tion with energies at 880 keV and 970 keV. Beta radiation is a particle

radiation with the particles being electrons.

(a) Equations were taken directly from the German text and, in some cases,
use a different notation. For example, 0,01 = 1/100, whereas in this
text, 1/100 would be shown as 0.01. Multiplication is indicated by a dot
in the equations and in the text.
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According to Glocker and Macherauch (1965, from p. 63 and on), while

electrons pass through a material, the three fundamental processes of scat-

tering, deceleration by collision, and deceleration by radiation emission are

discernible. Scattering means essentially a deviation in the path of the

electrons, but practically no energy loss. Energy loss, on the other hand,

implie _, deceleration. During deceleration by collision, the energy is

exchanged with an electron of the atomic shell; during deceleration by radia-

tion emission, the energy is exchanged in the area of the r,ucleus.

Deceleration by collision leads to the stimulation and ionization of the

atoms; deceleration by radiation emission leads tO the emission of x-rays.

: X-rays are generated when fast electrons in the area of atomic nuclei undergo

a quick deceleration. Upon deceleration, the kinetic energy of these elec-

trons is changed into electromagnetic radiation energy. Deceleration by rad-

iation emission only occurs at electron energies clearly greater than i MeV

(Glocker and Macherauch 1965, pp. 66, 423).

During deceleration by collision, a fast electron gives off a portion of

its energy to an electron in the atomic shell while simultaneously changing

direction. If large amounts of energy are transferred, an electron will sepa-

rate from the atomic shell and accept a certain amount of kinetic energy so

that it can in turn cause the ionization and stimulation by impact of other

atoms. If the amount of transmitted energy is not enough to eject an electron

from the atomic shell (ionization), then only a stimulation results. The

electron irl question is raised to an outer unoccupied shell, raising the

potential energy of the atom. This excess of energy is given up when the

electron returns to its original state, which for gases produces an emission

of light. Radiation produced as a result of deceleration by collision can

consequently net be higher than the highest characteristic radiation. Of all

the elements, lead has the highest characteristic radiation with which emitted

beta radiation can be produced by mutual energy exchange, which is 88 keV.

Based on the above, deceleration by radiation emission could be ignored

because the beta energies lie below I MeV. Furthermore, the highest possible

radiation energy due to deceleration by collision is 88 keV. However, the

experimentally determined Tm-170 spectrum revealed radiation above 90 keV that

5.5
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was a product of the 880-keV and 970-keV beta emissions (Heath 1964). lhus,

in the present case, deceleration by radiation emission must have been occur-

ring when the electron energies were slightly below I MeV.

To prevent the beta radiation (emitting from the Tm-source a._ a result of

deceleration by collision) from stimulating the characteristic radiation of

lead, we tried to weaken the beta radiation to below 88 kev before it could

reach the lead shield. This stimulation could occur because the characteris-

tic radiation of lead (88 keV) is slightly higher than the 84-keV radiation

from the Tm-170 source to be used for the saturation measurement. Such an

attenuation of the beta radiation must be done with a material whose charac-

teristic radiation lies somewhat lower, thus a material with a lower atomic

number.

The mass deceleration capacity describes the density-specific decelera-

tion capacity of a material for electrons. From the Bethe-Bloch deceleration

formula (Glocker and Macherauch 1965, p. 67), the mass deceleration capacity

is approximately proportionate to the quotient, Z/A, where Z is the atomic

number and A is the atomic weight. This quotient is 0.5 for most low atomic

weight elements and decreases to about 0.4 for elements with higher atomic

numbers. Hydrogen has a deceleration capacity twice that of the other light

atomic elements because Z/A = i. Thus, plastic was chosen to be the Tta-170

source inner shield to weaken the beta radiation. Plastic, a hydrocarbon

compound, has a high hydrogen fraction and is a light, easily worked material.

Because of the high activity and the heating of the source environment caused

by the radiation, a plastic with a sufficiently high melting point had to be

selected.

In the photograph shown irt Figure 5.3, the discoloration of the PVC ring

ai:. locations of larger radiation intensity is clearly recognized. -[he dis-

coloration is caused by strong heating front the 2000-Ci Tm-170 source.

The necessary thickness of the plastic shielding was determined by

estimating the maximum range of I-MeV beta radiation in plastic. A practical

range of I-MeV beta particles in aluminum is about 400 mg/cm2 (Glocker and

Macherauch 1965, p. 71). Because the practical range of 6-MEV beta radiation

is the same in aluminum and water (Glocker and Macherauch 1965, p. 72,
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FIGURE 5.3. Components nf the Thulium Source Shield

Table 3.8), 400 mg/cm2 can be used as a first approximation for the practical

range of I MeV beta radiation irl plastic. This can b<; converted to a thick-

hess by dividing by the average density of plastic, wh;ch is about 800 mg/cm3.

Thus, an average practical range of I-MeV beta radiation in plastic is 0.5 cre.

This shows that tile 2-cm-thick PVC source shield (Figure 5.4) effectively

stops the emission of beta radiation.

To minimize the weight of an enveloping 10-cm-thick lead shield, a sphere

with a minimum radius was chosen. A sphere with an inside radius ef 6 cm and

an outside radius of 16 cm was selected, considering the maximum distance

between the surface of the PVC shield and the center of the source. The

weight of such a lead sphere was determined as

' 7 ,,

I TR7- t_ t> ,_ L: h . = -....', TI(i , - _ ' ii I, p b. ......._ .; , i ._( i i, ---i, " I 1 i , .', - ! _'_,,1I- i:l. (5.3 )

According to Section 6.8, the minimum required activity of the Cs-137

source was 0.2 Ci. A 1-Ci source was used for the experiments. A lead

cylinder was constructed to shield the ]-Ci cesium source. Its thickness was

determined from the dosage constant for Cs-137 (Stablein 1966). According to

Marth (1966), this value is 3.5 R cm2/[(h)(mCi)]. This value is equivalent to

a dosage rate of 3500 R/h i cm from the 1-Ci source.

The shielding was selected so that a person could work 15 cm away from

the source for long periods. The dosage rate 15 cm away from an unshielded

1-Ci source is (]/152 ) (3500 R/h) = 15.6 R/h. Because the RBWfactor = I for

5.7
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LIWih

Cs-137gamma radiationenergyat 662 keV, the rad = R, and 15.6 R/h :

15.6 rem/h. So as to not exceed the O.75-mrem/hvalue specifiedin Sec_

tion 5.2, the lead shieldmustyield a (15600/0.75)= 20000-foldweakeningof

the radiation. Accordingto Equation(5.1),the minimumthicknessof the lead

shieid is x = In(2OOOO)/[(_/#)pb' 662 keV (#Pb)]= 9.9/[(0.1)(11.3)]= 8.8 cm.
The thicknessof the lead shieldfor the Cs-137 sourcewas chosen as 10 cm.

As shown in Figure5.5, the shieldfor the cesium sourceconsistedof

three lead cylinders,each with a 12-cm radius and an 8-cm height,plus a

smallercylinderwith a 7-cm radiusand a 5-cm height.

The weight of the lead shieldwas

(}Cs-Absch. : ,-_, 14,11 ,._{3' ('1 _;_]/.... ' 8+7 _'{(] } : 1_- k,Z (5. 4)

5.3 COLLIMATION

The emission of radioactive radiation from an isotope occurs strongly in

ali directions. Collimation is used to obtain a limited cross section of

radiation for measuring purposes and to absorb the remaining radiation. A

collimator can thus be said to be an aperture for radioactive radiation.

Collimators for both the 84-keV radiation of Tm-170 and also for the 662-keV

radiation of Cs-137 were prepared from easy-to-form lead, a material with a

high atomic number.

The cross-sectional geometry of the collimated beamshould be chosen as

large as possible to obtain a high impulse count rate, and thus a small stan-

dard deviation. On the other hand, the cross section of the collimated beam

should extend only over a sampling area of a size for which an averaging of

the true saturation values is sensible. Considering the available facts, the

cross-sectional width of the collimated beamwas chosen to be 5 mm. To obtain

higher impulse count rates, and thus smaller errors, at locations with small

spatial saturation gradients and larger attenuation, the geometry of t_e

collimator slot was chosen to be 5 mm° 20 mm. The 90° rotation of one of two

such collimators around their commonaxis could produce a collimated beamwith

a minimum cross-sectional area of 5 mm• 5 mm. To manufacture the collima-

tors, lead was poured into a 5-cm-high, 9.8-cm-diameter steel tube in which a

0
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steel rod with a cross section of 5 mm• 20 mmwas placed along the tube axis.

The rod was removed after the lead cooled.

For high accuracy with short measuring times, the counting capacity of

the detectors must be completely utilized. For a detector not to be uselessly

loaded with scattered radiation, methods to minimize the amount of scattered

radiation must be investigated. Once minimized, the remaining scattered

radiation can be electronically filtered by discriminators. To minimize

scattered radiation, the source radioactive beam must be collimated as much as

possible by the source collimators before it strikes the sample being meas-

ured. In addition, the detector collimators are used to ensure that only a

minimum of the scattered radiation exiting the sample strikes the detector.

lhe influence of different collimator configurations along the irradia-

tion path and the influence of different source and detector distances v_as

determined experimentally for Cs-137 (Figure 5.6). The different spatial

arrangements of the collimators in relation to the detector and the source

were characterized by the integral A of the impulse count rates between 530

and 760 keV divided by the integral B of the impulse count rates at energies

lower than 530 keV (Figure 5.7). Figure 5.8 shows that the collimation length

must be chosen as about 20 cm and that larger collimation lengths produced

only a small improvement. Figure 5.8 also shows that neither the spatial

arrangement of the collimators, the distance between source and detector, er

the attenuation through a sand sample had a significant influence on the A/B

ratio. Lastly, Figure 5.9 shows the collimator setup chosen for the Cs-.137

and Tm-170 source-detector pairs.

5.4 DETECTOR

Scintillation counters were used as detectors. A quantum striking the

detector is changed into an electrical impulse, whose magnitude is propor-

tional to the energy of the quantum.

A scintillation counter consists of a crystal and a photomultiplier tube.

Normally, the crystal is made of thallium-activated sodium iodide. When rad-

ioactive radiation strikes the crystal, fluorescent light is produced. Then,

the fluorescent light travels to the photocathode installed in a vacuum tube.

0
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FIGURE 5.7. Impulse Count Rate Versus Energy (keV) Showing the
Integral A and B

The surface of the photocathode is a light-sensitive cesium-antimony alloy.

The light quanta cause electrons in the cesium-antimony alloy to be released,

through the photoelectric effect. To enable the electrons to move away from

: the cathode, an electric field is applied. The field strength must be chosen

so that, on impact with the anode, the accelerated electrons can cause the

release of several n,are electrons. With a series of additional anodes, a

multiplication of the number of electrons is produced by the applied electric

field. Such a unit was designated as the "secondary electron multiplier" or

photomultiplier. Figure 5.10 displays the components of the detector.
z

The working voltage of a photomultiplier tube lies between 1200 and

2000 V. The duration of the light impulse is 10-6 to ].0-9 sec depending on

O
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the scintillator substance (Glocker and Macherauch 1965, p. 180). The decay

time for a Nai(T1) crystal is 250 • 10.9 sec. Thus, photomultipliers perform

nearly instantaneously. The resolution of a scintillation counter is deter-

mined by its dead time (10 .5 to 10.6 sec). The dead time is the duration of
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FIGURE 5.10. Schematic Diagram of the Detector Components

the recovery process after the registration of an impulse by the photomulti-

plier tube; in other words, the time until the next impulse can be registered

with a correct impulse height. The dead time lowers the maximum order of

magnitude of the quantum rate that can be registered by the scintillation

counter to 104 impulses per second. Glocker and Macherauch (1965, p. 435)

calculates that the loss of counts as a result of dead time can amount to

several percent at quantum rates between 103 and 104 impulses/sec (Table 5.1).

Because of the restricted counting capacity of the scintillation counter,

our goal was to count as many of the quanta of interest and as few of the

other quanta as possible. For the scintillation counter to count only spe-

cific quanta, the probability of generating fluorescence must be high for the

quanta with energies of interest and low for the quanta with other energies.

This means that the incident radiation with tl,e energies of interest must be

absorbed as much as possible by the sodium iodide crystal, and that radiation

of other energies may occur to any degree without exciting the crystal. This

requirement can be partly met by selecting the thickness of the crystal so

that the maximum number of quanta with the energies of interest are absorbed,

while the quanta with higher energies have a smaller probability of inter-

acting with the crystal.

TABLE 5.1. Percentage Count Loss Resulting from Dead Time as a Function
of Quantum Rate

Quantum Rate (impu]se/sec) I0___0020___0050___00700 ]00_____002000 3000 _000 5000

Count Loss (%) 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.7 I 2 3.1 4.2 5.3

0
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The most suitable crystal thickness for measuring the 662-keV radiation

of Cs-137 and the 84-keV radiation of Tm-170 was calculated from the 99% prob-

ability of attenuation. Equation (5.5) shows the calculation of the crystal

thickness. The mass attenuation coefficients of sodium iodide (Nal) for 662

keV and 84 keV are 0.075 and 2.2 cm2/g, respectively (see Chapter 6.0) and

#Nal is 3 67 g/cm 3.

[:_J.....]Cs-137 .... e, (H•-)Naoi0,662Mev'pNaJ'xcs-l•-{7•,]0 I00

I. n ( I 0-" ) -4, ti
u ........................ ::

" :<Cs-13 7 = ' -(/,[I/c,.._, / ] ]/c_n
- (_-)NaJJ; O, 662MEV" f)Nag

(5.5)I]
I - (-i)]Na J; O, 084MeV'I)NaJ 'XTm-.170

-I
(-':-- ) Trn-../ 7 0 ............ e•,] 0 1 0 0

• i

In(10- ] -;l,iS
_ XTm-1 70 .......................... [i, !i/cre

' [)Na '_-' " ' "- (.....)NaJ;O,O84MeV d

Nal crystals are industrially manufactured, They are cultured and their

price increases proportioi_alIy to their size. Because Cs-137 is an ideal

source; that is, no radiation higher than 662 keV is emitted, there is no

danger of an undesired loading of the photomultiplier tube by higher energy

radiation. Thus, no reason existed to use an unbelievably large (17 cm) and

correspondingly expensive Nal crystal for the Cs-137 measurement. Normally,

to measure Cs-137 radiation, a crystal thickness on the order of 2 in. is

needed, which has a attenuation probability of 80% (i in. = 2.54 cm). Two-

inch-thick crystals have a minimum diameter of 1.75 in. (4.5 cm), which is

sufficient considering the 2-cm maximum width of the collimated ray. Thus, a

1.75-in. • 2-in. Nai(T1) crystal was chosen for the Cs-137 measurement. Io

measure the 84-keV radiation of Tm-170, a crystal thickness of 5.7 mmwas

required (see Equation [5.5]). The Nai(T1) crystal used had a 1.25-in.

diameter and a 6-mm thickness.
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5.5 IMPULSE HEIGHT ANALYZER

If the total energy of a gamma quantum is converted into electron energy

in single or several stages within the scintillation crystal, and if the elec-

tron energy is completely released, then the intensity and thus the height of

the resulting light-impulse is proportional to the gamma energy (Glocker and

Macherauch 1965, p. 448). If a proportional electrical impulse forms in the

photomultiplier tube as a product of the incidental light impulse, then the

energy of the gamma quanta can be obtained by measuring the height of the

impulse voltage provided by the scintillation counter. This measuring proce-

dure is called impulse-height analysis, and the apparatus used is called an

impulse-height analyzer. By using a discriminator, only the impulses whose

impulse heights correspond to the energies of the quanta of interest are

counted. The counts per unit time are thus equal to the quantum rates of

interest.

l he scaler used as an impulse height analyzer is a fully transistorized

two-channel decade counter. The scaler contains a spectrometer and two decade

counters, in addition to the timer. With this apparatus, the impulse counts

for cesium and thulium at two different places could be counted

simultaneously.

A high-voltage source was integrated with the scaler to operate the

scintillation counter. The useful range of the scintillation counter is

located within a plateau on a plot of the i_ipulse count rate as a function of

the high voltage. The experimentally determined plateaus of the cesium and

thulium scintillation coui.ters are shown graphically in Figure 5.11. The

requirement for simultaneous measurement stipulated that the selected high

voltage should be favorable for both scintillation counters. From this

requirement, the value designated HV in Figure 5.11 was selected for the high

voltage.

5.6 SOURCE-DETECTORSCANNING SYSTEM

In principle, a saturation measurement should be possible at any location

along the flume. To accomplish these measurements, the position of each of

the two source-detector pairs had to be separately and arbitrarily variable
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a Favorable High Voltage for the Scintillation Counters

relative to the position of the porous medium. We considered whether it was

more appropriate to move the source-detector pairs relative to the porous

medium, or to leave the source-detector pairs in a fixed position and to move

the porous medium. A comparison of these two options showed that keeping the

flume, with its water, oil, and pressure connections fixed, was easier and

required less space. Nevertheless, the intermediate option of being able to

move the flume vertically and the source-detector pairs horizontally still

seemed plausible. However, this option was discarded because having one fixed

and one movable system instead of two movable ones was more suitable. Above

all, the deciding factor for movable source-detector pairs was the fact that

each of the source-detector pairs could be moved independent of one another.

The mechanism used to move the source-detector pairs was designated the

source-detector scanning system.

The source-detector scanning system must allow fast and exact movement of

the source-detector pair. The desired positional accuracy of _+0.5 mmarose

from the required resolution ability given large spatial saturation gradients.

A vernier scale was used to determine the position of each source-detector

pair, and thus of each collimated beam, versus the flume. The vernier scale

was installed at the intersection of vertical and horizontal rulers. A
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vertical ruler was affixed on each source, detector pair and a horizontal

ruler was affixed on the flume (Figure 5.12).

We determined that, at any arbitrary position along the flume, the

angular alignment error between the source collimator slit and the detector

collimator slit should not be more than 10 angular seconds. The lO-angular-

second value was calculated by assuming thac the error from such a misalign-

ment should be at most one-fourth the average error of a measured impulse

count. At the maximum impulse counting rate of 104 counts/sec, a measuring

time of 10 sec yields _I"05 counts Thus the average error is equal to _l-O5° _ . •

which equals $16 counts (see Section 6.5.2.1). One-fourth of 316 is approx-

imately 80 counts, which is 0.08% of 105. Finally. 0.08% of the cross-
-3

sectional width of the collimated beam of 5 mm or 20 mm is 4 • 10 mm

or 16 • 10.3 mm, respectively, By assuming a distance of 50 cm between source

and detector, the 4 ° 10-3-mm and 16 • 10-3-mm mi salignments correspond to a

tolerated angle of 5 and 20 arlgular seconds, respectively.

Each source and its detector had to be moved simultaneously to maintain

their precise angular alignment. Thus, the source and detector tables, on

which the collimators were also placed, were connected to each other with a

common cross beam (Figure 5.13). To hold the angle constant, the source and

/.5

! FIGU,IE 5.12. Vernier Scale Used to Determine the Position
i of Each Source-Detector Pair
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F_I.G_URE5:._!..3..Bridge Connecting a Source Table and a Detector l-able

detector tables were each suspended from a polished hardened-steel vertical

shaft and hel(.l fixed by conical points opposite the shaft. Each of the two

shafts were passed through two spherical precision bushings and were connected

above to a massive crossbeanl. For additional reinforcement, the rear of the

tables were connecLed by plates to the crossbeam above.

The total weight of the thulium source table was approximately equal to

the weight of the -lead sphere, which served both as a shield and as a collima-

tor of the thulium radiation. lhis was calculated in Equation (5.3) as more

than 200 kg. -lhc lead shield of the cesiunl source weighed 132 kg (EQua-

tion [5.4]). logether wiLh the collir, ators, the cesium source table weighed

150 kg. lo obtain an even load on the crossbeam, each detector table was

loaded with compensatory weights until it stood in equilibrium wiLh its
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associated source table. Both source and detector tables could be moved hori-

zontally normal to the experimental plane°

Because a simple, easy, and fast movement of the scanning system Was

desired, a counterbalance was necessary to allow each source-detector pair to

be moved vertically by hand with little effort. The total weight of the

thulium source-detec%or pair and the crossbeam was 425 kg, which consisted of

two times 200 kg of lead and about 25 kg for the remaining material. Simi-

larly, the weight of the cesium source-detector pair and crossbeam was cal-

culated as 2(150) + 25 = 325 kg. In the assembly of the counterbalance, these

weights had to be compensated for by adding a corresponding counterweight.

The objective of achieving vertical movement by hand directly over the coun-

terbalance failed because of the great initial resistance to movement, and

because of the impossibility of exactly determining the negative acceleration

of the large weight. These factors would not allow the large weight to be

brought to a standstill at exactly the desired position. Thus, a hand-

operated oil-pressure pump had to be installed to provide the required

displacement accuracy in the vertical direction.

For horizontal movement, the entire assembly used for the vertical move-

ment (counterbalance, crossbeam, and source-detector pair) was reinforced and

mounted on a cart. The cart soul d be moved along the length of the flume.

The weight nf the loaded cart 'Ised to move the thulium scanning system was

2(425) kg plus about 50 kg for a counterbalance frame, which totaled 900 kg.

For the cesium scanning system, the loaded cart was 2(325) kg + 50 kg =

700 kg. Horizontal movement by hand was feasible and gave satisfactory

accuracy.

A pair of rails was erected, c(,mpletely independent of the flume, for the

two carts to roll on. The placement of the rails onto the flume for rein-

forcement was excluded for several reasons. First, the extra-large weight

would have necessitated a strengthening of the load supports of the flume.

This would have restricted the open area available for the visual observation

of the propagation processes. Second, the apparatus to incline the flume

would have had to be more complicated compared to the use of independent

rails, which would stay horizontal when the flume was inclined. Lastly, and
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above all, we wanted to isolate the flume from vibrations to avoid changes in

the porous medium due to settling. The cart rails could only be supported at

their ends so that the collimated beams would have an unrestricted range of

movement across the glass walls of the flume. Thus, the span of each rail was

480 cm.

Both cart rails consisted of channel beams for engineering strength. The

moment of inertia of the rail was calculated from the following requirements.

For the easiest and most accurate maneuverability of the cart, the least

deflection, s, of the rails is required. Furthermore, the required posi-

tional accuracy of 0.5 mmimplies a small change in the deflection (A6) of the

rails, and thus of the cart, as a function of the various location combina-

t!ons of the two carts. Stated mathematically, this is

(5.6)
A6-- 6max-_min < @,_i mm

To determine the maximum and minimum deflections in Equation (5.6), the moment

of inertia (I) must be calculated. The calculation of the moment of inertia

and of A6 presents two problems" I) the problem of determining the position

of both carts so that the maximum vertical movement of a fixed cart due to the

horizontal movement of'the other cart "can be calculated; and 2) the problem of

making the calculation in a standard way.

Both carts and their loads were symmetrical. The bearing load on each of

the four wheels was a fourth of the total weight. The total weight of the

fully equipped thulium cart, PTm' was 900 kg, and the total weight of the

cesitlmcart, Pcs' was 700 kg. The length, L, of each beam serving as the cart

rails was 480 cm. Because of symmetry, the load is partitioned equally on

each beam. Thus, the analysis need only be done for one of the beams.

In Figure 5.]4, × is the moving variable, and X defines the distance from

the center of the cesium cart to the right beam support, B. a is the distance

between the center of"each cart. The minimum value of a, amin, _s 50 cm. The

center of a cart can be pushed up to a minimum distance, ao , from the support,
which is 64 cm. c is the distance between the wheels and is 36 cm. The load

0
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FIGURE5.14. Stress Diagram on One of the BeamsCarrying the
Source-Detector Carts

on each wheel of the thulium cart is I/4 (PTm) = 225 kg, and the load on each

wheel of the cesium cart is i/4 (Pcs) = 175 kg. In summary,

PTm/_ : -225 k Z = 31-i cm L_ = 480
co om

(5.7)
Pcs/4 = -175 kg ami n = .50 cm ao = 64 cm

The largest vertical deflection is certain to result when the lighter

cesium cart is held at the location where the load resultant from both carts

lies in the middle of the beam. The vertical deflection would decrease as the

heavier thulium cart is pushed away from this location up to the minimum dis-

tance, ao, from support A. Based on this knowledge, X is a constant value, a

, must be equal to amin for the determination of 6max, and a = L - X - ao for

the determination of 6min. X is thus the single unknown in the equations

describing the positions of the loads to calculate 6max and 6min.

The load on the middle of the beamyielding 6max when the two carts are

pushed together (a = amin) is equal to the total resultant, R = [2(PTm/4) +

2(Pcs/4)]. The distance X ir determined by solving the moment balance between
the total resultant and the individual loads for this load case"
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L
R'-_ = 2"(P_m/4)'(X+amin)+2(Pcs/4)'X (5.8a)

Thus,

(5.8b)

{2(PTm/4)+2(PCs/4)}L-2(PTm/4)amin k (PTm/4)

{2(PTm/4)+2(Pcs/4)} 2 (piz,m/4+Pcs/4) amin

Substituting the values summarized in Equation (5.7), Equation (5.8b) yields

X - 480 -225 ,50 = 212 cm (5.9)
2 -225-175

The geometry of the force diagram for both load cases is determined by

calculating 6max and 6min. 6max is the deflection of the beam 212 cm from
support B when the center of the cesium or thulium cart is 212 cm or 262 cm,

respectively, from support B. 6min is the deflection of the beam 212 cm from
support B when the center of the thulium cart is 64 cm from support A, and the

center of the cesium cart is 212 cm from support B.

Ihe determination of a deflection (5) at location x is made according to

the principle of virtual work. The working equation for a deflection, 6, is

M,1_1'
;,/_'I-" .d× (5.10a)

and for the case when El is constant

I F-- M.M'.dx (5.10b)

where M is the bending moment at location x under the given load, and M' is

the bending moment at location x because of the virtual load condition. The

virtual load condition exists when a unit load is placed at the location and

in the direction of the anticipated deflection.

The integration of Equation (5.10a) can be done graphically (Hofacker

1960, p. 21). Accordingly, the integral MM'dx is the same as the sum of the
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productsof the Mi-areasand the correspondinglength,YS. from the M'-area
(Figure5.15). The M-area is the moment area for the given load case. The

M'-area is the moment areafor the virtualload case.

The moment functionfor the effectiveload case is a variablefunction

dependenton x, based on the load inducedon the beam by the separateforces.

S_5!.--'.laxs5

? 52
! _xs_, ° : " P1Area

_. axs 3 - , _ axs1

axs21

i -., x $1 o

-- ' xS2
4 ×53

_- xSL
.-., xS5

,"_" Unlt Load = 1

" S5 YS/, , YS1 ....."

I YS3 YS2 ". " "
i M' Area.i

w

FIGURE 5.15. Graphic Integrationto Calculatethe Area Moment
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The functionis composedof straightlines with kinks at the application I

pointsof the forces. The graphicintegrationto be done is representedby

_Mi,Ys. Mi is the individualmoment area betweenany two forces. YS. is the
momen_ resultingfrom the virtualload conditionat the locationof t_e center

of gravity,Si, of the area, Mi, which is based on the effectiveload condi-
tion. The forceson each supportmust be determinedto constructthe moment

area,

For each of the two given load cases, the force on supportA is deter-

mined as a functionof a by solvingthe moment balanceat supportB. The

equationis

-t,i{P_,,,/4.C(x+c_,+/)+(x+_-_-_--))+cs/4.((x+:i;--)+Cx-I)}

- 2

[._{PTm/4' [X+,t),t"'Cs/4.X}

,)
-- .[.

,r......... a}-17!!; _;} :: @,tt • ';4[_0 {- 2!-i( 1:'+ . ::::1.,,: :_8 _-_+:i ::_ (k,,.:,_,)
(5.11)

0By solving the force balance, the force on support B is

r

F_ :-- ->::F-}-A :: -/(PTm/4+PGs/4:_-A .---:,!C40[] ) -A (kg)
(5.12)

tor the virtual load case with a unit load of -I at the distance X from

support B, the support load A' for a moment balance is

- "'l ", X 21 2 (5.13a)
i ' :: -.... i:_,4 ,_:i_

L 4 8 [J

Because of the force balance,

[__' :- -"I"-A' :: 1-{.:),44,,..* :: 0,(:i5_:_ (5.13b)
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With knowledgeof the supportforces,the moment area can be calculated

by determiningthe momentsat the load points,whose distances,AXi, are

known. The shear forcesare determinedfrom the supportand load forces. The

moment at a load point is calculatedas the sum of the productsof the shear

force and the distancebetweentwo appliedforces (Table5.2).

A partialmoment area, Mi, from the M-area is calculatedby usingthe
formulafor the area of a trapezoid. The arithmeticaverageof the two load

point moments is multipliedby AXi or (AXi/2)(Mleft+ Mright).

The Xs.'S must be knownto determinethe YS -valuesin the M'-area. xS
is the distlnce betweenthecenter ofgravity Si' i of a partialarea and the i

right supportB. AXs., the normaldistance from the centerof gravityof a
trapezoidto its long_stside, is determinedby Bartsch(1968)'

Axsi = (Axi/3,{(r_+2m)/(M+m)} (5.14)

In this case, m is the shorter side and M is the longer side of the parallel

sides of the trapezoid, or the small and larger moments, respectively. The

calculated AXs.'S are shown iF, Table 5.2. Thus, the Xs.'S are
1 1

xSl = AxI-AxsI xs4 = AXl +hx 2+AX 3+£xs4

"<s2 Ax_+Ax2-AXs2 xs5 = I -2-Axs5 (5.15)
xS3 = Axl+Ax2+Axs3

The yS.-Values are determined according to whether one is to the right or
left of the lvirtual unit force by using one of the following relations'

Xsi for Xsi < Xysi :- M' (x) ' x

CL-xsi ) for Xs.>X (5.16)= M' (x)' (l_-X)

i M'(X), the fictitious momentat the application point of the virtual unit_ #

force, is determined by

,0
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M'(x) : A'.(L-X) : B',X (5.17) 0

With the support forces defined by Equation (5 13) and X : 212 cm M' is' , (X)
118 5 cm. If M' : 118 5 cm, X = 212 cm, and L = 480 cm are insertedinto' (x) "
Equation(5.16),then

Ysi = 0,559xs/ for xsi.<212, thus for xsi and xs2

or (5.18)

= 0,442(48@-xsi) for xsi>_212, thus for Xs2 throughxs5

The calculationof the integral]'MM'dxis shown in Table 5.2. For the

load case with the maximumdeflection,a = amin = 50 cm. For the load case

with the minimumdeflection,a = (L-X-ao) = (480-212-64)= 204 cm.

In both investigatedload cases,we are interestedin the deflectionat

distanceX, the distancebetweensupportB and the centerof the stationary

cesium cart. As mentioned,the maximumdeflection,6max, occurswhen the
thuliumcart is next to the cesiumcart, and their centersare separatedby

the minimumdistance,amin. 6min occurs when the thuliumcart is locatednext

to supportA; thus, the centerof the cart is the distanceao from supportA.

With the integralscalculatedin Table 5.2 substitutedin Equation (5.10b),

the equationsto calculatethe minimumand maximumdeflectionsare

_ I
_max(2i2) E" I I ,77. 109cm3. kg (5.19)

_ 1 1 , 24 ' 109 crn3. kg6rain (212) E •I

If these values are insertedinto Equation(5.6),then

I
, A6zu I = .0,53.109cm3.kF::, < 0,5mmE' I (5.20)

By assuming a value of 2.1 ° 106 kg/cm2 for the modulus of elasticity, E,

of the building steel, the momentof inertia of the beamthat satisfies Equa-

tion (5.20) is
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I 0,53. 109cm 3, kgerr >_ = 5,1 ' 103cm 4 (5.21)
:2,1 . 10 6kg/cm. 5.1 0 - 2cm

I

A commercially available beam with a higher moment of inertia is the beamI

i designated UNP 28 with a moment of ,inertia,Ix, of 6280 cm4 With I =_

6280 cm4 and E : 2 1 • 106 kg/cm 2 the maximum and minimum deflection of the

1 beam for X : 212 cm is, according to Equation (5.19),
i

I

1,77,1 r.)9
,: (Smax(2.Z2) = 2,1 .10(3.[i,28.103 :: 0 , 1340m

_S,,.in(212) = .:, ' (5.22)_:,1.1[1{5.[i,28.1(;13 :-- (] (]94cm

A6 = 0,l]4 _:'m

Equation (5.22) reveals that the design of the beams fulfills the requirement

stated in Equation (5.6).

To be able to adjust the elevation of the rails, they were mounted on the

side of the beams instead of on the top (Figure 5.16), even though this

UNP28

280

Length
In mm

.41

10

-, 95 "-

FIGURE 5.16. Schematic Diagram of Rail-Beam Assembly
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producedtorsionon the beam. Supportblockswere welded to the side at

evenly spacedintervals. Each supportblock had a Lap screw used to adjust

the elevationof the rail. Once set at the desiredelevation,the rails were

bolted to the beam. The elevationof the rails was adjustedto providea hor-

izontaltrack during an averagedeflection. In this way, the easy maneuver-

abilityof both carts in the_horizontaldirectionwas guaranteed,despitethe

averageverticaldeflectionof the beam on the order of I mm, accordingto

Equation (5.22).
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6.0 DEVELOPMENTOF A METHODFORDETERMININGSATURATIONSDURINGEXPERIMENTSON

THE DISPLACEMENTOF WATER,OIL, ANDAIR IN POROUSMEDIA

6.1 THE DEFINITION OF SATURATION

Saturation, S (%), is the fluid volume with respect to thc effective pore

volume. The moisture .content, o (%) is the fluid volume with respect to the

total volume. Consequently, the following relation exists between saturation
and moisture content:

S = e/n (6.1)

where n (%) is the porosity; that is, the effective pore volume with respect

to the total volume.

6.2 REQUIREMENTSOF THE SATURATIONMEASUREMENTMETHOD

There were fou! o requirements of a method for measuring saturation. The

first requirement was that the method should permit simultaneous determination

of the saturations of a petroleum derivative, water, and air over space and

time in two-dimensional experiments performed in the physical model in the

laboratory.

The second requirement was that the maximumstandard deviation of the

measured fluid saturation should not exceed ±2% saturation. This error tol-

erance limit results from the stipulation that the residual saturation of a

petroleum derivative (which can be assumed to be about 4% saturation, accord-

ing to laboratory experiments and practical experience) should be measurable

within about a -_t50%error.

The third requirement was that the porous medium (of at least 15 cm irl

cross-sectional width to be able to disregard the wall effect) should not be

disturbed during a satu_,dtion measurement, so that the dynamic processes could

occur unperturbed.
|

The fourth requirement was that the sample area over which the saturation

was measured had to be large relative to a pore or grain diameter. This
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macroscopicscale of observationis based on the continuumperspective,

assumedin Darcy'sequation. On the other hand, the samplearea had to be

small becausethe measuredcapillaryrise curves in the quartz sand were

likely to be relativelyflat, representinglarge saturationchangeswith ele-

vation for the assumedmacroscopicobservation.

6.3 PROPOSALOF SOLUTIONSTO MEET THE STATED REQUIREMENTS

6.3.1 AlternativeMethods

Variousmethodsare availableto determinethe saturationof a fluid in a

porousmedia, such as gravimetricmethods,electricalresistancemethods,and

wave or particleradiationattenuationmethods,particularlygamma or neutron

radiationattenuation.

The gravimetricmethod was eliminatedas an alternativefor the deter-

minationof local saturationsbecausethe porousmedium has to be disturbed,

thus violatingthe conditionof nondisturbance.The reqt_irementfor a locally

limitedmeasuYementcannot be met by using electricalresistance. The attenu-

ation of neutron radiation is often used to determine the saturation of water

based on the high attenuation ability.of hydrogen compared to that of other

elements. However, because both water and petroleum derivatives (hydro-

carbons) contain hydrogen, the measurement of neutron attenuation cannot serve

to differentiate between the saturations of water and oil.

6.3.2 Attenuation of GammaRadiation

Gammaradiation, in contrast to alpha or beta radiation, which refer to

the flow of protons or electrons, respectively, is not particle radiation but

rather wave radiation. To characterize wave radiation, first its wavelength

or frequency must be known, and second, its intensity must be determined.

Light rays, x-rays, and gammarays are, like radio waves, electromagnetic

waves, which can also be termed photon rays. This method of notation origi-

nates from Planck's quantum theory, according to which the emission and

absorption of radiation energy by atoms cannot occur in arbitrary amounts, but

o_Jly as integral multiples of determined values--the radiation quantum
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(photons). The quantity of in one quantum of radiation of
energy wave

frequency u, or of"wavelength x is

h.c

= h._ = _ _ )"''6.2"(a_

where h is Planck's constant and c is the velocity of light. For practical

use, Equation (6.2) can be rewritten as

q2,4 (KEV) (6 3)E = ,k

if x is specified in angstrom units (L). Thus, a quantum of wave radiation

with a wavelength of 1.24 _ has an energy of 10 KeV. The electron volt (eV)

is an energy unit used frequently in atomic physics, lt is

The interaction of gamma radiation with matter is manifested as the

deflection of individual quanta from their original trajectory. This inter-

action with matter leads to a reduction in the number of nondeflected quanta

moving in their original direction. This effect is designated as matter

attenuation. Because of this matter attenuation, the radiation intensity

continually decreases as the radiation quanta traverse through more matter,

thereby increasing the probability of interactions with the matter. The radi-

ation intensity, J, is the radiation energy, in a unit of time, impinging on a

unit cross-sectional area. The radiation ene_'gy equals the sum of the ener-

gies furnished by the separate quanta.

The decrease in the radiation intensity of monochromatic radiation, mean-

ing radiation whose quanta all have the same energy, occurs according to the

exponential decay law

(a) Equations were taken directly from the German text and, in some cases,
use a different notation. For example, 0,01 = 1/100, whereas in this
text, 1/100 would be shown as 0.01. Multiplication is indicated by a dot
in the equations and in the text.

Q
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,;J _ J(_.e {CF-)'x'P} (6.5)

where Jo is the radiationintensityof a collimated,monochromaticbeam before

passingthroughmatter,and J is the radiationintensityafter passage. The

term (_/p)with the dimensions(L2 • M-I) is the mass attenuationcoefficient.

lt characterizesthe attenuationcharacteristicof a specificmatter for a

radiationof specificenergy. The mass attenuationcoefficientis thus a

propertyof the irradiatedmatter at the quantumenergy of the monochromatic

radiation. The mass attenuationcoefficientwill be discussedin Sec-

tion 6.4.1 in greaterdetail, x, with the dimensinn(L), is the thicknessof

the irr-_iatedmatter, p, with the dimensions(M • L3), is the density.

Becauseof the assumedmonochromaticradiation,the intensitiesJ and Jo

can be interpretedas specificnumbersof quanta. The term "specific"is, in

this case, relatedto the time and the cross-sectionalarea. In detectors

used to measureradiationintensity,each quantumdetectedyields an electri-

cal impulse_whose value characterizesthe energyof the quantum. So, instead

of a quantum,one can speak of an impulse. For the currentapplication,a i

quantumand an impulseare identical. This introducesthe conceptof the

impulsecount,which refersto the number of impulsesgeneratedby a colli-

mated beam of a specifiedcross-sectionalarea during a suitableperiod of

measurement. The periodof measurementconsideredadequatewas initially

specifiedas 10 sec,which was later confirmed,and the cross-sectionalarea

oF the collimatedbeam was I cm2. Thus, J and Jo in Equation(6.5)can be

designatedas impulsecounts insteadof intensities. For unspecifiedperiods

of measurements,J and Jo are designatedas impulsecount rates.

The material irradiatedin the experimentswas composedof water (W),oil

(0), air (L), and sand (S) as well as the glass (g) of the walls. Figure6.1

is a realisticrepresentationof a porousmedium cross section. Figure6.2 is

a schematicrepresentationof how the complexcomponentgeometryin Fig-

ure 6.1 can be translatedinto incrementalpath lengthsof the various

components.
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FIGURE 6.1. Realistic Representation of the Sand Porous Medium Filled
with Water, Oil, and Air
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FIGURE 6.2. Schematic Representation of Incremental Path Lengths of the
Various Components Traversed by the Radiation Beam

If Equation (6.5) were applied to each of the incremental path lengths

(repeated in an arbitrary order) of the different materials in Figure 6.2,

then
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til --" JI]'_,- {(_) gl"pg}

:.: - _ [Lo

J:-t = J2 °R- { (_)II"PL-}

r _J_A/

,:i,1 I,t _._-_(-")W.i • PW
}
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J J/l '-:'- { (_j[3-]0 "1" l:*[]} (6.6)5 .... P[]

•-{ l-:.,-:-]r:,,. r,, }

u[]
J / JL; ,::,-{ {_) o;,. r,o }

.... I)[] "

• i

r;! t./:; •

If Jn and Jn+1 are calculated step by step, then the additive character of the

attenuation relation (Equation [6.5]) is evident. If the exponents within the

same medium are summed, then

-{ (.... ]>: • Pr:, ' ( "_ >]:;' I_:;" (.W__) )I:W. f)W' ( >.:I]. Pit" ".....Pl.. .1>:[ . pl. }
,] -: ,][]. e g .... ," HW /)li

and with :_j = xj (6.7)

: . . -_3-_]x£, r)g ,.P"'- _ .r., +t );, ,..Pl..- ,. , t-_jx,:, ,, I)W xW W ,(.l'I-'il L_/x_ 'Pl. -.

The various summations stated in Equation (6.7) are reproduced graphica]ly by

converting Figure 6.2 to 6.3.
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FIGURE6.3. Schematic Representation of the Summation of Path Lengths of
the Various Components Traversed by the Radiation Beam

Because the density of air is three orders of magnitude lower than that

of water, oil, and sand, the attenuation effect of air (whose mass attenuation

coefficient is of the same order of magnitude as that of the other materials;

cross reference F.igure 6.6) is small, and thus the last item in Equation (6.7)

can be disregarded. Thus, Equation (6.7) is reduced to

- t I-!:'.._.l:.:_,. I_,'/--_"_ 1:'_,' t._ '( _ll :,:_._• p_-' _-iTiT__"11'PI/},] _ ,_1_'_-_ l_g -p:; ,, , .>j (6.8)

As shown in Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, a collimated beam, which leaves

the source with the impulse count rate Jo' is always attenuated by the glass

walls Thus, the impulse count rate reduced by the glass walls is designated

as the null impulse count rate, JN" JN is determined theoretically as

. -- pg .pg (6.9)

In practice, JN was determined by making a null measurement by measuring the
intensity of the radiation after it passed through the glass walls of the

empty flume.

The irradiation widths, x, can be written as functions of the dimension-

less porosity, n, and the thickness of the porous medium in the irradiation
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direction, B (with the dimension of a length), as well as the dimensionless

saturations of water and oil, SW and SO, respectively. Thus,

xs .... (I--n).B ; xw _ n.',]W.I:i_ ; '_t! ......r_.:_iI.1_ (6.10)

With Equations (6.9) and (6.10), Equation (6.8) is reduced to

-[:_{ I ). ( I - n ) p_i,,+C->_W-Ir, ._'_W.pW+(-_-f<,] r,._,',O. I:_Iil}
J .--_/]i,,j.,__:_ _ I>V _,u (6.11).

Before water or oil is introduced into the initially oven-dried porous

medium, SW and SO, and thus the last two exponential terms in Equation (6.11),

are zero. The dry impulse count rate, JT' (that is, the null-impulse count
rate through oven-dried sand filling) can be written as

l_lS

By knowing the irradiated thickness, B, the mass attenuation coefficient of

sand, (#S/PS), the density of sand, PS' as well as the measured null and dry

impulse count rates, JN and JT' the porosity, n, can be determined experi-

mentally by explicit representation from Equation (.6.12)

1]I
i

I']N]-- (6. ]3)
Fl

I I : "I +
c.:,

During the course of the two-dimensional experiments, not even the slightest

change in the elevation of the sand surface could be documented. Thus, we

concluded that the position of the separate grains within the unconsolidated

sand filling was constant during an experiment. This permitted the dry

impulse count rate, JT' to be assumed constant and thus, JT could be deter-

mined experimentally, according to Equation (6.12), at the beginning of an

experiment. With JT serving as the initial impulse count rate, Equation

(6.11) can be reduced by inserting Equation (6.12) to

6.8
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• PW_ [IJ{[]IS •
-n.B{L-6-_-,Sw.pw+._" @ PO} (6 14)J = J T •e

Equation (6.14), the attenuation equation for gamma radiation passing

through a mixture of water, oil, and air in an incompressible sa_ld filling of

porosity n and held together by two glass walls separated by the width B, is a

relation with two unknowns: the saturation of water and the saturation of

oil. The determination of both unknown saturations requires two independent

relations to be solved simultaneously.

One way to obtain two independent equations is to observe the attenuation

of gamma radiation at two different radiation energies. The pair of indepen-

dent equations results from invoking Equation (6.14) for each of the two

energies with presumably different mass attenuation coefficients. In this

way, the independent equations have the general form of

_" S :::. ' b II •S[)m I : _-_I •o W + I)I ' [J ; fTlI I OlI I • '::'W +

aI b
Assuming that the determinant D = I

al I bl I I O, the equation pair is clearly
solvable. The solutions are

I ml bi ,,] "1 ai mi

Written out, the solutions are given as

rn2- b I CJ_. P tl -"I lA[].,{mzz bzz I = ] n ,]-I !z' l - n. u i.-r517) ±s. pt:iJ- l ,-,l. -_-)_z • ( - n. E_%1:i;z' r.)t3

{az mz (lJW, (<__L_ . (PW) ,]
aii mii I :: (-r-I'[{ 7_-ji.pW). in ,]..1..)ii-( .-rl [B pw, II • pw) ].n [_]-_)i

-p-]_'I' PO'II" POPW P@, UW PO ,
lD =: n21B2{ (-_-_-)I' PW (--_J ii'PO-(-_)II" PW(-p-[_)I" PO} ,P[]_

<2--°) _---J 'po
PO z p[j]zI

•PW _W

n2B2 PO PO (_-_)I (_) II
= -(-_-) z' (TE) zz. Po. Pw{, _Jo _o }

l-p_ )z CF-ff3z ±
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therefore,

•_mI ' _-_)±z L-F_Jzz' l ,_(j{)b_[-_T I }in( ,PO. J I

, PW PW)
, _c], ,_o) L-p_) z (_Tw-zz

r+1'[] • f) W '-5-(]- ] I [-ii _- I I { ,. lJ [] _I[] ) Jl_5) _ (-F_]-sx
(6.15)

UPW J , W _ . _ J_
(-5-_-]s_..I,n0-_-(-Iz-(-5-_-Is' ].,,(--jr )J:_

,::' [ii ................................................................................

f _iW, . , PW,
• lJO, _ 0 f -iYW-J_ tTi-WJi- _ }

n . I-_. p[.l t-fTETj I [-_Ti') I I "T_-_T-T........ ;i]71[ .........-
cF{TJz o-plTJ._z

Uniqueness of the solution, given that D / O, requires that the expression in

the curly brackets must be different from zero. This requires that the

following inequality be valid:

Section 6.4 will deal further with the consequences of this condition.

6.3.3 Use of Radioactive Tracers

_ Another possible method of using attenuation of radiation, with an

energy _, to measure fluid saturations nondestructively can be derived by

rearranging Equation (6.14) as follows:

,J , -.n.lB{ (l:i-_-!--),,,.<,:.',W.pW+ C-P!i!)r_.t,r .pC-} f6.]7_
t,].l. )(-_ " !< wW L.c t) LJ ......

The method consists of the radioactive labeling of one of the two fluids; that

is, the use of radioactive tracers. Because the total amount of petroleum

derivative in the physical model would be considerably smaller than that of

water, radiolabeling the petroleum derivative is suitable from a radiation

i
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safety standpoint. The petroleumderivativeis also more adaptableto radio-

labelingthan water from a chemicalviewpoint.

Variouschemicalcompoundsare availableas oil-solubleisotopecarriers.

The suitabilityof a radioactivecompoundis determinedby the extent to which

it migrates from the petroleumderivativeby diffusion,adsorption,and

evaporation. White (1949)describesan oil-solublecarrierfor the radio-

isotopeCo-60. From a radiationsafetyviewpoint,it is advantageousif the

half-lifeof the radionuclideused as a tracerlies withinthe order of magni-

tude of 10 to 100 days. For practicalreasons,the half-lifeshould not be

shorterthan 3 days, and the standardemittedenergy shouldbe larger than

0.5 MeV. Examplesof isotopesthat meet these criteriafor radiolabelingthe

petroleumderivativeand that are availablecommerciallyincludeBr-77 (57-h

half-life;0.24- and 0.52-MEVenergy),1-124 (4.5days; 0.60, 0.73, 1.72MEV),

Sb-122 (2.8days; 0.56 MEV), Sb-124 (60 days; 0.6 MEV), and Fe-59 (45 days;

1.10 and 1.29 MEV). lt is advisableto add bromineor iodineonly to unsatu-

rated hydrocarbonswith relativelyhigh boilingpoints,such as octane,

decane,or dodecane,otherwisethe volatilityof the halogenatedhydrocarbon

would not be disregardablysmall. The use of antimonyisotopeswith unsatu-

rated hydrocarbonsproduceda conversionintotriphenylantimony,and the use

of Fe-59 with unsaturatedhydrocarbonsproduceda conversioninto Fe(III)

-tristearateor -acetalacetonate,all of which would reducethe probabilityof

adsorption.

• The exitingimpulsecount rate, J, of monochromaticradiationwith energy

° # generatedby the isotopetracer can be determinedfrom the schematicdiagram

in Figure6.4.

The term dJp is the infinitesimal,internallyproducedimpulsecount
rate. lt is the productof the volume-specific,producedimpulsecount rate

JV and the infinitesimalsectiondx, correspondingto the oil saturation. The

I
!
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FIGURE 6.4. Generation of Infinitesimal Impulse Count Rate Reaching the
Detector by the Tracer Method

attenuation of this infinitesimal, interally produced impulse count rate is

determined by the following equation

_:lJ=d,)p._:, I)'; * "PlJ "i)(-:i I!: ' -,il t,1 ., i 6'fW, ::.',

-.:{ t (6.18)
= IV.r_. irl" II:..,,

i,, _.r 0

which corresponds to Equation (6.11). Integrating over the width B gives for

J the integral of the infinitesimal impulse count rate (as a functian of the

attenuating materials) based on the method of radioactive tracers

B -{ }_
.o/ e dx3 = ,] V • rl . ,:,I} ' r:'g,

1 -{ },_: i tB '1 -{ }_:_
" - .... I _' '--_( e -/ 1

=Jv'n',::'[]'C'g'_{ }'_ I.:1_: Jv'n':'L}'Cg _{ }

• I-tS ( PW ) ,, , Pi)
( l-e 1::_{{,_)6(1-r_)r,,,; + . . + • • .• - "PW'J5 n.ow PW L_. 6 n ,_;(i P{]} )

=J V • n. 5(} • Cg.

{ _)r3(l-n)Ps+ pw _'n'sw'pW'(-bT]-j_'n's°'pc-:_}

(6.19)

By introducing the simplifying assumption that the tracer elemevlt and the

integrated source are the same isotope, one cansubstitute the logarithm of

Equation (6.17)
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, _,tW, U, Pli t_

-II {t-F_-j_=i_.r;. W'PW'{-]7]-Ic_=_,'n' tj'PE)} (6.20)

into Equation (6.19)

{ 1 _::-{ f3{pt;) _ LI, ,p!_ .II n)p::;-:Ir.(_]}) (6.21)

,J :: Jr" r_., t • _-:g ___, f__.__{ r-,.r.;L-)o( "]-n / P<'-"( ]rl .Z)[ ) '[_}

Solving Equation (6.21) for SO yields

p!, , ,I

J { (.-_3•(1-r_)I,':;-(.I,,t-..t1-]),"[_} (6 22)

_v._,.,_.__,(._(__:,)p i (l-,_.,p(:...iE_):t:;l.(,i-,-_p:;-],_(- - )} )
I_g g":"i_" " l->',; " " "

An explicit representation for the water saturation is determined from Equa-

tion (6.20) and the oil saturation calculated from Equation (6.22) as

] tj.I l-ill .
] n [-ii--i:") ' -) r, ,' II. i)ij/' ;:'tl (6 23)';W

[, PVJ
- (TT,g-)r,. I:_../

From Equation (6.18), it can be seen that the infinitesimal impulse count

rate reaching the detector decreases exponentially with increasing distance x

from the boundary facing the detector. The practical significance of this is

that the contribution to the integrated recorded impulse count rate is greater

from quanta generated near the detector-side boundary than from quanta gen-

crated farther from this boundary. The contribution from remote quanta

decreases very quickly with increasing distance from this wall, and soon

becomes so small that it fails to influence the mean value of the infinites-

imal impulse count rate from the first layers close to the wall. Observations

made during the development of the method to fill the physical model with sand

documented that at insular air saturation the oil preferentially stayed along

the walls of the physical model. The phenomenon is clearly a consequence of

6.13
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the larger pores along the: walls (see Section 3.9.1 of Schiegg [1979]). This

fact and the conclusion tilat tracers closest to the walls would dominate the

radiation attenuation measurement, producing a nonrepresentative measurement,

led to a final conclusion that a saturation measurement method relying on

radioactive tracers would not be suitable for the planned model experiments.

Furthermore, the type of 'adiation protection measures necessary while using

the radioactive tracers ahd the complications arising from these measures were

additional disadvantages. Thus, further consideration of the radioactive
tracer method was abandonq_.d.

6.3.4 Conclusion

Because of the decis on to abandon the radioactive tracer method, the one
i

method left for determinilg fluid saturations was the measurement of the

attenuation of impulse count rates generated by two radiation sources havingi
different monochromatic ei_lergies. With this method, the unknown oil and water

saturations are determined according to the equation pair in Equation (6.15).

The validity of the inequality in the ratios of the mass attenuation coef-

ficients of oil and water (Equation [6.16]) is clearly necessary for the

solution of Equation (6.1i5). The following section deals with the conse-

quences resulting from the need for this inequality.

6.4 CONSEQUENCESFROMTHE REQUIREMENTOF THEVALIDITY OF THE INE_UALIIY

STATEDIN EQUATIONC6.__]_6_

To clarify the conditions for the validity of the inequality in Equa-

tion (6.16), which is reqjuired for a unique solution to Equation (6.15), we

must first deal more closely with the nature of the mass attenuation coeffi-

cient and its dependence on the radiation energy.

6.4.1 Mass Attenuation Coefficient

The attenuation of a collimated monochromatic radiation beam through

matter occurs according to

- _j , >::
,] :-: ,](.j.e (6.24)
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lhe term _ with the dimension(L"I) is the attenuationcoefficient Because

attenuationis a resultof the interactiono{quanta with the electronsof the

atoms of the irradiatedmatter,the attenuationcoefficientis dependenton

the number of electronsin the atom, and thus on the atomicnumber,the atomic

structure,and the densityof the irradiatedmatter,as well as on the radia-

tion energy. To eliminatethe dependenceon the density,the linear atten-

uation coefficient,_ (L-I),is dividedby the densityp, (M • L-3), to yield

the mass attenuationcoefficient(_/p) (L2 • M-I), and the previousEquation

(6.24) is convertedinto Equation(6.5).

The types of iw_teractionsof quanta with matter,and thus the different

types of attenuationof radioactiveradiationby matter,are shown schemat-

ically in Figure 65.

Attenuation
li

f
I .... I

Photoabsorption Scattering Pair Production

I.... _ I I , I i i
Characteristic Photo- Compton Electron Positron

Radiation electron Scattering I I
Classical _ If " " "1

Long-Wave Compton Annihilation
Raylelgh Scattering Electron Radiation

Scattering Radiation
(,D ,J

xo.... k
"ii,. _ "

FIGURE6.5. Schematic Representation oF the Types of Attenuation
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The attenuationcoefficient,_, is the sum of the attenuationeffect from

photoabsorption,T, from scattering,a*, and from pair production,_. All of

these parametershave the dimension(L-I).

lJ _,(_',k (I-I) (6.25)

With respect to density, Equation (6.25) becomes

II I _ _ I'i,: -I (6 26)..... °'- '-- l, 'irl ]

The mass attenuationcoefficientproducedby photoabsorption,T/p, can be

approximatedas, accordingto Glockerand Macherauch(1965,p. 118),

!

-_ i;.>../i (6 27)

where _ is the wavelength,Z is the atomicnumber,and C is a universalcon-

stant dependenton the material. Accordingto Marmier(1960,p. 45), the

photoeffectis a functionof the atomic numberraised to the fourthto fifth

power.

The mass attenuationcoefficientproducedby scattering,o*/#, includes

the contributionfrom a mass attenuationcoefficientdescribingthe classical

Rayleighelastic scattering(OR/p),which refers only to the deviationof the

primaryradiation,and the contributionfrom a mass attenuationcoefficient

describingComptonscattering(o/#). DuringComptonscattering,the energy of

the deviatedradiationis reduced,comparedto that of the primaryradiation,

by the amountof energyassociatedwith the emittedComptonelectronand its

total inertia. As a result,the deviatedquantumdisplaysa greaterwave-

length,comparedto the primaryquantum. The Compton scattercoefficient,o,

_s composed of a component oS from inelastic collisions and a component oA
from the emitted Compton electrons. According to Marmier (1960, p. 45), the

Compton effect decreases monotonically with increasin_ _nergy for relatively

high energies, and the Z-dependence is linear for relatively high energies.

v
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The mass attenuationcoefficientproducedby pair (electronand positron)

production,x/p, increasesabove the 2 • me • c2 = 1.02 MeV (Glockerand

Macherauch1965, p. 130) static energyof the electron-positronpair, begin-

ning with log (h • u) accordingto Marmier(1960,p. 45). The term me is the

restingmass of the electron,c is the velocityof light in a vacuum,h is

Planck'sconstant,and u is the velocityof light,c, dividedby the wave-

length,_. The dependenceof pair productionon the atomic numberis approxi-

mately quadratic.

The separatemass attenuationcoefficientsand their summationto yield

one mess attenuationcoefficientas a functionof energy are shown in Fig-

ure 6.6a and b for water and lead, respectively,as examples.

cm _ ......................................................

! (Jr

t
cm? I)3
gr

0 I................

1 Water

' ......... ;" ' _JW..\. _ , ......... ! (---) , )

,\ ..... _..!, ! p

0,01- >_• \\ ,. ,-.. _ , ....1 •,_. p .,, ,\ ! \/ \ c1A
// \,, - ,I _\ ! / \, "'_

,\ / as"C' ,. '\i / x _. \ "-
i\\ _ / p \ '

0,001 ' " -- ; / \ 0,001 _ \ \ _
0,1 l 10 MeV 100 01 1 10 MeV 100

(a) (b)

FIGURE6.6. Values for the SeparateMass AttenuationCoefficientsand fheir
Sumrnationas a Functionof Energyfor a) Water and b) Lead
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From Figure 6.6a and b, it can be seen thatthe photoeffectis asso-

ciatedwith lower energiesof the primaryquantum,and that pair production

is associatedwith higherenergiesof the primaryquantum. The attenuation

producedby scatteringextendsover the entireenergyarea, but is most signi-

ficant in the middle energy range. The proportionof the three attenuation

effectsis dependenton the atomic structure;that is, on the atomicnumberof

the attenuatingmatter. Figure6.7 shows the isolinesrepresentingthe atomic

numbersat which the proportionsof the photoeffectand Compton scatteringand

of Comptonscatteringand pair productionare equal. Figure 6.7 shows the

regionswithin which each attenuationeffectpredominatesas a functionof

energy and the atomicnumber.

As stated in Equation(6.7),the exponentin the attenuationequationfor

a mixture of variousmaterialsis equal to the sum of individualexponentsfor

each component.

l J{; ) _J ] lJ ' _J ii ,, ' 1)
l:>b...:,;.l)i : !T_-I.-.'.I)I" !-IT-_.). .... _}"'' ..... 't',_':--'_ r-, (6.28)

Because the xis can be interpreted as area-specific volumes, the product

xi " Pi " g represents area-specific ¢veights, Gi, where g is acceleration of

gravity. In particular,xG • PG " g can be interpretedas the area-specific

total weight, GT. Thus, the quotientof GI dividedby GT representsthe

weight fraction,gi' of each component

_;i xi .p_!._.', (6.29)
::: .... :.: ...................

_,i. ii:;1 x L_' PC._' i"

With Equation (6.29),Equation(6.28)can be writtenas a determinative

equation for the mass attenuationcoefficientof a mixture

C-_-bi : [;'I P? lJp..}_r., (6 30)

A collectionof similarmoleculescan be considereda mixtureof the

compositeatoms. The weigiltfractions,gi' of the separateelementsare

determinedas quotientsof the productof the atomicweight,A, times the

I
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FIGURE 6.7. Isolines Representing the Atomic Numbers at Which the
Proportion of r and a and of _ and _ are Equal

number of atoms, AA, of the pertinent element in the molecule divided by the

molecular weight, M, of the chemical compound. Thus, the mass attenuation

coefficient of a compound, #V/;V , consisting of two elements, cI and c2, is

PV p /t _:"l ' At:\_ "1 (.p_) t\ _:2 " AA_:2
[ _'-_-" ] ;:- C r:)-] _.-'. q • [VII "F . |.- . [i: :.< ' [,q ( 6. 3 1 )

The mass attenuation coefficients of many of the elements of practical impor-

tance for the energy range between 0.01 to 100 MeV are given in Grodstein

(1957). From these elemental values, the mass attenuation coefficients for

the compounds of interest as a function of energy were calculated by using

Equation (6.31). Table 6.1 lists the parameter values and the calculated mass

attenuation coefficients for water (H20), quartz sand (Si02), and a represen-

tative petroleum derivative (C8H18).

Figure 6.8 shows graphically the calculated mass attenuation coefficients

in Table 6.1, along with the mass attenuation coefficients for air, iron,

i 6.19
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FIGURE 6.8. Mass Attenuation Coefficients as a Function of Energy for Lead,
Water, Air, Quartz Sand, and a Representative Petroleum Deriva-
tive, as Well as Additional Elements or Compounds (after
Grodstein 1957)
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copper, sodium iodide,and lead. The mass attenuationcoefficientof sodium

iodidewas used for the designof the radiationdetectorcrystal.

The thicknessof the scintillationcrystalwas chosen to optimizethe
,,

scintillationcounterfor detectingradiationof a specificenergy. The

thicknessof the crystalwasselected to minimizethe probabilitythat radia-

tion of higher energythat was not of interestwould not interactwith the

crystal. Thus, it could pass throughthe detectorwithoutbeing counted. In_

this way, the undesiredloadingof t_iecountingcapacityof the photomulti-

plier tube could be avoided.

6.4.2 The Relationship Between the Mass Attenuation Coefficients of Water

and Oil as a Function of Energy

For a unique solution of the equation pair in Equation (6.15), the

inequality in Equation (6.16) must be made valid Thus, the ratio of the mass
attenuation coefficient of water to that of oil at each of the two selected

radi_tion energies must be different. This implies that the ratio of the mass

attenuation coefficient of water to that of oil is not constant as a function

of energy. Considering this, we are interested in the quotient of the mass

attenuation coefficient of water divided by the mass attenuation coefficient

of oil as a functionof energy. This quotientcan be calculatedfrom the

values in Table 6.1, and is presentedin Table 6.2.

TABLE 6.2. Ratio of the Mass Attenuation Coefficient of Water to That of
Oil as a Function of Energy (calculated from Table 6.1)
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The ratio of the mass attenuationcoefficientof water to that of oil can

likewisebe obtainedconsideringthe followingstateinents.Water and oil are

compoundsconsistingof elementswith atomicnumbers-<16. Figure 6.7 illus-

trates that for atomicnumbers_<16,the attenuationcaused by scatteringis

dominantwithin the energy range of 0.1 to 10 MeV. Figure6.6a shows that

this attenuationconsistsentirelyof Comptonscattering. Attenuationby

photoabsorptionoccursonly for energies<0.1 MeV. Attenuationby pair pro-

ductionhappensonly with high-intensityparticleradiation. Only duringan

attenuation effect causedby scatteringis the ratio of two mass attenuation

coefficientsequal to the ratio of their correspondingatomic numberswithin

the order of magnitudethat is characteristicfor this attenuationeffect.

This is discussedin the remarksexplainingEquation(6.26). Becausethe

atomic numbersof oxygen and carbon are nearly equal and the Comptonscatter-

ing, as mentioned,dependsnearly linearlyon the atomicnumber,the ratio of

the mass attenuationcoefficientsof water and oil must be close to one, in

the range between0.1 to 10 MeV. This is confirmedin Figure6.9.

Accordingto Equation(6.27),photoabsorptiondecreasesas a functionof

the atomicnumber by the third to fifth power. For atomic numbers_<16,the

dominanceof the photoeffectis limitedto energies<60 KeV, as shown in

r!/_z!.._

UIl):_ (_;i_T

?

i

-_ E I l,,leV )
L) ' : ..................

0 01 O,] 1 10 100

FIGURE6.9, Plot of the Ratio of the Mass Attenuation Coefficient of Water
to That of Oil as a Function of Energy
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Figure6.7. Thus, a definitedivergenceof the ratio of the mass attenuation

coefficientof water to thatof oil occurs first at energies<60 KeV (see

Figure6.9).

The simplequadraticdependenceof the attenuationeffect by pair pro-

duction,whose dominantrange for atomicnumberss16 is limitedto energies

>10 MeV, accordingto Figure6.7, is capableof causingonly a weak divergence

in the ratio above 10 MeV (see Figure6.9).

6.4.3 PossibilitiesRelatingto the Selectionof RadiationSources

For the inequalityin Equation(6.16)to be valid,the energiesof each

of the two radiationsourcesmust be selectedsuch that the ra_ios of the mass

attenuationcoefficientsof water and oil (characteristicfor each of the two

sourceenergies)are as differentas possible. Accordingto Figure6.9, the

energyof one source can lie between0.1 to 10 MeV, but the energy of the

other sourcemust be outsideof this range;that is, below 0.1 MeV or above

10 MeV.

6.4.3.1 Isotopes

Isotopes are sources of monochromatic radiation. An energy spectrum is

the plot of the impulse count rate as a function of energy. The energy

spectrum of the radiation from an isotope, after being attenuated by matter,

is composed of the impulse count rate of the unattenuated quanta, which have

discrete, isotope-specific energies, as well as the deceleration spectrum

resulting from radiation generated during the interactions. The deceleration

spectrum shows the distribution of the attenuated quanta as a function of

their energy. The pertinent deceleration spectrum will also include the

impulse count rates from any other unattenuated lower-energy radiation.

Deceleration radiation and thus a deceleration spectrum can also be produced

by the attenuation of particle radiation. The radiation attenuation equation

(Equation [6.5]) on which the water and oil saturation equation (Equation

[6.15]) is based, assumes monochromatic radiation. Equation (6.5) thus

describes only the attenuation, caused by matter, of an energy-specific

initial impulse count rate, but not a reduction in the deceleration spectrum,
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nor any attenuationof lower-energyinitialimpulsecount rates,which are

masked by the scatteredradiation.

An ideal isotopefor determiningsaturationsusing the gamma-rayatten-

uationmethod must have its highestemittedquantawithinthe desiredenergy

range, and it should not emit along with these quantaa higher-energyparticle

radiation. Furthermore,it shouldhave a radiationhalf-lifein the order of

magnitudeof at least the durationof the experiment. Finally,the required

activityof the isotopemust be producible.

A large number of possibleisotopesexists as the first radiationsource

in the energy range between0.1 and 10 MeV (Rakow1962). The isotopeCs-137

emits a singlegamma radiationenergyof 0.662 MeV. lt has a half-lifeof

30.1 yr, and can be producedwith a large activity. However,it is the only

isotopefulfillingthe requirementsof an ideal radiationsource. Co-60 dis-

plays comparablysuitablespecifications. Yet, comparedto Cs-137,the higher

quanta energiesof 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV for Co-60 necessitategreater amounts

of protectiveshieldingaround the source. In addition,the half-lifeof

5;27 yr is about one-sixth that of cesium. These facts led us to preferCs-137 over Co-60.

More problematic is the selection of the second radiation source. The

highest gammaradiation energies emitted from isotopes are of a few MeV.

Untra-high-energy gammaradiation, produced by particle accelerators (such as

cyclotrons and betatrons) during the disintegration of elementary particles or

appearing as cosmic-ray radiation, is not available as monochromatic radiation

of suitable intensity. As shown in Figure 6.9, the ratio of the mass attenua-

tion coefficients of water and oil is practically equal to one both for the

ultra-high-energy gammaradiation and for the O.662-MeV energy of Cs-137, the

first radiation source. Thus, the suitable energy range for the highest emit-

ted gammaenergy of the second radiation source is limited to below 0.I MeV.

In the first column of Table 6.3, only the isotopes whose highest energy

does not exceed about 0.1 MeV and whose half-life is greater than 100 days are

listed. The average duration of an experiment was estimated to be between

weeks and months, lt has been discussed why neither gammanor particle

Q
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radiationwith an energyhigherthan 0.1 MeV shouldbe used for the second

radiationsource. Despitethe multitudeof existingisotopes,only a few ful-

fill these conditions. Within this reducedlist of isotopes,however,most

stilldo not qualify as the secondradiationsourcefor other reasonsto be

explained. Despitethe likelypresenceof higher'energyparticleradiation

associatedwith these isotopesand inadequateknowledgeof the deceleration

spectrumof this particleradiation,the presenceof particle radiationwas

initially not considered a reason for the elimination of an isotope from the

evaluation process to identify the second radiation source. According to

Table 6.3, the list of candidate isotopes can be narrowed by comparing the

theoretical maximumproducible activity, Jprodmax (listed irl column VIII), to

the minimum required activity, Jprodgef (listed in column Xl).

The weight-specific theoretical maximumactivity, A max' can be calcu-
I ated as

,A* i I I I
,,,_.< -_ ( --:lr_.1, '_/ :T:--i-i_-_,_:--i-' t,/' . 1,'I ]-ii ' 1 , I • 1111:/ ..............................t\. I (see.) ( I i t.T.r")(6 32)

wh_re L is the Loschmidt'snumber,A is the atomicweight on a gram basis, T

is the half-lifeassumedas known, and 3.7 • 1010disintegration/secis the

definitionof the Curie (RadiochemicalManual 1966, p. 18). The weight-

specifictheoreticalmaximumproducibleactivity,Jprodmax,of a given ,energy'
from a pure radioisotopeper unit of time, is obtainedby multiplyingA max by

3.7 • 1010 and the probability,p, of the formationof a quanta wi.ththe

desiredenergy per nucleardisintegration.

,1p.z, odnlax i ,,' "} lt } 1) A_ I:_ _1 } I i1 'i I::J I rT_l)_J-',_ _-:.................................. r )(6.33)
, ma × , /\ • I (s ,.,c") ' :;r:_l.:• !<r'

The term Jprodto t is the infinitesimal volume-specific maximumimpulse
count of a given energy that is theoretically producible from a pure radio-

isotope per unit of time (Figure 6.10). As shown in Figure 6.10, only a frac-

tion of Jprodto t reaches the radiation detector. The first reduction results
from geometric attenuation because the quanta of energy are emitted radially

and only a fraction have a path aimed toward the detector. Geometric
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FIGURE 6.10. Schematic Explaining Geometric Attenuation and Self Absorption

attenuation differs from matter attenuation, which refers to the attenuation

of radiation by matter between the isotope and the detector. The attenuation

by the mass of the isotope itself is designated as self absorption.

Geometric attenuation is shown to reduce dJprodto t to dJprod. Because of

self absorption, dJprod is reduced to the impulse rate dJ O, which is infini-
tesimally emitted as a collimated beam from the isotope. The matter

attenuation of dJ 0 through glass, sand, water, and oil between the source and
detector is described by Equation (6.8).

The geometric attenuation, Og, between the source and detector is equal
to the ratio of the detector collimator cross-sectional area to the surface

area of a sphere with a radius equal to the distance, y, between the infini-

tesimally small isotope and the detector. Because the distance, yj, between

the infinitesimal isotope volume and the surface of the isotope is minute in

comparison to the distance, D, between the source and detector, the r,_,,:ius of

th_ sphere can be set equal to D.

Detector cross-sectional area (6.34)
o _ 4 . "_T.D ',<!'
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In the two-dimensional, three-phase flow experiments described in Chapter 8.0,the cross-sectional area of the detector collimator Was I cm2 c_ndlthe dis-

tance between the source and detector was about 50' cm. Thus, the geometric

attenuation is

_,_
= lcre , =.: 3 2..IC]-5

og 4. rr. [ 5li ] ?- ' (6.35 )

If an infinitesimal isotope volume is assumed inside an isotope, then its

impulse count rate, dJprod, in the collimated beam is reduced by self absorp-
tion to an emitted impulse count rate, dJ0. This can be calculated by using
an equation analogous to Equation (6.12)

t,1[] : ct,]pro(-7 .__ f)]3 'Y3 ' I -n,] ) F)j

(6.36)
--(-_) ..._:_ ,11'.Y,I' (1 r/:])p3

: (1,]prodtot: "_g

The matter attenuation of an isotope is generally determined according to

Equation (6.30). The term pj is the density of the isotope, and nj is its

porosity• Self absorption, USA, is defined as the ratio of dJ0 to dJprod

{_ A '!_proU ,_.,•,l,li:,roJt(,t: (6 37)

To perform the integration of the infinitesimally emitted impulse cot

rate, dJ0, produced from the infinitesimal volume, dV, the total impulse count
, can be written as the product of the volume-specific produced

rate dJprodto t, ._vol
impulse count rate, _prod times dV. Thus, Equation (6.36) can be shown, after
substituting Equation (6.37), to be

-i

{.t,]/l :: ,]_°L)d'(_:_,'o,,;/\'._ ,iV (6.38)

The impulse count rate J0 emitted from tne isotope as the collimated beam is

equal to the integral of dJ0 ,aver the isotope volume Vj.

A
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vol .og )dV (6.39)J{] :: J" (Jprod ' o_:;A
vj-

The isotope volume, Vj, is equal to the product of the width and height of the

collimated beam, xK and zK, as well as the thickness, yj, of the isotope. The
]vol and the geometric atten-volume-specific produced impulse count rate, Vprod,

uation facLor, ag, can be set up as constants within the integral. On the
other hand, aSA, according to Equation (6.37), is a function of yj. Thus, by
substituting dV : dx ° dy • dz, Equation (6.39) can be written as

xK ZK YG (6.40)
,Jf.I :: ,.:]/._Orod.Z.(:)g. of t:tx. Of !Jz. fo, '.:}S/t" _:j:y',j

By substitutin_ the collimator factor FK = xK • zK and Equation (6.37),
Equation (6.40) becomes

Yj l.J)j :J:..} t 1 r,.j_ljj td (6 41),::][j ,:]vo .z - (:i3......... r,.t . r {_:, ' . •prod _ P. . - :'/,]0

The exponential dependence of self absorption over the distance yj means that
the contribution of an infinitesimal isotope volume to the integral of the

impulse count rate, Jo (emitted from the isotope), decreases exponentially

over the distance yjo Consequently, the integral yielding the impulse count
rate approaches a maximumvalue as the isotope is expanded infinitely in the

y-directior_. Thus, because feaXdx = (I/a)eaX, the integral in Equation (6.41)
is calculated as

_o _ __ 1 -(-_-]j yj(1-r,j)pj oof(_ ( )j.y,] (q-nj)PJ)dyj :: .e "

o - (p),] ( 1-nj ) p,3 [:]

1

C-p)d (I-r,,] )pj (6.42)

A requirement that the extension of the isotope in the y-direction is selected

to yield 99.9% of the maximumimpulse count rate value can be met by using

this y value, designated as Yt99.9%)' as the upper integration limit in
Equation (6.42), thus yielding
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o1 ,e, {- ).]' y,] : (1-n,71 lp,] Y{!J!it,!:t._)
-qp rl-,-,J :1 o:j

-(-_-11] Y(!_ I '_'L)CI-r_,])Pj I} LJ !Jtl!J I (6.43)........................1_....... {___, . , _ _-- , ._ .
tj. ( 1 - rl .) p _- (-iyj ,/ :] ,} (-) ,] { 1 - n{j ) p,]

Y(99.9%)' (which will be substituted later into Equation [6.90]) is explicitly
determined by rearranging terms in Equatien (6.43) as

]r_( 1--',t 't'i'tJ i,,'i _

, }] , _.- (_J 1 ( 1 - r_/.iJIJI { -j ,] ( 1--r_.;iJi-'..;/ (6.44)

Assuming that Yj = Y(99.9%) and that

• l_ (6.45)
f-i;'. _ i_' i I ]T'I ;l_i ,,_., ]' l, _ ._'SJ;, .:

c) ,, _ ., , 1 r.... I ! ..... j_ , i

the calculation of the impulse count rate, emitted within the collimated beam

from the isotope source, according to Equation (6.41) yields

The material attenuation, am, is defined as the ratio of the impulse

count rate, J, that exits the attenuating material to the initial impulse

count rate, Jo' that enters the attenuating material. With the attenuating

materials used in the experiments, the maximum expected material attenuation,
max

am , is determined to be

l-.l "' P i I] .;_- "_' ' ' + ClJ-)t,,,s'":W" r>t4} (6.47)'] { (-li-! '-.;;i.Ij 1,.' ,, ] {.).' ; '
CT/_/m_ X ........ = t-

J tj

The mass attenuation coefficients can be taken from Table 6.1 or Figure 6.6.

The term Xsi02 is the sum of the two 2.2-cre-thick glass container walls and

the irradiation path length, x s, through pure quartz sand. xs is calculated

from the designated porous medium thickness, B, of 15 cm and a porosity, n, of

W
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0.4 as (B • [I - n] = 15 cm • 0.6), which is equal to 9 cm. The densityof

the glass plate and quartz sandwas experimentallydeterminedas 2.65 g/cm3.

To estimatethe maximummaterialattenuation,100% water saturationwas

assumed. Thus, the irradiationpath length throughwater, xW, is calculated

as (B • n = 15 cm • 0.4), which is equal to 6 cm. With thesevalues speci-

fied for the experiments,the maximumexpectedmaterialattenuationas a func-

tion of energycan be calculatedaccordingto Equation(6.47). The calculated

values of omax are shown graphicallyin Figure6.11.

The attenuatedimpulsecount rate, J, obtainedduringmaximummaterial

attenuationas a functionof gamma energy is given by combiningEqua-

tions (6.46)and (6.47)as

IJ

/] :_ j(].O_ax = ,]_)OJod.O_.o_nax.l:p'/{!p)i][ ]-tl})Ii)]} (6.48)

]01 [LI 1 !c .,- i+,14eV] lqlO

!0-+

.,"'" " -[ (_-,),,:iii,,( (++4]' L,')+(-lJ-) .+,.1 }
/ c_max = _: ' " ,. ' " i-:; !w11,-' /'n

/" According to Equation (6,47)
, ..

,)

(l,[i> 4 (I.It1+41 (j li :I i "1li.

,i. j, ) " -
I(F8 P J

L], {] _Lt ", , I1" '1l]- '14 1 7;, ;t • I i-;:'C

l(;J "1[) ,'l , (ii 4 :_ li (I ' 1 [ I " t!t ::! , ;-+$ ' "l (} "- 1

{}, (] 5 f:} , 1}• "]f_j- 6 f 7._,4 • 1 li - "1
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FIGURE6.1]. Expected Values of the MaximumMaterial Attenuation to be
Observed During the Two-Dimensional Experiments



Because of the experimental objective of the shortest possible counting time
i , , .

with the maximum p("_s_._blt_accuracy (i.e., maximizing the possible impulse
, ,

count rate), the m_!l_,!mu;_iiinpulse count rate detectable by the scintillation
' _ '

counter (104 counts'/se_; s_'ioUld be fully utilized. Thus, the minimum for J is

specified as 104 counts/sec. Therefore, the required volume-specific impulse
.ivol

count rate, _prodqef, produced from the isotope can be determined, according
to Equation (6.48], as

lJ (1 -I:i]f_10 4. (_ff)/] 1
ro1 ........................

Jp ro d g e f
: (]Z'_max .l:i.m (6.49)

To evaluate the candidate isotopes for the low-energy radiation source pro-

posed in Table 6.3, the weight-specific, maximum impkJlse count rate, theoret-

ically available from an isotope Jprodmax [Equation (6.33)], should be
compared with the weight-specific impulse count rate capable of being produced

by the isotope jgrprod Jprod is a function of the number of grams of
pure isotope; that is,gel' maxthe numl)er off grams of the pure radioactive element

gr
gr'El. For comparison, Jprodgef must also be related to grEl. lherefore,

,gr should be more exactly written as jgrl!ilprodgef which will be called'Jprodgef
the required impulse count rate.

The impulse count rate per gram of isotope jgrj is calculated by dividing

the volume-specific impulse count rate, jvoIJ by the density of the isotope

t,j. Because an isotope is generally a mixture of elements or a compound, the

isotope molecular weight must be divided by the weight fraction of the radio-
{ , ,.

active element in the mixture or the compound (gEl = grEl/glG)' lhil; gives

the impulse count rate per gram of the radioactive eletilent , OgrEl.

I,,lI, I 1[,lgrt;:l. -: ..........]r_l_ ) :- []v°"/a :: - -......,I .........
grd grE1

g_E_ vol.] (l,j ...............I (g_'l .................] (6 50)vo 1 d gz" G •

Equation (6.49) is inserted into Equation (6.50), to obtain the required

impulse count rate jgrElprodgef. Thus,

A
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lo . j. c (6 51)-- o_gr
,} prE/odgef

_._ax .F-i._E_

For the desiredcomparisonof jgrElprodgefto Jprodmax, it can simply be
assumedthat the isotopeis a pure dense radionuclide: Thus, the mass atten-

uation coefficientof the isotope,(/J/#)j,can be assumedto be the mass

attenuationcoefficientof the radioactiveelement,(/_/#)E].Furthermore,the

the porosityof the isotope,nj, can thus be assumedas zero, and the weight

f,'actionof the radioactiveelement,gEl, in the isotopeassumedto be one.

For the experimentsunder consideration,Og is determinedaccordingto Equa-

tion (6.35),and the cross-sectionalarea of the collimatedray, FK, is I cmz,

assumingthat xK is 2 em and zK is 0.5 em. Thus, Equation(6.51)can _e
written _,s

/ig r 1

To obtain the optimum counting efficiency from the specific experimental

design, the maximumcountingcapacityof the scintillationcounter(104 count/

sec) must be used. The requirednumberof quanta (producedby each gram of

the pure dense radioactiveelementper second)of the desiredhighestemitted

gamma energy is determinedby Equation(6.52). The resultsof the calculation

of jgrElprodqef for each radioisotopelisted in column I of Table 6.3 are pre-
sented in column Xl of Table 6.3. The maximummaterialattenuationto be

expectedfor each gamma energy (specificto each isotopeand listed in column

II) is taken from Figure6.11 andrecorded in column X. The mass attenuation

coefficientfor the pure radioactiveelementwas taken eitherdirectlyfrom

Grodstein(1957)or indirectlyby interpolatingbetweentwo elementsof adja-

cent atomic numberand is recordedin column IX.

A comparisonof columnsVIII and XI of Table 6.3 shows that for energies

below 60 KeV, the requiredimpulsecount rate, jgrElprodgeF,exceedsthe

theoreticalimpulsecount rate,Jprodmax, by ordersot magnitude. Above
60 KeV, this occursonly for Am-243 becauseof the relativelylow theoretical

impulsecount rate caused by the high half-life. The fact thatJprodmax <<

jgrElprodgefleads us to eliminatethis isotopefrom furtherevaluation.
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, Tin (Sn-119)must be eliminatedbecausethe coefficientof internal
atomic conversionof the 65-KEV gamma radiationis 100% (AmershamCatalog

1974/75). Internalatomic conversionis a directmutual exchangebetweenthe

stimulatednucleusand a bonded shell electron. The atomic nucleustransfers

its stimulationenergy to the electronshell, and in this way the energy is

expelledfrom the atom (Marmier1960, p. 235; see also Section6.9). This

processoccurs concurrentlyto gamma emission. The conversioncoefficient

indicatesthe ratio of the probabilityof producinga conversionelectronto

that of a emittingquantum. IF the conversioncoefficientis 100%, as for the

65-KEV gamma-radiationof Sn-119,no 65-KEV radiationis emitted.

Californium(Cf-252)emits primarilyfast neutrons(AmershamCatalog

1974/75). Based on the fact that fast neutronsare poorlyshieldableand have

a relativebiologicalactivityfactorof 10 (SwissAtomicHandbook 1963),

Cf-252 was eliminatedfor radiationprotectionreasons,among others. Thus,

the choiceof candidateisotopesfor the secondradiationsourcewas reduced

to Eu-155,Cd-I09, and Tm-170.

Eu-155 and Tm.-170emit higher-energybeta radiationin additionto gamma

radiation. The attenuationof higher-energybeta radiation(thedeceleration

of electronsin the irradiatedmatter to below the energyof the initialbeta

radiation)producesa decelerationspectrumthat extendsover the entire

energy spectrum. Thus, the peak gamma-energyradiationof Eu-155 and Tm-170

is superimposedon the decelerationspectrum,a fact that is undesirableand

causes the eliminationof th_:setwo isotopes,leavingCJ-I09 as the only low-

energy isotopeunder considerationas the secondradiationsource.

Jprodmax determinedby Equation(6.33)representsthe theoreticalmaximum
produciblenumber of impulsesper secondper gram of the pure radioisotope.

lt is an open questinnwhetherthis impulsecount rate (that is, the activ-

ity) can be producedat all in practice. Accordingto the Radiochemical

Manual (1966),the productionprocessof Cd-I09 is

lOgAF=,Cp,n) + lOgCd (6.53)

1[]9AgCd,,2n ) . I09Cd

Q
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This means that the nuclideAg-109 must be bombardedwith protonsor deuterons

and that the Cd-109 is formed by expu'Isionof one or two neutrons,respec-

tively. Prot,on or deuteronbombardmentrequiresa particleaccelerator,a

cyclotron. The 'strongestobtainableCd-109 source,at the time of these scop-

ing calculations,had an activityof 10 mCi and a volumeof (_ • [0.42]2 •

0.0125)approximately7 • 10-3 cm3. A weight-specificactivityof about

0.1 Ci/g was calculatedby assuminga specificweight of about 10 g/cre3. This

activitycorresponds(by multiplicationwith the impulsecount rate defining

the Curie of 3.7 • 1010disintegration/secand with p = 0.083 from Table 6.3)

to a practicalmaximumimpulsecount rate of about 108 impulses/(g• sec).

This value is severalordersof magnitudesmallerthan that requiredas listed

in column Xl in Table 6.3. After making inquiriesto Amersham,a radioisotope

supplier,we quicklyconcludedthat it was not practicalto producethe the-

oreticalweight-specificmaximumproducibleactivityof cadmium. Irladdition,

even if practical,the costs would have exceededU.S. $i0000/Ci(approximately

326 Ci of Cd-t09would be required). Thus Cd-109,the theoreticallysatis-

factoryisotopefor the secondradiationsource,was found to be only prac-

tically producibleat an activityseveralorders of magnitudelower t.llanthat

desired.

Based on this knowledge,the two isotopesEu-155and Tm-l/O had to be

reconsidered,despitethe decelerationspectra. We reconsideredthese t,wo

isotopeswith the hope that the decelerationspectrumproducedby the decel-

erated particleradiationcould be reducedto almost nothingby using an opti

mum collimatordesign,or if this failed,by using a simpleanalyticalmethod

to subtractout the decelerationspectrum. Tta-170was selectedover Eu-155

primarilybecausethe gamma radiationenergy of thulium(84 KeV) is lower than

that of europium(102 KEV). An energy lower than 100 KeV (0.1MeV) is a

definiteadvantage,ac=ordingto the discussionat the beginningof Sec-

tion 6.4.3. Apart from this, Tm-170 is a commerciallyobtainableisotopethat

has relativelyhigh activity,while Eu-155was not obtainablefrom normal

commercialsuppliers(AmershamCatalog 1974/75).

Tm-170 is producibleby a (n, r) process. Ne_Jtronbombardmentimplies

productionin a reactor. Becauseof the impracticalityof producingCd-t09 in

e



the desiredactivity,the possibilityof producingTm-170 in the required

activityshouldbe clarified. The weight-specificactivity,A*, produced.by

neutron radiationcan be determinedby the followingrelation (Glockerand

Macherauch1965, p. 417)

A* ----1 t_:._.l(j-il ¢.cr t
, .--_ ..... ( 1-exp{-0,69'-_.- T} ) (Oi/gr,) (6.54)

where _ is the neutronflux, o is the capturecross-sectionof the irradiated

elementfor reactorneutrons,A is the atomicweight,T is the half-lifeof

the nuclideproduced,and t is the time of exposureto radiation. For Tm-170,

A = 169 and T = 127 days. The capturecross sectionis 130 barn for "the

thuliumoxide (Tta203)used as the target material(RadiochemicalManual 1966).

Assuming that the isotopecould be producedin the most eCficientreactorin

Europe (MoI, Belgium),with a neutronflux at the productionsourceof

D = 5 • 1014 (at that time, the WC_renlingerreactorsproduceda flux of

2 • 1013 and 3 • 1013 for diorite,and sapphire,respectively),and also

assumingan irradiationtime of 50 days, a weight-specific,producibleactiv-

ity is calculated from Equation (6.54) as

- !_l.!d (6 55)t\" I ii f. 1(.i 1 1 !,. Irl 1,1. 1itri( 1-_,':,,p{--L} t,'iJlt .... :T......} ]............ i i,i ..............." ' "1:',,d

The weight-specific maximumproducible activity for a flux of 5 ° 1014,
• 14

A max(5 • 10 ), is yielded by calculating the asymptotic value approached as
t = 6,

A:"rrax(_,. 1(]I"1) .....I t;:t.1[]-11. _" 1di'1. 1,tl,J 1t' " ,'1/;!_ ............ d,:t.llJ [ [.::i.,/g I.") (6.56)

The weight-specific theoretically maximumproducible activity of the isotope

is given from Equation (6.32) as

t\*rn_Jx :*_I 1 • 1[]'1::'t 1 :: !i_i,t_.1l] ::-_ IIi:L/gr) (6.57)' ' A. I _:._ec )
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A comparisonof the resultsof Equations(6.56)and (6.57)shows that the

maximumproducibleactivityfor Tta-170at a flux of 5 • ]014 for t --__ is

theoreticallyproducible. Even if the activitypracticallyproduciblein

50 days (Equation[6.55])yields an impu1':ecount rate at 84 KeV of approxi-

mately 5 • 1012 (that is, 1.5 • 103 • 3.7 • 1010 • 0.085),which is only one-

fourthof the maximumproduciblein theory accordingto column VIII in

Fable 6.3, it is still largerthan the requiredweight-specificimpulsecount

rate, jgrElprodgef,shown for Tta-170in col_mlnXl of Table 6.3. Consequently,
the discrepancyestablishedfor cadmiumbetweenthe req_liredand practically

producibleactivitydoes not exist for thulium.

Based on the above observations,in principle,no problems seem Lo stand

in the way oF producinga thuliumsourcewith an activityin the required

order of"magnitude. The ()penquestionregardingthe possibleuse oF Lhulium,

now the lone candidatefor the secondradiationsource_is the eventualeffec-

tivenessoF the effortsto design a collimatorthat will diminishthe Hecel-

erationspectrumcaused by particleradiation,or whether a simplemat.he-

maticalmethod can be found for the subtractionof this decelerationspectrum

to obtain _._accuratecount of the peak gamma energy. Given this uncertainty,

the possibilityof using x-raysas an alternativeto isotopesas the low-

energy second radiationis discussedin the followingsection.

6.4.3.2 X-Ray Tubes

An x-ray tube producesgamma radiationin the low to middle energy range;

this gamma-radiationis termedx-ray radiation. An x-ray tube consistsof an

anode and a cathode. Voltageis appliedto the cathodeto accelerateelec-

trons toward the anode,where the electronsare decelerated. The deceleration

of electronson the anode is a functionof its geometry. This deceleration,a

mutual exchangeof particleradiationwith the shell electronsof the anode

material,ensuesin one or probablyseveralstages. The multitudeof elec-

trons strikingthe anode producesan entire energy spectrumof gamma radia-

tion, as they decelerate. The exponentialradiationaLtenuationequation

(Equation[6.5],which servesas the basis for Equation[6.47]) is only valid

for monochromaticradiation. The idea, then, in using an x-ray tube to gen-

erate low-energygamma radiationis to take advantageof the high radiation
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flux produced by an x-ray tube to yield an energy peak at the characteristic

radiation of the target. This energy peak would serve as the monochromatic,

low-energy gammaradiation.

The characteristic radiation of a target is a product of the photoeffect.

Whenan impinging gammaquantum causes the emission of an electron (the

so-called photoelectron) from an inner shell of the atomic shell, then the

nascent electron position is filled at once by an electron from an outer

shell, as shown schematically on the left of Figure 6.5. The energy dif-

ference between the energy of this electron in its original position and its

energy in the new position is emitted as a characteristic radiation. The dif-

ferences in energy between the separate electron shells are characteristic of

each element in the periodic table and thus so is the emitted radiation. The

energy of the characteristic radiation can reach 141.6 KeV, which lies in the

range needed for the second radiation source, according to earlier observa-

Lions. The characteristic radiation can be obtained from the tables in

Strominger et al. (1958, p. 594). The discontinuity (peak) at about 0.1 MeV

in the plot pf the mass attenuation coefficient of lead as a function of

energy (observable in Figure 6.6b) is the result of the ionization of elec-

irons in the K-shell. Whenan electron in the outermost shell of lead

replaces an electron that was emitted from the K-shell, characteristic radia-

tion is emitted at about 88 KeV. Replacement of electrons emitted from an

inner shell would produce a lower characteristic radiation. The mentioned

discontinuity is designated as an absorption border, specifically as the

K-border.

[he following appraisal was made to cl_rify the applicability of using an

x-ray tube with various targets to generate characteristic radiation that

would adequat_iy serve as the second source of weak monochromatic radiation.

The electron flux emitted from the anode of the x-ray tube is linear with

respect to the electric current applied at the anode. X-ray tubes can be used

with optimum cooling of the anode at current intensities (I) of up to about

20 mA. The charge of an electron, e, is 1.6 ° 10-19 A • sec, where

I _G= 6.3 ° 1018 electrons/sec. The efficiency, n, with respect to the gamma

radiation produced in the deceleration spectrum is about I%, while about 99%



is removed in the form of heat, according to Glocker and Macherauch (1965,

pp. 91 and 113). Assuming that the cross-sectional area of the target is

Icm 2, and its distance from tile anode of the x-ray tube is 30 cm, the result

•is a geometric attenuation between anode and target, OgiaI,, (corresponding to
Equation [6.34]) of I/(4 • ,Jr• 302). The probability, p, that a quantum of

the characteristic radiation will be produced during a deceleration within the

anode was assumed to be I%. The emission of activated characteristic radia-

tion from a target occurs radially, just as for an isotope. Thus, the geo-

metric attenuation between target and detector, Ugl D, is 3.2 • 10-5, accord-
ing to Equation (6.35). Assuming an element is selected as a target whose

characteristic radiation is about 60 KeV, the material attenuation, _m' deter-

mined from Figure 6.11 would be about 6 • 10-5. From these values for the

different kinds of radiation attenuation, the impulse count rate, J, is calcu-

I ated as
ii. T

..... , , , , . , (SITl

J(x-ray tube) (',>(].1011] (t;,i:_..lil'II,l) .'Icl--",'i.1(l-i.t.(,s,.'.1(i -!,)(t_..IIl-!_;]

( 4. _Y. ,I0 i,i)
_; " (6.58)

If the required impulse count rate is assumed to be 104 , from the same

basis as in Equation (6.49), then the resulting impulse count rate, J(x-ray

tube)' is about four orders of magnitude too small. Use of an x-ray tube to
yield activated characteristic radiation from a target was thus not adequate

in terms of the proposed design to function as the second radiation source.

The missing four orders of magnitude of radiation could possibly be generated

by combining the target and anode into a single unit such that the desired

characteristic radiation is produced directly From the anode. This combina-
T

tion would eliminate the geometric attenuation between an, de and target, OgIA,
which for an anode-target distance of 30 cm reduced the radiation flux by a

factor of 11310, or about 104 . The major assumption for a practical re-_li-

zation of this idea is that a metallic elelnent can be found for use as an

anode whose most intensive characteristic radiation has an energy of about

60 KeV and whose melting point is at least about I000°C.
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Wolfram, with a melting temperature of 3400°C, is an anode material often

used in x-ray tubes. The highest characteristic radiation energy of Wolfram

is at 59 KeV (Glocker and Macherauch 1965, Fable 4.5). Other metallic ele-

ments with somewhat lower energies for the highest characteristic radiation

energy and high melting points were lutetium with a melting point of 1652°C

and thulium with a melting point of 1545oC. Both these rare-earth metals

could be ordered in the purest possible form,(>99.9%)as plates or wire from

Johnson; Matthey and Co., Hatton Garden, London. The highest characteristic

radiation energy of an element decreases as a function of the element's atomic

number. Thus, for silver, copper, and aluminum, whose atomic numbers are 47,

29, and 13, respectively, the highest characteristic radiation energies are

25 KeV, 9 KeV, and 1.5 KeV, respectively. To decrease the danger of super-

heating the anode because of current intensity, these anodes would have to be

bathed in oil or rotated.

The determining factor in uniting the target and anode, compared to

having the target lying outside the x-ray tube, is the fact that with the

combined anode and target the deceleration radiation of the anode is super-

- imposed on the desired characteristic radiation of the target. The funda-

mental interest in the elimination or at least the decrease of such a

deceleration spectrum was discussed in the previous section. The irafluence of

the deceleration radiation, undesirably superimposed on the characteristic

radiation, can be essentially redtlced by creating a condition in which the

gamma radiation is strongly attenuated on the short-wave side of an absorption

border. To do this, a layer of an element whose K-border lies just above the

characteristic radiation energy is brought in line as a selective filter

within the radiation beam emitted by the x-ray tube. Figure 6.12 shows the

selective filtering (shift of beta components to 17.5 KeV) of the character-

istic radiation of a molybdenum anode by using zircon, whose K-border is at

18.2 KeV, as a filter. The energizing voltage and the filter material thick-

hess must be optimized to meet the high requirements for the homogeneity of
=

_ the radiation (Glocker and Macherauch 1965, p. 122).

The difficulties already described at the beginning of Section 6.4.3.1

are encountered again because of the likelihood that the enormous material

0
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FIGURE6.12. X-Ray Spectrum (Deceleration and Characteristic Radiation
Spectrum) of a Mo]ybdenumAnode at 35-kV Tube Vo]tage
(dashed line). Attainment of homogeneousmolybdenum
K-border characteristic radiation by selective fi]tering
with zircon (solid ]ine) (G]ocker and Macherauch 1965,

p, 122). 0

attenuation (Figure 6.11) would produce a dominant deceleration spectrum,

which cannot be ignored. A compromise between these two methods consisting of

decreasing the interval between anode and target to a minimum seems promising.

6.4.4 Conclusions

For a unique solution to the equatior pair in Equation (6.15), the

inequality in EquatioL_ (6.16) must be valid. The validity of the inequality

is more guaranteed the lower is the energy of the second radiation source.

This is true if the energy of the first radiation source is assumed to be

between 0.1 and 10 MeV.

In Section 6.4.3.1, only Tm-170 was identified as being a suitable iso-

tope For the second radiation source. The gamma-radiation energy peak emitted

by Tm-170 is at 84 KeV. By using an x-ray tube to activate the characteristic

radiation of a target, a low-characteristic radiation energy can be selected

depending on element used as the target. According to Figure 6.11, the
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material attenuationbelow 100 KeV increasessharplywith decreasingquanta

energy. Accordingto the observationssummarizedin Equation(6.58),the

usefulnessof the method of using an x-ray tube to activatethe characteristic

radiationenergyof a target is limitedto an anode and targetsetup that will

producea characteristicradiationenergyno lower than 60 KeV.

From Figure6.9, it can be seen that the ratio of the mass attenuation

coefficientof water to that of oil at an energy of 60 K._Vhardlydiffers from

the ratio at 84 KeV. Furthermore,it is greaterthan the ratiowithin the

energy range of 0.1 to 10 MeV, withinwhich the first radiationsourcewas

selected. Thus, the options for the secondradiationsourcehave been nar-

rowed, accordingto the stated criteria,to the selectionof thuliumas either

an isotope(Tm-170)or a target whose characteristicradiationis activatedby

an x-ray tube. ,he suitabilityof thuliumis still only marginallyguaranteed

given that the appraisalmethodsprobablyincludevariousuncertainties.

Before furtherevaluatingboth methodsin Section6.7, it shouldbe

determinedwhetherthe stated_+2%saturationaccuracycan be achieved. The

standard error of the saturation measurement will be determined by consideringthe mass attenuation coefficients for both water and oil at the two energies,

one at 0.662 MeV and the other between 0.06 and 0.084 MeV. The calculations

will be performed by assuming that I) the scintillation counter used as the

detector will be operated at its maximumcounting capacity of 104 impulses/

sec, and 2) quantifying the dynamic flow of the oil in the flume requires a

maximummeasuring time of I0 sec, which together imply a count of 105 impulses

per measurement.

6.5 CONSIDERATIONOF THE STANDARDERROROF THE SATURATIONMEASUREMENT

The goal of the following consideration of the standard error is to

describe the dependence of the standard error of a specific oil saturation on

the energy of the second radiation source, assuming that the first radiation

source is Cs-137. The oil saturation, SO, is determined from the second equa-
tion of the equation pair in Equation (6.15) and is a function of each of the

variables listed in Equation (6.59). The value of each variable will be meas-

ured and is thus affected by errors.
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The square of the standard error at a specific value of SO is determined by

using the simplifying assumption that each variable is independent. According

to Gauss' Law of Probability, it thus can be written as

':_ 2 {)SO } 2 "_ {)S0 } 2

_- ____Ww- '- +{. _(.__#_ 'rh _JO)2 {)SO } ,m +{_ ,.!JW; ,ml.P_W) {) ) (-#-0- /-mso = { IJW r I _ c--#-_-J./-1 "PW /.T ._T{)(--E_)z " z

c____.O._ "; f {)_i@} 2 ;?• {)So }2 2 +{ }2 "2 ,I-__,SlD1 2. mB .mp
i + { PO "m-uo) 'rr'r'+'3B " " +'{)Po 0i sos-o-)<z c-7 1-s

-{)SO 2 "_ f_SO $2 2 f{)S(] 77 ;77{ {)SO }2 2
._ ,:.+ + _ " + .mi-l-ii+ {-_---zz} 'm'Jz <gDzz" 'm3zI " } "m3'--T {)JTTz

(6.60)

Gauss' Law of Probability requires mutual independence of the separate varia-

bles. If two vat'iablesare corrp.lated,their covariance must be considered in

addition to the square of the derivatives developed above. Because covari-

ances never dominate the sum of squares of the multiplicand and the multi-

plier, discounting the actual dependencies of the separate variables, and thus

the covariance, will not change the size of the standard error in the first

I approximation. Thus, Equation (6.60) is adequate, as a first approximation,

to estimate the size of the standard error of a specific oil saturation, even

with mutual dependence of the variables.

6.5.1 Determination of the Separate Differential Quotients

According to the second equation in Equation (6.15) in Section 6.3, the

oil saturation is determined as
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The differential quotients with respect to mass attenuation coefficients are

determined as
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and the remaining differential quotients are calculated as

aSO a ( Z ) = -Z SO
i) n i) x x.a{ } x2.a{ } n
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6.5.2 Estimate of the Values and Standard Errors of the Separate Variables

To apply Gauss' Law of Probability to a special case, the approximate

values of the separate variables must be known or estimated to determine the

differential quotients.

Most of the variables shown in Equation (6.59) are indirect observations.

Indirect observations can be functions of direct as well as other indirect

observations. The standard error of an indirect observation is a function of

the standard error of the direct observation, used to define the indirect

observation. Thus, Gauss' Law of Probability must be also applied to deter-

mine the standard error of the indirectly observed variables, which will be

inserted in Equation (6.60). This approach is valid for the estimate of the

standard error of the indirect observations and also for later' direct observa-

tions, such as the mass attenuation coefficients and the porosity. The stan-

dard error based on the arithmetic mean is given as _+J[_.(vv)/{n(n -i)). Here

s(vv) is the sum of the squares of the differences from the arithmetic mean

value of n-measurements.

6.5.2.1 Values and Standard Errors of the Impulse Count Rates
The values of the impulse count rates (described conceptually in connec-

tion with Equation [6.5]) are specified by the fact that I) the scintillation

counter used as a detector had a maximum counting capacity of 104 to 105

impulses/sec, and 2) from experience, a measurement time of 10 sec should not

be exceeded if one hopes to quantify fluid saturations during a relatively

fast fluid displacement process. Because we are interested in counting the

highest possible number of impulses to minimize the standard error of the

observed impulse counts, a minimum measured exiting impulse count on the order

of 105 was selected. This exiting impulse count would also be almost 10 times

greater than the maximum possible material attenuation factor (104 ) in the

energy range of interest. The value of the entering impulse count rate, Jo'

required to maximize the counting capacity of the detector (i.e., to obtain

105 counts in 10 sec) depends on the thickness and chemical nature of the

matter to be irradiated and the energy of the radiation. Jo is calculated in

Equation (6.8).
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The following discussion shows that the standard error of the impulse

count rate is equal to its square root. This is explicitly stated sub-.

sequently in 'quation (6.68).

lt is known that radioactive decomposition processes are statistical

processes for which the assumptions of a Poisson distribution are fulfilled

(Glockcr and Macherauch 1965, p. 439). Thus, an impulse count rate Jo emitted

from an isotope is not constant, but rather is a random variable that fluc-

tuates statistically around a probable value, termed the expected value, Ej.

To not bias the continuing evaluation between an isotope and an x-ray tube as

the second radiation source (discussed in Section 6.7), it was assumed that

this mathematical interrelationship is also valid for the characteristic rad-

iation emitted by an activated target within an x-ray tube.

The variability around the expected value was assumed to be a normal

distribution described by Gauss' bell-shaped curve. The normal distribution

is binomial during a random experiment with only two complementary possibili-

ties of occurrence: a positive occurrence with the probability p and a neg-

ative occurrence with the probability q. For the case of a larger number of

observations, n, this binomial distribution can be replaced by a normal

distribution (Heinhold and Gaede 1964, p. 160). If, in addition, as n -_ _,

simultaneously p _ O, then the result is the Poisson distribution. A quan-

titative measure for the magnitude of the variation around the expected value

(i.e., a characterization of the distribution) is given by the data scatter or

the variance. 1,e .quare root of the variance is designated as the standard

deviation, o, or Lhe standard error, m. For a Poisson distribution, the

, m2expected value E, and the variance, , are equally large. With a binomial

distribution, the expected value is E = n • p and the variance is m2 = n • p •

(I - p).

According to the discussion in Section 6.4.4, the energy of the second

radiation source must lie between 0.06 and 0.084 MeV. Given this energy range

and the design of the saturation measurement apparatus, the material attenua-

tion is expected to be on the order of 104, according to Figure 6.11. The

process of material attenuation is stochastic in nature with an initially

unknown variance. Thus, the question that must be posed concerns the error
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distributionor standarddeviation,oj, of the impulsecount rate, J, after

passingthroughthe material, oj is dependenton aj , the standarddeviation

of the Poissondistributionof the impulsecount rat_ Jo beforepassing

throughthe material,and on the initiallyunknownvarianceof the material

attenuation.

If a gamma-quantuminteractswith an electronof the irradiatedmaterial,

then it must occur as a functionof the quantumenergy of one of the processes

shown in Figure6.3. Thequantum is deflectedand generallyundergoesan

attenuationof its energy,and thus the quantumis said to undergoa negative

action. If a quantumdoes not interactwith the material,then the quantum is

said to undergoa positiveaction. Thus, only eithera positiveor a negative

actioncan happento a quantum. Consequently,the sum of the number of posi-

tive and negativeactionsmust equal the total numberof actions,and thus

must equal the numberof occurringquanta. Simplified,the conceptualmodel

describingthe spatialattenuationof collimatedradiationcan be reducedto

that of a simpleplate, impenetrableby gamma radiation,with randomly

distributedholes. The probabilityp of the passageof a ray from a radiation

bundledistributed,on the average,homogeneouslyover the plate, is equal to

the ratio of the cross-sectionalarea of the ray to that of the plate. The

probabilityq of the negativeaction;that is, not p_ssingthroughthe plate

is q = I - p.

Until now, the conceptof the term "action"referredto the outcome of

Lhe test with respectto the passageof a singlequantumthroughthe plate.

In the followingdiscussion,tileterm "action"will refer to the outcomeof a

test with respectto the passageof specifiednumber of quanta (i.e.,the

impulsecount rate, Jo' throughthe material). We are interestedin the

varianceor the standarderror of the exitingimpulsecount rate, J, detected

by the scintillationcounter. Accordingto Equation(6.24),J is the impulse

count rate after the initial,or entering,impulsecount rate, Jo' has been

reducedby material attenuation.

Previouslyit was assumedthat the enteringimpulsecount rate, Jo' was

constant. If the attenuationprocesswas a definiteaction (wherethe

0
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p-portion of Jo exits from the material as unattenuated quanta, thus J =

p • Jo), then the variance or the standard error of the exiting impulse count
rate would be zero. However, because the attenuation process is stochastic,

Jo is not reduced with certainty to the p-portion, butonly by the probability

of p occurring; that is, the probability of the collision-free passage of a

single quantut_. Most likely, p • Jo is the most probable value or the

expected value, Ej; that is"

t!!,] = p, ,:](] ,_' (6.63)

The stochastic nature of theattenuation process indicates that the impulse

count rate exiting unattenuated from the irradiated material is binomially

distributed around the expected value, as in the plausible conceptual model of

a plate with holes (Heinhold and Gaede 1964, p. 175). The mean variation of a

binomial distribution is, by definition,

c_,3 = .Ej : .p.:iO (6.64)

Figure 6.13 .is a graphical representation of the above formula. The entering

impulse count rate, Jo' is plotted on the x-axis. Given tile preliminary

assumption that Jo is constant, Jo can be replaced by the constant enteri'ng

impulse count r_te, JK" The exiting impulse count rate is plotted on the

y-axis. By means of the straight lines, whose slopes represent the probabil-

ity of p occurring, the linear, most probable reduct':on of Jo according to

Equation (6.63) can be shown graphically. The expected value of the unattenu-

ated exiting impulse count rate is accordingly equal to the p-portion of Jo'

Because of the stochastic nature of the attenuation process, one can distin-

guish between the impulse count rate resulting from an event versus that

resulting from the expected value. The larger the deviation of the impulse

count rate from its expected value, the less likely this count rate will occur

again. If the frequency of the entering impulse count rate is plotted in the

z-direction, while each exiting impulse count rate is plotted on the y-axis to

record its frequency, a binomial distribution, f(j), is produced from the
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frequency curve of the above observation for a very large number of events;

that is, for a multitude of impulse count rates exiting under the same

conditions.

Contrary to the previous preliminary assumption, the entering impulse

count rate, Jo' is not constant, because of the stochastic nature of radio-

active decay, but is rather a statistical variable, described by a Poisson

distribution. Consequently, a large number of entering impulse count rates

are distributed accordirg to the Poisson distribution, f(j ), sho;,.,nin Fig-

ure 6.14. Each entering impulse count rate, with a frequency ciepenJingon Jo

according to f(j ), will emerge from the irradiated material distributed

binomially as f(O,j_)' based on the discussion of Figure 6.13. Given the
assumption that the_e are a large number of exiting unattenuated impulse count

rates, their distribution will obey the marginal distribution f2(J,J )" The

marginal distribution f2(J,J_) is derived from the projection and su_erposi-

tion of the 'variousbinomialUdistributions on _2" The expected value of an

unattenuated exiting impulse count rate is equal to

Ej = p.Ej 0 (6.65)
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FIGURE6.14. MarginalDistributionof the ExitingImpulseCount Rates
for an EnteringImpulseCount Rate That Satisfiesa
PoissonDistribution

Analytically,the ,narginaldistributionf2(J,jo) is obtainedby the integral

+oo

f2(J,jO) =_oo/ fCJo)'f1(J,Jo)'dJ 0 (6.66)

The question posed initially is synonymous to the question about the var-

iation of the marginal distribution. To determine the marginal distribution

(under the simplified assumption of a normal distribution of both the Poisson,
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distribution and the binomial distribution), Equation (6.66) was solved using

the Monte-Carlo method on a computer as follows (the computer program was

written by M. Jensen, ETH):

• random generation of n Jo-values), which obey a normal distribution,
and thus have EJo as the expected value

• for each Jo' a random generation of a J, which obeys a normal
distribution

• J-valuesdeterminati°nof the distribution function f2(J,Jo ) of these n

• repetition of these procedures for various p-probabilities; that is,
large and small attenuations.

The following was obtained as the variance of the marginal distribution for

each p, and thus the variance is independent of the attenuation

oj = _j (6.67)

From this result, one can conclude that the standard error mj of each attenu-

ated arbitrary impulse count rate J is equal to its square root. Thus, inde-

pendent of material attenuation, the following is valid:

r,,] =_j' (6.68)

For very high attenuation, such as produced by a material attenuation on

the order of magnitude of 104 , Equation (6.68) can be developed directly from

the following considerations; that is, without using a computer. For a large

probability of attenuation (that is, _ very small p), with a constant emerging

impulse count rate and thus a constant expected value Ej, the expected value

of the entering impulse count rate EJo must be correspondingly large, accord-

ing to Equation (6.65). The larger the expected value EJo of a Poisson dis-
tribution is, the more insignificant the standard deviation (the square root

of the expected value) will be. Thus, the representation shown in Figure 6.14

will be transformed into the representation shown in Figure 6.13, and there-

fore the marginal distribution will become a binomial distribution. The var-

iance, given in Equation (6.64), of a binomial distribution for a large

0
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attenuation and thus vpry small p (thereby, q must be about I) transforms into

the square root of the expected value--the statement made in Equation (6.68).

G.5.2.2 Values of the Stdndard Error of the Densities of the Fluids and

the Sand

The densities of tlle fluids, water and fuel oil, are plotted as a func-

tio_ of temperature in Figure 6.15. The function Pw : Pw(T) was taken from

the Radiochemical Manual (1966). The function #0 = #0 (l) was determined

Fxperimentally using a pycnometer and scale.

The value of the density of water was assumed as I g/cm3, and that of

fuel oil as 0.85 g/cm3, The experimental determination of the density of

quartz sand yielded 2.65 g/cm3--the value for Si02.

The assumed standard error of the fluid densities are not a result of

measurement inaccuracies, but rather it originates more from density changes

caused by temperature fluctuations in the laboratory of at most, a few degrees

( gr/cre3 ) A

o .g77-+-o /!, ,649

0,9979 4 0,650

,851 d"x

0,9983 0,852

0,9965o,653,P"'
|

0,99671- 0,854
!

0,9989-i- 0,655
............._-...................I..................T..............I.............T-----V--- T

17 16 19 20 21 22 23 (°C)

FIGURE 6.15. Fluid Densities as a Function of Temperature
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Celsius. The experimental determination of the sand der,_ity led, by repeti-
tion, to an average standard error of 0.005 g/cm 3. Thus, the values and stan-

dard errors of the fluid and sand densities are"

PW=l-+-lO-3g_/cm 3 ; po=O,bS+3- .II] -'_'-ZF,/cmJ:_;

(6.69)

PS ii] 2 .=_ , I:; !i -+5, I O- 3 gT,/cm 3

6.5.2.3 Values and Standard Error of the Irradiation or Flume Width B

The flume constructed for the two-dimensional physical simulations of

three-phase flow had a bottom __ _isting of the upper flange of an l-beam

(DIN-20), which was inclinable to vary the slope of the flume, and had two

vertical glass walls separated by a distance B equal to 15 cre.

B : 15 cm (6.70)

The irradiation or flume cross-sectional width B was not constant, primarily
because of the somewhat variable glass thickness but also because of the

deflection of the glass walls. Because the deflection occurred only when the

flume was filled with sand, the best estimate of the value and standard error

of B was not determinable with the empty flume. The flume width varied from

measuring point to measuring point in small amounts and consequently had to be

determined individually at each point. The quantification of the irradiation

or flume cross-sectional width was made by measuring the glass thicknesses, d I

and d 2, at the irradiation measurement point before filling with sand, as well

as by measuring the distances b I and b 2 to the external reference planes, EI

and E2, before and after filling the flume with sand. According to
Figure 6.16, B is equal to

mB 5(5 I0-.3) 2 (6.71): " _ _xlO-2cm



E l d 1 d 2 E 2

FIGURE 6.16. Determination of the Irradiation or Flume Width B

The standard error of B is yielded by using Gauss' Law of Probability and

assuming that each of the five distances in Equation (F,.71)were determined

with dial gauges exactly to _+5 • 10-3 cm.

B :-- A-(bl+b2+dl+d2) (6.72)

6.5.2.4 Values and Standard Errors of the Mass Attenuation Coefficients

The approximate values of the mass attenuation coefficients can be taken

from Figure 6.8. Because the petroleum derivative used in the experiments was

not necessarily identical to C8H18, and tne water was not necessarily iden-

tical to pure i'_0, the mass attenuation coefficients of both fluids were

determined experimentally. This determination was made by irradiating each of

the two fluids with each of the two radiation sources in a calibration vessel

with a known inside diameter D. The following equation yields the explicit

representation of the mass attenuation coefficient from Equation (6.5)

r.#) -In (_) (6.73)" D" P

JL is the entering impulse count rate; that is, the impulse count rate

iiteasured through the empty calibration vessel. J is the exiting impulse count

rate; that is, the impulse count rate reduced by the filled calibration ves-

sel. The mass attenuation coefficient is thus an indirect observation, a

function of both direct and indirect observations. The standard error of the

mass attenuation coefficients of each fluid is yielded by applying Gauss' Law

of Probability to Equation (6.,73)
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The differential quotients are calculated from a modified form of Equa-

tion (6.73), (_/p)= (In JL " In J)/D.p), as

u (-_-) 1 ,._)C-E) -1 _ _)(p) la(-) 9(-_-) ln(-_- L)
= ; _: (6.75)- rc

9,] "=O.p.3; _JL [].P.JL; _F} O2.p 90 0.0 2

The mass attenuation coefficient of the quartz sand used was also deter-

mined experimentally, because the sand was not necessarily identical to pure

silicon dioxide. After applying Gauss' Law of Probability to the explicit

representation of (_S/PS) from Equation (6.12), whereby

HS in (-_L.)
PS ) = -(ii-]--i-:O-:-p;j ' (6.76)

the standard error of (_S/PS) can be written as

rr'r-O'%l -_:S--}2rr'j+{ _,:]-L * rnJL+t _n } n " -_(] 0 t _--r.]]:_J PS (6.77)"PS

The differential quotients are calculated from Equation (6.76) as

a ,] ( r/- ] ] . IJ . p [:_.J ' a J L. ( n - 1 } • D, p S • J L
(6.78)

j _us (a .us, ,]
a , pc.]:,) - in (I-L-) 3 [-_-_l - ].n jL) 9 [-_) - 1 n [-_-L )
............ ; ................................ 2an (n 1),.2.[) pS _]L1 Cn 1) ,[./_ '........ PS _PS (n-1) .O.ps -

0
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The insidediameter,D, of the calibrationvesselwas 10 cm. lhis vessel

was used to determineexperimentallythe mass attenuationcoefficientof the

petroleumderivative,the water, and the quartz sand. The standarderror of

the diametermeasurementcame to _+5• 10-3 cm. The measuringtime and dis-

tance between sourceand detectorwere selectedso that the number of impulses

per second impingingon the detectorwas about equal to its capacityof 104

Thus, in 10 sec a total of 105 impulseswere recorded• In all three

calibrationcases, the exitingimpulsecount J was assumedto be 105 impulses.

The optimalentering impulsecount JL is a functionof the (_/p)values of the

fluids accordingto Equation(6.5)

+C-_-).D.p (6 79)]L = 1 0 '-5. e

The calculationof the standarderror of the experimentallydetermined

mass attenuationcoefficientsof the fluids,based on Equations(6•74)and

(6.75),for differentenergiesis compiledon Table 6.4. In this case, JL was

determinedaccordingto Equation(6.79),which impliesJ equaled105. Accord-

ing to Equation (6.68),the standarderror of the impulsecount rate is equal

to its squareroot. U was assumedto be 10 _+0•005 cre. The densitiesand

their standarderror are given by Equation(6•69).

To calculatethe standarderror of the mass attenuationcoefficientof

SiO2 (whosevalue can be taken from Figure 6.8), the porosityn and its stan-
dard error based on gravimetricmeasurements,0.428 +_0.0005,is used. Assum-

ing that J = 105' JL is determinedaccordingto Equation(6.12)as

lJS

JL : 105.e+DCP--SG )(I-n)pS (6.80)

Table 6.5 presentsthe valuesfor the componentsof the standarderror of the

mass attenuationcoefficientfor SiO2, accordingto Equations(6.77)and

(6.78),for the exampleradiationenergy EI = 0.662 MeV, for which (_S/PS)=

0.076 and JL = 3.]6 • 105.
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TABLE 6.5. Calcul_tion of the Expected Standard Error of the Mass Attenuation

Coefficients (to be determined experimentally) for SiO2 or Quartz
Sand or Glass (EI - 0.662 MeV)

I
2m2

2

)" JL ( 2 )'mn
, 2m 2 -!n(_L) 2

{(n-I)O'Ps'J)' J (Fn-I)D'pS'JL (n-l) O.Ps

In(%) 2 2 -lhC%) 2 2
C 2 ) .mo C-- 2 ).raps mrlJS ) ='v-_-'

(n-1 ]O PS Cn-1 )L/.p S "PS

1,44.10-g 2, C]5.1 0 -8 2,9.10-4

6.5.2.5 Value and Standard Error of the Porosity

The value of the porosity of the unconsolidated quartz-sand filling used

for the experimental simulations is yielded from gravimetric determinations as

n :: 0,428 (6.81) l

The standard error of the porosity, if the porosity were determined

according to Equation (6.13) instead of gravimetrically, is calculated based

on Gauss' Law of Probability as

"_' "_ 2 '2
2 9n 2 2 Etn 2 2 ,_n 2 2 _n ;-m'- _)n -.

+ + + [_-.... ).mp (6 82)
mn = {9-_T]'mo-F [_-_N)'rnJN P_--B)'rn[3 +(9 [_-IJS)) (-P_)_S (pE;) _"o .

From Equation (6.]3), the differential quotients are

J 1
n 1 9 n - 1 9n - ] n (-_0--_)

........ US. ; _JN li?, ; 9B ._ IJS ;
,]T B (_-_JpS' gI B [P_-S-)p S'J N B'-C-p-{:)pS (6.83)

JT9n --1n (-j--_) 9n -ln(- )

us rU_ 2 ' _ps 1._',_ :*_
9 (-p-_-) B,ps] PS B(_)PS
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With JT : 105'JN = [105. exp(+B((_S/PS)(1-n)ps))],and the parametervalues

for 0.662 MeV used in the previous section,the standarderror of the porosity

is given by
_,

= _+?_,7.10 -3 (6.84)

The standard error of gravimetrically determined porosities is probably five

times smaller. Nevertheless, the nondestructive examination of the homogene-

ity of the sand filling can only be done by gammaradiation attenuation. The

expected standard error (calculated in Equation [6.84]) of a scant 0.3%, how-

ever, provided sufficient accuracy to verify experimentally that the homogene-

ity of the sand filling was within 0.5% of a pore v_lume (see, e.g.,

Section 8.2).

6.5.2.6 Standard Error of the Oil Saturation, mSO, as a Function of the
Energy of the Second Radiation Source

The calculation of the standard error, mS , (according to Equa-

tion [6.60]), as a function of the energy of tRe second radiation source, EII,

as well as of the oil saturation, SO, is shown in Table 6.6. SO is determined
from the second equation in Equation (6.15) with Cs-137 as the high-energy

radiation source and a second radiation source whose monochromatic quanta

energy is less than 60 KeV. Figure 6.17 is the graphical representation of
the results from Table 6.6.

According to Section 6.4.3.3, none of the proposed saturation determina-

tion methods can use an energy lower than 60 KeV for the second radiation

source. Figure 6.17 shows that the standard error of an oil saturation is not

adequate because mSOis more than 10%saturation greater than the _tipulated
2% oil saturation measurement accuracy (see Section 6.2).

6.6 RAISING THEMASSATTENUATIONCOEFFICIENTOF THE PETROLEUMDERIVATIVEWITH

AN ELEMENTWITHA HIGHERATOMICNUMBER

The failure of the oil saturation measurement methods proposed in Sec-

tion 6.4.3 to measure the oil saturation to meet the accuracy specified in

Section 6.2 is clearly a result of the two ratios in Equation (6.16) being too
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TABLE 6.6. (contd)

EI-ECs-137"O,662MeV I Compilation of the Standard Error According to Section 6.5.2
- : ........ J

MeV I {'_-W; (-_') mJTll "TIl mJTI] I,,

50_4% S0,20;_ S0_70_ _

100 4,30'10 -4 5,14'I0 "4 329,9 329,0 326,3 m n =+4,10 "3
60 4,31.10-4 5,14.10-4 329,4 328,7 326,3
30 4,30.I0 "4 5, 3.10 -4 329,9 329,2 327,0 mB :±10-2
10 4,25'10 "4 5,10'10 -4 334,5 333,8 331,8 moon_t5.10 -3

6 4,21.10"4 5,07.10-4 339,3 338,6 336,5
mj "-+316,2

El 3,89'10 "4 5,52.10 -4

0,1 t3,93'10"4 7,48.10 -4 490,2 484,6 457,5 /'(S D- 4_).z394,0
0,0614,06_10-4 8,14.10 -4 532,8 523,1 493,8 mDT_ ,_3---(S0 20%) +392 0

0,031 5,23.10-4 1,04.10-3 806,6 749,9 597,0 " "_(S 0 70%).*385 70,01 5,95.10-3 ?,07.10-3 1,76.106 2,72.1D7 7 85.104 = - 'i

Fi.Ecs_137.O,662MeV______alCU'lation ofI the Partial Derivatives According to Section 6.5.1

E-II _So @So aSo [ @So

r_eV @(IJw) (uw_w) pO (po _ @so @S___Q__o @So
PW I B PW II @(--_-_)I @-_-_)11 231 aJII BJil @JTII

S0.0,04-4% Sw-O, 7 6-76_ SL-O, 20- 20_

@SO. 9 30 10 2 @$0 2 62 10 "3 @So 2- . - ......... 4 71.1o-
' @n ' _po '

1 o -4,74.1o 1 2,45.1o 2 -1,74.1o 0 1,14.1o 1 -9,68.1o-5 -5,oo'1o-4/6,23.1o-5 !-4,5_.1o -4

o -5,37.1o 1 2,86.1o2 -2,OJ.lO O 1,33.1o 1 -1,o9.1o -4 -5,83.1o -4 Ii',o5.1o -5 5,37.10 -4

0 -6,54,101 3,38.102 -2,57.100 1,57,101 -1,33.10 -4 -6, 8£_'10"4 ,50.10 -5 -6,33'10 -4
0 -1,68.102 6,60.102 -7,35.100 3,07.101 -3,44.10-4 -1,35.10 -3 ,21 .10 "4 -1,20.10 -3
6 -3,28.102 1,02.103 -1,48.101 4,_5.101 -6,69.10 -4 -2,09 '10"3 ,31.10 -4 -1,81'10 -3

0 1 -6,65.102 3,34,102 -3,05.101 1 ,55.101 -1 ,36.10 -3 -6,80.10"a/ ,47'10 -4 -2,83'10 "4

02 -_ ' ' / 8 , _

0 06 -1,52.1 6,40.101 .6,61.100 _,98.100 -3,11.10-4 -1 3t 10 -4 00 lO 4 -4 60.1o 5

I 0 O:-3,34,10t 7,74.100 -1,00.10 n 3,60.10"1-_3,82.10"5-1,58'10"5 4i39 10 5 -'2,43,1l)-('
00' -1 52.101 2,53.10 "1 -'2,51.1(I -1 1,18.10-2 -3,1c1.1[)-5 -5,16't0 -7 2 06 10 5 _1,(_[,.10-1,q

I S0=0,20-'20% 5w-'O 60--60% 5L=0,20=20 _.

aSE; -1 250 _, 33.10_ 2 aS__O=_2 35.t0.1
-4,65,1o _--6-" ' @po '

O0 -3,75.101 1,93.102 -8,69.100 5,70.10 t -9,68.10 -5 -5,00'10 -4 6,30'10 -5 -4,62'10 -4
60 -4,24.i01 2,26.102 -1,01.10 i 6,64.101 -1,09.10 -4 -5,83.10 -4 2,12.10 -5 -5,40'10 -4
30 -5,16.101 2,67.1D 2 -1,29.101 7,85.101 -1,33.10 -4 -G,89'10 "4 8,68.10 -5 -6,35'10 -4
10 -1,33.10 2 5,21.102 -3,68.101 1,53.102 -3,44,ic -4 -1,35.10 -3 2,24.10 -4 -1,21'10 -3

6 2 59.102 8 07.102 -7 39.101 _ 38,102 -6 69.10 -4 -2 09,10 -3 4 35.10 -4 -1 82.10 -3- , , , _ , , J , ,

,1 -5,25.102 2,63.102 -1,52.102 7,75.!01 -1,36.10 -[_ -6,80,10 "4 8,83.10 "4 -2,90'10 -4
,06 -1,20'102 5,05.101 -3,31'101 1,49.101 -3,11.10 -4 -1,31'10 -4 2,02'10 -4 -4,77'10 -5
,03 -2,64.101 6,11.100 -5,43'100 1,80'100 -6,82'10 -5 -1,58'10 -5 4,44'10 "5 "2,81'10 -6
,01 -1,24.101 2,00.10 "1 1 31 100 5,88.10"2 -3,19.10-5 -5,16'10 -7 2,08.10 -5 -6,99'10 "17

S0"0,70-70% 5W"0,10--10% SL_0,20"_20 _,

250 DO @SO @SO -1_-_----1 63.t _.-4 67.10 -2 --'-8 24.10' @B ' @pO '

O0 -6,24.100 3,22.101 -3,04.101 1,99.102 -9,68.10 -5 -5,00.10 -4 6,51.1C 5 _4,69,10-4
60 7 06 100 3,76.101 -3,55.101 2,32.102 -1,09'10 -4 -5,83.10 -4 ;_,36'10 "5 -5,48'10 -4
30 -8,60,100 4,44.101 -4,50.101 Z,73.102 -1,33.10 "4 -6,89.10 -4 8,96,10 "5 -5,44'10 -4
10 -2,22.10 1 8,88.101 -1,29.102 b,37.102 -3,44.1C) -4 -1,35.10 -3 2,31'10 -4 -1,22'10 -3

6 -4,31.101 1,35.102 -2,59.1(}2 8,32,102 -6,6U.10-4 -2,()U.1U -3 _,50'10 -4 -1,84'1(l -3

,1 -8,75.10 1 4,39.101 -5,33.102 2,71.102 -1,36.10 "3 -(;,80.10 "4 9,12'10 -4 -3,11'10 -4
,06 -2 00'101 8,42.100 -1,16'102 5,21'101 -3,11.10 -4 -1,31'10 -4 2,09'10 -4 -5, 35'10-5
,03 -4140 10 0 1,02.100 -1,90'101 6,30.100 -6,82.10-5 -'1,58.10 -5 4,58'10 "5 -4,43'10 -6
,01 -2,06,100 3,33.10-2 -4,57.100 2,06.10 "1 -3,19.10-5 -5,16.10 -7 2,15'10 "5 -8,38'10 "12
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close to equal. The difference between=the ratios of the mass attenuation

coefficient of water to that of oil at the two assumed radiation energies of

0.66 MeV and 0.06 MeV is too small. The proposal described in Section 6.3 to

develop an oil saturation measurement method can only yield satisfactory

results by enlarging the difference between the ratios of the mass attenuation

coefficients at the two radiation energies of 0.66 MeV and 0.06 MeV.

Figure 6.8 shows that at 0.66 MeV (the energy of the first ,_,diation

source, Cs-137), the mass attenuation coefficients for elements with low

atomic numbers or for their compounds (such as water or oil), differ only

slightly from the mass attenuation coefficients of elements with higher atomic

numbers (such as lead). On the other hand, at energies below 0.10 MeV (the

energy range of the second radiation source) a much larger difference is seen

between the mass attenuation coefficients of low atomic number elements and

their compounds and the mass attenuation coefficients of higher atomic number

elements. In Section 6.4.1, this larger difference is explained as being a
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result of the photoabsorption being a third to fifth power function of the

atomic number of the attenuating matter.

From these observations, it was concluded that the problem of low meas-

urement accuracy might be solved by adding an element With a higher atomic

number to either the water or oil, forming a stable compound. Assuming that

this stable compound could be found, a further constraint was that the radia-

tion source should possess an energy that lies as little as possible above the

K-shell boundary energy of the higher atomic number element. To test whether

adding a high atomic number element would provide a sufficiently large dif-

ference between the ratios of the mass attenuation coefficients to attain th_

required oil s_turation measurement accuracy of _+2%of the pore volume,

another analysis of the standard error of the observation was performed. To

be practical, a compound substituted for either the oil or the water must have

chemical and physical characteristics (such as viscosity, density, interfacial

tension, and contact angle) that do not fundamentally alter the propagation

process, at the required concentration of thE! higher atomic number element.

In addition, the element with the higher atomic number should remain in the

compound and not diffuse out.

From a chemical standpoint, it is clear that only a petroleum derivative

can form a stable compound with an element oi; higher atomic number. Because

engine fuel generally contains lead, one can conclude i_hat no systematic dif-

ficulties stand in the way of producing a hydrocarbon-lead compound. Thus,

for the new analysis of l he standard error of an observation, lead was chosen

to represent an element with a higher atomic number that would be used to dope

the petroleum derivative.

Before more closely evaluating the most satisfactory combination of

doping element and second radiation source, we should determine the order of

magnitude of the required element concentration in the petroleum derivative

necessary to determine the oil saturation within +-2%, according to the second

equation in Equation (6.15).

The mass attenuation coefficient of a hydrocarbon-lead compound (desig-

nated KWB)can be determined according to Equation (6.30) by knowing the

weight fraction, gi' of each component, and by using the mass attenuation
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coefficients for oil and lead shown in Figure 6.8. To calculate the standard

error of an oil-lead compound saturation as a function of the energy of the

second radiation source, the procedure described in Section 6.5 was repeated

for an oil saturation of 4% with three different weight fractions of I%, 5%,

and 10% lead in oil. The results of these calculations are presented in

Table 6.7 Thegraphical representation of these results is shown in

Figure 6.18.

Figure 6.9 shows that theoretically the oil saturation can be determined

within the required accuracy of +_2%of the pore volume. This can be attained

by selecting the energy of the second radiation source at about 100 KeV when

the weight fraction in the hydrocarbon-lead compound is about 3%.

To experimentally confirm these theoretical estimates, the experiment

shown schematically in Figure 6.19 w_s performed. A mixture of either lead

napthenate, lead oleate, or lead octoate with a light petroleum derivative was

considered as the hydrocarbon-lead compound. These alternatives to lead

tetra-ethyl or -methyl, commonly added to engine fuel, were considered because

lead tetra-ethyl or -methyl decompose in contact with water and are also

toxic. In the selection of the lead compound, toxicity considerations were

decisive, especially regarding the highest possible lead concentration. fhus,

lead octoacte, with 38% lead weight fraction and a density of 1.46 g/cm 3 was

the most suitable hydrocarbon-lead compound. The metal content is expressed

as a constant weight fraction of the organic compound because the volumes

occupied by each separate element in a compound are not known.

For this confirmation experiment, a hydrocarbon-lead compound was prep-

ared to yield a 4% lead weight fraction. The K boundary of lead lies at

88.001 KeV (Strominger et al. 1958 or Figure 6.6). Table 6.3 lists the radio-

nuclide Eu-155 as one of two isotopes with a gamma radiation energy peak of

slightly more than ,q8 KeV. In this experiment, the customary commercially

available isotopes _d-109 or Tm-170 could not be used as radiation sources

because their respective gamma radiation energy peaks of 87 KeV and 84 KeV lie

below the 88 KeV of the K-boundary of lead. To efficiently use one of these

isotopes, a doping element other than lead, one with a lower atomic number and

consequently a lower K-boundary, would have to be used instead. The
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TABLE 6.7. Standard Error of a 4% Hydrocarbon-Lead Compound Saturation with
I%, 5%, or 10% Lead Concentration as a Function of the Energy of
the Second Radiation Source, Given Cs-137 as the First Radiation
Source

a) Determlnatlonof the Mass AttenuationCoefflclentsfor the Carbon-

Hydrogen-Lead Compound Accordlng to Equatlon(6,30)

......................:................................ ]

El EC .... ''_ 'V= s_,137-0 ,[_G_,q_:
1

Lead Concentration : 1% f,% lO%
Weight F,'action of Oil : 0,99 0,15 0,90
Weight Fraction of Lead : 0,01 0,o5 o,10

[ ............................................................................................ : ............... __................

L .bU PPb _ K%,JE_. _IKW8 IJKWB

E ,UW,
(..........) (............) (...........=) [ .............) (......... )

I0(.I | 0,0166 0,013i1, 0,0'_!39 0,[}144 O,@,TG O,021r-,
60 0,0161 C),Q136 0,[1_}4._. 0,0143 @,017 1 Q,@[29.,"
30 0 0166 O {} I ,__i 0 !_IIi}'3;.' 0 015 "-_ 0 ni.F4 0 ,.'h>Ol, , ,.L t "-, , , , L.,

I 0 0,0 21 9 0, r-,._2 i 4 O , ] .'.,_ [) ,0217 0 , n.2 ,.;'6 0 ,0 ,_","-,2
6 O 0?75 O 0_77 0 0436 O 0279 0 0265 0 0_93

El 0,0858 0,0891 0,104 0,0693 0,0,:}99 0,0906

0,1 0,171 0,175 5,47 0,2280 0,4396 0,7045
0,06 0,204 0,198 3,55 0,2315 0,3656 0,5332

i0,03 0,370 0,26!i_ 23,5 0,5013 I ,4306 2,5921
0,01 _,31 1,981 64,6 2,8072 6,1120 10,2429

................................................ 1

---E,- _,,_0 ,_:"._.,,vI c) Comp_l_lat_l£nof the _Sta.___ndar__!dErr___£r

E i- I' [ . s -- , __ ' ........... ] ................................... ]

SKWB=O,,9,_.=,;%; 5t,j=L_,75-=7,_%; SL=O,2t]:20% /
\ --'n ........................................................................................ q

mn=.t,_.lO-3 ; mE_:zl@-,: ; mp_._qB=.t_r,.lO-_; m]=.+315,2; miTr=±394,0 I

- ?--&-a-lCUia;-lOR-o-f;he kL/p=valLleS;see the following subtable b)

rne',J (%=54 ] (-6]._) "''-'- "-6E\__" "'.'- "-dP,--w--_"m3T;':[
........ :-- ....... £ ........... ; ................................ h ..... :: ............. i .......

100 4,30.10-'I16, aS'lO-'1 329,9 6,6g. I0 -'I 33[9,0 6,E7.10 -_' 330,1
60 ,;,31 .Ir;-4 5,45'1i]- '_ 329,5 6,66.10-'1 329,6 6,_31 .lO-4 329,:'
30 '4,20'1L3 ''1 5, 51'10"t 3_9,;)' 6,67.10 -'1 330,0 6,8)'.18 -4 330,1
I{] ,_,,Z'5.!.?-4 [_,9;,.IC.,-4 ]3.1,5 7,05.10-'I 334,5 7,14.10-4 334,6

G 4 21.1o-4 7 "_!) 10 -4 33q 3 7 43.10 -'1 339 3 7 48.111J"4 33g 4, _ ,_, ' .- _ j s , J

E! _.,,_._9.10-4 _,,52.1n_-4 5,_3.10-'1 I __'r'_'1"10-4

0,! 3,03.10--4 1,61.10 -3 493,0 2,20.10 "3 504,6 I 2,78 lO -3 519,5

0,06i4,06.10-4 1,62.10 -3 534,8 2,01'10 -3 542,7 12,42 10 -3 552,80,03i 5,23.10-4 2,35.10 -3 622,4 3,98'10 "3 916,2 5,41 10 -3 1040,6

0,0115,95 10 -3 5,59,10 -3 1,93.108 8,61.10 -3 2,78"I08Li_._.16. 10-2 4,37.108



TABLE 6.7. (contd)

b) C_ompi]ationof the Orig!n_alValues
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FIGURE 6.119. Schematic Diagram of the Equipment Used to Experimentally Verify
Theoretical Standard ,Error Estimates Shown in Figure 6.18

difficulties in producing a stable chemical compound from some at.her doping

element and a petroleum derivative appeared greater than having the likely

commercially unavailable Eu-155 produced for us. After several attempts, the

Swiss Federal Institute for Reactor Research (E.I.R) at Worenlingen was

finally able to produce a Eu-155 source with an activity of abeut 3 mCi.

Because preliminary experiments proved that making the attenuation meas-

urement with or without sand had no influence on the determination of the

accuracy of the individual fluid saturation measurements, sand was not used in

this experi_,::'_.,';. Thus, the impulse count rate, within a counting window

around the peak I02-KeV energy of Europium, measured across the empty vessel

was interpreted as J, in the equation for the determination of SO (the second!

equation of Equation [6.15]). The measured impulse counts were

i
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If these measured impulse counts and the experimentally determined parameter

values summarized in Table 6.8 are inserted into the equation for calculating

SO, then SO is equal to 4.06%.

The deviation of the measured saturation value of 4.06% from the theoret-

ical value of 4% is 0.06% and thus lies far below the tolerated deviation of

2% saturation. The density and viscosity of thehydrocarbon-lead compound

corresponded to the densities and viscosities of petroleum derivatives. The

equal capillary rise of a fuel and the hydrocarbon-lead compoundin a quartz-

glass capillary showed that their surface tensions and co_itact angles cannot

be very different.

Based on these results, it was concluded that in principal, the addition

of a higher atomic number element to a petroleum de,_ivative makes it possible

to exactly determine (within +_2%saturation) the water and oil saturations

(based on Equation [6.15]) by using two monochromatic gammaradiation sources

O with than 60 KeV.energy peaks greater

6.7 SELECTIONOF Tm-170 AS A SECONDRADIATIONSOURCEANDMERCURYAS AN

ELEMENTWITH HIGHERATOMICNUMBERFORDOPINGTHE PETROLEUMDERIVATIVE

By dopi,_g the petroleum derivative with an element with a higher atomic

number, the requirement that the second radiation source have the lowest pos-

sible energy changes to require that the energy of the second radiation source

lie just slightly above the K-boundary of the doping element. Because the

TABLE 6.8. Experimental Determination of a 4% Oil Saturation with 4% Lead
Content According to Equation (6.15). Cs-137 was the first
radiation source and Eu-155 was the second, lower-energy
radiation source.

-#)-W-}Cs [-pw]Eu _'_JCs t-p-KW-B-;Eu JnC- )Cs in( )Eu B PKWB S@
,.,

i 0,0857 0,171 0,0867 0,476 -0,4048 -0,8596 5 0,65 4,06%

i
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energy of the second radiationsourcemust no longerbe as low as possiblebut

rather only slightlyabove the characteristicK-boundaryradiatiol,of the

doping element,one shouldnow selectas high as possiblean energy of the

secondradiationsource,. The higher the energyof the second radiationsource

is, the lower the materialattenuation. Consequently,it is more likelythat

the theoreticallyrequiredactivity(basedon obtainingthe highestimpulse

count in a 10-seccountingtime to minimizethe standarderror of the measure-

ment) of the secondradiationwill be produciblein p_-actice.

The energyof an element'sK-boundaryis a functionof its atomic number'

the larger the atomicnumber,the higherthe energy. IlJeelementswith the

largestatomic numbersareunstable. Understandably,only stableelements

could be consideredas dopingelements,and of these,bismuthhas the largest

atomic number. Lead has the secondlargestatomicnumber of the stable ele-

ments. Accordingto Stromingeret al. (1958),the K-boundariesof bismuthand

lead are at 90.521 KeV and 88.001KeV, respectively.

In Section6.4.3.2,a targetactivatedby an x-ray tube to its charac-

teristicradiationwas proposedas a possiblesecondradiationsource By

adoptinglead, whose K-boundarylies at 88 KeV, as the elementfor doping the

petroleumderivativeand using bismuth,whose characteristicK-boundaryradia-

tion is 90.5 KeV, as the target elementfor the x-ray, then the smallestmax-

imummaterial attenuation,o_ax = 7.5 • 10-4 is achieved(Figure6 11)

Thus, one of the smallestimpulsecount rateswould be requiredfrom the sec-

ond radiationsource. Given the furtherfavorableassumptionthat the target

could be placed only 5 cm away from the anode,the calculationof the maximum

exitingimpulsecount rate observedat the detector(Equation[6.58])was

repeated. The resultwas

(20.10 -3 (6,3.1018) (0,[]1)2(3,2.1C]-5] (7,5.10 -4)
max.J = =: Ut:}2(6 86)
(x-rays) (4 ._. 52} •

The calculated maximumexiting impulse count rate o£ about 103, according

to Equation (6.86), still lies one order of magnitude below the stipulated

impulse count rate of 104, which is the maximumnumber of impulses that can be

processed in 1 sec by the detector in the scintillation counter. Because of

0
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this inadequacy,adoptinga target activatedby an x-ray tube to its charac-

teristicradiationas the secondradiationsourcewas discardedas an option.

Based on the facts,in Section6.4.3.1,Tm-170 emergedas the only isotope

suitableas the second radiationsource. Thus, a hydrocarboncompoundthat

includesa doping elementwith a higher atomicnumber had to be found that was

suitablefor use with Tm-170. Becausea suitabledopingelementmust have a

K-boundarywith an energy that lies just bel_w the gamma radiationemittedby

the isotope,lead and its hydrocarboncompoundswere eliminatedbecausethe

K-boundaryof lead at 88 KeV lies above the Tm-170energy of 84 KeV. Accord-

ing to Stromingeret al. (1958),the elementsthat have K-boundariesjust

below 84 KeV are mercury (83.1KEV), gold (80.7 KEV), and platinum(78.4 KEV).

Mercury is the most suitableof thethree elementsbecauseits K-boundary

energy is nearestto 84 KeV and becauseit can form a stablecompoundwith

hydrocarbons. Beilstein(1929),Eichler(1879),Marveland Calvery (1923),

and Gilman and Brown (1929, 1930)presentvariousdata on the preparationof

hydrocarbon-mercurycompounds. An importantcriterion,isthatthe hyc1rocar-

bon-mercurycompoundbe insolublein water. Dimethylmercury (C2H6Hg),

diethylmercury (C4HIoHg),and dipropylmercury (C6HI4Hg)are relatively

insolublein water. Di-n-octylmercury (C16H34Hg)was designatedas insoluble
in water.

Under licenseby Hols America (Piscutaway,New Jersey)to sell mercury

fungicides,the BotchersBrothersCompany(Goslar,FederalRepublicof

Germany)L_ada commercialmercury-hydrocarboncompound,which saved u' e

effort of preparingour own mercury-hydrocarboncompound.Super-ad-lt,the

commercialcompound,is diphenylmercuricdodecenyl-succinatein an organic

solvent. Its mercurycontentis 10% by weight. To transformthe viscosity

and density of the Super-Ad-lt (which are similar to those of edible vegetable

oil) to those of an extra-light fuel oil (the representative petroleum deriv-

ative for the two-dimensional propagation experiments with p : 0.85 g/cm3 and

_ = 3 cp), the Super-Ad-lt was diluted with an extra-light petroleum fraction.

This petroleum fraction, which was as clear as water_ was a hydrocarbon with a

density of 0.74 g/cm3, a viscosity below that of water, and a particularly

high boiling point of 110 to 140°C, especially for a petroleur,, derivative. We
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were interested in a high boiling point because of the associated relatively

low volatility at room temperature, and consequently the reduced danger of

combustion and toxicity. By mixing Super-Ad-lt and the petroleum fraction on

the basis of the desired viscosity, a mixture could be obtained that was more

analogous to extra-light fuel oil than to gasoline. This mixture was desig-

nated as SAI for short. To confirm that the product of the surface tension

and the cosine of the contactangle with respectto quartz was not very dif-

ferent betweenthe SAI and a light petroleumderivative,comparisonsof cap-

illaryrise in glass capillarieswere made. SAI, with similardensityand

viscosity,was found to have a similarrise in glass capillaries.

6.8 PRODUCTIONOF Cs-137 ANDTm-170

To calculate the required activity of the first radiation source, Cs-137,

the radiation source can be assumed to be a point source because of the neg-

ligible small self absorption, whereby OSA~I. The geometric attenuation coef-

ficient, ag, is equal to 3.2 • 10.5 according to Equation (6.35). The maximum

material attenuation, _ax, to be expected from the designed experiments given
I0-2the Cs-137 energy at 662 KeV, can be inferred to be equal to 4.4 • from

Figure 6.11. For Cs-137, the probability, p, of the formation of a quantum

with the energy of 0.662 MeVper nuclear disintegration is 92% (Rakow 1962,

D. 45). Given these values and the specified exiting impulse count rate, J,

of 104 impulses/sec, the number of nuclear disintegrations per second, AK,
required to be produced by the Cs-137 isotope is calculated as

AK(cs - 137) = ']/(_max" °£' _SA" P )= 104/( 4 ' 4 ' I 0-2 ' "_5'"2' I0-5' 0 , !_)_ (6 .87)

= 7,7'10 9 dlslntegratlons/sec

The conversion of disintegrations per second 'into Curies (division by 3.7 •

1010) yields the required activity of the Cs-137 source, A(Cs.137)

AK(Cs-137)
A(Cs-I37) = = 0 2 Ci (6 88)

3,7 '1010 '

Cs-137 sources up to activities of several Curies can be bought commerciallyin various forms.

e
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The required activity per unit weight of the Tm-170 source, A*(Tm_170),
is determined based on the weight-specific required impulse count rate

jgrEl (Column Xl of Table 6.3) being 3. 1012 and p (Column IV) being
prodno.oss,

.igrEl __
prOagef

A _ ( -IT__--q ? [I ] ..... 9 [:i4. ' ( [i_i / Zr" /
p. :i, )'. lr! 11-] (6.89)

The weight-specific activity producible by a neutron flux of 5 • 10]4 in

50 days was determined in Equation (6.55) as 1500 Ci/g. By including a pro-

duction error margin and by considering the short Tm-170 half-life of

127 days, compared to the projected experimental application period of about

1.5 yr, one can see that. neither an irradiation time shorter than 50 days nor

a neutron flux lower than 5 • 104 could considered for the production of

Tm-170. In practice, this meant that producing the isotope in Worenlingen was

excluded; that is, either in the sapphire core with a neutron flux of 3 . 1013

at the time, or in the diorite core with a neutron flux of 2 • 1013 at the

tir, Je. Consequently, we had to produce the isotope in the most powerful reac-

tor in Europe, which at the time was located in Mol, Belgiui1. This reactor

had a neutron flux of 5 • 1014 and was one of the few reactors that could

accommodate the relatively long irradiation time of 50 days.

The possibility of producing the isotope in the United States was

rejected on the basis of the relatively short half-life period. Very strict

protective shielding requirements are enforced by the airlines, and the trans-

port time by ocean freighter is too long. As it turned out, significantly

more protective shielding (and thus higher transportation costs) than was

estimated was required to absorb the unexpected higher-energy radiation gen-

erated by impurities in the irradiated vial containing the thulium-oxide

powder.

The thulium being irradiated had to be as pure as possible because the

intense irradiation over a long period could activate the slightest impurities

to such an extent to compromise the protective shielding. More important, the

radiation generated by the activated impurities would distort the energy

spectrum of the collimated measuring beam. The thulium oxide sold by Research
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spectrumof the collimatedmeasuringbeam. The thuliumoxide sold by Research

Chemicals,Phoenix,Arizona,wascertified to be morepure than the elemental

thuliumofferedby Johnson-Mattt_ew,Londen,in plateletor wire form. The

impuritiesin the thuliumoxide consistedof ytterbium(0.005%),erbium

(0.002%),yttrium (0.001%),and calcium,magnesium,and silicon(below

0.001%). On the other hand, elementalthuliumwas more compactwith a density

of 9.33 g/cm3. Thus, more thuliumatoms would be within the area of a col-
I

limatedbeam. The densityof the concentratedwhite thulium-oxidepowderwas

3.6 g/cm3. The weight fractionof thuliumin the thuliumoxide,gTm, is

determinedfrom the ratio of atomicweightof two thuliumatoms to the atomic

weight of the thuliumoxide as

gTm :: :<-T-{Y:_+W_W-I(T:: fI, 8t_ (6.90)

The radiation of the activated oxygen with a half-life of only seconds (see

Nuklidkarte 1963) is inconsequential and is not disadvantageous relative to

the characteristics of irradiated elemental thulium.

To confirm the previous discussion regarding the preparation and use of

Tm-170 as the second radiation source,'a test source with an activity of about

1Ci was prepared at the E.I.R. in Worenlingen. Despite the extreme care

exercised during the transfer of the irradiated thulium-oxide powder from its

irradiated container into a nonirradiated container, particles of r_dioactive

thulium-oxide powder were dispersed by the slightest air turbulence, resulting

•in the contamination of the hot cell within which the transfer was performed.

Therefore, the E.I.R declined to undertake a second loading of irradiated

thulium-oxide powder. This meant that a container had to be found that could

serve as the container both during and after irradiation. This container had

to be made of very pure material, with purity standards as high as those for

the thulium oxide.

Aluminum or silicon dioxide (glass) are the only commonly available mate-

rials that are only relatively weakly activated when irradiated. In previous

discussions with radiation experts, pure quartz glass was established as the

most satisfactory material for the permanent container. After determining a

0
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method to produce the container from glass and manufacturing a test g.lass

container, the option of glass as the container material was abandoned because

glass provided very little protective shielding from the radioactive thulium

oxide. Thus, the container had to be made out of the purest aluminum. Very

pure aluminum was obtained from the research divisio!l of Swiss Aluminum Inc.

(Neuhausen-am-Rheinfall) in a superrefined form witll impurities of less than

0.001% consisting mainly of iron, silicon, and copper.

Because of radiation-shielding design considerations, we were forced to

. select an isotope no larger in size than absolutely necessary. Striving for a

I maximum possible emitted impulse count rate, the physical dimension of the

i thulium source should be equal to the cross-sectional dimensions of the col-

limated beam; that is, equal to 0.5 by 2 cm. The source dimension in the

y-direction was set equal to YTm203(99.9%); that is, a distance such that
99.9% of the theoretical activity yielded from an infinite y-dimension wasI

reached. YTm203(99.9%) is determined from Equation (6.44). The self mass

attenuation coefficient of the isotope compound, (_L/p)j, is determined from

Eq_lation (6 30) as

l;'.) I_T_'g i _,_' ( i7'j !l'gl (6.91)

According to Column IX of Table 6.3, the s If-mass attenuation coeffi--

cient of the element thulium can be set to abcu. 5 cm2/g for the gamma emis-

sion energy of 84 KeV. According to Grodstein (1957), the self mass

attenuation coefficient for oxygen at 84 KeV is about 0.17 cm2/g. With gTm

calculated in Equation (6.90) as 0.88, it follows that go = 0.12, and thus

(#/p)j according to Equation (6.91) is

(.-_-]1] = 5.0,1:l_l-,E},I/.tl,1 ' .... 1,4: * ((,_,n,-/gz") (6.92)

Because (I - nj) • pj represents the unit weight of the isotope, which for
thulium oxide was determined as 3.6 g/crn3, then according to Equation (6.44),

YTm203(99.9%) is

y _rn2o 3 _i , !J
(99,9%) = -4-.4:./{:-:.!_-.-ii_'-= O,/}:1:3 CrT, (6.93)
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Thus, the minimum dimensions of a thulium source were specified as 0.5 • 2.0 •

0.5 cm.

The design of the superrefined aluminum vial for the Tm-170 source is

shown in Figure 6.20. Al_Iminum of such purity is very soft and poses certain

problems in its machining.

The total activity, Ato t, produced from a thulium isotope of such dimen-

sions, and with (1-nj)pj = 3.6 g/cm 3 gTm 0.88 (Equation [6.90]) and A*, " , "

1500 Ci/g (Equation [6.55]_, equals

At. oi: Vi(I-n311:)3 _,lrr, A* :_ lT tl c:i:' ,• ,.. ,,_,:,;.i; _. (] L_s.I!.;O(.] _"'11 c:.] (6 94);_ . o I • I ,t i _ -4 , ) , .. •

Because of self absorption, however, the activity emitted from the source,

Aemit t, will be only a fraction of this total produced activity of 8211 Ci.

The desired Aemit t was specified to the manufacturer in Mol, Belgium, as
2000 Ci.

Slot for- Locking Vial Slot for Rotating the
into Protective Shield Tm-l?O Source within

/ the Protective Shield

1'2' l-_'/ _-ll

" ": Tm_Oj powderanciAii _:ii:?:i[ x_ 18

. i ii! iiii i

,...... 22.f
,/

Superrefined Aluminum Welded Seam

Dimensions in mm

FIGURE 6.20. Schematic Diagram of the Tm-170 Source Vial

I
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6.9 Tm-170 SPECTRA

The energy spectrum emitted from Tm-170 as determined by a silicon semi-

conductor detector is shown in Figure 6.21. An Nai(T1) scintillation counter

is probably easier to handle than a semiconductor detector but has, however, a

poorer resolution. This is obvious from the unattenuated Tm-170 energy spec-

trum shown in Figure 6.22, which was recorded with a Nai(T1) scintillation

photomultiplier. The energy-specific impulse count rate determination _as

performed with a double-channel, high-frequency impulse analyzer by using
5-KeV-window increments.

In Figure 6.21, the impulse count rate maxima lying between 50 to 60 KeV

are a result of electron capture, whose probability for Tm-170 is equal to

0.2% (AmershamCatalog 1974/75). Electron capture is one of the possible

types of radioactive decomposition. This type of decomposition results when

an electron is captured from its orbit by an activated nucleus that has lost a

positron. Just as the Compton scattering is the mutual exchange between

IOO-

Tm/Yb K,, X-rays

0 T ! V v 'v ,

o _ ,S _ _ ,oo

FIGURE6.21. Unattenuated Tm-]70 Energy Spectrum Determined by Using a
Silicon Semiconductor Detector (Technical Bulletin 72/6,
Radiochemical Center, AmershamNuclear)
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FIGURE6.22. Unattenuated Tm-170 Energy Spectrum Emitted by the
2000-Ci Source Manufactured at Mol, as Determined
by NaI(TI) Scintillation Counting

radiation and material (i.e., inner conversion), this decomposition event

results in the occupation of the vacant electron site by an electron from

another shell. In the process, the differential electron shell energy is

released as an emission of a characteristic radiation, which, because of the

decrease of the atomic number by one caused by the electron capture, is that

of the daughter element (Glocker and Macherauch 1965, p. 471) and also as an

emission of a so-called Auger electron. The daughter element of thulium is

ytterbium.

As mentioned in the conclusion of Section 6.4.3.1, the applicability of

Tm-170 as the second radiation source depended on to what extent the decelera-

tion radiation of the 0 _I and O.88-MeV particle radiation can be diminished

by conditioning the emitted spectrum with metal plate filters or to what

extent the deceleration spectrum exiting the irradiated material can be

described by a mathematical method and then subtracted from the emitted spec-

trum. To clarify the answer to this important question before the irradiation

of the 2000-Ci source in Mol, Belgium, a test source of about ICi of thulium

oxide, described in Section 6.8, was commissioned to the E.I.R. in

/
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Worenlingen. The spectra shown in Figure 6.23 were the result of test exper-

iments with the l-Ci source for various levels of attenuation. The material

attenuation coefficients, am, were determined for both lower curves, that is,
for attenuation caused by 2.5-cm or 5-cm sand, by using an equation analogous

to Equation (6.47). Given a mass attenuation coefficient for sand (Si02) of

about 0.2 cm2/g (according to Table 6.1), Xsi02 = (l-n) • Xsand; that is,

0.6 • 2.5 cm : 1.5 cm, or 0.6 • 5.0 cm = 3.0 cm, and finally with PSi02 =
2.65 g/cm3, the result is

(_m(2,Scm) = exp-{[-],'_'.l,! .2,t!;!i}. :: f],4!i
(6.95)

C_m(5,0cm) = ex[_-{{],_.it,H._,t55} = [},2f]

The area between the unattenuated spectrum and the open circles shown in

Figure 6.23 represents the entering impulse count rate Jo; the area between
the attenuated spectra and the open circles represents the exiting impulse

count rates, J. The am values determined in Equation (6.95) are confirmed in

Figure 6.23 by calculating J/Jo ratios from the areas determined with a plan-
imeter, which yielded 0.42 and 0.22 for 2.5 and 5.0 cm of sand, respectively.

t-

o / \ Unattenuated

u

° i iu_
_ .

\
2.5cm .<>_Jnd <'",,/

q

f'_ \

\... / \\
50cre S<]nd '_.-_', 'o o /' ['"_,, k_X° _""_

----T .............. --1......................... _..................... 1- -- 1-...... .-m,-

84KEV Energy

FIGURE6.23. Tm-170 Spectra Obtained for Various Levels of
Attenuation with the 1-Ci Test Source
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By comparingthe unattenuated2000-CiTm-170 sourcespectrashown in

Figure6.22 to that for the 1-Ci Tm 170-sourcein Figure6.23, it can be seen

that thedeceleration spectralying above 84 KeV are not the same. Fig-

ure 6.24 showsthat the decelerationspectrumassociatedwith the 2000-Ci

sourcewas more pronounced,even dominant,with increasinglevelsof attenua-

tion. To ensure that the undesireddecelerationspectrumdid not consist

mainly of reflectedradiation,the speciallyconstructedlead sphere serving

as the shieldingcontainerfor the 2000-Cisourcewas completelybored out

along the axis of the collimatedray. In addition,to prove that the decel-

erationspectrumwas in no way influencedby the lead shield,the sourcewas

lifted out of the lead sphere under the necessarysafetyprecautions,and then

the spectrashown in Figure6.24 were measured.

lt must be concludedfrom Fig,_res6.23 and 6.24 that the disturbing

extent of the decelerationspectrumwas associatedto a much smallerdegree

with the 1-Ci source comparedto the 2000-Cisource. The greaterundesired_

decelerationspectrumundoubtedlystems from the impuritiesin the super-

refinedaluminumvial activatedduring irradiation. Only the 1-Ci Tta-170

source could be feasibly transferred into a nonradioactive vial.

Unloading the isotope from the vial was out of the question because of

the potential dispersion of radioactive particles during transfer. Repeating

the irradiation of thulium oxide in a new source container was also impossi-

ble. Therefore, we had to consider how the undesired deceleration spectrum

could be reduced or eliminated.

6.10 MEASURESFORTHE ELIMINATIONOF THE DECELERATIONSPECTRUM

Figure 6.24 shows several spectra obtained from the 2000-Ci source. The

disturbing deceleration spectrum is clearly obvious in these spectra. The

deceleration spectrum is the undesired spectrum of the scattered, decelerated

radiation. The desired spectrum, superimposed on the deceleration spectrum

during the impulse counting, is that of unattenuated 84-KEV radiation.

The energy spectra were measured with a Nai(T1) scintillation tube. Nat-

urally, the ratio of unattenuated 84-KEV radiation to the deceleration radia-

tion could be improved by using radiation detectors with better resolution,
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FIGURE 6.24. Unshielded 2000-Ci Tm-170 Spectra a) Unattenuated and
with Tin Conditioning Filters and b) with Tin Condi-
tioning Filters and Various Levels of Attenuation by
Materials Used in the Experiments

such as a semiconductor detector. However, with a semiconductor detector, the

deceleration spectrum within the energy window to detect, the unattenuated

84-KEV radiation would not have been disregardably small compared to its

integral. Therefore, the considerably greater expense of a semiconductor

detector was not considered worth the better resolution.
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Knowingthat the estimationof the decelerationspectrumcould not be

abandoned,an attemptwas made to simulatethe shape of the decelerationspec-

trum below the 84-KEV radiationby using variousmathematicalfunctions. The

successof subtractingthe decelerationspectrum by using a mathematicalfunc-

tion was tested by experimentallymeasuringthe mass attenuationcoefficients

at 84 KeV of water (representativeof compoundsor elementswith low atomic

numbers)and lead (representativeof compoundsor elementswith high atomic

numbers). Thesemeasured valueswere i_hencomparedwith the theoreticalmass

attenuationcoefficientsof water and lead at 84 KeV shown in Figure6.8.

6.10.1 Eliminationof the CharacteristicRadiation

In an effortto give the spectruma satisfactoryshapefor applyinga

mathematicalfunctionto describethe decelerationspectrum;that is, a spec-

trum withoutthe 84-KEV gamma radiationof Tm-170,we first tried to eliminate

the impulsecount rate peak between50 and 60 KeV caused by electroncapture.

The desiredconditioningof a spectrumwithin the energy range of soft

radiationcan be accomplishedby filteringwith elementswhose K-electron-

shell boundary lies in the energy range of interest. Thus, by combining

various elements into distinct thin layers so that minimal attenuation of the

spectrum in the remaining energy range results, especially the 84-KEV radia-

tion, it is possible to distort a spectrum so that it is conditioned into a

desired form. Figure 6.24 shows how the undesired characteristic radiation in

the Tm-170 spectrum can be filtered out with tin plates.

6.10.2 Mathematical Function to Describe the Deceleration Radiation Spectrum

In principle, tile mathematical function should be defined by the smallest

number of points needed to adequately describe the shape of the deceleration

spectrum. Furthermore, the function should be independent of the attenuation

volume of the fluids.

The shape of the deceleration spectrum was assumed to be that of the

dashed line in Figure 6.25. Given the further assumption that the dashed line

can be represented by a conic section with its apex at point S, and the tan-

gent at S is horizontal, the fit of a conic section only ,J'equires the addi-

tional point P. To apply the conic section function to correct the impulse

0
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FIGURE 6.25. Use of Conic Section as Mathematical Function to

Describe Deceleration Spectrum

count rate measured within the "a" window, the impulse count rate must also be

measured within the "b" and "c" windows to determine points S and P of the

conic section. By means of these two additional measurements, the shape of

the deceleration radiation can be determined analytically, and thus the area

under the deceleration radiation spectrum within window "a" can be calculated.

If this area under the deceleration radiation spectrum within window "a" is

subtracted from the observed spectrum (solid line in Figure 6.25), _:he impulse

count rate of the unattenuated 84-KEV radiation is yielded, which is the

impulse count rate of ultimate interest.

The accuracy with which this conic section correction yielded the mass

attenuation coefficients of water and lead (a comparison with the theoretical
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mass attenuation coefficients shown in Figure 6.8 was the test of the mathe-

matical correction) was shown to be unsatisfactory compared to the tolerated

standard error of the mass attenuation coefficients calculated in Table 6.4.

With an exponential function as the mathematical function (shown in Fig-

ure 6.26), somewhat improved accuracies could be obtained at only very slight

attenuation levels compared to a conic section; generally, however, the accur-

acies were poorer'. Moreover, the determination of the position and orienta-

tion of the exponential function, and of the parameter A in the exponential

function requires a larger effort because the slope of tangent "m" must be

determined; the tangent line "m" serves as the abscissa for the exponential

function. Because the slope of "m" is calculated by using YPI' YP2' and AXp,

a definite inaccuracy is implied by the relatively small value of AXp.

A better approach to fitting the exponential function is illustrated in

Figure 6.27. The tangent of the practically linearly ascending deceleration

spectrum above 84 KeV intersects YS' the ordinate passing through point S, at

point D. The height of point D is approximately equal to about one third of'

YS over the range of possible attenuation levels, mmax and mmin. This fact
has two advantages. First, the slope of tangent "m" c_,n be determined with

more certainty. Second, the effort involved with fitting the exponential

function can be reduced. This improved determination of the slope of tangent

"m" yields a more acceptable accuracy in the determination of the mass

attenuation coefficients.

In addition, Figure 6.27 shows that xs and XQ are independent of the
amount of attenuation. Thus, to symbolizetheir constancy, they can be

written as

CS = ×Sma x = ×Stain ; CQ = ×Qmax = ×Qmin (6.96)

The experimentally determined mass attenuation coefficients that were

closest to the theoretical values were calculated by approximating the under-

lying deceleration spectrum with the Descartes function.

In Figure 6.28, both an X-Y Cartesian coordinate system and an x-y

coordinate system are shown. The tangent mo has a slope defined by the angle

6.92
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:1

_/4 relative to the X- and Y-axes. In general, the tangent of the decelera-

tion spectrum, as it ascends, is practically linear and has a slope defined by

an arbitrary angle _ relative to the abscissa x. Thus, Figure 6.28 represents

a refined illustration of the observed spectrum, where the x-axis is rotated
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Intersecting at the Third Point, D (xs and XQare
Constants cs and CQ)

such that e equaled 45°, and the X- and Y-axes of the Cartesian system are

rotated 90°.relative to the x-y coordinate system. The illustration includes

the conversion

tgo_ - Ay . t:g{-R/4) : I A_yAx = Axo (6.97)

where x° is the rotated x-axis, and tg indicates the tangent function. With

AX0 = Ay AX • tg _, or x° = y = x • tg e, the following equation is used to

convert from x-y coordinates to X-Y coordinates

6.94
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X y-y_ ; y ..... (:,:_J-_:! _) : -(:<-{:_;)!,gc_ (6.98)

According to Bronstein and Semendjajew (1968, p. 84), the Descartes func-

tion is given in implicit form as

,<3 3," _Y -::ImXY :-I) (6.99)

in parameter form as
'2

:_m, t:g(_ ::t1_1,t:g. I_
X :: 3 ; Y = Lll+t.:g.G 'l+i::g G
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3m.sinB.cosB 0
and in polar coordinates as r =

sin3B+cos3B

Equation (6.99) must be integrated between X : 0 and X : XQ to determine the
area F, shaded with horizontal lines in Figure 6.28. This is then used to

calculate area B, shaded with dots, below the deceleration spectrum. Based on

the parameter form of Equation (6.99), the integral can be written by substit

uting t for tg /_,such that

I

! 3m. i; dX ( 1 +L:3 ) i_m- 3mt • 3t 2
X - and ......

' 1 + t3 dt ( 1 +t:3 ) 2 '

tgBQXQ f

/ :3m.t._ :_ra{ <1+ -_1-:_t.:_}
then F -- Y.dX ....J .dro (1 +t:3 ) ( 1 +t3 ) 2

tg (-'II2) =-_

1+t3) 2'dr- 3' " "dr}1 +.[:3)3

Substituting

2
t:[5 = T , t = X3 dt _ 1 3

' dT 3 T

the integral becomes

F = 3m 2 I , .dT- 3 T____ (6 101)
I +T) >_ [I+T)3 "dT) "

0
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After separating the second integral into

/-, /i=,. /,=,(1.,T):i'dT .... ! -,-_ ) 2 ( I +_) 3

the result is (6.102)
T2 T 2

F, :: :_rrl,:--{ 3 ..... , - }

y l+r) ] q+r)i:l
[ 1 r i

By substituting (i + r) = n, r = n-l, dr/dn = i, it follows from the

integration that

._ _2 r2 (6.103)
•, , 1 , 1F ----:lr-,-,.:.{- _ __::1+" (l_-:r)

_i t 1

and additionally, with r I = tg3#o = -oo and r 2 = tg3pQ

:_ 1 .........1.....
F = 3rh2{ 2 ( 1 1 ] - -W(- .>, ,2+c ) }

(6.104)

- ";' ":t( 1 )1}m2= {..................-............... L ..........................._ + c ]
(I+LI3IQ) .: (I+Lg31Q),:-.

For tgpQ = t g(-_/2) = -_, then F = O. Thus, c = O. F is given as

F = ::_m2 { ................i::'__.... 3 1 } (6.10 5 )
( 1 -,-i::g 3 6 O) '--( I -,.!..g :_l-_Q "

The impulse count rate J of final interest; that is, the impulse count

rate of the unattenuated 84-KEV radiation, is now determined based on the

impulse count rate Ja measured within window "a"

_:_ o (6 106)
J :: Ja-8 = ,:I,_:_--{[c::Q -cS ]YQ +f:)
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The positive sign in front of F in Equation (6.106) results from the fact that
F in Equation (6.105) lies in the fourth quadrant of the X-Y coordinate system

and thus has a negative sign. Based on Equation (6.97), Equation (6.106) can

be written as a function of the original x-y coordinate system of the measured

spectrum

2 3 I )} (6.107)
J = ,]a-{Cco-cs)tgo..yo +3m2((1+fig3Bo) 2(I+tg360 )

2
With m = _. YS

tzm = (yp-ys/3)/[Xp-Cs]

(6.108)
tgSQ = YQ/XQ = -tZm { (CQ-Cs / (WQ-WS) }

the desired unattenuated 84-KEV impulse count rate J in Equation (6.107) can

be determined by experimer, t_,lly obtaining four impulse count rates: Ja' JS'

JQ, and Jp, within counting windows a, b, c, and d, respectively, shown in

Figure 6.28. This determination can be made provided Yi is replaced by Ji/i;

that is, the quotient of the measured impulse count rate Ji divided by the

window width, i. The constant values on the abscissa, according to Equa-

tion (6.96), were assumed as known. These constants could be taken from the

spectra shown in Figure 6.24b, which can be considered as known for each

experiment. The term tg#Q is a negative value according to the above defini-
tion. Its range of validity is

-oo<.tg13Q<-I (6.109)

The proposed mathematical method to deduct the deceleration spectrum suf-

fered from the fact that, although the experimentally determined mass attenua-

tion coefficients agreed mostly quite well with theoretical values, they

occasionally fluctuated Brbitrarily and erratically. The error distribution

function did not have a static character; it was periodically very different,

and consequently we had to acknowledge an inherent system error caused by

relying on a mathematical method to compensate for the undesired deceleration
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spectrum. This inherentsystemerror was probablycaused by electronic

instabilities. In turn, these instabilitiesprobablycausedthe impulsecount

rates, determinedwithin the narrowwindowsof the steep portionof the

spectrum(e.g.,the determinationof yp), to vary sharply. In spite of the
fact that electronicinstabilitiesled to the abandonmentoF the proposed

methods to deduct the undesireddecelerationspectrum,the variousmethodsand

their confirmingexperimentswere documented. Shouldfutureimprovementsin

the electronicsof scintillationcountingsystemsreducethe electronic

instabilities,the mathematicalmethodscould then be used.

6.10.3 Consequencesof UnreliableImpulseCount Rate Determinationson Steep

Portionsof the DecelerationSpectrum

Impulsecount rate determinationson steep portionsof the deceleration

spectrumwere deemed unreliablebecausepossibleinstabilitiesin the elec-

tronicscould lead to definitefluctuationsin the settingsthat defineda

countingwindow. The steeperthe portionof the spectrumwas, then the

greaterthe impulsecount rate variationwas becauseof this fluctuation.

Therefore,we attemptedto flattenthe decelerationspectrumto achievea

spectrumthat was close to parallelwith the abscissa.

The requirementof a decelerationspectrumclose to parallelwith the

abscissameans that the decelerationspectrummust be flattenedabove 84 KeV.

This conditioningcan be accomplishedby means analogousto the method used to

eliminatethe characteristicradiationof thuliumbetween50 and 60 KeV by

using tin plates. In this method,discussedin Section6.10.1,combinations

of thin platesof elements,whose K-shellboundarieslie in the energy area

where the conditioningis desired,were used as filters. The elementcombina-

tions, as well as the thicknessesof the separatethin plates,must be sel-

ected experimentallyin such a way that the total attenuationis minimal.

Figure 6.29 shows the conditioningobtainedby using only a thin plate and by

using a combinationof tin, thallium,lead, and bismuthplates. To simplify

t'ledeterminationof the decelerationspectrumto be deducted,and con-

sequently,to reduce the effort to apply the deductionmethod,the desired

conditioningprovidedby the filterplates shouldbe, if possible,equally

high below and above the unattenuated84-KEV radiationpeak. Furthermore,the
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conditioningshouldbe independentof the range of attenuationlevels

encounteredby irradiatingthe flume.

If the spectrumon both sides of the unattenuated84-KEV radiationis

flattened,the determinationof the decelerationspectrumcomponentcan be

easily simplifiedby assumingthat the decelerationspectrumis horizontal

throughoutthe entire range of energy,as shown in Figure6.30. Thus, in

additionto measuringthe impulsecount rate Ja within the "a" counting

window,only one more separatemeasurementis necessary--thatof determining

the constantheight,Yi' of the decelerationspectrumwithin the "a" counting
window. Unfortunatelywhen testedexperimentally,this method also did not

yield a measurementaccuracyof ±2% fluid saturation.

6.10.4 FinalObservationson the RadiationAttenuationMethodUsed to Measure

Fluid Saturations

Experimentally,it was shown that none of the mathematicalor physical

methodsproposedto correctfor the decelerationspectrum,togetheror sep-

arately,could satisfythe requiredmeasurementaccuracyof ±2% fluid

A
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FIGURE 6.30. Flattening of the Deceleration Spectrum Shown to be
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saturation specified in Section 6.2. Therefore, the possibility of deter-

mining the saturations of water and oil according to Equation (6.15) had to be
abandoned.

The single remaining option for a trouble-free determination of the sat-

urations of water and oil using the gamma radiation attenuation consisted of

interpolating unknown saturation values from a nomograph calibrated to known

fluid saturation combinations. This nomograph had to be plotted at the

beginning of each experiment.

6.11 SEMIGRAPHICDETERMINATIONOF THE FLUID SATURATIONS

The plotting of a nomograph for the semigraphic determination of the

fluid saturations began by experimentally determining the thulium impulse

count rates for various known attenuation cases, which covered the range of

possible combilations of water and oil saturations. Water and oil saturations

were specified in centimeters, that is, in irradiation path lengths xW and xO,

respectively. Next, the measured impulse counts were plotted as a function of

the irradiation path length of oil, xO, in a parametric representation of the

irradiation path length of water, xW, as shown in Figure 6.31. On the basis

W
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of this auxiliary diagram, the nomograph was then plotted with x0 oY"xSAI as

the abscissa and xW as the ordinate, and the lines of equal impulse counts
were plotted (Figure 6.32):.

The determination of an unknown water and oil saturation combination was

made by means of the specific, experimental'ly determined cesium and thulium

impulse counts and the nomograph in Figure 6.32 as described in the following.

From Section 6.3, if Equation (6.10) is inserted into Equation (6.14) and the

natural logarithm taken, then the following is yielded to describe, for exam-

ple, the attenuation of the Cs-137 radiation

,tj ,,J<,;t\ilr.[J .] -: _{ (. W] "PW':'<W ] ,pfi;AI.x,.",AI} (6 10.)J'i c:,._ w {:_ .,.c.r;.i--),A-]T {-',-_;

The explicit representation of xW from Equation (6.1!0) yields

c.)L',_>_AA)•os/,,z _nc-:_:i-:-)t:,_
×W .......... iit)i ......................._"'.;AI- -;_-W:............ (6.111 )

C-#t_-)E:_-;"PW t-fT$-Oj-J[1s "Pw

.... c 1 ' x _{:;t\ I +c;,__._

i!
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FIGURE 6.32. Nomograph for the Semigraphic Determination of Fluid Saturations

The line defined by Equation (6.111) is the geometric position of xW. The

location of this line is calculated from the slope c I and the intercept c2,
relative to the origin, and is plotted in the nomograph shown in Figure 6.32

as . The values for xW and xSAI were determined by the coo,'dinates of

the intersection of this line and a line representing the interpolation of the

measured thulium impulse count (_ in Figure 6.32). An example is shown in

Figure 6.32 for JTM = 44481 and (J/JT)Cs = 0.6820. With (ijp) W = 0.0858 cm2/g
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and (_/#)SAI = 0.0906 cm2/g for the gammaenergy of Cs-137 (according to

Table 6.7a), and with PW= I g/cm3 and #SAI = 0.85 g/cm3, cI and c2 are calcu-
lated as 0.898 and 4.46, respectively. The lines intersect at the point where

xW = 4 cm and xSAI = 0.5 cm. The saturations SW and SO or SSAI are calculated

from the irradiation path lengths xW and x0 or xSAI according to Equa-
tion (6.10).

The accuracy of the semigraphic saturation determination satisfies the

required accuracy of _+2%saturation, as specified in Section 6.2. This is

shown by the fact that all the actual measured values (identified in Fig-

ure 6.3?_with the asterisk) for each attenuation case lie within the one-,,

half--error rhomboids that were plotted for the theoretical values (identified

with the open circle). The one-half-error rhomboids are the areas of toler-

ated deviations for a standard error that is equal to half of the maximum

tolerated error of _+2%fluid saturation, that is, -+1%. For a porosity of 0.4

and a total irradiation path length B of 15 cre, the intervals between the

sides of the rhomboid, across its center and parallel to the x- and y-axes

(AxSAI or AXw), are equivalent to an irradiation path length equal to
(n • B) • !% = 0_4 . 15 • 0.01 = 0.6 mm.

A nomograph as shown in Figure 6.32 had to be replotted every other' day

because of the Tm-170 half-life of 127 days. Even if the attenuation measure-

ments in dry sand changed only slightly with position along the two-

dimensional flume, and thus had to be determined individually, the nomograph

nevertheless was assumed as generally valid, that is, independent of the

position. By using this assumption, the thulium impulse count rates were

corrected according to the cesium measurements in dry sand.
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7.0 CAPILLARYPRESSUREHEADCURVESMEASURED

IN A ONE-DIMENSIONALCOLUMN

7.1 CAPILLARYPRESSUREHEADCURVES

To create a saturation diagram, the capillary rise curves of the three

fluid combinations must be known: those between water and air, ACWL,between

oil and air, ACOL, and between water and oil, ACWO. In statics, the capillary

pressure head curve is equivalent to the capillary rise curve; thus, HCWL=

ACWL,HCOL- ACOL, and HCWO= ACWO. Because of hysteresis, one must

distinguish between an imbibition, IM, curve and a drainage, DR, curve. To

shorten the nomenclature, the AC and HC have been omitted, and thus WLIM,

WLDR,OLIM, OLDR,WOIM, and WODRare used to distinguish the curves.

According to the contamination concept of Schiegg (1979, p. 78)for water

and air, a virgin (jfrl) and contaminated (befl) capillary pressure head satu-

ration curve can be specified. Virgin (jfrl) implies pure water-air menisci.

Contaminated (berl), on the other hand, refers to impure water-air menisci;

actually double menisci consisting of water, oil and oil-air menisci. Thus,

according to Schiegg (1979, p. 82), HCWLbefl can be theoretically determined
by using the oil-air and water-oil curves

}tOW[. befl :: PI]. t{[:[]1__ ( 1 -P[] )HI]W[] (7.1)

where Po is the density of oil.

The difference (HCWLjfrl - HCWLbefl) was designated as the capillary

pressure head reduction, Ahc. For the quartz sand with the grain distribution

curve shown in Figure 3.1a, Ahc is calculated from Figure 7.1 as

Ahc(]irnl_it_tLon) ,._ +3 cm
(7.2)

Ahc(Drainage) _ +4 crn

v
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where the independenceof Ahc from saturationis a simplification, lt is

understoodthat the HCWLbeflcurve resultingfrom Equation(7.1) is not the
curve measuredwhen the water-airlevel remainsstatic,but rather,when a

virginHCWL curve becomescontaminatedand the water-airlevel remains

stationary,the resultingcurve equals the HCWLbeflcurve and nhc(IM) ~ 0 (see

Schiegg1979, p. 81). Ahc(DR), on the other hand, remains+ 4 cm.

The capillarypressureis a functionof the porousmedium accordingto

the La Place equationof capil]arity. The capillarypressuresacross the pure

and contaminatedmenisciare independentof each other. Thus, capillarypres-

sure acrossa contaminaLedmeniscusfor both drainageand imbibitioncan be

greateror less than the capillarypressureacrossthe pure meniscus. How-

ever, change during contamination(i.e.,a reductionof the capillarypressure

or the capillaryrise, whose differencewas explainedin connectionwith

Equation [2.8]),is only possibleif I) during drainage,the capillarypres-

sure acrossthe contaminatedmeniscusis smallerthan the capillarypressure

acrossthe pure meniscus,or 2) during imbibition,the capillarypressure

acrossthe contaminatedmeniscusis larger than thecapillary pressureacross

the pure meniscus. Becausea drainedpure meniscuscan only decrease in

pressureand an imbibedpure meniscuscan only increasein pressure,this

statementassumesthat the air-waterlevel is constantor its change is not

dominant,and that the pressurechange is not greaterthan the hysteresis

range. This also impliesthat when the capillarypressureacross the contami-

nated meniscus is larger duringdrainageor is smallerduring imbibitionthan

the capillarypressureacrossthe pure meniscus,then the positionof the

meniscuscannot be changedby contamination.

Accordingto Schiegg (1979,p. 52), as a first approximation,the HCOL

and HCWO curves could be interpretedas approximatecopiesof the HCWLjfrl

curve. Thus, they can be obtainedtheoreticallyby multiplyingthe HCWLjfrl
curve by their respectivescalingparameter,_, values

I,CWL :
(7.3)

t 0: t-t[';_0/_'BIw

A i.3

!



The a-values are functions of the assumedwetting angle and the radius of

curvature. According to Schiegg (1979, p. 45):

_I L :: [(I [;)o (zm) ,
L

,_ Io (DZ,') :_: {1,4 (7,4) (a)

l,',I_(.z-M) '_ 1

__,t° :: "-: :iw(ui_) '

From Equation (7.3) and the relationships presented in Equation (7.4),

the theoretical capillary pressure head curves for oil can be determined from

the experimentally determined pure capillary pressure head curves for water.

The contaminated curves can, in turn, be calculated according to Equa-

tion (7.1). Ali of these curves are shown in Figure 7.1.

A capillary pressure head curve is designated as primary if no residual

saturation of the displaced Fluid is present. A capillary pressure head curve

•is considered fully developed if 'ii; is tile same as one of the two curves

delineating the hysteresis area, which means that all parts of the curve meve

simultaneously with the transient fluid level.

7.2 SERIESA ANDB SATURATIONDIAGRAMS

"The saturation diagrams presented in the following section show the

actual saturation distribution within the measurement range depicted in

Figure 3.3. The saturations are presented along the horizontal axis, and the

height above the assumed level of the free-fluid pairs is plotted along the

vertical axis.

A saturation diagram depends on the three potential distributions in

water, oil, and air,. Because of hysteresis, the saturation diagram is depend-

ent on the development of these potential differences.

(a) Equations were taken directly from the German text and, in some cases,
use a different notation. For example, 0,01 = 1/100, whereas in this
text, 1/100 w'_uld be shown as 0.01. Multiplication is indicated by a dot
in the equations and in the text. The notation + signifies a range, as
in 2to3.

7.4



In general, the following saturation diagrams are static saturation

diagrams. Statics implies spatially constant potentials and that the capil-

lary rise curves can be described by the capillary pressure head curves (see

remarks associated with Equation [2.8]). From statics, one can conclude

whether the discharge of the displaced fluid is complete. Static saturatioll

diagrams can be constructed by superpositioning the capillary pressure head

curves (Figure 2.2) with similar drainage or imbibition histories. To super-

position the curves the free-fluid level must be calculated according to Equa-

tion (2.9). From these levels the relative potential, mr , can be determined,

where mr is the oil potential relative to the water-air level (Schiegg 1979,

p. 95) and has the units (erg/cm3).

: These measured saturation diagrams are given in Section 7.3. The 33

saturation diagrams in experimental series A are accompanied by comments

, beginning on p. 7.39. The eight saturation diagrams in experimental series B

begin on p. 7.52, with the associated commentary starting on p. 7.60.

7.5
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7.3 COMMENTSON EXPERIMENTALSERIES A

Saturation diagrams from experimental series A are shown in the previous

section Comments on each diagram are given here.

AI, The measured primary WLIMjfrl curve lies lower than the theoretical pri-

mary WLIMjfrl curve shown in Figure 7.1.

A__22.By slowly raising the water-air level over the course of 3 h, the air in

the porous medium was slowly displaced. This procedure yielded the maximum

residual air saturation, RSLmax. An RSLmax of about 25% confirms an earlier
result.

A3. After lowering the water-air level to the bottom of the measuring area,

the pure drainage curve reached equilibrium in less than 8 h.

A4. By lowering the water-air level below the bottom of the porous medium,

the medium drained up to the maximumresidual saturation of water, RSWmax,
except at the area of discharge, where the saturation was higher because of an

end effect. The end effect phenomenon refers to the retention of the wetting

fluid during drainage at the boundary of the porous medium (Collins 1961,

p. 141). The lower sand boundary was 34 cm below the lowest measuring point,

and the continuation of the WLDRcurve_ as in Figure 7.1, is still recogniz-

able. The water saturation asymptomatically approaches the maximumresidual

saturation of water, RSWmax. According to previous results, RSWmax is 8% to
12%.

A_55.The completely drained porous medium was resaturated with water over 4 h,

and an approximate maximumresidual air saturation was again reached. The

water-air level was 17.75 cm from the soil surface. Oil was then infiltrated

from the top into the water-saturated porous medium at maximumresidual air

saturation, thereby displacing the water. The first saturation measurements

were made after 62 h. After 86 h, the displacement of water by the oil was

considered complete because outflow of the displaced water had ceased.

The displacement of residual air by oil in the uppermost area of A5 could

be the result of diffusion of the trapped air, as described by Adam and Corey

(1968). This displacement occurred despite the fact that displacement of a

residual fluid as a result of potential gradients is not possible because the
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relativepermeabilityis zero by definition. The 8% air saturationafter

62 h, the 5% air saturationafter 86 h at the uppermostmeasuringsite, and

the decreasefrom 20% to 4% at the second highestmeasuringpoint during the

next 38 h (shown in diagramA6) give a measure of the time functionfor the

diffusioneffect.

The relativelylong stabilityof the fluid levels (62 h and 86 h) is also

one reasonwhy the oil spread along the plexiglasswall againstgravity. The

adjustedoil saturationwas in realityprobably smaller.

A6. A small subsidenceof the water-air level, with an oil-airlevel held

constant,createda funicularoil saturation,even at the lowestmeasuring

point. By the correspondingraisingof the water-airlevel and loweringof

the oil-waterlevel, the oil was reducedat the lowestmeasuringpoint to

insularresidualsaturation. Because the raisingof the water-airlevel
R_(_ins

occurredslowly,the maximum insularresidualoil saturation,'--max'was

obtained RS(}ins has values of 6% to 12% accordingto other experiments..... max
This range is confirmed in A6 (comparecommentaryB6).

A,Z. Sixteenhours after reducingthe relative oil potentialby loweringthe

oil-airlevel and maintainingthe same water-airlevel, thereby increasi_,gthe

water-oillevel,the WOIM curve was still not fully developed. Equilibrium

was not reachedbecause a small drop-by-dropoil dischargecould be observed.

From this, one concludesthat the WOIM curve of A7 was graduallyapproaching

the lower WOIM curve of A6, as seen in Figure 7.2.

A8. Equilibriumwas reachedafter lowering the water-oillevel 20 cm. The

staticWOIM curve was obtainedwithin 64 h. The funicularrange (i.e.,the

range of nonconstantwater saturationin the WO curves of AS) was displaced

(comparedto that of A7) its entire length. From this, one concludesthat the

subsidenceof 20 cm was sufficientto allow the fully developedWOIM curve in

A7 to be transformedinto the fully developedWODR curve of A8. Therefore,

the hysteresisrange betweennonprimaryWODR and WOIM curvesmust nowherebe

largerthan 20 cm (compareFigure 7.2 to Figure 7.3).

A_99.The WODR curves in A8 and A9 have almost the same shape (Figure7.3).

The two curves differ in positionbecauseof the 43-mm subsidenceof the
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water-oil level produced by raising the oil-air level 7.5 mm[(7..5 mm)Po/

(l-po) : 43 mm]. Therefore, this confirms that the WODRcurve in A8 or A9 is
the fully developed curve.

AIO. To obtain saturation diagram AIO, the oil discharge was interrupted, the

water-air level lowered below the sand bottom, and the porous medium exposed

tu air. The result was a porous medium drained of both water and oil. Next,

the water-air level was slowly raised to just below the middle of the measur-

ing range. In this manner, the approximate maximumresidual saturations of

air and insular oil was obtained.

During the oil and water drainage between A9 and AIO, the oil saturation

was not reduced to the residual oil saturation over the entire length of the

column and thus did not reach pendular oil saturation because of the end

effect that occurred between the oil and air If RSnpend had been reached.... max
, RS_ins (in AIO) had to be nearly twice as large asover the entire range then ---max

S
RSO_x, which is in agreement with Equation (2.1). Furthermore, the funicular
oil above the constant water-air level showed that oil was still draining from

I

the area above.

The form of the OLIM curve is identical to the theoretical curve in Fig-

ure 7.1. To what extent their positions (i.e., their heights above the oil-

air level) agree cannot be said because the oil potential was not measured,

and thus the position of the oil-air level is not known.

Ali. Over 2-I/2 h, the column was filled with water by raising the water-air

level above the top of the sand. During this time, nearly I dL of oil flowed

out. The water-air level was tl,en lowered almost to the lower border of the

measuring range. After 24 h, the A11 saturation diagram was produced.

Despite the outflow of the deciliter of oil, the oil saturation was still in

the Funicular range just above the water-air level.

A]__22.After once more raising the water-air level above the top of the porous

medium along with a weak water flow from bottom to top for nearly an hour, an

additional ].1 dL of oil flowed out. Fourteen hours after lowering the water-

air level to the height shown in AI] yielded, the saturation diagram in A12

was measured. The area representing the oil in A12 is smaller than in AI],

and the difference accounts for the 1.1-dL loss, as shown by the following
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calculation• Using a porosityof 43% (see AI), an oil contentof 547 cm3 in

Ali and 433 cm3 in AI2 was calculatedfor the first 30 cm above the water-air

level in the plexicolumn(see Figure 3.3), whose cross-sectionalarea is

25 cm2 The differencewas 114 cm3 and correspondstothe ] ]-dL oil outflow

The saturationdiagrams shown are somewhatmisleadingcomparedto a

field-scalesituationbecauseduring three-.dimensionalpropagationin the

field, equilibriumis only reachedwhen the oil has disintegratedto residual

saturation. This oil disintegrationoccurs in such a way that the funicular

oil spreadsout along the propagationsurface• Becauseof gravity,funicular

oil flows from above to the propagationsurfaceuntil pendularresidual oil

saturationis attainedabove, and funicularoil flows from below to the propa-
gation surfaceuntil insularresidualsaturationis attainedbelow. Pendular

residual oil saturationis locatedto the right of the stationarycontaminated

capillaryrise curve between water and air, and the insularresidualoil satu-

ration is locatedto the left of this stationarycurve, as shown in Fig-

ure 7.4. Within the funicularrange,the model of Schiegg (1979)places the

stationarycurve in the middle of the residualoil at the expenseof not

tracing portionsof the water and air curves• The transitionbetweenthese

three ranges is continuous. Figure 7.4 helps to explainA12.

Finally,the column was filledwith water and a strong flow was induced

from bottomto top. As was to be expected from the analysisof AI2, only a

small amountof oil could be flushedout this way.

A13. After drainingthe porous mediumof both water and oil, the column was

filled slowly (butnot drop-by-drop)with oil until the oil-airlevel was

20 cm above the bottom of the measuringrange, where it was held constant. In

this way, an OLIM curve was formed. This curve was fully developedin less

than 10 h. lt is identicalto the calculatedOLIM curve (Figure7.5). That

the residualair saturationdid not equal the maximum value of nearly 25% can

be due to the fact that the raisingof the oil-air level probablydid not

occur slowlyenough;that is, drop-by-drop.
|

A clearlyrecognizablehallux,or bulge, formed in the curve between
i

water and oil. Accordingto Schiegg(see Appendix B), a hallux is an

encroachmentof the functionbetweensaturationand capillarypressure head
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into the range of insular nonwetting fluid saturation within the transition

zone between the funicular to insular saturation region. The hallux phe-

nomenon is the result of the nonformation of insular nonwetting fluid

saturation. This phenomenon is explainable at the microscopic pore level and

not from a macroscopic view. At the funicular to insular transition zone

elevation, during a shift from drainage to imbibition in pore bodies, the

0
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nonwettingFluid can more readilyescape before pinchingat the pore throats

occurs. The water-oilhalluxobserved in A13 can be explainedby the slow

drainageof the still funicularwater above the oil-air level,which yieldeda

WODR curve.

A]4. Loweringthe oil-airlevel about 20 cm createdan OLDR curve. The meas-

ured OLDR curve in A14 lies somewhathigherthan the calculatedcurve (Fig-

ure 7.6). The shapes of the calculatedand measuredOLDR curves agree very

weil. A too,shortequilibrationtime does not explainthe higher positionof

the calculatedOLDR curve versus the measuredone (even after moving both

curves to obtain the same residual_ir saturation),becausethe measuredOLDR

curve was expectedto be fully developedafter the 16-h equilibrationtime

(see commentaryB5).

AI__55.Slowly raisingthe oil-airlevel createdan OLIM curve. The OLIM curve

was fully developedin less than 14 h. lt agrees very well with the calc_-

lated OLIM curve (Figure 7.5).
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Next, the column was completely drained, then completely filled with

water, and finally a strong water flow was induced from bottom to top for

72 h. In this way, the oil was flushed out to its residual saturation. Con-

sidering the end effect (see commentary A4) and the fact that the capillary

rise was important relative to the height of the column, complete drainage

required an extraction of the fluids with a vacuum pump.

A16. 14 h after lowering the water-air level to about 20 cm above the bottom

of the measuring range, the contaminated WLDRcurve was established. From

A16, it is clear that by using the strong water flow to flush the porous

medium, the existing insular oil saturation was reduced below its maximum

value of 12%. The residual oil saturation was reduced to the maximum value of

pendular residual oil saturation (-4-6%) only in the upper portion of the

porous medium despite the strong and long water flow (see commentary A23).

This is confirmed by the fact that no funicular oil collected by drainage in

the funicular to insular nonwetting saturation conversion zone after lowering
7.47



the water-oillevel. Above the _apillaryfringe,this would have resulted in

the conversionof the insularoil saturationto a pendularoil saturationthat

was about half as much.

The WLDRbefl curve of A_5 is identicalin form and positionwith the
theereticalcurve shown in Figure 7.7 after moving it to obt,_inthe same

residualair s_turation. The minimum residualair saturationin the lower

portion of A16 is a result of the long and strongwater flow used to flush the

porous medium.

AI_Z. After raisingthe water-air level about 22 cm, the fully developedWLIM

curve was establishedin less than 14 h. The positionof the conversionfrom

funicularto insularis identicalto the calculatedone (see Figur_ 7.8). The

funicularrat.gein the measuredcurve is steeperthan in the calculatedone.

The S shape of the funicularto ins,,larconversioncan be explainedby

the slow raisingof the water-airle;el. The newly formed residualair satu-

ration is the same as its maximum value of about 25%, whereasthe residual air

km] O• Calculated
,m A16

• 18
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20 ,, •
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saturation, already present in A16, is much smaller. Thus, the old conversion

from funicular to insular oil saturation in AI6 was preserved next to the

newly formed one. This led to the S-shaped curve.

A18. The contaminated WLDRcurves created by lowering the water-air level

about 40 cm are identical to that of A16 (also see Figure 7.7).

• A__!_9..After once more raising the water-air level about 30 cm, the WLIMbefl
curve was established. According to Figure 7.8, it is identical to the

WLIMbefl curve of A17 (a commentary on the S-shaped curve development was
already presented).

A2__O_to A3___33.A strong upward flow of water for 26 h reduced the residual air

saturation to a minimum. Next, oil was introduced. Then, WOcurves were

established for various values and different developments of the relative

potential, @r. The relative potential is tile oil potential relative to the

water-air level.

The extreme free-fluid level positions among the separate saturation

diagrams were used to regenerate the porous medium. For example, to obtain

A23, a strong water flow for 16 h produced residual saturation values for oil
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and air. From the shape of the reduced insularoil saturationin A23, one can

concludethat reducingthe insularresidual oi! s_turationby flushing (as

describedDy Schiegg; see AppendixC) seems to be more probable closer to the

dischargesite. A23 was probablysimilar to the curve from which A16

originated.

A27 resulted from the rapid subsidenceand raisingof the water-airlevel

with a constantlyheld oil-airlevel. To obtainA28, the column was filled

with water after interruptingthe oil feed, and thus the oil was displacedto

insularsaturation. Next, the upper portionof the column was drainedof

water. A contaminatedWLDR curve analogousto A16 was established. Its funi-

cular to insularconversioncan still be detectedbelow the middle of the

measuringrange of A28. These steps produceda largerresidualair saturation

of more than 15% becauseof the drop-by-dropadditionand correspondinglyslow

rise of the water'airlevel, as opposedto the fast raisingof the level in

A27. Finally,large portionsof funicularwater were displacedby a newly

establishedoil-airlevel with a relativepotentialof about 10000 erg/cm3.

However,the residualair saturation,varyingover the height,could not be

influencedby this potential. The small air saturationat the top of the sand

can be explainedby diffusion(see A5}. The distributionof the residualair

was not influencedby a change in the oil potentialbetweenA28 and A29.

The interruptionof the oil leed associatedwith A29, and the short rise

and su_ equent subsidenceof t_e water-air level to the bottom of the sand

producedextensivedrainageof both water and oil (A30). As the water-air

level slowly rose, the funicularoil that existedbecauseof the end effect

also rose. This producedthe saturationdiagramA31, which stabilizedin less

than 60 h. The OLIM curve agreeswith curvesA13 and A15. Because the oil

potentialin A31 was not measured,the positionof the oil-air level is not

known,and thus a verificationof the positionof the OLIM curve in A31 is not

possible. The same situationexists for the WO curve.

Continuingthe slow raisingof the water-airlevel to above the porous

mediumyielded a maximum residualair saturationfor the entire measuring

range neglectingthe diffusioneffect at the top of the sand alreadymentioned

in A5. The maximum residualair saturationwas malntainedin the saturation

7.50
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diagrams of A32 and A33 during the establishment of an oil potential of

11465 erg/cm 3 (A32) and 6670 erg/cm 3 (A33).

7.4 COMMENTSON EXPERIMENTALSERIES B

B_!I. The primary virgin WLIM curve cf experimental series B, measured 3 days

after the water-air level was established in the oven-dried porous medium, is

identical to the curve of experimental series A and similarly lies lower than

the nonprimary curve (Figure 7.9).

B__22.After a slow raising of the water.air level to above the porous medium

and subsequent subsidence, the fully developed virgin WLDR curve was

[cm]

Calculated

i

60

AI
© BI

O 50-

3O

....._ .... t ..................] ................. v
0 20 40 60 100

} ---_i- Saturation, %

FIGURE 7.9. Heasured Saturation Diagram for WL_IMjfrl
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establishedin less than I day. This curve coincideswith that of A3 and is

identicalwith the mean measured referencecurve (Figure7.10).

B3. First, the water-airlevel was loweredbelow the porous medium, and the

bottomwas exposedto air for 18 h. In this way, the porous medium was

drained and a WLDRjfrlcurve was Constructedat the lower boundary becauseof
the end effect. With height,the WLDR curve decreasesin saturationtoward

th_ asymptoteat residualwater saturation. Subsequently,the porousmedium

was filledwith oil from below to obtain the primaryOLIM shown. The oil

level was raised over about I h, which was relativelyslow, as was proved by

the high residualair saturation.

[cm]

-------- Calculated

60 • A3
© B2

50-

40-

30-

20- _,,,_ .
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FIGURE 7.10. Measured SaturationDiagramfor WLDRjfrl
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B_44.After further increasingthe oil-air level by about 16 cm, anotherpri-

mary OLIM curve was established. Apart from the unexpectedlysmallerresidual

air saturation,this OLIM curve is also identicalto the earlier curves (Fig-

ure 7.5).

After 88 h at constant level, the developmentof a halluxwas clearly

discernible. This hallux did not exist at 48 h (see commentson A13 for a

possible explanationof the halluxdevelopment).

B__55.The oil-airlevel was raised above the porous medium,and the medium was

saturatedwith oil. Then, the oil-airlevel was loweredto its height in B3,

which createdan OLDR curve. After 40 h the 9% oil saturationabove the oil-
.

air level was probably still not quite pendular (seeend of commentaryasso-

ciated with B6). This OLDR curve and the OLDR curve of A14 lies above the

calculatedOLDR curve (Figure7.6). Based on the similarityof the measured

OLDR curves,one can conclude that the value of 0.4 for _IL(DR)_given in

I

Equation (7.4)must be too low.

B_66.The water-airlevelwas raised 12 cm above the porousmedium, thereby

displacingthe oil. Subsequently,_the oil-air level was set above the water-

air level, and oil infiltratedfrom above into the water-saturatedporous

medium. After 2 days, the water-airlevel was lowered4 cm, and 3 days later

it was raised about 3 cm. Theoretically,an incompletelydevelopedWOIM curve

was produced (given that the WODR curve was fully developedbefore lowering

the water-air level) becausethe hysteresisrange (i.e.,the difference

between imbibitionand drainagecurves) is largerthan 3 cm (Figure7.1).

Because'thecurve is not fully developed,its designation,WOIM, was set in

parentheses.

A comparisonof curve B6 to curve B8 in Figure 7.2 showsthat, as

expected,the funicularto insularboundary kept its fully developedform

becausethere the hysteresisrange is the smallest. Becausethe funicular-

insularboundary of the incompletelydevelopedWOIM curve of B6 coincideswith

that of the fully developedWOIM curve of BS, one must concludethat the

hysteresisrange there cannot be greater than 3 cm. Thus, the hysteresis

range between measuredWODR and WOIM curvesmust be smallerthan between the

calculatedWODR and WOIM curves shown in Figure 7.1.
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After 6 days at constantfluid levels,the developmentof halluxes

occurredbetweenoil and air and betweenwater and oil. The insularoil satu-

, , R_(_insshownration of about 18% obtainedafter about 9 days is larger than "'--max
pend of about 9% is calculatedfromin A6. Given this measured value, RSOmax

Equation (2.1) (see B5).

B__Z7.Loweringthe water-airlevel about 3 cm relative to the constantoil-air

level led to a WODR curve that was probablynot fully developedafter 14 h

becauseof the relativelyslow displacementcaused by the unfavorableviscos-

ity ratios for water and oil, and for the liquidsand air. Thus, the desig-

nationWODR is set in parentheses. Note that the oil-air hallux is still

present.

B8. Raising the water-air level 3 cm to its previous level and maintaining

the oil-air level created a WOIM curve (see B6 for furtherdiscussion).

7.5 COMPARISONOF THE CAPILLARYPRESSUREHEAD CURVES

In the followingillustrations,experimentallydeterminedcapillarypres-

sure head curveswere compared among themselvesand to the theoreticalcurves

shown in Figure 7.I.

As can be seen in Figures7.9 and 7.10, the virginwater-aircurves of

experimentalseriesA and B correspondto the mean value curves of earlier

experiments(seeFigure 8.2). NorLprimaryWLIM curves lie somewhathigher than

primaryones. RSLmax is confirmedto be about 25%, and RSWmax is confirmedto
be about 8%.

Figures7.7 and 7.8 show that the contaminatedwater-aircurves from the

experimentagree well with the curves in Figure 7.1, determinedwith the

capillarypressurehead reductionequation (Equation[7.2]),except for a

known differenceat lower water saturations. During imbibition,agreement

occurs at the funicular-insularboundary. Duringdrainage,agreementamong

residualair saturationsoccurs _Fter compensatingfor differentair-water

levels. The maximum value of residualair saturationis about 25%, which also

holds for the contaminatedcases.

Accordingto Figure 7.5, the measuredOLIM curves also correspondvery

well with the curves calculatedhy using Equation(7.3),when the various
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residual saturations of air were adj_,stedrelative to the oil-air level. With

OLIM curves, the experimentally determined maximum air saturation seems to be

about 15% at a slow imbibition rate.

For an explanation of the higher position of the experimental OLDR curve

in Figure 7.6 compared to the calculated curve shown in Figure 7.1, refer to

commentary B5 in Section 7.4.

A comparison of the WODRcurves in Figure 7.3 shows thai.; the primary

WODRcurve (i.e., in A5 or in a porous medium without residual oil already

present) agrees both in form and position with the calculated curve in Fig-

ure 7.1, provided that a _-value between 2 and 3, or _ = 2.5, is assumed as

recommended. For nonprimary WODRcurves with residual oil present, the lower

WODRcurves (and thus, corresponding smaller capillary rise) could be

explained by a smaller contact angle than during primary drainage. Referring

to the shape, a steep funicular portion means, in principle, a less-uniform

pore-size distribution.

Comparison of the WOIM curves i_l Figure 7.2 shows a still more arbitrary

behavior tha;, is shown for WODRcurves. In contrast to the WODRcurves,

stable WOIM curves lie partly or completely below the free-fluid level,

whereoy reverse wetting must be concluded. This arbitrary behavior is not

surprising if one considers that Wolf (1957, p. 207) disputed the existence of

one imbibition value for the contact angle. This opinion was supported by the

observations of Bartell and Wooley (1933), as well as McCaffery and Mungan

(1970). According to their experimental experience, the wetting angle of a

fluid is essentially dependent on the purity of the surface of the solid,

which must be determined ahead of time. This means that the contact angle

hysteresis is only an apparent phenomenon, dependent on the contamination of

the surface of the solid. Only the receding angle (i.e., the contact angle

during drainage) can be designated as characteristic for a combination of two

fluids and one solid.

From the large variability in position and form of the WOcurves, "n

spite of a very homogenous porous medium (see porosity distribution in AI),

ol,e can see that funicular saturation distributions between water and oil are

often quite unstable. Thus, with a small potential change, a WO curve could
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i

suddenly change erratically in form and position, although the curve had
scarcely moved previously with a larger potential change.

This arbitrary behavior of the interface between water and oil does not

only occur with macroscopic observations, lt is also observed with micro-

scopic observations, such as the menisci in quartz glass tubes. This behavior

exists because a water-oil meniscus can remain under the free-fluid level

(shown in Figure 7.11) even thoughquartz glass is clearlymore wetted by

water than by oil. Another exampleof the randomnes_of the capillaryrise is

the fact that extreme cases of capillaryrise Can be produced in a capillary

with an average diameter. Also, one can easilyobservethat the water-oil

menisci in cylindricalquartzglass capillarieswith the same diameter are not

displacedsimultaneously,but in a nonrepeatable,erraticsequence. The

instabilityof the interfacialmeniscus,which probablyis a result of

approximatelymonomolecularcontamination,is confirmedby the unsteady

0
I-,

_~_

°_

....._ii.

FIGURE 7.11. Photograph of WOImbibition in Three Quart- Glass Capillaries
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(withina certainrange), arbitrarypositionof the interfacebetweenwater

and oil, as well as by macroscopicobservations. Only an overextendedcontact

angle can explain the lower imbibitioncurves during imbibition.

lt is interestingto observethe variousconstantwater saturationsabove

the capi]laryfringe betweenwater and oil Sc observed in experimentalt W t

seriesA and B. If the averagewater saturationof this range is plotted as a

functionof the relative potenti._l,then the diagram shown in Figure 7.12 is

produced.
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7.6 ACCURACYOF THE SATURATIONMEASUREMENT
llF

The curve and porosity distribution with height in AI in Section 7.3 and

the experimentally determined measuring point series in BI and B2 of Sec-

tion 7.4 show the homogeneity of the porous medium as well as the accuracy of

the air and liquid saturation measurement based on the gammaattenuation

method using only the Cs-137 source.

A measure of the accuracy of the anticipated less exact dual-gamma

radiation method of determining the saturation of water, oil, and air in a

porous medium by using a nomogram, which uses inputs from Cs-137 and Tm-170

gammaattenuation measurements (see Chapter 6.0), can be estimated from the

upper portion of B3, an OLIM curve. Above the oil-air capillary fringe, the

oil saturation naturally should be zero and thus the Cs-137 and Tm-170 meas-

urements must always coincide. Their small differences confirm the order of

magnitude of the relatively small error, less than 2%, in the saturation

measurement methods (see Chapter 6.0). Additionally, one can conclude that

the variations in the saturation distribution between water and oil were

predominantly of an arbitrary nature, and thus resulted from a measurement

error.

7.7 MAXIMUMRESIDUALSATURATIONS(for sand at n = 43%, Figure 2.1)

On the basis of the saturation diagrams of experimental series A and B in

Sections 7.2 through 7.5, the experimental observations of the mean value of

the maximumresidual saturations are confirmed.

In summary, these are:

15%_ RSl,max _ 25%

8% _ RSWmax _ 12% (uncertain for residual air; see Figure 7.12)

6% < R£nins < 12% (eventually also higher)= ---max =

. pend
3%_ RSOmax _ 6%

0
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8.0 TWO-DIMENSIONALPROPAGATIONEXPERIMENTS

The mathematical simulation of the processes involved in the displacement

of three immiscible fluids (air, oil, and water) in a porous medium is per-

formed by using the differential form of the system of equations defined in

Schiegg (1979) by Equations (2) and (3) in Section 2.4 (pp. 18 and ]9). As

explained _n Schiegg (1979), Section 2.6 (pp. 21-26), integration of the dif-

ferential equations must generally be done numerically. Numerical solutions

always imply definite simplifications. Thus, to verify numerical simula-

tions, data from experiments are necessary. In addition, the experimental

results should not only confirm the general course of the displacement proc-

esses, but they should also help to explain details of the processes. In this

chapter, results are presented from a series of laboratory experiments on the

two-dimensional propagation of a petroleum derivative in a homogenous, iso-

tropic, and unconsolidated porous medium (quartz sand) filled with air and
water.

8.1 PARAMETERSTO BE MEASURED

The system of equations defined by Equations (2) and (3) in Section 2.4

of Schiegg (1979, pp. 18 and 19) shows which parameters influence the dis-

placement processes of air, oil, and water in a porous medium. Yet, the

needed saturations of the three fluids and the needed potentials of water and

oil are usually unknown. For simplification, the potential of air was assumed

as constant and equal to zero in this experimental series. In addition, mate-

rial characteristics, such as densily, viscosity, porosity, and the relative

permeability, were assumed known. The relative permeabilities of oil and

water are functions of the saturations. The relationship between the satura-

tions and the potentials is given by the capillary pressure curves or by the

static saturation diagram (see Schiegg 1979, Chapter 3). The capillary pres-

sure curves and the relative permeability curves must be known or experimen-

tally determined. To determine these relationships experimentally, specific

initial and boundary conditions must be used.

0
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These considerations show that the displacement processes are determined

by the distribution of liquid potentials over space and time. Thus, the

liquid potentials are among those parameters that must be measured during

displacement experiments involving three immiscible fluids.

The fluid saturations can theoretically be obtained from the potentials

by using the capillary pressure curves or the static saturation diagrams.

Because such a determination of the fluid saturation incorporates various

simplifying assumptions, the fluid saturations were measured along with the

potentials as a function of space and time for quality control purposes and as

a backup in case of unexplainable results,
,

8.2 CAPILLARYPRESSUREHEADCURVESAND POROUSMEDIU_M

According to experimental results, the smallest inhomogeneities in poros-

ity can have a definite influence on the propagation process. Thus, the

tolerated inhomogeneity _s stipulated as smaller than _+0.5%of the measured

porosity (0.428). Obtaining such a highly uniform porous medium in a flume

260 cm ° 55 cm ° 15 cm required the use of an electrically controlled mechan-

ical fill ing device because the required homogeneity could not be attained by

filling the flume manually.

The grain-size distribution curve of the quartz sand used in the series

of experiments is shown in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.2 shows the experimentally determined capillary pressure head

curves. The capillary pressure head curves for oil can be estimated from the

water-air curves by using the _] scaling factor (see Schiegg 197P: Equation [2]

of Section 3.2.1 lp. 52] and Table I of Section 3.1.6 lp. 4,5]). The capillary

pressure head reduction, that is, the difference between the HCWLDR(befl)

curve and the HCWLDR(jfrll curve, is found to be constant over the entire
saturation range in spite of the dependence of Equation (6) of Section 3.4 (in

Schiegg 1979, p. 79) on the reciprocal of R, the effective pore radius. With
L

hclW(jfrI,DR, I_RRSL) = 18 cm, according, to Equation (3) of, Section 3.9.4

(in Schiegg n1979' p. 112), and hcl_ibefl,DR,1_RRSk_.,, = hcI_IDR,DR,I_RRSL)., =
14 cm for _I_ = 3, according to Equation (6) of Section 3.9.4 in Schiegg

(1979, [_. 112), the capillary pressure head reduction, according to
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FIGURE8.1. Grain-Size Distribution Curve

Equation (5) of Section3.4 in Schiegg (1979,p. 79), is (seealso theconclusionof Section3.9.5, Schiegg 1979)

L_I-tc tl c. I L -- 4 ,3 rnW(jfrl DR,1 RRSL)-hc L= , - W(DR,DR,I-RRSL) (8.1)

The influence of the capillary pressure head reduction on the eventual resid-

ual oil saturation is considered and explained in Section 3.5 of Schiegg

(1979, pp. 83 through 87).

During the experiments, whose results are summarized in Tables e, /9, and

6 (in the ;,,nvelope included with this report), the distribution of potentials

with height was almost always constant when the saturation diagrams were

measured, which can be seen by examining the potential histograms adjacent to

the saturation diagrams. Almost constant potentials imply practically static

gradients. Thus, the changes in the saturation diagrams were always a product

of very slow processes.
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For these reasons, the independentlymeasured staticsaturationdiagrams

could be used to verify the saturationdiagramsfromthe two-dimensional

experiments. A static saturationdiagramequivalentto the static capillary

rise curve (ACSB) is identicalto the capillarypressurehead curve (HCSB).

Thus, the knowledgethat the capillarypressurehead curvescan be super-

imposedonto the static saturationdiagramprovidesan adequate tool to esti-

mate the fluid saturationdistributionover space.

For the porous medium used in the two-dimensionalexperiments,the

productof the saturatedhydraulicconductivityand the relativepermeability

at residualair saturation(79%water saturation)was measured as

1.9 • 10-2 cm/sec (see Schiegg 1979, Section3.2.3.1,pp. 61-68).

8.3 MEASUREMENTMETHODS

The potentialswere measured by using probeshaving porous tips made of

frittedglass. The nonwettingfluid-entrypressureof the porous tips was

greaterthan the nonwettingfluid-entrypressureof the porous medium. SiO2
as glass or quartz sand is more wettable by water than by air or oil. This

propertyrendered the frittedglass tip suitablefor the water potentialmeas-

urement. To determine the oil potential,the porous frittedglass tips were

treatedwith silicon,which renderedthe glass surfacesoleophilous,or

hydrophobic.

The liquid pressurepresentat the probe tip was transferredmechanically

througha conductingsystem of Vibon tubing and stainlesssteel tubes to a

CEC-pressuretransducer. Becauseof cost considerations,severalliquid pres-

sure probes had to be connectedto the sableCEC-pressuretransducerby using a

switct,,ingvalve, which had to meet the specificationof a smallliquid}

exchangevolume. When the only commerciallyavailableswitchingvalve proved

to be susceptibleto cloggingbecauseof mercuryprecipitationfrom the

mercury-containingSAI (s_e Section6.7), a batteryof stopcockshad to be

fabricatedat ETH.

The toleratedvolume exchange per switchingprocessmust be specified

small becausethe inducederror in the measuredpressureor potential,and

thus the estimatedsaturation(even for a flat capillarypressure curve),must

0
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be clearly less than the toleratedstandarderror of the potentialmeasure-

ment. For the same reason,the influenceof changes in liquidpressure and

temperatureon the volume of tubing betweenprobe and transducermust be cor-

respondinglysmall. Finally,the change in volume resultingfrom the deflec-

tion of the diaphragm in the pressuretransducerat the maximum pressure

differenceencounteredmust be of the same magnitudeas the toleratedvolume

exchange of the stopcocks. The electricalsignal from the pressuretransducer

was recordedwith a chart recorder.

A pressuretransducermeasuredthe staticpressurehead betweenthe

transducerand a liquid pressureprobe plus the liquidpressure ir the porous

medium sensed at the probe. Thus, the total gravitationalpotentialwas meas-

ured and recorded.

The referencedatum, or zero line, for the recordeddata was determined

for both water and oil by using eitherthe water-airlevel or the oil-air

level outsidethe flume adjustedto the transientheight of the water table in

the flume. The graphicalrepresentationof the electronicallyrecordedpoten-

tials used the lowest water table during an experimentas the datum, which was

superimposedon the verticaltime axis of the measurementprofile. For poten-

tial measurementstaken when the water table level was situatedhigher than

the datum, the value #wgAhsl : Ahsl • 103 was added to the electronically

recorded water potentials, and the value #0gAhsl_" = 0.85(Ahsl _" ° 103) was

added to the oil potentials. Ahsl __ is the difference between the transient

I

position of the water table and the lowest position of the water table used as

the datum during an experiment. Thus, the graphical representation of poten-

tials is equivalent to the representation of potentials relative to the

stationary position of an external water-air level reference set at the lowest

position of the internal water table during an experiment. The relative oil

potential is calculated by using, in Schiegg (1979, p. 95), Equation (I) of

Section 3.7.2, Equation (8) of Section 3.7.1 (p. 91), and Equation (2) of

Section 3.1.6 (p. 44) with _L = PL = 0 and #W= I:
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C8.2)(a)

Thus, _W is the water potential relative to the lowest water table, provided

the potentials are referenced to adatum not corresponding to this lowest

water table; otherwise, #W is zero.

The measurement locations can be seen from the photographs, which are

next to the tables for Experiments A, B, and D (in envelope). The potential

and saturation measurements occurred in various vertical measurement profiles.

The liquid potential profile underneath where the oil was applied was desig-

nated the application site profile. The water and oil potential measurements

were taken simultaneously at the same height. The vertical distance between

pressure probes was 4 cm. The liquid pressure probes of varied lengths were

thrust horizontally into the oven-dried porous medium to various depths. The

locations at which the potential measurements were taken can be seen on the

photographs where the tubing connects to the stopcock battery, which .consists

of a number of separate stopcocks assembled to provide the number of desired

switching locations in a potential measurement profile. A stopcock battery

for each of the two liquids is mounted onto a vertical rail and is connected
to a pressure transducer with tubing. This tubing transfers the pressure

sensed at a probe to the CEC-pressure transducer when the associated stopcock

is opened.

The determination of fluid saturations usea three counting times in which

the attenuation of a collimated beam (0.5 cm high and 2.0 cm wide) of gamma

radiation from Cs-137 and Tm-170 was measured. The semigraphical method

described in Section 6.11 was used to interpret the attenuation data. Details

of the experiment setup were presented in Chapters 3.0 through 6.0.

(a) Equationswere taken directly from the German text and, in some cases,
use a differentnotation. For example,0,01 = 1/100,whereas in this
text, 1/100 would be shown as 0_01. Multiplicationis indicatedby a dot
in the equationsand in the text.

i ,
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8.4 ,OILAPPLICATIONAND BOUNDARYCONDIT+IONS +

Oil was applied in a 2-cm-widetrench in the uncoveredsand surface. The

trenchwas perpendicularto the two-dimensionalpropagation. The oil appli-

cationwas quantifiedby either the infiltrationrate or the application

potential. For simplification,the value of the specifiedparameter was held

constantfor the durationof the oil appilication.

In all of the photographstaken duri_ngan experiment(see, for example,

tables in envelope),the positionof the water table within the flume was

indicatedby a black line with the standa_rdwater table symbol. The position

of this linewas determinedby drawinga horizontalline between the water

levels in the two overflowvesselson each side of the flume. The capillary

fringe above the water table can be seen in the photographsas an extensionof

the dull color below the water table. Becauseof hysteresis,the height of

the capillaryfringe is dependenton the history of the water table position,

and this informationis given as an initialcondition.

Accordingto Figure 3 of Section 3.2.3.1in Schiegg (1979,p. 67), the

displacementof air by a liquidwith potentialgradientsof about 111, unit

gradient, is observedto be piston-like,at least in the quartz sand used.

Muskat (1934)shows that the temporalprogressionof piston-likedisplacement

during constant infiltrationis clearlydominatedby geometriceffects if

capillarityis neglectedfor the sake of radial and spherical symmetry;that

is, the effect of the viscositydifferenceis very slight. This observation

impliesthat the temporalprogressionfor such a displacementprocesscan be

describedby an analyticalsolutionfor the correspondingflow of one fluid.

Accordingly,this observationalso means that the boundarycondiCionsare

satisfiednaturally,regardlessof those along the advancinginfiltration

front. In Appendix E, Schieggexperimentallyshows (becauseit is not

analyticallypossibleas a resultof the nonlinearboundaryconditionat the

wetting front; see Equation (8) of Section2.5 in Schiegg 1979, p. 21) that

even with a relativelyslightcapillaryeffect, the above statementsare also

valid when the effect of gravity is incorporated. This fact impliesthat path

and flow lines are identical,and thus a constantflow patternalso exists

during a displacementprocesswith constantinfiltration. Thus, the
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potentialsmust be constant,independentof the transientpositionof the

infiltrationfront, before_theoil front reachesthepropagation surfacenear

the capillaryfringe. These assertions,derived from the mentioned

experiments,could also be proven directlyby experiment.

In reality,the size of the infiltrationfront (as describedin Schiegg

1979, Section3.2.3, p. 58) for gradientsof about 011 is, in general, rela-

tively small comparedto the horizontalpropagationof the oil or compared to

the verticaldistancebetweenthe applicationsite and the propagationsurface

in the vicinityof the capillaryfringe. However,during the two-dimensional

exper!ments,these relationshipswere not valid becausethe capillaryfringe

in the flume was the same as at the field scale, whereasthe infiltrationrate

al_dthe intervalbetweenthe infiltrationsite and the propagationsurface

were not at the field scale. Thus, in the flume,the rate of infiltration

front advancewas not small comparedto the duration of the first propagation

phase (i.e.,before the oil front reachestilepropagationsurface). This

experimentalartifactexp'lainswhy the potentialswere not constant during the

first propagationphase in spite of a constant infiltrationrate. Therefore,

it is open to questionto what extent Schiegg's (1975)proposedsemi-empirical

analyticalmodel of displacementprocessesincorporatinga characteristiccap-

illarity (a rectangularapproximationof the capillarypressurehead curve)

agrees with the experimentallyobservednonpiston-likedisplacement.

Furthermore,in the series of two-dimensionalexperiments,the forms of

oil propagationcould not be verifiedby using Schiegg's(1977a)proposed

methods for evaluatingthe first propagationphase becausethe height of the

funicularregion in the dynamiccapillary',_i_ecurves and the size of the oil

front with a gradientof about iiiwere not small comparedto the dimensions

of the propagationprocess. This statementappliesev.',nthoughthe develop-

ment and form of the oil propagationin the two-dimensi(_lallaboratoryexperi-

ments agree in principlewith common conceptualrepresentationsdiscussed and

illustratedlater in this chapter.
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8.5 LEGENDFORTHE SATURATIONAND POTENTIALTIMELINE FOR EXPERIMENTS

A THROUGHE

Figure 8.3 shows the saturation diagram and Figure 8.4 the potential

histogram and timeline for Experiments A through E. In Figures 8.3 and 8.4,

the vertical axis is the time. The shaded areas and the measuring points are

_ air

E:i!i_i_!ii_i_!!:.]water (only for potentials associated with funicular
' _;':':':':';';':_saturation)

•.'m._,! oi l

o Potentials associated with residual saturation = unreliable values

• Potentials assoclated with funicular saturation = reliable values

The profile on the right lies 62 cm to the right of the profile underneath the

oil application site.

Figure 8.3 is the graphical representation of the measured instantaneous

saturation distribution of water and oil. One is presented for the profile

underneath the application site and another is presented for the profile 62 cm
to the right. The elapsed time for a saturation diagram is indicated below

the water-air level. The profiles are planes normal to the two-dimensional

propagation experiments. Within a potential histogram (Figure 8.4), the

Height Above Momentary
icml Water-Air Level

...... :: 28_
F : %,' '.

•:: ::!:::::.i:i: i :i:i:::: ::'_('.,. i. '_ ' :.',:.2 .., '-' '. 9. " : ': ;" " - -'-}'_,

Ref er ence 1Wat er- A i r :i_:]!!i ::/_._ "
/ ::l{_ :::i: :::::::::!::S::::: : i: ii.i:>: {ii:i!}ii:i::::i!i:iiiiii!:iii_ 4 .i!Level on Level L :/:::i!!i!::_.

TimeAxis / - o 20 40 60 80 01020 LO

J
Percent ___---,.- Percent Oil Saturation

t Saturation --1

FIGURE8.3, Saturation Diagram for Experiments A Through E
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FIGURE 8.4. PotentialHistogramand Timelinefor ExperimentsA Through E

verticalaxis denotesthe height in the profile. The measurementpointswith

the highestgravitationalpotentialsare presentedfirst on the time axis, and

the points with the lowestgravitationalpotentialsare presentedlast on the

time axis. In betweenlie the remainingmeasuringpoints,which have a

constant verticalintervalof 4 cm. The water potentialis plotted to the

right of the vertical,and the oil potentialis plottedto the left. The

referencefor the potentialmeasurementsis the lowestwater-tablelevel at

which potentialmeasurementswere made during an experiment. The units

erg/cm3, with the dimensionof pressure (ML-IT'2),can be interpretedas a

volume-specificpotentialarea. A fluid column height is calculatedby

dividing by the specificweight,#g, (ML-2T-2). Thus for water (#wg_ 103),
103 erg/cm3 correspondsto a 1-cm water-columnheight, and for oil

(_og : 0.85 • 103) 103 erg/cm3 correspondsto a 1.16-cmoil-columnheight.

8.5.1 Selected Characteristicsfor ExperimentsA Through F

Petroleumderivative: Super-Ad-ltin organic solvent+
extra light petroleumfraction (see
Section6.7) (designatedas oil or SAT)

Grain-sizedistributioncurve: Figure8.1

Porosity: n = 0.43
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Capillarypressure head curves: Figure 8.2

Initialand boundaryconditions: Table 8.1

8.6 EXPERIMENTA

The liquid potentialand fluid saturationmeasurementsat varioustimes

during ExperimentA are shown graphicallynext to the photographsof the flume

in Table _ (in envelope). Time is representedon the verticalaxis, where

"I'"means after I min, "lh" means after I h, and "IT"means after I day

(i.e.,24 h into the experiment),thus the second day of the experiment. The

liquid potentialsare plotted perpendicularto the time axis with the water

potentialsplotted to the right and the oil potentialsto the left. The spe-

cifics of ExperimentA are presentedin Table 8.1.

A potentialmeasurementlocationis where the water 'andoil potentials

were measured. As in Figure 8.4, the oil potentialswere plottedto the left,

and the water potentialswere plottedto the right efa vertical reference.

The value 103 erg/cm3 correspondsto I cm water. A histogramis producedby

compilingthe measured potentialsover a cross section. A new verticalref-

erencewas establishedfor each additionalmeasurementprofile (see Experiment

B, becausein ExperimentA, data were collectedonly for the profilebelow the

oil applicationsite). Measuredpotentialsrepresentedby solid circles indi-

cate that these potentialsare associatedwith oil or water in the funicular

saturationstate, whereas open circles indicatethose potentialsassociated

with oil and water in the residualsaturationstate. The area below the solid

circles is shaded a differentpatternfor oil and water. The decision of

whether a potentialvalue shouldbe indicatedby a solid or open circlewas

based primarilyon whetheran immediateand well-definedshift of the pen on

the plot recorderwas observedas the measured value was recorded. In addi-

tion, whether a potentialwas associatedwith funicular or residual saturation

relied on an interpretationof the saturationdiagrams,the photographs,and

the experimentalresults.

The instantaneoussaturationvalues for the measurementprofileare

presentedas in Figure8.3, in which the water saturationis plottedon the

left, the oil saturationis plottedin the middle, and the air saturationis
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plotted on the right versus their height above the transientwater table In

addition,the actual oil saturationwith heightwas plottedseparatelyto the

right of the 100% saturationvalue for the three-fluidsaturationdiagram.

The time from the start of the experimentand the locationof the water table

are indicatedon the individualsaturationdiagrams in the tables found in the

envelope.

The measured saturationdiagramscan be independentlyestimatedby using

the measured potentials,as discussedin Section3.5 of Schiegg(1979, p. 83).

The fluid saturationsassociatedwith an oil and water potentialpair can be

determinedby first calculatingthe theoreticalpositionsof theLoil-air,

water-oil,and water-airlevels,then superimposingthe oil-air,water-oil,

and water-aircapillarypressure head curves at the positionof the respective

fluid levels, and, finally,readingthe saturationvalues correspondingto the

measured potentialsfrom the drainageor imbibitioncapillarypressure curves,

dependingon the saturationhistory. In a transientexperiment,this pro-

cedure must be repeated for each potentialmeasurementpair. If the experi-

ment is approachingstaticequilibrium,and thus a constantpotentialwith

the method 'issimplifiedbecausethe distributionof fluid saturations
height,

with height for various potentialmeasurementpairs can be estimatedfrom only

one superpositionof the three staticcapillarypressure curves. For example,

Figure 8.5 presentsa saturationdiagramestimatedfrom the measured poten-

tials about I day after the start of ExperimentA. This diagramcorresponds

very closelyto the second saturationdiagram shown it,Table _ (in envelope).

Twenty-threehours after the beginningof the experiment,the potentials

of both water and oil with heightwere almostconstant. Thus, the criterion

for static equilibriumwas fulfilled. The water potentialwas measured as

13 • 103 erg/cm3, and the oil potentialwas between 19.5 • 103 and

20 ° 103 erg/cm3. The potentialof atmosphericair is zero. With these

potentials,the elevationsof the air-water,air-oil, and oil-watertables,

given an oil densityof 0.85 g/cm3, are determinedwith Equation (2) of

Section 3.1.6 in Schiegg (1979,p. 44) as

r,,,:l_, _: Co-1:}_._o:-:-_i/{Co-l,ol.lo:_} -- +1:_ c.n
:_ " (8 3)

hf::., c_ = (O-/[.)'lfJ)/{ (O-/J,8{}] '1[] _} -= +:._.4 cm

:_ :I , {i 3!,f-;l = (1q,{:,'i(.] .... 1::t'1(] )/{ ({.J ti -1,[}) '10 .} = -43 crn
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TABLE 8.1. Initialand BoundaryConditions,ExperimentA-E
Water-Air LeveJ

Oil Applicj_ion Initial Lowest Chronology
Height Relative to

Type oflnltial
Capillary Above 0 I Volume Reference for

Fringe Propagation Per Time Potential

Established Surface Lype = _ Weasurement Slope Ah After

A ¥LDR 22 cm Constant 2_/233' .13 cm e cm
Inf;!tra-

rien Ra_e 3
CB

= 6.14 sec OK; O cm g d

1.5_/i14'

3
cm

= 9.22 _ 6 d
soc

i_/ii7'
3

cm

=6.14 _ 7d
SOC

gR; -13 ca 12 d

6R; +36 cn 34 d

B WLDR 16 cm Constant 4_/23'
Potential

3
cm ,

= 2.g sec 6 cm O CB 6R; Ocm O d

c_WR; +6.6 cm 67 d

18 cm Constant 8_/48'C WLDR

Potential

3

2.8 cm*: -- *4 cm -g cm OR; 6 cm 6 hsec

1.5R; -I.5 cm 4.2 h

1.BR; +16 cm 7 d

OR; -21.5 cm 29 d

6R; ,52 cm 22 d

6R; -39 cm 27 d

2_/2.3'

= IniLial Water

3 Table Level 2g d
cm

= 14.5 --
sec

D Primary 36 cm Constant 29/120'
WLIM Infiltra-,

rien Rate 3
cB

: 0.28 sec 0 cI -12 Ca OR, 0 CI 0 d

6R; -12 cm 67 d

4R; Flume Sloped 79 d

E Primary 15 cm Constant 4_/12'
WLIM Potential

3
cB

: 5,6 sec 0 cm 0 CB OR; 0 cm 0 d

• See Section8.4 concerningthe constancyof the infiltrationrate at
constant application potential.
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FIGURE 8.5. Estimated Static Saturation Diagram I Day After
the Beginning of Experiment A
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The relative oil potential is ca'Iculated, according to Equation 8.2, as

@r = @O_PO.g.h_31_ = (19,5+20)1013-11 .I[] 3 = B5@O-_-!-](L)O@.erg/cm 3 (8.4)(a)

To reflect the capillary pressure head reduction in the water-air capil-

lary pressure curve resulting from contamination by oil, and because the water

in the measurement profile is in a drainage state, the HCWLDR(befl) curve is
the appropriate curve to superimpose on the water-air level. About 120 min

after the start of the experiment, the oil front met the water-air ca'#illary

fringe, whose menisci were in a drainage state. From 120 min until the end of

the oil infiltration at 234 min, the oil potential at the fourth to seventh

measurement location starting from the top increased to between 22400 and

21000 erg/cm 3. The increase was caused by the damming effect of the capil-

lary fringe, over' which the oil later propagated horizontally. According to

Equation (8.2), the observed increase in the oil potential is equivalent to a

relative potential of between 10300 and 9500 erg/cm 3 at water potentia.ls of

between 14200 and 13500 erg/cm 3 respectively After stopping the infil-, •

tration of oil, the relative oil potential decreased to between 9000 and

8500 erg/cm 3 (Equation [8.4]) 23 h into the experiment. The resulting form

and development of the flattest oil meniscus during Experiment A is displayed

graphically on the nomograph in Figure 8.6, which is based on Figure I of

Section 3.9.4 in Schiegg (1979), p. 113). In Figure I in Schiegg (1979), the

starting point is Corner #3 of the hysteresis rhomboid because the oil front

encountered water-air menisci in the drainage state at the water capillary

fringe.

The nomograph in Figure 8.6 reveals that the HCOLDRcurve can be quite

satisfactorily superimposed on the oil-air level to construct the fluid satu-

ration diagram 23 h into the experiment. In addition, the dashed line in

Figure 8.6 indicates that. the conversion of the water-oil drainage curve to

the water-oil imbibition curve was theoretically only one-sixth complete 23 h

after the beginning of the experiment because a/b = 5/I. The dashed line in

Figure 8.7 shows the likely shape of the water-oil capillary pressure head

(a) The notation + signifies a range, as in 8500 to 9000.

0
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FIGURE8.6. Nomograph Displaying the Development of the Form and Position
of the Flattest Oil-Air Meniscus up to the Second Saturation
Diagram of Experiment A

FIGURE8.7. Conversion from the Drainage to the Imbibition
Capillary Pressure llead Curve

curve when the conversion from drainage to imbibition is about one-sixth

complete. This estimate, which is based on the experimental results presented

in Figure 2b of Section 3.2.2, in Schiegg (1979, p. 55) shows that at this

stage of the conversion, the drainage curve is generally still valid. To

estimate the second saturation diagram of Experiment A at 23 h, the HCWODR

curve was superimposed on the water-oil le_'_l because, in reality, the water-

oil menisci were still in the drainage form. This conclusion follows from the
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informationcontained in Figure8.6 and from the visuallocation of the oil

front above the water table (referto the photographsin Table a, in

envelope),which suggeststhat the flattestmenisciwere still above the water

table. Thus, the decisionto use the HCWODR curve was well supported.

Figure 8.5 shows the estimate_of the second saturationdiagram of Experi-

ment A from the measured potentialsby superpositioningthe appropriatestatic

oil-air,water-oil, and wat!'_v-aircapillarypressurecurves from Figure 8.2

accordingto the method presentedSection3.3 of Schiegg (1979).

The ,estimatedsaturationdiagram in Figure 8.5 compareswell with the

secondmeasured saturationdiagram in Table e, bothin the pertinent form and

positionrelative to the water table. The principaldifferencebetween the

measured and estimated saturationdiagrams is shown by the area indicatedwith

the diagonal lines.

Displacementprocessesbetweenoil and water occur rather slowly com-..

pared to those between air and oil as a result of the orders-of-magnitude

greaterviscosity and densityof water versusthat of air. Thus, a measured

potentialcombinationmust remain constantover a definitetime period_beforethe water-oilcapillaryrise curve becomes fully developed. Because the mag-

nitudeof the potentialgradientsduring this final stage before equilibrium

is often smallerthan the resolutionof the instrumentused to measure the

potentials,a static equilibriumis indicatedeven though the menisci are

clearlynot in their static position. Another reason for the often-observed

differencebetween the measured static capillaryrise curve and the one

assumedat equilibriumis the highly variable contactangle of the slow-

moving menisci under certainconditions. Thus, the effectiveposition of the

water-oilmenisci will'often not correspondcompletelyto their static posi-

tion despite practicallyconstantpotentials. For this reason, there are

often differencesbetweenthe assumedst_,ticequilibriumform and position and

the effectiveform and positionof the water-oilmenisci.

During the second infiltrationof oil (1.5 L in 2 h), the higher poten-

tials enabledthe flattestwater-oilmeniscus to be displacedslightly below

the propagationsurface. At the end of the secondoil infiltration,the

potentialswere not much differentthen those at the end of the first oil
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infiltration. The increasedvolume of oil below the propagationsurface due

to the additionaldisplacementproducedby the secondoil infiltrationis

clearly visiblein the saturationdiagram for Day 6 (seeTable e, in

envelope).

The propagationsurfacemust lie 14 cm above the water table. According

to Figure 8.2, the flattest virginwater-airmeniscimust be 18 cm above the

water tablet and the drainagemeniscimust be 4 cm beneaththis because of the

capillary pressureheight reduction (Equation[8.1]). The capillarypressure

height of the propagationsurfaceis defined as hcI_(DR,DR,I.RRSL)in Equation

(6) of Section3.9.4 in Schiegg (1979,p. 112). However,the effectiveheight

of the propagationsurface, as definedin Figure I of Section3.8 (in Schiegg

1979, p. 96) is the zone of the most intenserednessand is about 3 cm higher.

This gives an effectiveheight of the propagationsurfaceabove the water

table of 17 cm. This is confirmedby the photos and the saturationdiagrams.

The first photographin Table e (in envelope),taken 28 min after the

beginningof the first applicationof oil (2 L in 233 min), shows the radial

propagationof the infiltratingoil producedby the applicationpressure or

the capillarysuction. The second photograph,taken after 77 min_ shows the

conversionfrom the radial to the verticalpropagationstage resultingfrom

gravity. At the moment the third photographwas taken (161min into the

experiment),the oil front had just reachedthe propagationsurface,and the

propagationparallelto the water table began along the propagationsurface.

The photographtaken after 234 min shows the form of the oil plume at the

moment oil infiltrationceased at the sand surface.

These propagationforms correspondin principleto the two-dimensional

versionof the conceptualrepresentationof the three-dimensionalpropagation

processreproducedin Figure 8.8. In Figure8.8 acI_ is the averagecapillary

rise representingcapillarity,tU is the point in time when the source is shut

off, tA is themoment at which the oil front reachesthe propagationsurface,

MO is the thicknessof the oil pool, and E is the point source.

ComparingFigure 8.2 and the first saturationdiagram in Table _ (in

envelope)revealsthat the capillarycurve in the flume lies a little above

the water-airdrainage capillarycurve. Thus, the capillarycurve in the
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flume is not yet fully formed. This is because only a short time had elapsed

since the water table in the flume was lowered to its indicated position.

The first water potential histogram indicates that the water potential is

constant with height. The water potential value of 13 • 103 erg/cm 3 means

that the reference or datum for the potential measurements is 13 cm below the

initial water table level. This reference was determined as tile elevation of

the lowest water table level during an experiment, as dis_ ssed in Sec-
tion 8.3.

Because the interval between potential measurement pairs is about 4 cm

and the p_tential measurement pair highest in elevation i_ about 36 cm above

the initial water table, one can conclude from the first saturation diagram

that the water, at the beginning, was in a funicular state over the entire

measurement area. Thus, the area under the entire initial water potential

data points was shaded in. In contrast, at the same time, the area under the

oil potential data points must naturally be left blank. The oil potential

values shown represent the potentials based on the random average curvature of

the oil menisci in the outermost pores of the hydrophobic probes inserted in

the water-wet quartz sand. The pressures and thus also the potentials irl the

residual fluid fraction generally change simultaneously with the pressure or

potential changes in the surrounding funicular fluid if the average curvature

of the menisci does not change. For residual oil below the water table, this

can be verified by examining the data when the water table rose toward the end

of the experiment, lt is also widely confirmed by the water potentials

measured at residual water saturation.

The first potential histogram after the start of oil infiltration is

identical to the potential histogran, describing the initial conditior_s.

Within 30 min into the experiment, the oil front reached the first potential

measurement pair, and because the oil sat.uration at the highest measuring

point was funicular, the oil potential increased. A partial obstruction dur-

ing infiltration caused a slight instability in the assumed constant potential

and is evidenced by the decrease in the funicular oil potential between the

15- and 30-min potential measurements. As discussed earlier, the oil front

reached the propagation surface about 120 min after tile beginning of
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infiltration. Given that the intervalbetweenpotentialmeasuringpairs was

4 cm, the potentialhistogramsin Table e (in envelope)confirmthe expected

oil potentialgradient of a little above 111 before the oil front reachedthe

propagationsurface.

After the oil front reachedthe propagationsurface, the oil dammed up in

the vicinityof the propagationsurface,and thus a lens of funicularoil was

formed (referto the conceptualrepresentationin Figure 8.8). The ensuing

buildupof oil pressurecan producewater displacementin the vertical direc-

tion (i.e.,the oil pressurescan depress the propagationsurface). From this

point in time, the furtherverticalpropagationof oil proceededrelatively

slowly,as mentionedin the discussionof water-oilmenisci. However, the

horizontalpropagationof oil along the propagationsurfacewas faster due to

the pressurewithin the oil lens. The relativelyfaster horizontalpropaga-

tion was due to the relativelylow viscosityand density of the air being

displaced. Thus, oil flow within this lens occurredmainly in a horizontal

direction. In the verticaldirection,oil flow or the oil potentialgradient

was relativelysmall comparedto that in the horizontaldirection. The exis-

tence of this transientoil lens, as well as its thickness, is documented in

•the oil potentialhistogramby the presenceof the small verticalpotential

gradientsat t > tA = 120 min, which are much less than the potentialgradi-

ents above the oil lens. From the oil potentialhistogramfor t > 120, one

can concludethat the top of the oil lens must have lain at the fourth from

the top potentialmeasurementlocation(refer to the photographsin Table e).

Indeed,the oil potentialat the top of the oil lens tended to increasefrom

this time forwarduntil the end of oil infiltrationbecausemore oil was

enteringthe flume. However,this increasein potentialwas small becausethe

oil infiltrationwas practicallyin equilibriumwith the spreadof the oil

lens in the other directions.

After interruptingthe applicationof oil, the oil potentialsdecreased.

The decrease impliesthat the oil was drainingat a constant air potentialand

residualwater saturation. Accordingto the second saturati<)ndiagram and the

fifth photographin Table _, the oil saturationabove the oil Icns decreased

to approximatelythe residualsaturationin less than I day. The vertical
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potentialgradientswithin the lens of funicularoil dissipatedto almost

nothing within 13 h. Consequently,furtherdi _ipationof the oil potentials

occurred from oil flowingalong the propagationsurface.

According to Equation(8.1),the capillarypressurereductionof the ele-

vationat which the transitionfrom insularto the funicularnonwettingfluid

saturationoccurs is about 4 cm. Becauseof the dependencyof the capillary

pressure reductionon the reciprocalof R, the effectivecapillaryradius

(EQuation[6] of Section3.4 in Schiegg 1979),the capillarypressurereduc-

tion must increasewith decreasingwater saturationor increasingcapillary

pressure head, and thus smallermenisciradii. Thus, at the beginningof oil

propagation,the water saturationsat the highestthree potentialmeasurement

locationsdecreasednot becauseof the pressureof the infiltratingoil (the

oil moves practicallyby gravitationalflow) but more so because of the capil-

lary pressure-reductionproducedby the conversionfrom funicularwater

saturationto pendularresidualwater saturation. Thus,the area under the

measured water potentialswas left blank in the potentialhistograms,

The other funicularwater potentialsremainedalmostconstantwith

respectto elevationand time, even during the oil application. One must

conclude from the small water potentialgradients,and thus a slightwater

flow in tI_edownwardverticaldirection,that the infiltratingoil primarily

displacedair and not water. Moreover,the small verticalwater flow could

also have been partly a productof drainage initiatedby the capillary

pressure reduction.

On the secondday of the experiment,a second applicationof oil was

made; 1.5 L of oil were added in 114 rain. The first oil potentialhistogram

after the beginningof the second oil infiltrationillustratesthe physical

significanceof the residualsaturationstate. As long as no connection

exists betweenthe new infiltratingoil and the funicularoil presentfrom

the first infiltration(i.e.,as long as the second oil infiltrationfront

does not reach the top of the funicularoil lens producedby the first oil

infiltration,or as long as an area of residualoil saturationexists between

them), the potentialof the upper funicularoil cannot be transferredto the

lower funicularoil. Thus, flow in the lower funicularoil cannot be
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influenced. The fourth liquidpotential histogramafter the beginningof the

second oil infiltrationwas measured shortlyafter the moment when the second

oil front reached the funicularoil lens from the first oil infiltration.

Only at this moment did the potentialsof the alreadypresentfunicularoil

and water fractionsbegin to increasein responseto the arrival of the second

oil infiltration.

The new influx of oil into the existingoil lenswas larger than the

immediateoutflux from the oil lens. Consequently,the height of the upper

oil lens surface increasedfrom the fourthto the third from the top potential

measurementlocation (see the oil potentialhistogram2 h after the start of

the secondoil infiltration). Becauseof the recentlyincreasedoil poten-

tials, an acceleratedpropagationoccurred both downward and horizontally.

The verticalpotentialgradient and thus the downwardoil flux increased,but

naturallyonly within the oil lens. As expected,the oil potentialgradients

above the oil lens remainedconstantand equal to about 111 because of grav-

ity flow (i.e., about [4 cm] • [0.85 g/cm3] = 3400 erg/cm3) betweentwo oil

potentialmeasurementlocations. At the beginningof the infiltration,the

potentialgradient is greaterthan 111 becauseof the capillarysuctionalong

the advancingoil front,which is equivalentto an appliedpressure.

The somewhathigher oil potentialwithin the oil lens at the end of the

second infiltration,comparedto the oil potentialat the end of the first

infiltration,caused additionalwater displacementin the vicinity of the

water table (as alreadymentionedin the discussionof the difference in the

estimatedand observed saturationdiagram presentedin Figure 8.5). This

observationis corroboratedby the changesobservedin the saturationdiagrams

after I and 6 days, and by the photographstaken after 20 h and after 4 days.

The largerwater potentialgradientstoward the end of the second oil

infiltration(versusthe water potentialgradientsat the end of the first oil

infiltration)could be the resultof a possiblystrongerdownwardoil flow

produced by the approximately1.5-timesgreateroil infiltrationrate. They

could also be the result of the smallerrelativewater permeabilityassociated

with the higher oil saturationsin the vicinityof the oil lens.
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The two photographs taken after 4 and 7 days show that little oil propa-

gation occurred during this time interval. This observation is confirmed by

the only slight decrease in the relative oil potential of about 400 erg/cm 3

during this time interval. The exponential decrease in the relative eil

potential given constant boundary conditions is clear.

After 7 days, oil was infiltrated for the third time (I L in 117 min).

During the third oil infiltration, the vertical potential gradients within the

oil lens were smaller than those during the second oil infiltration. In addi-

tion to the fact that the third infiltration rate was only two-thirds of the

second, the smaller vertical potential gradients could be a product of both

the higher oil relative permeability and the small water displacement. The

higher oil relativepermeability at the beginning of the third infiltration

was a result of the clearly higher oil saturations at the beginning of the

third infiltration compared to those at the beginning of the second oil infil-

tration, as shown by the saturation diagrams after I and 6 days.

The similar saturation diagrams after 6 and 8 days confirm that practi-

cally no displacement of water occurred in the profile under the application

site during the third oil infiltration. The potential nomograph in Figure 8.9

provides the information to explain this observation. The nomograph in Fig-

ure 8.9 is the continuation of the homograph in Figure 8.2 and accounts for

the potentials measured for the flattest oil menisci near the water-oil level

during the second and third oil infiltration. The information in Figure 8.9

restates that the oil potential at the end of the second oil infiltration

easily exceeds that at the end of the first oil infiltration. As previously

mentioned, the increase in the oil saturation observed in the saturation

diagrams is clearly responsible for the greater oil potential. Nevertheless,

the displacement of water up to 18 cm below the water-air capillary fringe

theoretically (i.e., based on the static water-oil capillary pressure drainage

curve) induced by the relative oil potential of 10900 erg/cm 3 cannot be

confirmed experimentally. In the experiment, the saturation diagrams after I

and 6 days show that the water-oil level tnoved downward from 14 to 15 cm below

the water-air capillary fringe. Possible reasons for this observation were

presented in the discussion of Figure 8.5. The observation that the
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third oil infiltrationdid not producea change in measured fluid saturations

is confirmedin Figure8.9, in which one can see that the flattestoil menisci

(i.e.,both the oil-airand the water-oilmenisci)between6 and 8 days do not

leave their hysteresisarea, and thus change onlytheir shape but not their

position. A comparisonof the photographsafter 7 and 12 days revealsthat

such constancyin the oil saturation,during the third oil infiltration,

within the profileunderneaththe applicationsite is a reflectionof the

definitehorizontalpropagationof the oil lens.

The multipleoil applicationsshow the differencesbetweensecondaryand

primaryoil infiltrationswith similar infiltrationrates. During the first
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oil infiltration,the oil front reachesthe fourth potentialmeasurement

location in 80 min. During the third oil infiltration,with practicallythe

same infiltrationrate as the first, the fourth potentialmeasurementlocation

was reached in 60 min. Duringthe second infiltration,with a 1.5-times

greater infiltrationrate than the first, the fourth potentialmeasurement

locationwas reached in 45 min. From a comparisonof these durations,it

followsthat the velocityof the oil front increaseswith increasinginfil-

trationrate or larger applicationpressure,and that the oil front during

primary infiltrationprogressesmore slowly than during secondaryinfiltra-

tion. The explanationfor this last conclusionis that the unoccupiedfunic-

ularrange (AS) during secondaryinfiltrationsis smallerthan during the

primary infiltrationbecauseof the alreadyexisting pendularoil saturation.

The effect of the unoccupiedfunicularrange is given in Schiegg (1979,p. 59)

by Equations(I) and (2) of Section3.2.3, which state that the average pore-

liquidvelocity during infiltrationis inverselyproportionalto the unoccu-

pied funicularsaturationrange. (The experimentalproof of this can be seen

by comparingthe last two parts of Figure 2 in Appendix E).

The data in ExperimentB confirmthat liquid potentialsdecreaseexponen-

tially as a functionof time. Yet, the decreasein the potentialsin Experi-

ment A occurred extremelyslowly compared to the other experiments. In spite

of the only slight decrease in the relative oil potentialof about 700 erg/cm3

between8 and 12 days after the beginningof the experiment,a comparisonof

the saturationdiagramsafter 8 and 11 days shows very clearlythe tendency

for the water-oildrainagecapillarycurve (shown in Figure 8.7) to distort as

a result of its conversionto the imbibitioncurve. This conversionis caused

by the lower relativeoil potential,which permitswater to displace the oil.

After 12 days, the water table was lowered 13 cm in one step to just

above the outletson the bottomof the flume. The propagationsurfacesub-

sided the same distance,as can be seen by comparingthe photographstaken

after 12 and 22 days. If che water-aircapillaryfringe had been formed by

imbibitionbefore loweringthe water table, then the subsidenceof the propa-

gation surfacewould have been smallerthan that observedfor the capillary

fringe formed by drainage. In the presentcase, the positionof the flattest
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contaminated menisci (and thus the position of the propagation surface) is

L The elevation
given both before and after subsidence by hclW{DR,DR,I_RRSL}...
of the contaminated water-air capillary fringe was 14 cm, according to Equa-

tion (6) of Section 3.9.4 in Schiegg (1979, p. 112).

From the water potential measurements presented in Tables (,in envelope),

one can see that the vertical water potential gradient was larger above the

propagation surface than below. The upper potential gradient was smaller than

111, indicating a dammed-upwater discharge, which was probably due to the

smaller water saturations and thus smaller relative water permeabilities_above

the propagation surface. The propagation surface fell simultaneously with the

lowering of the water table. The volume of funicular oil was decreased by a

volume equivalent to the volume of pendular residual oil retained in the sub-

sidence zone. A comparison of the photographs and the saturation diagrams

before and after the lowering of the water table reveals a small intrusion of

the oil below the propagation surface. An explanation for this oil intrusion

is that the oil potential at the second and third lowest potential measure-

ment locations were lower after lowering the water table than the oil poten-

tials measured at the end of the second oil infiltration, when the maximum

penetration of oil below the water-air capillary fringe was recorded.

Between the first and twentieth day after lowering the water table, the

relative oil potential falls from about 9500 erg/cm 3 i_o 6800 erg/cm 3. The

water potential gradients dissipated to practically zero within I day. A com-

parison of the photographs taken after 12 and 22 days shows that during the

first 10 days after lowering the water table, an advance of still funicular

oil occurred along the propagation surface. However, between the time photo-

graphs were taken on Day 22 and Day 32, practically no propagation of the oil

is discernible.

Thirty-four days after the beginning of Experiment A, the water-air level

outside the flume was raised 35 cm in one step by raising the reservoirs on

j either side of the flume. The water-air level outside the flume had
i

corresponded up to this point with the water table within the flume. As

expected, the raising of the external water-air level caused awlupward flo_¢ of

water and the funicular oil that was still present in the flume, as evidenced
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by the upward oil and water potential gradients. The rate at which the water

table rose decreased with time as the potential gradient dissipated. In

addition, the dependence of the potential gradients on the saturation, which

varied with height, can be seen from the beginning,

After 6 h, only a very low potential gradient of about 200 erg/cm 3 was

discernable within the 36-cm height in which liquid potential measurements

wer_._made. Within 22.5 h, the water potential increased 400 erg/cm 3 to reach

its end value of 35000 erg/cm 3 • ,

As the water table rose, the relative oil potential in the funicular oil

still present was reduced. The rate at which the water table rose was very

fast compared to the very small tendency for the oil to move, which was the

case before the external water-air level was raised. Therefore, the moment

the external water-air level was raised, Case V of "Fable I in Section 3.9.1 in

Schiegg (1979, p. 103) is valid, and according to Figure ] of Section 3.9.4 in

Schiegg (1979, p. 113), the relative oil potential theoretically dissipates to

the value of 460 erg/cm 3 (Point i) before the oil becomes residual. The

O conversion to insular residual oil saturation, caused by the rising watertable, occurred in such a way that the value of insular residual oil

saturation is twice as large as the value of pendular residual oil saturation

(a first approximation given by Equation (2) of Section 3.3 in Schiegg 1979,

p. 71).

Potential differences were present in the oil as it became insular (see

the last potential histograms from Experiment A), similar to those seen ear-

l ier in the pendular oil and residual water. For these potential differences

to be preserved in spite of the statics of the surrounding funicular fluid,

they must be systematically controlled. A residual state is defined as the

existence of disconnected fluid fractions unable to balance potential dif-

ferences between them. Alternatively, potential differences will not induce

flow between the disconnected fractions. The conversion from funicular to

residual saturation is defined by a characteristic capillary pressure; that

is, by a characteristic pressure difference between the wetting and nonwetting

fluids. Compared to the pressure in the surrounding fluid, the pressure in a
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residual fluid differsfrom the capillarypressurethat determinesthe conver-

sion to residualsaturation. The pressurein the residualfluid is changed

simultaneouslyand equallywith the pressurein the surroundingfunicular

fluid. Thus, the pressuredifferencebetweenresidual fluid fractionsis

equal to the pressurechange over spacein the surroundingfunicularfluid.

If the densitiesof the two fluids are not equal, then the pressure difference

between residualfluid fractionsis not equalto the static pressuredistri-

bution in the funicularfluid. For a lighter-than-waterresidualfluid, such

as oil in funicularwater, the potentialin the residual fluidduring statics

increaseslinearlywith increasingdepth (see the last oil potentialhistogram

of ExperimentA). For residualwater in a funicularlighter-than-wateroil,

the potentialswould decreaselinearly.

The photographfrom the last day of ExperimentA shows the area of insu-

lar residual oil 7 days after raisingthe externalwater-airlevel. Based on

the observabledisturbances,one can concludefrom this photographthat the

new position of the propagationsurfacewas about 9 to 10 cm above the raised

water table. A first theoreticalapproximationgiven by Equation (7) of Sec-

tion 3.9.4 in Schiegg (1979,p. 112) is 6 cm; however,the effectiveheight of

the propagationsurfaceabove the water table is about 3 to 4 cm greater, as

mentioned in Section3.6 in Schiegg (1979).

The drainageof oil above the propagationsurfaceis independentof

whether drainage is inducedby loweringthe water table or by primaryor

secondaryoil infiltrationand occurs equallyas fast in both cases. In

i day, the oil saturationwas reducedto about 6% to 7% of the pore volume as

a result of gravity flow (referto the saturationdiagrams after I and

13 days). After 2 days the oil saturationwas stillabout 5% (referto the

saturationdiagram after 14 days). Within 5 days, the oil saturationhad

alreadydissipatedto its maximum insularresidualvalue of about 4%.

8.7 EXPERIMENTSB, C, AND D

Experiments B and C differ fromExperimentD, and also from the previ-

ously describedExperimentA, in that, a constantapplicationpotentialwas

used first insteadof a constant infiltrationrate as the oil application
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boundarycondition;and second,the applicationsite and the propagationsur-

face lie closer together. Section8.4 dealt with the relationshipbetweena

constant applicationpotentialand the infiltrationrate in displacement

processessupportedby experimentalresults. The magnitudeof the application

potentialwas such that the average infiltrationrates during ExperimentsB

and C were about 10 times largerthan for ExperimentD and 10 to 20 times

largerthan for ExperimentA. During ExperimentB, the applicationsite was

only 8 to 10 cm above the propagationsurface. During ExperimentC, the dis-

tance from the applicationsite to the propagationsurfaceof about 21 cm was

clearlylarger than inExperiment B, yet only a little smallerthan in Experi-

ment A with a distance of about 22 cm. For all three experiments(A, B, and

C), a drainagewater-aircapillaryfringe was establishedas an initial

condition.

ExperimentD differsfrom ExperimentsA, B, and C in that a primary

imbibitionwater-aircapillaryfringe was establishedas an initialcondition.

Also, the distance of 28 to 30 cm from the applicationsite to the propagation

surfaceis larger than in all other experiments. And lastly,the infiltration

of oil occurred with constantinfiltrationrate.
a

Figure8.10 shows the sequenceof the oil propagationprocessexpected

from the conceptualmodel representedin Figure 8.5 comparedto photographs

from the actual experiments. Refer to the last paragraphof Section8.4 for a

discussionof the limitationsof applyingthe analyticalmodel to estimate the

developmentof oil propagationin the flume.

8.7.1 ExperimentB

Table # (in envelope)presentsthe resultsof ExperimentB, in which 4 L

of oil were infiltratedin 23 rain.

During ExperimentB, the saturationdiagrams after 12 days did not cor-

respondto theory,which was somewhatsurprising. In the saturation range

where the conversionof funicularair to residual air.is expected,the air was

unexpectedlycompletelydisplacedby the liquidsover time. The resulting

protuberanceinto the zone of residualair saturationwas designatedas a
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FIGURE 8.10. Oil Propagation Forms for Experiments B, C, and D
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hallux. In additionto this oil-air hallux,an water-oilhallux formed almost

simultaneouslyand initiallyat the same elevationabove the water table.

The water-oilhallux seemeddriven to hold its elevation. Itselevation

was equal to the pressurehead for the conversionof the contaminatedwater-

air curve to insularair (i.e.,equal to hclL(DR,DR,I_RRSE_= 14 cm) for the
quartz sand and fluids used in these experiments. On the other hand, the ,,_ak

of the oil-airhallux fell below this value with time. The subsidence of the
L

oil-airhallux peak below hclW(DR,DR,I_RRSL) is designatedas the hallux
depression,which had a value of about 2 cm in ExperimentB.

The formationof a hallux is not a phenomenonlimitedto a three-fluid

flow system nor due to a systematicerror in the semi-graphicmethod used to

obtain the fluid saturationsfrom the Cs-137 and Tm-170 gamma attenuation

counts. This is supportedby the fact that the hallux phenomenoncan also be

observed in a quartz sand column with the two-fluidcombinationof water and

air even when a gravimetricsectioningmethod is used to determinethe fluid

saturations(see Figures2b and 2c of Section3.2.2 in Schiegg 1979,

pp. 55-56).

The hallux phenomenonis not explainablehydromechanicallybecausethe

residualsaturationfractionscould only decrease by being flushedout or by

moleculardiffusion. If moleculardiffusionis the explanationof the hallux

phenomenon,it is surprisingthat the phenomenonis limitedto such a narrow

pressurehead range and does not manifest itselfcontinuouslytoward the water

table, even to a decreasingextent. Another interestingobservationis that

althoughthe zone for the conversionfrom funicularto insularair is dis-

placed within the porous medium when the water table is raised,the elevation

oF the hallux remainsconstant,as can be seen from Figure 2c in Section 3.2.2

in Schiegg (1979,p. 56). Must the water-oilhalIL:xbe explainedas a product

of the oil-airhallux becauseof continuity? Another question is why the hal-

lux phenomenon can occur with such strongdifferencesin appearance. Accord-

ing to experimentalresults,a hallux can be presentmore or less distinctly

one time, while anothertime it can practicallybe missing, lt is open to

questionwhether the indentationin the liquid saturationprofilethat nor-

mally appearsat tilesite of the conversionof the flattestmenisci from their
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drainageto their imbibitionform!is relatedto the hallux phenomenon. An
i

exampleof the indentationis seelnon the first saturationdiagram of Table #
!

(the fact that the indentationlies at the elevationof the water table in

ExperimentB is coincidental). The explanationfor the hallux phenomenonis

given in Appendix B.

The theory presentedin Sec!tion3.5 in Schiegg (1979) on the construction
I

of the saturationdiagramsFrom imeasuredpotentialsdoes not considerthe

halluxphenomenon. However, if/thiswere taken into consideration(i.e., if

hallux-deformedcurves are supe!"imposed),then the saturationdiagrams in

ExperimentB, although unusual/inform, correspondto a great extent to the

smooth form of the saturationdiagram,as shown in Figure 8.11.J
ii

The oil infiltrationratei_inExperimentB is almost 20 times largerthan
I

in ExperimentA, which caused _Ldistinctdisplacementof water and thus a

clearlyrecognizablevertical_raterpotentialgradientthat was barely present

in ExperimentA. Accordingto the schematicdiagram in Figure 8.12, the ver-

tical displacementof water mu!.tproducea horizontalflow of water and even a

rise in the water table in the!vicinityof the oil plume. The slight rise in

the water table causes a definiteupward flow component. This observationisi
i

confirmedin the water potentialhist6gramfor the right-handprofile (62 cm

to the right of the oil applici_tionsite),where the water potentialgradient

was in the upward directionduring the applicationof oil.

After ending the applicatlionof oil, the oil potentialdecreasedexponen-

tially with time. The displacementof water by oil decreasedcorrespondingly

fast, stopped,and then reversedas the water in turn displacedthe oil. As

the depressedwater table underneaththe oil plume rebounded,the previously

observed rise in the water tabllein the vicinity of the oil plume ceased and

the water table level began to subside,as is shown by the dashed lines in

Figure8.12. However,the fact that the water potentialgradientsin the

applicationsite proflledid not change their directionafter the end of the

oil applicationindicatesthat only the upper dashed arrow, directed toward

the left, in Figure8.12 can be valid.

Becauseof the about 20-times-greater(than in ExperimentA) infiltration

rate and the small distancefrom the oil applicationsite to the propagation
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FIGURE 8.11. SaturationDiagram Includingthe Hallux Phenomenon
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(see Figure 8.1 )
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FIGURE 8.12. Diagram of Water Displacementby Oi] Infiltration

surface,the oil front reachedthe propagationsurfaceafter 2 min, where it

dammed up. This damming of the oil front is shown in the oil potentialhisto-

gram as a reductionof the oil potentialgradientto below 111. The early

dammingof the oil front i.ncreasesthe spreadingof the top of the oil lens

shortlyafter the start of oil infiltrationat the applicationsite. This

behaviorcreatesthe propagationform describedas rudimentaryin Figure8.10

for small distancesbetweenthe applicationsite and the propagationsurface.

The relativeoil potentialduring applicationwas 25500 erg/cm3.
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Before the end of the oil application,the water potentialin the right-

hand potentialprofile is more than 1000 erg/cm3 lower than in the potential

profile under the applicationsite. This means that water was flowingoutward

from the applicationprofile,which correspondsto the schematicrepresenta-

tion in Figure8.12. As a consequenceof the outward flow, a definite return

flow appearedafter the end of the oil infiltration.The return flow of water

must have been almost horizontalas a result of the lack of an upward compo-

nent. This is confirmedby the largerwater potentials (several100 erg/cm3)

after about 50 min in the right-handprofilecompared to those in the appli-

cation profile.

Eighteenhours into ExperimentB, the water potentialshad alreadydis-

sipatedto yield the initialstatic potentialgradientsof zero. In addition,

the oil potentialshad already becomepracticallystaticwith no vertical

gradients. Thus, vertical flows could no longer be detected. The oil poten-

tial beneaththe applicationsite was about 8000 erg/cm3, and the oil poten-

tial in the right-handprofile was about 1000 erg/cm3 less. This indicateda

significanthorizontalflow of oil along the propagationsurface. The satu-

ration diagrams show that this horizontaloil flow must have still existed

severaldays later even when a horizontaloil potentialgradientcould no

longer be detected. Thus, the differencein oil potentialover the 62-cm

distance betweenthe right-handprofileand the applicationsite profilewas

smallerthan 50 erg/cm3 or the potentialgradientwas less than I erg/cm3,

This small potentialgradient impliesthat the flow of oil along the propa-

gation surfaceprobablybecame very slow early in the experiment. However,

the oil potentialbeneath the applicationsito did dissipatefrom about

8000 erg/cm3 after 18 h to 2800 erg/cm3 within 57 days.

After 57 days, the slope of the water table was adjustedto approxi-

mately 4%. The exact slope was calculatedas 4.35% by using the observed

water potentialdifferenceof 2700 erg/cm3 (or 2.7 cm H20) over the 62-cm dis-

tance betweenthe two potentialprofiles. More important,the slope adjust-

ment caused a rise in the water table in both the applicationsite potential

profile and the right-hand potential profile. The rise in the water table was
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determined as 5.6 cmbased on the resulting 5600 erg/cm 3 increase in the water

potential underneath the oil application site.

Given such a development history during the 59 days since the start of

Experiment B, the hysteresis cycle for the flattest menisci is presented in

Figure 8.13, which is based on th,e nomograph in Figure i of Section 3.9.4 in

Schiegg (1979, p. 113).

Figure 8.13 reveals that the flattest oil-air menisci subsided below the

flattest contaminated water-air menisci, probably because of the hallux

depression. This occurred contrary to the theory calling for the eventual

existence of hysteresis-caused oil pools (see comments for Cases Vll and VIII

of Table I in Section 3.9.1 in Schiegg 1979, p. 103). This observation is

only explainable by the fact that the relative oil potential during oil infil-

tration exceeded the approximately 6000 erg/cm3 of corner point 3 in the hys-

teresis rhomboid of Figure i in Section 3.9.4 (Schiegg 1979, p. 113) for the

(DR,DR) menisci. After 57 days, the relative oil potential dissipated to

2800 erg/cm 3. During static equilibrium, a relative oil potential of

2800 erg/cm 3 means that the flattest oil-air menisci are located just 11 cm

above the water table The saturation at 56 shows that thediagram days

effective position of the flattest oil-air meniscus was a little above 12 cm.

The estimated elevation (11 cm) of the flattest oil-air menisci helps to

explain why the observed elevation (12 cm) of the propagation surface in

Experiment B (as evidenced by the saturation diagrams and the photographs in

Table /3, in envelope) is not approximately 4 cm lower (the value for the

static capillary rise reduction from Equation [8.1]), but about 6 cm lower

than the flattest pure water-air drainage menisci, which were 18 cm above the

water table.

From the moment the water tab'ie began to rise in response to the changing

water table slope, the movement of the water table dominated the subsequent

form and position of the oil menisci. Inis would also have been true even if

the relative oil potential had not increased during the first 20 min, as was

observed in Experiment B. This dominance of the rising water table meant that

the flattest oil-air menisci, which were in their drainage form while static,

tended toward their imbibition form relative to the porous matrix. Such a
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shift caused the rclative oil potentialto increase,which is reflectedby the

line curvingto the right in the hysteresisrhomboidshown in Figure 8.13. If

a constantrelativeoil potentialhad been maintained,the line would have

proceededverticallydownward,and if the relativeoil potentialhad

decreased,the line would have curved to the left.

Twenty minutes after readjustingthe slope of the water table, the water

potentialin the funicularoil area was a little above 2000 erg/cm3. Thus, up

to this time, the water table had risen a little more than 2 cm (_hsl_). The
L

hysteresis,AHclo(I_RRSL), in the flattestoil-airmenisci is determinedfrom

Equation (4) of Section 3.9.4 in Schiegg(1979, p. 112) as
% J

L L
L = h IO(DR,I_RRSL ) C (8 5)AHc!o(I-RRSL ) C -h (O(IM,I_RRSL) •

-: 7 , i' c._rr, - {:.i, 4 C m ::- 1 , [_c;rr,

By comparing AHcJ and AhsI W, one can conclude that the flattest oil-air! !

menisci just  eachtheimbibit onfo m. >_ hSl 20miR,the
conversionpoint f6r the developmentof the oil potentialwould not lie

L
directlyon the hMIO(IM) line (such as in Figure 8.13) but would lie within
the hysteresisloop. Nevertheless,the observed oil potentialis still called

the conversionpoint becausethe relativeoil potential(calculatedfrom Equa-

tion [8.2])begins to fall again after 20 rain.

Becauseof the change in the water potential,for about i h, the rising

water table predominantlydeterminedthe positionand form of the flattest

oil-airmenisci. Thus, the oil-airmeniscirose simultaneouslywith the water

table until about 70 min after readjustingthe slope in spite of the decreas-

ing relativeoil potential. This behaviorcaused the oil-airmenisci to take

L Iine in the
on their imbibitionform. They directlyfollowed the hMIO(IM)
hysteresisrhomboid during their conversion,at the relativeoil potentials

observed until 70 min after readjustingthe slope of the water table. After

70 min, the relativeoil potentialhad dissipatedto about 2700 erg/cm3.

Then, the decrease in the relativeoil potentialbegan to once again dominate

over the risingwater table in influencingthe form and positionof the oii

menisci. This means that during a fallingrelativeoil potential,during a
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falling oil-air level, and during a slow rise of the water table, the oil-air

menisci maintain their position relativeto the porous matrix and thus tend to

take on their drainage form. If the oil-air menisci reach this drainage form,
L

then they follow the hMlO(DR)(mr) line until their union with the flattest
water-oil menisci.

The rise of the water table during the first 70 rain induced an imbibi-

tion process in the water-oil menisci This is confirmed by the accelerated

disintegration of the funicular oil, which was still present below the prop-

agation surface, to insular residual saturation. This is evident from the

comparison of the saturation diagrams.

Because the oil-air menisci were in a drainage form, and the water-oil

menisci were in an imbibition form, both oil menisci were at Point 4 of the

hysteresis rhomboid of Figure I in Section 3.9.4 in Schiegg (1979, p. 113).

Thus, they had the smallest possible transitional relative oil potential,

(i.e., 230 erg/cm 3) The merging of both oil menisci and the associated

potential reduction up to 230 erg/cm 3, which was confirmed by the potential

measurements, was only possible because the water table wasstill rising

(imbibing). If the water table were stationary, then Case VIII in Table I of

Section 3.9,1 in Schiegg (1979) would have existed. Naturally, the coinci-

dence of both oil menisci producing the contaminated water-air menisci assumes

a microscopic point of view. However, the merging of both oil menisci is

incompatible with the development of the potential within the hysteresis

rhomboid. From a macroscopic viewpoint, this merging of the flattest oil

menisci in the propagation surface reflects the conversion from funicular to

residual oil saturation.

Two days after readjusting the slope of the water table, the relative oil

potential had already dissipated to about 230 erg/cm 3. The funicular oil

remained in the vicinity of the fourth (counting down) oil potential measure-

ment location for about 10 more days. By then, the oil had lost its funicular

characteristic and had become residual. Thus, contaminated DR,IM-menisci

associated with residual oil remained behind. The capillary pressure head or

static capillary rise of these menisci was about 7.5 cm according to Equa-

tion (8) of Section 3.9.4 in Schiegg (1979, p. 112). This is confirmed by the
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fact that the conversionto insularair in the applicationsite profilewas

found to be about 8 cm above the water table in the last saturationdiagrams.

In ExperimentB, the last saturationdiagrambefore readjustingthe slope

of the water table confirmsthat the propagationsurfaceor the flattestcon-

taminatedwater-airmenisci (as discussedpreviously)lay only about 12.7 cm

above the water table insteadof 14 cm. Because the observed9.3-cm rise of

the water table in the right-handprofile is greater (basedon the potential

measurements)than the hysteresisarea of AHc, {[hclL(IM,DR,I_RRSL).= 12.7 cm]

_ [hclW(IM,IM,I_RRSL)'L' = 6 cm]} 6.7 cm, the elevation above the water table
for the conversionto insularair saturationmust be equal to the minimum con-

L
taminatedcapillarypressurehead hclW(IM,IM,I_RRSL) = 6 Cm. In the last
saturationdiagram of the right-handprofileat 8 days, the elevationfor the

conversionlies somewhatlower.

Finally, it should be noted that the observedpendular residualoil

saturationsin the applicationsite profileare higher and less uniformthan

observed in ExperimentA. lt is open to questionwhether this observationis

a resultof a residualoil constrictioncaused by the decrease in the eleva-

tion of the oil-airhalluxcoupledwith the constantwater-oil hallux

elevation.

8.7.2 ExperimentC

In ExperimentC, 8 L of oil were infiltratedin 48 min, at a constant

applicationpotential,into the quartz sand in which a drainagewater-air

capillaryfringe had been established. After 4 h and 15 min, the slope of the

water table was adjustedto 1.5%. After 7 days, the slopedwater table was

raisedabout ]0 cm. The saturationdiagrams in Figure 8.14 representthe

applicationsite profileafter 8, 17, and 19 days. Figure 8.15 presents

photographstaken of the oil propagationduring the 7 days since the beginning

of ExperimentC. After 20 days, the water table was leveledoff to a 0.0%

slope and was simultaneouslylowered21.5 cm. The saturationdiagram after

21 6.ys is shown in Figure8.16.

The third saturationdiagram in Figure 8.14 revealsthat the insular

residual oil saturationis about 8%. This is a confirmationof the relation
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FIGURE8.14. SaturationDiagrams for the Oil ApplicationProfile (a) 8,
(b) 17, and (c) 19 Days into ExperimentC

given by Equation(2) of Section3.3 in Schiegg (1979,p. 71), which states

that the insularsaturationis about twice as large as the pendular satura-

tion. The conversionfrom the third saturationdiagram in Figure8.14 to that

in Figure8.16 is experimentalproof of the explanationgiven at the end of

Section3.9.1 in Schiegg (1979,pp. 102-108),which statesthat the conver-

sion from insularto pendularresidualoil saturation,resultingfrom lowering

of the water table, must occur througha funicularoil region.
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8.7.3 ExperimentD

ExperimentD was performedwith the predominantgoal of studyingthe

propagationof oil along the propagationsurface. To accomplishthis goal,

fluid saturationswere obtained at nine profiles. The resultsof ExperimentD

are presentedin Table 6 (in envelope).

During ExperimentD, 2 L of oil were appliedat a constant infiltration

rate into the quartz sand in which a primary imbibitionwater-aircapillary

fringe had been establishedfor 2 h. After 57 days, the water table was

loweredabout 12 cm, and after 68 days the slope of the water table was

adjustedto 4%. Figure8.17 is a compilationof the photographstaken during

ExperimentD.

The photographsin Figure 8.17 clearlyreveal the upper and lower bound-

aries of the funicularwater zone for the imbibed,virgin water-aircapillary

fringe. Becausethe verticaldistancebetweenthe separatepotentialmeasure-

ment locationsis 4 cm,the elevationof these boundariesagreeswith the

lower boundaryof 9 cm and the upper boundaryof 23 cm above the water table
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FIGURE 8.17. Photographs of Oil Propagation During Experiment D
i
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found in the first saturationdiagramof Table 6. As the 2-h-oldprimary

imbibitionwater-aircapillaryfringe furthermaturedduring the first days of

ExperimentD, its upper boundaryrose from 23 cm to 28-30 cm. This latter

value for the upper'boundaryof funicularwater is in agreementwith the pure_

primaryHCWLiM curve of Figure8.2 and can be observedin the saturation

diagrams,as well as in the photographtaken on Day 29 (Figure8.17).

The liquid potentialmeasurementsShow that during the applicationof oil
_,,

at an infiltrationrate twice as large as in ExperimentA and 10 times smaller

than in ExperimentsB and C, the water potentialsincreasedto only a couple

of hundrederg/cm3. The oil potentialmeasurementsconfirmthe expected grav-

ity flow in the zone of the upper five potentialmeasurementlocations. By

followingthe evolutionof the liquid potentialsduring the applicationof

oil, one can monitor the formationof the lateralfunicularoil le_s as the

oil reachesthe propagationsurface. By the end of the oil application,the

oil lens had built up until its top was just below the fifth (countingfrom

the top) potentialmeasurementlocation. From the photographsand the known

4-cm intervalbetween potentialmeasurementlocations,the top of the oil lens

can be defined as being approximately16 cm above the water table. This value

is confirmedby the fact that the observedrelativeoil potential(Equa-

tion [8.2])at the fifth potentialmeasurementlocation (about8500 erg/cm3)

correspondsto an elevationfor the flattest imbibedoil-airmenisci of

15.5 cm above the water table, accordingto Figure I of Section3.9.4 in

Schiegg (1979,p. 113). The relativeoil potentialat the bottom of the oil

lens, which is in the vicinityof the seventh(countingfrom the top) poten-

tial measurementlocation,reacheda maximumvalue of 7830 erg/cm3 after

150 min.

After ceasingthe applicationof oil, the relativeoil potentialfell

even while the elevationof the water table stayedconstant. This means that

the oil-airmenisci were changing from their imbibitionform to their drainage

form, that the water-oilmenisciwere changingfrom their drainage form to

their imbibitionform, and that the oil-air and water-oilmenisciwere finally

beginningto approach each other or the propagationsurface. After I day, the

relativeoil potential,which was alreadyalmost constantwith elevation,was
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still 5500 erg/cm 3. After 22 days, the relative oil potential had dissipated

to 3800erg/cm 3. A value of 3800 erg/cm 3 corresponds to an elevation of about

12 cm above the water table for the flattest drainage oil-air menisci. The

saturation diagram of the application site profile after 22 days confirms

this. According .to the potential measurements taken 30 and 56 days after the

start of Experiment D, the relative oil potential had dissipated to 3300 and

2600 erg/cm 3, respectively, and thus had approached its minimum possible value
L

of' 1500 erg/cm 3 for hclW(befl ) = 9 cm, as depicted in the potential nomograph
presented in Figure 8.18 (the minimum possible value is valid for an initially

pure imbibition curve formed over a stationary water table for which the con-

hcl _ equals 9 cm, according to Section 3.9.5 in Schiegg (1979) or

I

taminated

Figure 8.2; these conditions are defined by Case Vll of Tebl_' I in Sec-

tion 3.9.1 in Schiegg !979, p. 103).

At static equilibrium, an oil potential of 783'0 erg/cm 3 corresponds to an

elevation of f.he ware.r-oil menisci 2 cm above the water table. According to

Figure 8.18, the threshold potential of 6750 erg/cm 3, which is the potential

that must be overcome for the water-oil menisci to push below the propagation

surface (i.e., for oil to displace water at the imbibition water-air capillary

fringe), was exceeded by about 1000 erg/cm 3 for only a few hours. Thus, the

oil was able to effectively displace the water just a few centimeters below

the propagation surface. The elevation of the propagation surface above the

water table is, in the first approximation, equal to hcI_(befl,1_RRSL) = 9

i

cre,

according to Section 3.6 in Schiegg (1979). In the photographs taken from the

front of the flume, this penetration was only 2 to 3 cm; and in the photo-

graphs taken from the back of the flume, it was only I cm. The saturation

diagrams within the application site profile confirm these observations,

because the flattest water-oil menisci are shown to lie 7 to 8 cm above the

water table. Away from the application site profile, the relative oil poten-

tial did not exceed the threshold value of 6750 erg/cm 3, and, consequently,

the oil could not push below the propagation surface.

Experiment D shows, among other things, the experimental proof of the

statement in Case IV of Table I in Section 3.9.1 in Schiegg (1979, p. 103).

Consequently, with water-oil menisci that lie below Corner 2 of the
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hysteresis rhomboid of Figure I in Section 3.9.4 in Schiegg (1979), drainage

(which would naturally induce the drainage form of the water-oil meniscus) is

not possible as long as therelative oil potential exceeds the threshold value

_>rlVo. Based on the remarks in the b_'ackets of Table I in Section 3.9.1 in

Schiegg (1979) _r, IV o was 6750 erg/cm 3. The minimum value m IV° is equal to
the transition oil potential in the porous matrix for Corner 2 (i.e., it is

equal to _M,DR)) , determined as 6200 erg/cm 3 according to Equation (9)oF
Section 3.9.4 in Schiegg (1979, p. 114). The lower the water-oil meniscus

lies below Corner 2 of the hysteresis rhomboid, the larger is the threshold

value of mrlvo.

A comparison of the photographs taken at the end of Experiment D (in

envelope) and at the end of the primarily analogous Experiment E (Fig-

ure 8.1c_) indicates that the penetration of oil below the propagation surface

and the subsequent shape of the oil lens depends on whether the relative oil

potential exceeds the threshold value _rlVo at a definite time or by a defi-
nite amount. During Experiment E, a stationary imbibition water-air capillary

fringe was also established before applying the oil. The porous matrix had

the same characteristics as the one used in Experiments A through D. As in

Experiment D, the propagation surface in Experiment E was 9 cm above the

water table, and the threshold value mrlV o was the same with a value of

6750 erg/cm3. At the end of the oil application during Experiment E, the

relative oil potential at the propagation surface below the application site

reached a maximumvalue of 17000 erg/cm 3 and thus exceeded the threshold mr IV °
value of 6750 erg/cm 3 by 10000 erg/cm 3, whereas in Experiment D the maximum

value was 7830 erg/cm 3, which exceeded the threshold mrlVo value by only
]000 erg/cm3.

FIGURE8.19. Final Extent of Oil Propagation in Experiment E
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In contrastto the water-oilme_isci, one does not need to differentiate

betweenthe static and effectivepositionof the oil-air menisci. In contrast

to the slow displacementof water by oil, the faster (becauseof density) dis-

placement,of air by oil allows the oil-airmenisci to reach their static equi-

libriumpositionwhile subjectto a constantpotentialor potentialgradients

for only a short time. This was confirmedin ExperimentE by the fact that

the oil-airmenisci in the oil lens roses to i5.5 cm in less than 50 min,

which correspondsto 500 erg/cm3.

Loweringthe water table by 12 cm after 57 days induceda change in the

form of the w_tr-air menisci from the earlier imbibitionform to the drainage

form while nL ,ffectingtheir positionrelative to the porous matrix. Hys-

teresis in the flattestcontaminatedwater-airmenisci is, accordingto

Equation (5) of Section3.9.5 in Schiegg (1979,p. 117),

A H() L . I 1. I,W(befl,] RI_.ffI,) WCJ_t.,fl,i_H,.i.-l,:_-'.ffi, ._ W(be +], IM, I-Hf_ _'T )

(8.6)

Thus, the constant position of the contaminated water-air menisci (while

changing their form) is valid while lowering the water table the first 5 cm.

For the remaining 7 cm of the 12-cm subsider, ce, the flattest contaminated

drainage water-air menisci move simultaneously with the water table. In this

manner, the interval between the water table and the propagation surface is

enlarged from 9 cm to (9 + 5) cm = 14 cm.

A 7-cm subsidence of the propagation surface implies that the funicular

oil fraction also subsided 7 cm. On the other hand, the residual oil cannot

follow the subsiding propagation surface and thus remains at its original

location in the porous matrix. Consequently, the distante between the origi-

nal pendular oil and the new water table is increased by the total distance

the water table was lowered, or 12 cm. The correctness of this analysis is

evidenced by comparing the separate plots of the oil saturation distribution

with elevation before and after the lowering of the water table. These pl_,_s

are adjacent to the total liquid saturation diagrams and use the 100% total

liquid saturation vertical line as their zero oil saturation ordinate. The
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average distance between the pendular oil fraction and the water table

increased from about 12 cm to about 24 cm after the lowering the water table.

From the oil saturation diagrams presented on the left of the application

site profile of Table 6, one can see that the above concept is also applicable

to the residual oil fraction occurring along the oil front along the propaga-

tion surface. Likewise, these oil saturation diagrams confirm that the

greater the volume of Funicular oil, the more the funicular oil can follow the

subsiding propagation surface; that is, until the available funicular oil has

been distributed residually with elevation. This development is illustrated

by the decrease in the elevation of the flattest water-oil meniscus in the oil

saturation diagrams from the profile farth.:st to the left (farthest from the

application site) to the profile farthest to the right (underneath the appli -

cation site). Finally, if the funicular oil fraction is large enough to main-

tain a funicular state over the entire distance that the water table subsides,

then the oil will flow to the lowest possible elevation and thus create a new

propagation surface. In practice, after subsidence has induced the flattest

menisci to take on their drainage forms, the new propagation surface must be a

little more than 14 cm above the water table. This is confirmed by the oil

saturation diagram for the application site profile and by the last photograph

in Figure 8.17.

Because the position of the residual oil fraction occurring along the oil

front along the propagation surface is practically constant, the drainage of
J

water caused by lowering the water table produces the illusion in the satu-

ration diagrams that the residual oil is displaced along the contaminated

water-air pressure curve. This observation explains the formation of the

seelmingly incompatible saturatlion diagrams in the profile farthest to the left

after the lowering of the water table. In fact, these observed saturation

diagrams are not incompatible with the theory used to estimate the saturation

diagrams presented in Section 3.5 in Schiegg (1979, p. 87). lt is accidental

that the residual oil fractions are visually displaced to the zone where

funicular water is converting to residual water. The location of the residual

oil fraction was determined by the extent to which the propagation surface

subsided in the experiment. With a smaller subsidence, the residual oil
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fractionswould have remainedwell within the funicularwater zone, whereas

with a larger subsidence,the residual oil fractionswould have been displaced

to within the residualwater saturationzone.

The propagationsurfacesubsided by 7 cm beneaththe applicationsite

after loweringthe water table 12 cm. Consequently,its distance to the water

table increasedby only about 5 cm. This is surprisingbecausethe saturation

diagramsof the farthest-leftprofile reveal scarcelyany subsidenceof the

propagationsurface, as evidencedby the distanceto the water table increas-

ing the full 12 cm. Currently,the only explanationfor this behavior is that

the desired 12-cm loweringof the water table, which was achievedthroughthe

piezometerconnectionsinsertedin the bottomof the flume, only occurred in

the vicinity of the applicatiohsite, whereason the two sides of the flume,

the initialwater table elevationcould apparentlybe maintainedby clogged

outlets. This explanationis compatiblewith the effect of the observed

gradient (betweenthe farthest-leftprofile and the applicationsite profile),

caused by loweringthe water table, on the form and locationof the oil lens.

Between the time the photographs(Figure8.17) at 3 h and 24 min and at

3 days into Experiment D were taken, a second oil p_opagation surface had

formed about 28 cm above the water table. This somewhat unexpected phenomenon

is a product of the immature primary imbibition water-air capillary fringe.

According to the first saturation diagram in Table 6 (in envelope), the quartz

sand 28 cm above the water table was still oven dry, which indicates that

hygroscopic water had not yet formed by condensation. Consequently, there was

an interface b_tween the oven-dry sand anu the water-wet sand. When the oil

front reached the water-wet sand at 28 cm, the oil spreading pressure induced

oil to preferentially move along the water at this interface and thus a second

propagation surface was observed. After 66 and 67 days, the saturation dia-

grams of tile profile adjacent to the application site profile show that the

oil saturation in the vicinity of this second propagation surface was smaller

than the maximum pendular residual oil satu_'ation. Therefore, one must con-

clude that the observed oil propagation along the second propagation surface

could not be a product of funicular oil flow. The cloud-like and diffuse film

observed in the photographs above the clearly darker outline of the oil
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propagating horizontally is only a manifestation of the wall effects. This

film was also observed in the other experiments, although less distinctly.

Finally, it should be noted that tile subsidence of the tip of the oil front

seen at the far left in the photograph at the bottom of Table 6 is an edge

effect produced by a vertically sliding side wall used while filling the

flume, but since removed.

TI _,good reproducibility of the saturation diagrams is evidence of the

high accuracy of the cesium-thulium gamma-ray attenuation instrument used to

measure the fluid saturations.

Experiment D yields more observations on the hallux phenomenon. During

the experiment up to Day 57_ it is interesting to note that only small oil-

air halluces formed, and that a hallux formed between water and air just below

the oil lens in the outer saturation profiles (where the oil lens is thin-

nest), whereas such an water-air hallux is not seen beneath where the oil lens

thicker. The water-air hallux disappears completely during the lowering of

the water table. This occurs even though the propagation surface hardly sub-

sided at the outer saturation profile because of reasons already discussed.

The last few saturation diagrams of the application site profile confirm

that the value of the pendular residual oil saturation is 4% of the pore vol-

ume, which was also observed on Day 19 of Experiment C (Figure 8.12). Thus,

. , , RS_lins isaccording to Equation (2) of Section 3 3 in Schiegg (1979 p. 71) --max
calculated as about 8% saturation.

With increasing time, the lens of funicular oil becomes flatter because

of continuity. The funicular oil spreads along the propagation surface, and

eventually changes into the oil pool described in the conceptual model pre-

sented in Figure 8.8. In Section 3.8 of Schiegg (1979), a method was proposed

for determining the minimum thickness of the oil pool by using a macroscopic

viewpoint and disregarding hysteresis. According to Figure I of Section 3.8

in Schiegg (1979, p. 96), the method uses superimposed ACOLand ACWOcurves.

The ACOLcurve is displaced perpendicular to the water table until the hori-

zontal distance between the ACO[.curve ._nd the ACWOcurve (i.e., the oil satu-

ins The consideration of hysteresis is absolutelyration) is equal to RSOmax.
necessary in the experimental proof of this method to estimate the oil-pool
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thickness. First assume that the water table is sta{ionaryand thus the

developmentof the oil potentialcontrolsthe movementof the oil menisci.

The ACOL curve must then be set equal to the ACOLIM curve, and the ACWO curve

must be set equal to the ACWODR curve. When the oil meniscimove very slowly

(as usuallyoccursduring the propagationof the oil after oil infiltration

has ceased),the capillaryrise curves,ACSB, can be approximatedby their

static functionsand thus by the capillarypressurehead curves,HCSB (shown

in Figure 8.2). From the plot of the capillarypressure-headcurves in Fig-

ure 8.20, the minimum oil-pool thickness(Mo) is estimatedfor the porous
media used in the experiments. Translatingthe area betweenthe ACOLIM curve

and the ACWODR curve into a rectanglewith a length equal to RgOins yields a'--max

value of Mred of about 3 cm.

Accordingto Equation (I) of Section3.8 in Schiegg (1979,p. 97), Mred

can also be determinedas Mred = _M(acl ). If, to account for hysteresis,the

average ,staticcontaminatedwater-aircapillaryfringe is definedby acIL,
then acl_ is the arithmeticaverageof the inflectioncapillarypressure head

values on the ACWLDR(befl)curve and the ACWLIM(befl)curve. From Figure8.2,
the inflectionpoints can be estimatedas 16.6 cm and 12.8 cm, and thus, the

value of acl_ is 14.7 cm. With acl_qual to 14.7 and Mred equal to 3 cm, _M
is calculatedas 0.2.

Helght Above _/ _Water Table _/ol/_0©4>

l I Rso
I ......;.....................................in 5 _. • ,_ -_r -- _ ..........

I I 8% .r_.._

RRSW - _ RRSL I'_,---I,- Mt---- .........

I /
0 _ Saturation 100%

FIGURE8.20. Minimum Oi3-PoolThicknessEstimatedwith the ACOLIM
Curve and the ACWODR Curve
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As Figure 8.18 shows, the relative oil potential of the flattest water-

oil menisci does not go above 6750 erg/cm3 when the oil front encounters a

stationary imbibition water-air capillary fringe such as the one established

in Experiment D. On the other hand, the radius of curvature of the oil-air

menisci will increase because of the increase in the relative oil potential.
, , j

This means that for the es!_ma}]ion,ofthe minimum thickness of the oil-'
J ' : ,i,

contaminated area, the AC_:,Lc{irve.<andthe ACWO curve must not be displaced

against each other as depicted in Figure 8.20 (because the ACWO curve changes

only its form but not its position), but rather the ACOL curve must be dis_

placed above the ACWL curve until the horizontal distance between them cor-
ins

responds to RSOmax = 8% saturation. The ACOLIM curve is the appropriate curve

for the ACOL curve, and the HCWLIM(jfrl) curve, equal to the static

ACWLIM(jfrl) curve for which the capillary rise reduction is zero during
imbibition, is the appropriate curve for the ACWL curve encountered by the oil

front. By using the corresponding capillary pressure head curves in Fig-

ure 8.2, the saturation diagram presented in Figure 8,2i is obtained. [he

form and position of the oil saturation distribution in Figure 8.21 correspond

very well with all the measured saturation diagrams of Experiment D infable _, except the saturation diagrams of the profile to the far right, which

are distorted by the distinct formation of a hallux.

With a stationary drainage water-air capillary fringe, only the ACWODR

curve moves, corresponding to case III of fable I in Section 3.9.1 in Schiegg

(1979, p. 103). Thus, to determine the minimum oil pool thickness according

to Section 3.8 (Schiegg 1979), the A(1WODRcurve and the ACWLDR(befl) curve
must be vertically displaced against each other', which is shown in

Figure 8.22.

According to Figure 8.21, Mred is about 2 cm, while according to Fig-

ure 8.20 it is about 3.5 cm. Thus, by using Equation (]) of .%c:i:iI>_ 3.8 in

Schiegg (1979, p. 97) and assuming ac IL = 14.7 cm, the valuei_of _M. ils 0.I,_ and

0.25, respectively. The _M value of 0.2 calculated from Figure 8.:"0 lies

between these. These experimental values show that the value for _M of 0.6,

proposed in Section 3.8 in Schiegg (1979), is not very satisfactory. A 3 to 5

times larger _M value would result in a calculated oil pool area 3 to
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FIGURE 8.21. Oil-Pool Thickness in Experiment D

5 times smaller. Thus, the calculated size of the oil propagation area would

be too small when used to assess the extent of oil contamination after a

spill. Theoretically, this conclusion is probably true. Yet, for practical

problems, a larger KM-Value may not be unreasonable because local inhomo-

geneities and water table fluctuations, which often exist in the field as

mentioned in Section 3.8 in Schiegg (1979), both tend to produce a larger

minimum oil-pool thickness.
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9.0 SUMMARYOF REMAININGTWO-DIMENSIONALpROPAGATIONEXPERIMENTS

The measurementseries presentedin this chapter are resultsof more

two-dimensionalpropagationexperiments. These were carried out inthe flume

described in Section3.3.2.

The measurementseries are part of a larger experimentalprogram,whose

resultswere discussedin detail in Chapter8.0, where three experiment

series,analogousto the correspondingmeasurementseries includedin this

chapter,were discussedextensivelyand supportedby interpretivetheories.

Becausea detaileddiscussionwould be in many respectsa repetition,the

measurementseriesdescribed in this chapterwill be brieflycharacterized

only in comparison,and should confirm,supplement,and expand the experi-

mental resultsdiscussedin the previouschapter. The initialand boundary

conditionsand the remainingcharacteristicswill be Jiscussed in Sections9.2

and 9.3.

9.1 COMPARISONOF THE DIFFERENTEXPERIMENTS

For all experimentsexcept Experiment8, oil was appliedstartingat a

constantpotential. A small trough wa'sdug in the sand surfaceand a constant

oil-airlevel was maintaizied.The potentialduring applicationwas determined

from the differencein the oil-air level and the water-.airl_vel at the appli-

cation site (see AppendixE for informationon the approximatelyconstant

infiltrationrates associatedwith multidimensionalapplicationsand constant

potentialapplications). For Experiment8, a constant in*Filtrationrate was
,'

provided.

ExperimentsI anG 2 differ becausein ExperimentI oil infiltratedir_toa

fully developedwater-airdrainage capillaryfringe,whereas in Experiment2

oil infiltratedinto a fully developednonprimaryimbibitioncapillaryfringe.

In both cases, the applicat;onsite was about 28 cm above the constantlyheld

water table.

Accordingto the model of Schiegg (1979,p. 96) and the capillarypres-

sure head curves in Figures7.3 to 7.10, the propagationsurfacelies about

3 cm above the funicular-insularnonwettingfluid saturationboundaryof the

Q
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contaminatedwater-aircapillarypressurehead curves. Thus, the positionof

the propagationsurfaceabove the water table can be calculatedfor the dif-

ferentexperiments:

Drainage (see Figure7.7): 14 cm + 3 cm = 17 cm
(ExperimentsI, 4, 6, and 8) (9.1)

Imbibition (see Figure7.8): 7 cm + 3 cm = 10 cm

Or for the presentexperiments,in which the imbibitionwater table has

remainedin constantpositionsince contamination(see text after

Equation7.2):

',

Imbibition(see Figure7.9): 8 cm + 0 cm = 8 cm (for primary
imbibition,Experiment9)

(9.2)
Imbibition(see Figure 7.9): 9 cm + 0 cm = 9 cm (for nonprimary

imbibition,Experiments2 aqd 3)

A confirmationof these values is given in the photographsof the experiments

in Section9.5, rememberingthat the verticaldistancebetween pressureprobe

parts is 4 cm.

Experiments3 and 4 show the reproducibilityof these representative

experiments. Experiment3 is a repetitionof Experiment2. Experiment4 is a

repetitionof ExperimentI. Resultsand photographsof the replicateexperi-

ments generallyshow good agreement. In Experiment3, the halved infiltration

rate and thus double infiltrationtime was the result of an unexpectedlower

permeabilityin the area of the applicationsite. However,the differencein

infiltrationrate had no influenceon subsequentpropagationprocesses.

Experiment6 differsfrom ExperimentsI through4 in that the interval

between*he applicationsite and the propagationsurface,e (see Figure 8.10),

was 11 cm greater becausethe water table was 39 cm below the application

site. In addition,the water table during the course of the experimentwas

inclined,raised,and lowered,and oil was applieda second time after

29 days.
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Experiment8 integratesthe influenceof as many boundaryconditionsas

possible. For example,during the course of Experiment8, water was sprinkled

at the surfaceto remove the residualoil (see AppendixC). On day 59, an

interestingdetail,which is still unresolved,appeared: within 15 days after

changing the flume conditions,the residualair saturationhad completely

disappeared. On day 75, these flume conditinnswere repeated,and the results

frombefore were confirmed.

During Experiment9, oil was appliedat constant pressureinto a primary

imbibitionsaturationdistribution. The water table was 37 cm below the

applicationsite. Becausethe propagationsurface of a primaryimbibition

saturationdistributionlies 8 cm above the water table acc_rdingto Equa-

tion (9.2),then e = 29 cm. In Experiment9, the potentialsand saturations

were not measured;only photographswere taken.

Accordingto Figure 8.10_ the small intervalbetweenapplicationsite and

propagationsurface (i.e._a small value of e) signifiesa rudimentarypropa-

gation form (see Experimentsi and 4), If e is greater than the radial propa-

gation caused by the applicationpressure,then the intermediatepropagation

form appears (see Experiments2, 3, 6, 8). When e is much largerthan the

radial propagation,then the fully developedform is produced(see Experi-

ment 9). With_ _i_efully developedform, the model describedin Figure 8.8 can

clearly distinguisha first and secondpropagationphase.

9.2 INITIAL AND BOUNDARYCONDITIONS

Table 9.1 shows the initial and boundary conditions for Experiments I, 2,

3, 4, 6, and 8.

0
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TABLE9,1. Initial and Boundary Conditions, Experiments I-8
Wnt,._,-'_ir Level

........... _o_U...A_P_p_U_c.a3_Lo__.................. LnJ..tLa_LL°w_e__L .Ch_.Fo_n_o'__y_
O11 Volume Relative to

lyp_ ol IrlJll_JI Per Time Referenco for
[,_.lplllary
If_nqo , = Q _ const, Poteni'lal

._Exp... l_.'H_]L)ll.sl]ed...... typo .... ( Sch I e£Lg__,_l_915) __Me._a_Su_r_e/nellf- .... _._Slopo_ ......... __/_h_.......... A_ft.o_r.......

I WLDR Constant (41/4_.)/25 _ 0 cm 0 cm 0% 0 d

potent Ia I 3
am

= 2.8 .....
SOC

(I I/2#_)/5' 0% 6 d

3
cm

= 5.0 ......
SOC

2 Non- Constant 4.1L/II' 0 cm 0 cm 0% 0 d

prlmary potentlal
3

WL IM cm
= 6.0 ......

5ec

3 Non- Constant 4JL/25' ,0 cm 0 cm 4 I/2% , 0 d

pr Imary potent Ia
3

WL IM cm
='2.7 .....

($_C

4 WLDR Constant 4#222' 0 cm 0 cm 0% 0 d

potent Ia 3
cm

= 3.0 .....
smr.

6 WLDR Constan# i_L/48' +4 cm -9 cm 0% 0 cm 0 h
3

potent Ia cm
= 2.8 ....

sec

I I/2% -1.5 cm 4 I/4 h

I I/2% +I0 cm 7 d

0% -21.5 cm 20 d

0% +52 cm 22 a

0% -39 cm 27 d

2_j2.5' = Inltlal Water- 29 d

3 Alr Level
cm

: 14.5 _
se_"
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_. (contd)
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!ABLE 9. I. (contd) , @
Water-Afr Level

...............o_I_L___pJ__c.aJ..°n_.............. I_n_Wt_LaL Low_o_s3_ .C_r_on_O_Levy_
011 Volume Relatlve to

Type ol Irflllal ,, Per lImo Reference for
Capillary

F:ring(_ = Q Potential

..Exp., _!:fi_!a_bl_m__].ed.......Sj..pe ....................... ____a_sur_en]..onj_'._....... Slope_ ........... __Z_h......... _Af toF_ ....
8 WLDR Constant 2_L/227' +12 cm 0 cm 0% 0-16 d

Infl Itr'a-
3

tl on rate cm
= 0.15 ....---

soc

IJC/115' .5
cm

= O. 14 ....
sec

I._I6 5' 3
cm

= 0.26 .......
soc

0% -12 17 d

0% +38 24 d

4 I/2% 0 29 d

4 1/2% -38 30 d

0% 0 31 d

0% at least -3 32 d

0% 0 43 d

0% at east +54 44 d

0% -39 46 d

0% 0 49 d

4 I/2% 0 53 ,I

19 I/2% at least -15 59 d

at least +34

19 I/2% at least -34 75 d

at Ieast +34

0% at leas+ -34 88 d

at least +15

2#J227' 0% 0 92 d

cm
0.15 ---

soc

l#Jll5' 0% 0 93 d3
cm

= 0.14 .....
SeC
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TABLE 9.1. (contd)
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9.3 LEGENDFORTHE SATURATIONAND POTENTIALTIMELINE FOREXPERIMENTS
I THROUGH8

Figure 9.1 shows the saturation diagram and Figure 9.2 the potential

histogram and timeline for Experiments I through 8. In Figures 9.1 and 9.2,

the vertical axis is the time. The shaded areas and the measuring points are

_ air

_i':i;:i;:iil;:ii:;':i1 water (only for potentials associated with funicular
saturation)

A',:_.,- •

• Potentials associated with residual saturation = unr'eliable values

• Potentials associated with funicular saturation : reliable values

The profile on the right lies 62 cm to the right of the profile underneath the

oil application site.

Figure 9.1 is the graphical representation of the measured instantaneous

saturation distribution of water, oil, and air underneath the oil application

site and 62 cm to the right. These profiles are planes normal to the two-

dimensional propagation experiments. The elapsed time for a saturation dia-

gram is indicated below the water-air level.

Height Above Momentary

2i_ml, Water-Air Level

...-'::-.-.-.-.-.-_. 20 t'" .,, ,,- ..'m---:---,-:_._......

il;i!i ii !i!i!i!iiiiiiii!iii!iiiiii:i:iii:!:::!:!:i:!:!:i:!_i::i:!:!:i:i:i:!:i:i:!:i:!:i:i:i:!:!:!::':___Reference 1water-Air .........................................................................._:_:_:::_:_,_:_:_:_:_:_,_:_:_:_:_:_

Time Axis I _- o 2o Ao 6o ao o _o _o Ao

I Percent __---_ Percent Oil Saturation-,i........ Saturation

FIGURE9.1. Saturation Diagram for Experiments I Through 8
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gl .w_----.-[ ! ! F---------_ (10 3 e r g / c m 3 )

20 1 0 1O

¢0 "_-....... Oil Potential Water Potential ..........4" eW
I 0

o _ t0 0
0 0

::ili::i::iii::iiiiiii::iiiii::i::i::i::i::iii::i::iii::He,rhrorpotently,'.: _..... , .!' ,../.. }.._...: _,.._.. ;:,,

O._._t__
0--/_ -4 cm •--

Interval Between Momentary Water-Air
Pressure Probes Level Within

Time Axis or Reference Potential Profile
for Potential Measurement

FIGURE 9.2. Potential Histogram and Timeline for Experiments I Through 8

The potential histogram (Figure 9.2) is the graphical representation of

the measured instantPneous potential distributions of water and oil. One is

presentad for the profile underneath the application site and another is pre-

sented for the profile 6Z cm to the right. The profiles are planes normal to

the two-dimensional propagation experiments, Within a potential histogram,

the vertical axis denotes the height in the profile. The measurement points

with the highest potentials are presented first on the time axis, and the

po;nts with the lowest potentials are presented last on the time axis. In

between lie the remaining measuring points, which have a constant vertical

interval of 4 cm. The water potential is plotted to the right of the ver-

tical, and the oil potential is plotted to the left. The reference for the

potential measurements is the deepest water-air level at which potential meas-

urements were made during an experiment. The units erg/cm 3, with the dimen-

sion of pressure (ML-IT-2), can be interpreted as a volume-specific potential

area. A fluid column height is calculated by dividing by the specific weight,

#g, (ML-2T-2). Thus for water (pwg -_ 103), 103 erg/cm 3 corresponds to a l-cm

water-column height, and for oil (pog = 0.85 • 103 ) 103 erg/cm 3 corresponds to
a 1.16-cm oil-column height.
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9.3.1 SelectedCharacteristicsfor ExperimentsI Throuqh8

ExperimentsI, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 had the followingcharacteristics"

Petroleumderivative: Super-Ad-ltin organicsolvent+ ext'ralight
petroleumfraction(see Section6.7) (designatedas oil or SAI)

: 0.85 g/cm3PSAI

_SAI : 0.7 cp

Water-SAIinterfacialtension= 27.0 dyn/cm

SAI-airinterfacialtension= 23.3 dyn/cm

Grain-sizedistributioncurve: see Figure 3.1a and Figure8.1

Porosity: n = 0.43 (seediagramAI in Section7.2)

Capillarypressurehead curve: see Figure7.1, Figures7.3 through
7.10, or Figure8.2

9.4 PHOTOGRAPHSOF EXPERIMENT__99

Saturationand potentialtimelinesfor ExperimentsI through8 are shown

in the plates found in the envelopewith this report.

9.5 SATURATIONANDPOTENTIALTIMELINE FOREXPERIMENTS1 THROUGH8

Figure 9.3 is a photograph of Experiment 9.
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APPENDIXA

EXPLANATIONOF SYMBOLSAND INDICES

The following is an abridged listing of the symbols and indices appearing

in this report. The appendix is divided into four sections: I) upper-case

symbols, 2) lower-case symbols, 3) greek symbols, and 4) general i_dices, lhe

section listing lower-case symbols begins on page A.7, the section listing

greek symbols begins on page A.9, and the section listing general indices

begins on page A.II. The page number indicates when the symbol is first used

and/or defined in th'_ report.

U__pperCase Symbols

A Activity in Curies 6.81

A Atomic weight 5.6

A Cross-sectional flow area 4.40

A Support load 5.23

A' Fictitious support load 5.26

AA Number of atoms per molecule 6.19

AK Nuclear disintegrations per second 6.81

Aemit Activity emitted by source accounted for self absorption 6.85

Ato t Total activity 6.85

A Weight-specific activity produced by neutron irradiation 6.39

A max Weight-specific theoretical maximumactivity 6.29

Required weight-specific theoretical activity 6.82
A (Tm-170) of the Tm-170 source

AC Capillary rise curw 2.9

A.I



ACSB Capillaryrise curve 8.5

ACOL Capillaryrise curve for oil and air 2.11

ACWL Capillaryrise curve betweenwater and air 2.11

ACW0 Capillaryrise curve betweenwater and oil 2.11

AC0LIM ACSB for oil-air imbibition 8.56

ACWLDR ACSB for water-airdrainage 8.56

ACWLIM ACSB for water-airimbibition 8.56

ACWODR ACSB for water-oildrainage 8.56

B Insidecross-sectionalwidth of flume 6.57

B Supportload 5.22

B Thicknessor width of porousmedium 3.4
in the irradiationdirection

B' Fictitioussupportload 5.26

AB Tolerateddeviationin flume cross-sectionalwidth 3.11

Ci Curie 5.6

Cs Cesium 5.2

D Determinant 6.9

D Insidediameterof calibrationvessel 6.58

Dd Coefficientof moleculardiffusion 2.5

Dij Coefficientof mechanicaldispersion 2.5

DR Drainage 2.2

E Locationof point source 8.20

E Modulusof elasticity 4.17

EI First radiationsource (specificmonochromaticenergy) 6.65

Eli Secondradiationsource(specificmonochromaticenergy) 6.64

A.2



Paqe

El,2 Referenceplanesone and two 6.57

Ei Expectedvalue of ith variable 6.53

FK Collimatorcross-sectionalarea factor 6.32

Gi Area-specificweight of ith compon_,ni 6.18

GT Area-specifictotal weight of compound 6.18

GCs-Absc.," Weightof cesiuiLlsource lead shield 5.9

GTm_Absch Weightof thuliumsource lead shield 5.7

AHc Hysteresis 8.41

HE Nonwettingfluid bubblingpressurehead of porous probe 4.8

HC Capillarypressurehead curve 2.10

HCSB Capillarypressurehead curve 8.5

HCWL Capillarypressurehead curve for water and air 7.1

HCOL Capillary pressure head curve for oil and air 7.1

HCWO Capillary pressure head'curve for water and oil 7.1

HCWLIM HC for water-air imbibition 8.4

HCWLDR HC for water-air drainage 8.2

I Current intensity 6.42

I Momentof inertia 5.22

IM Imbibition 2.2

J Attenuated (exiting) radiation intensity 5.3
or impulse count rate

JK Constant entering impulse count rate 6.53

JL Impulse count rate measured through empty calibration
vessel 6.59

JN Null impulse count rate 6.7
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P,aqe,

Jo Initial(entering)impulsecount rate (before 5.3
passingthroughattenuatingmaterial)

JT Dry impulsecount rate (null impulsecount rate 6.8
through oven-dried sand filling)

JV Volume-specific impulse count rate produced 6.11
from a radioactive tracer in the porous medium

Tnternally produced impulse count rate from 6.11
JP a radioactive tracer in the porous medium

jgrEl Impul;;e count rate per gram of radioactive element 6.35

jgrJ Impulse count rate per gram of isotope (compound) 6.35

jgrprodgef Weight-specific impulse count rate capable 6.35
of being being produced by an isotope

jgrEl
prodgef Required weight-specific impulse count rate 6.35

Jprod Jprod.tot reduced by geometric attenuation within 6.30
tne _so_ope mass

Jprodmax Weight-specific theoretical maximumproducible activity 6.29 0

Jprodto t Infinitesimal volume-specific maximumimpulse count 6.29
of a given energy theoretically producible from a
pure radioisotope per unit time

jvol
prod Volume-specific produced impulse count rate 6.31

jvol Required volume-specific impulse count rate 6 35prodgef

K Intrinsic permeability 2.6

K Lump term in divisor 6.47

L Air, from the German "luft" 2.3

L Conductance 4.6

L Length of beam serving as cart rails 5.22

L Liter (also _) 7.43

L Loschmidt's number 6.29
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.Page

M Bending moment 5.24

M Molecular weight 6.19

M' Bending moment under virtual load conditioll 5.24
(i.e., fictitious moment)

Mi Partial area moment 5.26

MO Minimum thickness of lens of oil in residual state 8.20
in vicinity of horizontal propagation surface

Mred MO reduced to lens having uniform pendular residual 8.56
o11 saturation

N Lump term in divisor 6.48

PCs Total weight of Cesium source-detector cart 5.22

PTm Total weight of thulium source-detector cart 5.22

OLDR Fully-developed drainage oil-air capillary rise curve 7.1

OLIM Fully-developed imbibition oil-air capillary rise curve 7.1

Q Flow rate 4.6

Q Infiltration rate 8.14

Q Transverse load 5.28

R Effective capillary radius of porous medium 8.2

R Roentgen, unit of radiation dosage 5.2

R Radius of pressure transducer diaphragm 4.17

R Resultant (i.e., load on middle of beam) 5.23

Rmax Maximumhorizontal radius of oil plume during 8.21
vertical migration phase 8.34

RBW Relative biological activity 5.3

RS Residual saturation 2.1

RSL Residual air saturation 2.2

RSO Residual oil saturation 7.40

0
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Paqe

RSW Residual water saturation 2.2

RRSL Representative residual air saturation 8.4

RRSW Representative residual water saturation 8.4

S Saturation in percentage of pore volume 2.6

Si Center of gravity 5.27

SAI Representative petroleum derivative composed of 3.8
Super-Ad-lt in organic solvent diluted in a,_,,
extra-light petroleum fraction

SP Intersection point above which a water-air capillary 2.9
rise curve exists and below which water-oil and oil-air
capillary rise curves exists at equilibrium with
free-fluidlevels.

AS Unoccupiedfunicularsaturationrange 8.29

T Day, from the German "tag" 3.18

T Half-lifeof radionuclide 6.29

T Responsetime of pressuregage system 4.39

AT Temperature change 4.37

Tm Thul i um 5.2

Uo Size of representative elementary volume 2.5

V Volume 4.30

AV Volume displacement 4.18

VD Specific diffusion volume through tubing wall 4.29

Vj Isotope volume 6.32

VM Specific volume change caused by deflection 4.41
of pressure transducer diaphragm

Vp Specific volume change in flexible Vibon tubing 4.33
caused by pressure change

VT Specific volume change in flexible Vibon tubing 4.37
caused by temperature change
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Vto t Total exchange volume in pressure gage system 4.37

W Water 2.3

WLDR Fully-developed drainage Water-air capillary rise curve 7.1

WLIM Fully-developed imbibition water-air capillary rise curve 7.1

(WO) Undeveloped water-oil capilla_y rise curve 7.56

WODR_ Fully-developed drainage water-oil capillary rise curve 7.1

WOIM Fully-developed imbibition water-oil capillary rise curve 7.1

W-L level Water-air level, i.e., water table height or elevation

X Distance between cesium cart and support B 5.22

Yj Thickness of isotope 6.32

Y(99 9%) Thickness of isotope yielding 99.9% of maximum 6.32
• impulse count rate

Z Atomic number 5.6

Z Lump term in numerator 6.48

Lower Case Symbols

a Distance between the center of each cart 5.22

a Maximumdeflection of pressure transducer diaphragm 4.16

a Net subsidence of meniscus in capillary 4.28

ac Capillary rise 2.10

ac Representative capillary rise in a porous medium 8.20

ao Distance between center of cart and support 5..22

b P_e-stress position 4.16

c Concentration of solute 2.5

c Constant variable 2.7
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Pa__e__

c Velocityof light 6.3

co Distancebetweenwheelson cart 5.22

d Pressuretransducerdiaphragmthickness 4.16

e Distancebetweeninfiltrationsourceand horizontal 8.34
propagationsurface

eV Electrunvolt 6.3

g Gravitationalconstant 2.10

gi Weight of ith componentelement 6.18

gr Abbreviationfor grams in German _ext,also g 6,29

h Planck'sconstant 6.3

Ah Pressurehead difference 4.6

Ah Change in water table elevation 8.13

hc Capillarypressurehead = piezometricheight 2.10

Ahc Capillarypressurehead reduction 7.1

hM Head of flattestmeniscus 8.18

hS Free-fluidlevel (i.e.,interface)between 2.11
two fluids in large diametertube

AhS Change in free-fluidlevel 8.41

kr Relativepermeability 2.6

Liter 8.14

Tube length 4.29

Bonding length 4.10

mp Tolerable pressure gage error 4.44

mi St,_.ndard error of ith variable 6.46
lp

me Restingmass of electroll 6.17

n Porosity,effectiveporosity 2.6

A.8 O
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n Numberof events 6.,_0

p Probabilityof positiveaction 6.51

Ap Pressuredifferenceacrossdiaphragm 4.17

PH Pressurein rigid steel tube 4.39

PO Atmosphericpressure 4.19

PS Pressurein flexibleVibon tubing 4.39

Pc Capillarypressure 2.10

Pi Pore fluid pressureto be determined 4.38

qe Macrnscopicfiluxof fluid phase _ 2.5

q Probabilityo_-_negativeaction 6.51

r Distancefrom center of diaphragm 4.17

rad i00 erg/g 5.3

rem Rad-equivalentin man 5.9

t Time variable 2.5

t Time of exposuretu radiation 6.39

tA Time at which oil front reacheshorizontal 8.20
propagationsurface

tU Time at which oil source is shut off 8.20

Atmin Minimummeasuringtime of pressuregage system 4.44

tg Tangentfunction 6.97

x Displacementcdfoil drop in capillary 4.33

x Thickness of the irradiatedmaterial 5.3
(i.e.,irradiationwidth or path length)

x Movingvariable 5.22

xK Collimatorwidth 6.32

Axi Distancebetweenload pointson beam 5.27

A.9
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AXSi Distance between load point and center of gravity 5.27

YSi Moment resulting from virtual load condition 5.27 i_i

zK Collimator height 6.32 _

Greek Symbols

Fluid phase 2.5

# Dispersed phase 2.5

6 Deflection 5.22 Ill

A6 Change in deflection 5.22 "

c Quantum energy 6.3i

ci Element ith 6.19

n Efficiency in producing gamma-radiation within 6.42
deceleration spectrum of x-ray tube

e Volumetric moisture content 6.1

Volumetric fraction of fluid _ in representative 2.5
elementary volume

Attenuation caused by pair-production 6.15

L 8.56
_M Proportionality constant between Mred and acl W

Wavelength 6.3 :

Proportionality constant between pressure change and 4.33 "
oil dropdisplacement

,,

Reciprocal of response time of pressure gage system 4.40

Dynamic viscosity 2.6

Attenuation coefficient 6.15

Poisson number 4.17

(l_/p) Mass attenuation coefficient 5.3

v Frequency 5.3
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Page

# Density 2.5

a Capturecross-sectionof the irradiatedelement 6.39

a Atteiluationcausedby Comptonscattering 6.15

aA Attenuation causedby productionof Comptonelectron 6.15

aj Standarddeviationof exitingimpulsecount rate 6.51

aJ0 Standarddeviationof enteringimpulsecount rate 6.51

aR Attenuationcausedby Rayleighscattering 6.15

oS Attenuationcaused by Comptonscattering 6.15
(inelasticcollision)

oSA Attenuationcausedby self-absorption 6.31

ag Geometricattenuationbetweensource and detector 6.30

ag Geometricattenuationwithin mass of isotope 6.30

am Attenuationcausedby materialbetweensourceand
detector 6.33

a Attenuationcoefficientfor scattering 6.15

T
OIA Geometricattenuationbetweenanode and target 6.42

oiDT Geometricattenuationbetweentarget and detector 6.42

r Attenuationcausedby photoabsorption 6,15

m Neutronflux 6.39

m Fatalfluid potential 2.6

mr Relativeoil potential,also mr 7.5
8.7

mrtM Relativetransitionoil potential 8.51

C Mean grain diameter 3.4

C Outsidediameter 5.8

CK Diameterof capillary 4.29

0
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Scalingfactorbetweencapillaryrise curves of 7.3
differentfluid combinationsin a porousmedium

L Scalingfactorbetweenoil-aircapilla._yrise curve 7.3
and virginwater-aircapillaryrise curvc:

Indices

Cs Cesium 5.16

DR Drainage 8.2

El Element 6.35

Eu Europium 6.77

G Compound 6.18

I First radiationsource (specificmonochromaticenergy) 6.9

II Secondradiationsource (specificmonochromaticenergy) 6.9

J isotope 6.31

J Impulsecount rate 6.53

KWB Carbon-water-lead compound 6.69

L Air, from the German "luft" 2.7

M Meniscus 8.18

0 Oil, petroleumderivative 2.7

RRSL Representativeresidualair saturation 8.2

S Sand 6.4

S Level 2.11

SAI Representativepetroleumderivativecomposedof 6.103
Super-Ad-ltin organicsolventdilutedin an
extra-lightpetroleumfraction

Tm Thulium 5.16

W Water 2.7
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b Wettingfluid 2.10
L

befl Contaminated 7.I

g Glass 6.4

ins Insular J 2.1

jfrl Virgin,uncontaminated 7.1

max Maximum 2.I

nb Nonwettingfluid 2.10

pend Pendular 2.1

x coordinateon longitudinalaxis 2.7

y coordinateon horizontalaxis 2.7

z coordinateon verticalaxis 2.7
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THE HALLUX PHENOMENON AND ITS EXPLANATION

HANS OLIVIER SCHIEGG

Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology and Glaciology

annexed to the Federal Institute of Technology

ZOrich - Switzerland

SYNOPSIS

In the experiment it is shown_ that during a change from drai-
nage to imbibitJ _; _ zone is formed between the funicular and
insular region, :: which even the insular region is vastly re-
plenished by the wetting fluid. This e{{ect is called hal!ux

phenomenon. The hallux phenomenon is physically explained.
There{ore, microscopic view is necessary. There{tom results,
tibet the averaged, double thickness of the hailux gives a size
{or the statistical pore diameter in the {low direction within

the widest pore threads.

RESUME

Oars l'experience il est montr6 qua lots du change du drainage
g l'imbibition, entre le domaine funiculaire et le domaine in-

sulaire, se ICorme une zone dens laquelle m@me le domaine insu-
laire est rempli pour la plus grande pattie par le _:luide
mouillant. Cette apparition est designee comme le phenom@ne du
hallux. Le ph@hombre du hallux est physicalement explique.

Ceci implique une observation microscopique. II en resulte

que la double 6paisseur moyenne du hallux represente une
grandeur pour le diam@tre statistique des pores dens la di-
rection du courant _ l'interieur des veines les plus larges.
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INTRQDUCTION

For the hallux _phenomenon several conditions must be satis-

fied. This might be the reason why it has not been mentioned

yet in the literature. Nevertheless, the hallux phenomenon can
be of practical interest, For example, a hallux will continue

to subsist at level fluctuations, the double amplitudes of
which are smaller than the level distance of the transition to

the insular region at drainage, see Fig. 2b. Furthermore, the
measurement of the medium, double hallux thickness can be used

as a method to determine the statistical pore diameter in the

flow direction within the widest pore threads. Finally, there
is some interest in the hallux phenomenon in connection with
displacements of three, non-mixing fluids, due to the Tact

that the hallux is formed at the place of the lowest potential
of the fluid with the medium density, i.e. in the region of
'its propagation surface, Schiegg (1977).

EXPERIMENT

The aim of the experiment is to provide information about the
hallux formation, as observed in the laboratory, while the sa-

turation distribution normal to the level, acIS b) develops
after a reversal of the moving direction of the level from

drainage to imbibition.

The function ao=ac(Sb] is call_d capillary rise head curve,
ACSB respectively. Sb means the saturation of the wetting
fluid, ac is the capillary rise head, i.e. the distance of the

occurance of the saturation Sb from the level. With a wetting

angle hysteresis or a variable
size of the cross sections of

-_-I- _/x_/ the pore threads an ACSB is

_ _////_ subject to a hysteresis. Thus,
__ following a reversal of the
_g moving direction of the level,
_ an ACS8 must change from one

_ extreme form to the other.

A Tl,is happens continuously and
o
A' as long as the level has not
-- moved from its reversal point

for more than the maximum

thickness of the hysteresis

region of the ACSB.

Fig,1 is a schematic drawingof the experimental device to
observe the development of an

Fig.1 Experimental device ACSB during its change from
one to the other extreme form.
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The porous matrix was a homogeneous and isotropic, unconsoli-
dated fill of dry quarz sand, The grain size distribution cur-
ve was steep, i,e, between ,1 and ,6 mm, The medium grain size
was ,3 mm and the porosity ,43, The hydraulic permeability,

amounted to 1 ,9,10 2 cm/sec, Water was the wetting and heavier
fluid, Air represented the non-wetting and lighter fluid, T,,e
measurement of saturation over the height was carried out by
absorption of y-rays, The. isotop was Cs-137, The cross section
of the collimated beam amounted to 5x20 millimeters, A satura.-
tion measurement Was done _ach centimeter in the height, The
internal level was adjusted by the external level in a movable

reservoir. The measured AGSB were formed by removing the ex-
ternal level for 7 millimeters at one pull and then leaving

it constant. At the following day the distribution of satura-
tion was measured. Then the external level was removed for

7 millimeters again.

Fig.2 shows some of the measured ACSB during changes from im-
bibition to drainage and v_ce versa. Primary imbibition means

imbibition into dry sand. The symbol OR between parenthesis
means, that the drainage curve in question has not yet reached
its final shape. The figures 2 show the well known dependency

of a residual saturation on history_ which can be explained
at microscopic view, see Schiegg {Ig78). The residual satura-
tion of air for imbibition, RSAI, is smaller than that one for
drainage, RSA O.

From fig.2a it can be seen, that doting a change from imbibi-
Lion to drainage no hallux is formed. In contrast, a hallux

develops during a change from drainage to imbibition, which is
shown in fig.2b. According to fig.2c the hallux disappears
when the level is lowered mope than it was for the {OR)-curve

in fig.2a.

EXPLANATION OF THE HALLUX PHENOMENON

An ACSB implies macrosoopio view. At macroscopic view a reduc-
tion of residual saturation of air can only be exp].ained by

diffusion or by floating. Yet, it is not possible to explain

the special form of a hallux by these mechanisms, Thus, the
concept of a macroscopic continuum, which usually is required
by the application of Oarcy's ]ew, must be dropped and must

be replaced by a microscopic view. Microscopic view means a
resolution below the size of a pore diameter, of a meniscus

respectively. Parameters, which shall describe the average
conditions within a porous matrix of unknown microscopic geo-

metry, for instance the Radius R of a pore or a meniscus etc.,
must have the meaning of a statistical expectation.
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The micro-macro-transition is normally done by the definition

o'F the statical ACSB in dependence on the microscopic notion
o_ R, which means the statistical meniscus, pore radius res-

pectively, according to eq. (3). It states the ?unction

Sb=Sb(hcl. Sb is the macroscopic notion of the saturation of
the wetting fluid. The capillary pressure head, hc, can be
written according to Laplace's equation of capillarity as

I I

hc = y (-_+_T_) / (_Pg) (1)
J

y is the interfacial tension. RI and RII are the radii of
main curvature. _p is the density difference, g the accelera-
tion of gravity. In case of spherical menisci the relation
Ri=RiI=RCOS_ holds. _ is the wetting angle. Hence the pore
radius R can be written in function of the appertaining capil-

lary pressure head, hc_, as

Q = (2ycos_)/(hcR_Pg) (2)
,,

The integral

Rea x

Sb = 1-/_f(R)dR, (3)
R=(2ycos_)/(hcRApg)

states, that for a capillary p_essure head hc_ all pores, pore
threads respectively, the decisive radius of which is larger
than R, are still filled with the non-wetting fluid, compar_e
Scheidegger (1960,55). Not that eq.(3) implies the possibility
of an analytical deLepmination of the statical ACSB; this, be-
cause the volume radius function, £(_), as the statical ACSB,
i..e, Sb=Sb(hc), with unknown, microscopic geometry of the po--
res can be determined only experimentally. But eq.(3) shows,
what the decisive parameters are and how they enter into the
calculation. The ?unction Sb(hc), Sb[R) respectively, is limi-
ted by the regions of residual saturation.

The hallux phenomenon occurs in the transition zone to insular
saturation. Hence, there is for its explanation some interest
in the development of the function of saturation, eq.(3), in
the region of the upper limit of the integral and thus in the
region of the flattest menisci, i.e. of the menisci with a
maximum, stabistical radius Rmax.

A movement of the menisci can on the average only be simulta-
neous with the movemenf of the level. But in reality the mo-

vement is jumpwise, i.e. it is composed of single jumps, pro-
vided the cross sec%ion of the pore thread is of variable si-

ze, as it can be seen in the experiment even with the naked
eye. The size of a ,jump is given by the distance of the next

i!I B.5



decisive position o? equal type and
is thus on the average equal to 2L,

see Fig.3. At imbibition the deci-
sive positions are determined by the
wide passages, aG drainage by the
narrow ones, In a homogeneous, po-

decisJvepo_tion rous matrix the decisive positions
forimbibition repeat statistically. L isthe sta-

tistical distance between the wide

and the narrow passages o? a pore
thread and thus equal to one hal? o?
the statistical pore diameter in the
?low direction, A jump ?tom one de-

dec,siveposHion cisive position to the next one hap-
1ordfoinoge pens still then, when the level has

moved ?or 2L since the last jump.The
jumpwise movement o? a meniscus con-
sists o? various subjumps, depending
on the variance o? the radius o? the

pore thread, 6R.

The jumpwise movement o? the ?lat-
test menisci explains the ?ormation

Fig.3 Decisive o? insular saturation; this, because

positions the displaced ?luid is not able to

escape at certain conditions, which
di??er depending on the history o? the displacement, The sum
o? these entrapped residues o? the displaced ?1ujd are on the
average about constant, At macroscopic view they form the in-
sular saturation.

As long as the ?lattest menisci move on the average simultane-
ously with the level, the insular saturation is Formed in any
case, because o? the jumpwise motion. The non-wetting fluid
can not be displaced anymore. Under these circumstances a

practically complete replenishment o? the pore space by the
displacing ?luid and hence the ?ormation o? a hallux is not
possible. According to the experiment the ?ormation o? a

hallux stipu]ates a change o? the moving direction o? the le-
vel. This implies a chan@e from drainage to imbibition or ?tom
imbibition to drainage. Until the level has not moved ?tom itc

reversal point ?or more than the hysteresis o? a meniscus,
such a change means, that the meniscui_ alters ?tom one to the

other extreme ?orm while it moves ?or one hal? o? the pore
diameter only. This happens very siow]y compared with the
posterior, macroscopic changes, because o? the microscopic

change in position, which is in contr_st to the ?ollowing,
jumpwise movement continuous.

Fig.4 is a schematic drawing o? the microscopic picture o? the
transition zone to insular saturation. It shows the distribu-

tion o? the air on principle. The menisci are those with the
maximum rad.ius, they are the ?fattest menisci. Fig.4 chn par-

ticularly be interpreted as the picture at the moment o? a re-
versal o? the moving direction, o? the level.
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Macroscopic View Microscopic View

_..

0 Saturation _ "_ "_

Fig.4 Mienoscopic view of the transition zone between
funicular and insulan satur'ation

After a change from imbibition to drainage the picture in
fig.4 is on principle still valid, exceptthat the free menisci

change from the imbibition into the drainage form. They will
retreat, where the pone space is narrow, and thus move within

the same pore from the decisive position for imbibition to
that one for drainage. Hencc_: the free menisci will move on the

average for the microscopic distance L,meanwhile the level

must move for the macroscopic distance of the hysteresis nange
at the transition zone to insular saturation. Subsequently the
picture of the air distribution in fig.4, changed in the way

mentioned, will move within the porous matrix simultaneously
with the level, whereas the single, free meni'sci will move
jumpwisely.

In contrast to that a change from drainage to imbibition will

alter the distribution of air in the picture of fig,4 funda-
mentally. The very slow and continuous change of the positions
of the free menisci over only one half of a pore diameter ar,d

thus statistically oven the distance L during their change
from the drainage form into that one for imbibition causes,

that the wetting fluid is enabled to escape practically com-
pletely. This means, that a layer is formed, the thickness of

which is L and in which the insular saturation is practically
zero. Hence, the pore space is practically completely filled

up with th_ displacing, wetting fluid. Subsequently the free
imbibition menisci move jumpwisely oven distances with the
statistical value of 2L. Nevertheless they follow the level
on the average simultaneously. Therefore an insular saturation

must then again be formed necessarily. Hence, the fonmation
as w_ll as the special form of the hallux is explained.
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CONCLUSIONS

- A hallux is a protrusion, an encroachment of the function

, between saturation and capillary pressure head into the
range of insular saturation within the transition zone from
the funicular to the insular region.

J

- The formation of a hallux is explainable at microscopic
view only.

- The experimental experience, that a hallux can be formed
during a change from drainage to imbibition only, can be
explained.

- The hallux phenomenon is not a result of a displacement,
but of the non-forming of i, nsular saturation.

- The average thickness of a hallux is a measure for one half
of the statistical pore diameter in the flow direction of
the widest pore threads.

- The hallux phenomenon can be observed likewise in connec-

tion with displncements of three non-mixing fluids and that
in a dcuble way, Schiegg (1978).
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O FIELD INFILTRATION AS A METHOD FORTHE DISPOSAL OF OIL-IN-WATER EMULSIONS
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OIL-POLLUTED AQUIFERS
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• /

Abstract--Oil may be crude oil or one 0f its derivatives. An oil accident involves the unintended
; infiltration of oil into the ground. If the propzigation oF the oil along the water table is stopped by

pumping water, oil-in-water emulsions with low oil content may occur. Their disposal b). infiltration in
' the proximity o1"the oil accident is called field inliltration.

The idea o1'field infiltration is based on the rctcrltiori of oil b', the soil as ',veil as on the microbial
clcgradatiori of oil. Advantages of field infiltration are its ,dmpl'icity and its low cost as well as the
rninimum consunlption of fresh Water during pumping Disadvarltages are the unknown degree of
microbial' degradation and in some cases the uncertainty as to whether the Jztrnin effect, which governs
retention, is operative at all, which tun be proved b.', CXF_crimcntonly.

• In the present paper h3drolriechunical fund;.unerlt;.ilsof field inliltration are examined and the rimxi-
r,luill retention oFoil by the Jamin effect is determined experimentally.

INI'R()I) t. (.'FI()N "+i'

I[" un oil accident happens above ;:tnaquifer which is " :......'................ :": ........... :..........:""/:\'"I

uscct for the drink'ing-wutcr suppl._ and ,,vhicll is not
protected bv a relutivclv impermeable upper la,,er, it

is Irlo:.;t importzttlt tc) mir_irnize the tl.ctltc danger o1" .

O polhitic:,rl oF the aClUifcr as ,.,,'ciias to keep arty polht-tion a.sslight as possible.
The first period oF prot',:igutiorl of oil which intil-

trates abo,,e the capilktr.,, fringe bctv.'ccn ,,vuter und

air into zt I',..',,i,ogc,lccms and isotropic porous trio,..,n _ "--<._.._.L---_ _.._. .(...:_consists in zt rr, iirllv ,.ertical ilafiltr:.itic,rl(Fig. I). ,,kt he i_-:-:-_=----c-:.:: .z_
rnoirlerlt whorl the oil I'rorlt reaches tlle pI'Op:.lg3 .O11 _ _"4/(l{er-AIr-g3btg°_'-"_
plane, the scc'on,.t pcriod t)["prop;.tgzttJon begirl,;. +li.tr- i
ing v,,'llich the oil migrates along the p'ropau',ttion [
plane. "I'hc propagation plane is situutcd v,,'ithir, the

Flg I I",,:igrarrirnatic sketch of otl prol',_tgation Schicgg
cupillurv l'r;q,.s.cbetween ,,',,';.iter',tnd air, p;.trullcl to the (1977, p. "¢,"
groundv,,'ater table ;.uld ;.it ;.t dist;.tncc "u" fforrl il.

Scllicgg ( 1977, p. _.4)."':,If the pressure oF the ,.)ii is hi,,h:,
criough, the c,il pcrlctratcs tr_insitorilv t"Jclo,,_,the 1"water-air table.

Alter _1f_iilurc to hoM up an oil fronl dui'irl_ the

first period of propa_;.tlit'ul, u method oi'tori upplicd to i r,...... '".-'u,,'.i iI
prevcrlt a I'tirlhcr rrlil.zrutiori of the oil consists in H ..,..... _,: .,,,:.,._ ,' l
purnpirie, wutcr in order tc) create a sink. t"i,.z,urc 2 r'
shows the case of sinking zt pump iri the center of the _ ' /
oil infiltrution ;.iFC:.i.With ;.111inclined w;.iler table the r /
vertical l',urnp ;axis illtl'.;t be placed llCtircr lt) the .... +';r_:r+"'fu"'_"L"-<'-_:_-- " '-_.:I .... i
inomcntar,, position F o1"ihc l'ront in the flow dircc- ............................ _..,._. c.|

' tion when the puirlpii'lg Rite is lo,vet. At the draw- ............. _""---._4,o

dov,Tl thus formed the oil is unublc to propagalc _ _'i., ii
further ailet ito_,vs to pc)ii'it D, (Fig. "_l. i

,, * Present address Elcctro,.vatt Erigir_ccringSCI'_,ICeS Ltd, "
"'l 3 -,CH-80__ Zurich, S,,L,itzcrlancl. Fig. -' Preparing a sink lt) stop oil prc,pag:.itiori.

I011
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If we assume that the inlet to the water pump lies Fig, 3. The size of tile area B must be chosen in such a
below point D, it is advisable, when a certain amount `'`"ay,according to the retention capacity of the soil,
of oil has collected, not to pump water and oil with that the total amount of infiltrated oil will be
the same pump, but lo raise the oil with a separate retained vdthin the region A, defined by the area B
pump ai point D. Howe`"er, at least a small amount of and the height H. Purnping is necessary as long as a
oil `',,'illget into the waler pump, whereby an emulsion certain quantity of oil can be collected by it, i.e. until
of oil in water will be produced. Even if the oil con- the oil in the region C in Fig. 3 has been reduced
lient is small, it ,,,,'ill in general be so high that the practically Io residual saturation. After the interrup-
_ater should not be led into a river or lake in the tion of pumping and hence of lr|filtration in area B,
untreated condition, as the following estimate shows, aerobic conditions, which are necessar,, for substan-
-\t a puml:,ing rate of 10 I. s-_and with an oil content tial microbial degradation, are restored within tile
,,i5 ml 1 _ !30.tK)tll. of oil _ould be transporied in region A. The centre Z of area B must be situated
t_'_"c_z"..l!sionIn a pumping time of l nlorHh, before lhc oil front F, but advisably not xery far

I'_:3crcd,wtion of the oil conlent of such em_J:sions before ii, so that the ground-waler mound, caused by
c,v:. 'v,;"ac.h_cxcd b_ passing them ihrough a litter or the recharging, becomes a barrier which makes for the '
,.,x,¢'ra:', oil .,,cpara,or b> graxi_. If these inslallations prevention of further oil propagation and even pushes
arc .:-'.x :mT'"', ised. as frequenil$ happens, the separ- back the oil.
a:e:: ,-: "he o_l _lll irl mosi cases nol be at ali corn- Compared with other methods, disposal by field

:"::e Fer ,}'c d_spo.,<tlof such oil-in-water emulsions infiltration has the advantage that, regardless of tile
,a ::_: '.o;s o_i con:ehi 'he field iqfihralion melhod, as duration of the drawdown, a minimum of fresh water

,_e,.:'::V.ed:n :?"e !o!lo_ing. is profSo._d, is withdrawn from tile aquifer to slop further propa-
gation of the oil. This is because of the infiltration of

DISPOS_,I B'_ FIEI.D IxrikrR,,rlox the pumped emulsion and the equilibrium thereby
D:s:,,.-sal b', :-e;d ',,,:i_ra':on _sbated on it-e facts tj) reached bet_veen discharge and recharge.

"ka' a so:! has a ce _.,:n capaci_> of relention for oil The disadvantage of the pollution of the region A
a.-;d ,'.:, :_'a" a s',:>s';.an,.ialm_crob:al degradation of the ma`' not be so important for several reasons. On the
re'a:ne2 o:_ "akes place ,,na rela_i',el._ short time. Thi., one hand, for the precipilation v,'aler which infiltrales
:s ',he ,:a_ ',_:'h aerobic condi,ions tZc,Bell. 1973; above the horizontal oil propagation, the Probability

Br_ngn'a':n. I%9. 19-2: Walker & Col_vell, 1974; of saturation with water-soluble oil derixates is high
Kappeler. 19"6: Bailey t't ,aL. 19731, as long as no answay. On the other hand, an analogous pollution
other nu_r_enis, such as nitrates or phosphates are occurs if the groundwater level fluctuates, as it usually

limiting factors, does. There is therefore in any case a possibility of
Disposal b\ field mfihration consists in the infihra- long.time pollution by soluble organic compounds, as

lion of the pumped emulsion o_er tile area B. see investigated byDietz 1978), in the proximity of an oil
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_ i j sionsofadisplaced fluid. TheTormation ofresidualsaturation is a consequence of the non-continuous,

._,fl¢//,,_/_. jump motion of the single menisci within a porous

medium during a ,Jisplarenlcnt, Schiegg (1979, p. 72).

Residual saturation of tile v,'ctting fluid is called pen-
dular saturation, thai of tile non-welling fluid insular
saturation. A funicular saturation is a non-residual

saturation. Versluys (1931, p. 193).
Fig. 4. Situation for inclined waler-air table. For oil together with water and air in a porous

matrix tl,e residual saturalion may be pcndular as
accident. Its slight increase b) field infiltration should well as insular. With pendular saturation lhc oil
in general be negligibly small, occurs as the welting fluid against the non-x_elling air

From an eslimale of tile necessary extension of a tit the narrow places'ira the pore space. With insular
circular area B (Fig. 4} the radius for the example saturation the oil remains as the non-v,etting fluid
mentioned --with a volume V of 130m 3 ofoil in the against the wetting water at the widest places in the

26,000 m 3 of emulsion, assurning a porosity n of 0.3, a pore space, i.e. irl tile center of large pores. The differ-retenlion capacity.Q of 5";, of the pore xolume and a ent positions of the oil with pendular arid insular

dislance H of 10rn betv,'een the groundwater table saturation explain why the maximum pendular rest-and lhc soil surface ......works OUt at R _ 17 m, deter- dual saturation of oil, RSOp_,nd ...... , has not necessarily
mined aslhe root of V,'rt'n'f)'H). the same value as tile maximum insular residual

For infiltration al a pumping rale Q of emulsion saturation of oil, RSO,°,, ...... Acc0rdingto cxperimen-
which is poured upon the soil surface over the point tal results up to date, the following equation holds as
Z, the Darcy' law holds in an extended form: a first approximation:

q = - k'ls I•k. Vq5 (11 RSO; ...... _ 2. RSOp,.,,_j..... 131

where q is the xeclor of the specific flux of the emul- where RSOp,.,,d,,.,, can in gener,:q be taken as 3.-6"}; of
sion. U is therelalive permeability, dependent on the the porex'olu:J,, depending on the l>pe of soil.
saturation, k is the h\draulic permeability and Vq_ the
gradient of the polential as a piezometric head. The With i_![iltratiop ,gun oil-in-water emulsion
minus sign indicates that the ftow is in lhe opposite The retention of oil frorn ;.Ulinfiltrated oil-in-water
direction to increasing q). Because any flow is in the ernulsion is based on an effect which was mentioned

opposite direction Io increasing _, q is per definitio- by Jamin (1860). The Janlin effect is--in a qualified
nem a!v,'ays a. negative value' thus, the follov,'ing -q sense, see Jamin (1860. p. 175}, Versluvs {1931. p. 197),
is positive. Assuming vertical infiltration due to gray- Scheidegger (1960, p. 215}---the obstructing effect a
ity only, hence supposing a Vg> equal to 1, then for a non-wetting fluid may have. The effect of a plug
pumping rate Q of - 101. s- a--for the negative sign occurs if the diameter of a nan ow passage of a pore
see Scheidegger, 1960. p. 70 ....over a circular area B thread is smaller than the diameter of the part of the

= with a radius R of at least 17 m, the following must non-wetting fluid which floats in the percolating wet-
hold for the permeability product k" k: ring fluid. The tendency of such a plug lo grow results

(Q) from its coalescence ,,'iii, the follo,,ing dispersed
k%. k _< -- (q) = - = 10- 3cm s- _ droplets and bubbles respectively, of the non-v,'etting

(2) fluid. The maximum retention capacity,, i.e. the rh,xi-
For a betler permeability of the soil the emulsion mum residual saluration of oil by retention,

for infiltration must be sprinkled over the art.a B with RSOr,:.t,..,_,,, is a function of tile maximum height of a
a radius R of 17 m. Otherwise the retention volume plug. This height depends on the specific properties of
within the region A might be too small for the the media, such as density, interface tension and wet-
130.0001. of oil. ling angle. But it is also a function of the potential

Disposal by' field infiltration presupposes that the gradient in the transporting fluid arM, last but not
maximum retention capacity for oil due to the Jamin least, of the geometry of the pore space. This can be
effect with gravity infiltration of an oil-in-v,'ater emul- seen from the following equations for the determi-

sion is of tile magnitude of at least pendular satura- nation of the maximum height of oil plugs.lion. Pendular saturation and Jamin effect are

explained in the following th,"oretical exposition and MAXIMLM HEIGHTOF (IlL PLt'GS DLE TO
experirnental proof of these suppositions. THEJ_MIN EFFECT

i O RF;TEN'lION CAPACITY AND RE,glDL'AL If lhc oil plug in Fig. 3 is to pass through the pass-

SATURATION age l, its radius of cur,'ature, assutning the meniscus
lo be spherical, must be <_R_.The orientation of the

I'Vith displacements menisci in Irig. 5 presupposes water as the wetting

C.3
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vT:.-_]:i_!:i:c_k.y-.' ':"'::" ":: equations (5)and (9), it results for (hn- ht)

I _.._ r...::.7.::.:._r:_}!: pc_.,P_":_h.,.. = (h,,- h, _,.,,, which implies R, = R,,i, ., that
! .l.t ,

(h.- hs)ro..=2"_'cos:_Rzm,. fill

' " , IgEpo+ p,,,(V_w-l)l}, (10)

Vertical gravity flow is defined by a potential
gradient equal to 1, hence by a constant pressure,
see tzquation (8). With V_w = !, equation (10) is

•, _ .. _ 7--:---A-pr,, ...,, reduced to
!- , Pwj

_ .(,,)/Fig. 5..Ian'fin effect. = ")'7'cos' Rr,, Rn (po.g). (11)

• In general, R, will be large compared with Rj.
the plug inaplies a higher pressure in the oil tharl in Thus, the height of a plug of oil which is necessary
the water. The pressure difference is defined as for ii to pass at vertical gravity flow of the water can

P¢ I> Po - I-_ (4) be written in a first approximation as

and is called capillary pressure, pc. Po is the pressure I Vq0 = I 1
in the oil. Pw is the water pressure. The capillary lR I ,,,_R,j(la.- ht/.... _ 2"7'cosx/'(R)m.,'Po'g).
pressure 'is defined, in dependence ota the character- (12)
istic parameters of the media and the geometry of the
pore space, with the aid of the Laplace equation of

capillarity for piace I as MOTION OF THE LIQI.'IDS
,.)

p¢, = ?'.cos_' L (5) The retained oil changes the relative perrneability
R) for the emulsion. The form of the function P_s) for an

where ), is the interface tension betv,een water and oil ernulsiorl of which the dispersed part is a non-wetting
and _ represents the wetting angle of this liquid com- one inust in principle correspond to lhe function for a
bination relative to the solid of the porous medium, v,'ettir|g fluid as measured by \V)koff & Botset (1936),

The capillary pressure at place I is determined in shov<rlin Fig. 6. The plausible argurnent for this state
dependence on the unkrlown maximum height of an rnent is that insular parts must be situated similarly
oil plug. (h, -- t'h).... as v,'ithin the pores, independently of whether they are

forrned by a displacernent or by retention due to the
P,, = Po,- Pw, .larnin effect. The exact form of the k'(s)-Curve for

= [rhv,, + p,.,, + po'g'(h,, - h,),,,,,,,l - Ix,,., (6) retention due to the .larnin effect can be determined
by experiment only. see last comment before conclu-

= (Pw,, - Ix,q) + P,, + ;_o'g'(h,, - h,)ma,., sions. The full curve in Fig. 6 shows the substantial
The pressure difference in the water between places I reduction of the relative permeability by even small
and li is a function of Vq_w. of the potential gradient amounts of the non-wetting fluid, v<hich is cornpre-
in the water. Vq_w can be approached as the differen- hensible in view of its plug effect.
tial quotient of tlae piezometric heads in a macro- If the dispersed fluid is to float with the enaulsion
scopic view as within a porous medium and hence to move relative

to the porous rnedium, the dirnensions of the dis-
V':/'w -" {(pw,, - tXv,l"(l_ 'g) persed oil droplets naust be srnaller than the diametersI,f+ (la,,- h,j,j_h,,- h,l. (71

The pressure.difference results explicitly as

I --- /

(Pw,, - Pw,) = IVq_w- l)'gw'g(h,, - h,). tsl _,
Eliminating (Pw,, - Pw,) in equation (61 with equation
(81 and with p¢,, analouous to equation 151, it follows :_CE

that _f //
2 .,/...J

p_, = (VSw - l)pw "g(h, - ht) + ;" cos :x.... _'
RII .I "//

+ Po'g(h. - hl)m._. (91
0 S_TURA_tON

By equalizing the terms on the right-hand side of Fig. 6. k'= /,"(sv

ii c.4
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of the cross-sections of the pore threads. A fluid part lE3 OIL-IN-WATER

which is blocked as a plug as a result of the Jamin i I EMULSION.,%_..-._ [:_ SAND
/ ,-4,

effect cannot pass through the narrow passage unless LJ, • ,.,//__..3L____
the plug has reached its maximum height, determined I_,-. -I,lr6' 11_,_.77_7-/,,7j

with equation(II). The renewed motion of at least _"_'_' I i_",_/d._/

one part of such a blocked fluid before the plug has ' _',,_'11 _,_..j_i. ;_/j
reached its maximum height is possible only if the -.-.4__::_¢i_t
growing plug comes into contact with another one i l,/',///_/'/_
and an outflow through another passage lhan the one - I_i..-_,'//._,:'"'//"" "
momentarily obstructed is thereby made possible, H";/" " "" "

Such contact means, in the macroscopic view, the 20cm:H I'/'//'J/_;/_///..'../
beginning of the transition to funicular flow of the oil. ,,'//./,////_,,_,,y

Oil particles which are small enough not to get ////,'/..

blocked by the Jamin effect nor to coalesce with oil : ,/,/,."//,)'///
already retained pass through the matrix floating in .: /,.'_/_..:,,_,..

J_
the water. Nevertheless, such oil will be repumped

and with great probability will be retained within the _'_"[_- [w /I

region A during its next infiltration cycle.

'_;<"-':ci ..... _<¢S"
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF: [ ..........

(I) ]'HJ' MAXIML'M RETENTION CAPACITY

OF GIL DUE TO TIlE JAMIN EFFECT.

RNOrt, tm,,x: (11) TIlE RELATIVE Fig. 8. Diagrammatic sketch of'experiment.
PERMEABILITY FOR RSOr,,Imlx

Tile oil content of the infiltrating emulsion was kept

The experirnent is meant to show the maximum oil constant during each experiment, lt was chosen as
retention capacity due to tile Jamin effect of several 0.25, 0.50 or l°,g,.
soils upon the infiltration of oil-in-`'vater emulsions For the determination of the maximum retention
with Io`'v oil content at gravity flow. capacity tile infiltration had to be maintained until

The grain.size distributions of the sands used are the oil content of the outflow was equal to that of the
shov,'n in Fig. 7. Obviously the Jamin effect is more inflow. Then. the relalive perlneability for the emul-
likely lo hold when the pore conjunctions are smaller sion was measured. Finally the oil in the sample was
and hence the graimsize-distribution is flatter. Thus washed out and its volume was determined.
relatively unfavourable conditions have been chosen Table 1 of tile experimental results shows that the
for the experiments, retention capacity for oil due to the Jamin effec' in

Unconsolidated, homogeneous and isotropic free infiltration of an oil-in.water emulsion is from 2
samples of the various sands were prepared, see to 4 times as large as the maximum pendular satura-
Wygal (1963). As Fig. 8 shows, the axes of the cylin- lion of 3-6'/0. Hence, the condition for field infiltra-
drical samples were positioned vertically. The upper lion mentioned earlier, vtz.

front of the samples was charged with oil-in-water RSOret I> RSOpena ,, (13)
emulsions in such a way that VO = 1 ,,,,'asmaintained. "....

is fulfiled. Bul the 10-20% of oil saturation retained
due to the Jamin effect during infiltration is reduced

[ s,tt 1 Sond tO pendular saturation during the drainage which fol-

_00 --_ --,--- .... , . _ _ ] lows the interruption of pumping, i.e. of tile surfaceinfiltration. Thus, the zone A and the extension B of

I, t / surface infiltration must be determined for a given

ii20_ _I l ! / depth in dependence On the pendular saturatiOn and

Z not on the maximum retention capacity due to the
_' ' Jamin effect.

_" <i li L For sand V the retention capacity was very weak.

The oil passed through the sample nearly simul-

- laneously wilh the v<ater and the emulsion did not

i change. Practically no oil was retained, i.e. no Jamin

i21 diameters of the narrow passages of tile pore threads

effect was observed. Hence it must be inferred that the

0 . " of the samples of sand V must have been larger thano.02 006 01 02 06 _ 2 6
Grom d,.omeler lfr,ml the diamelers of the dispersed oil droplets.

No exact explanation can be given at the moment

Fig. 7. Grain-size distributions for soils I--V. for the tendency of the maximum retention capacity

,I
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Table 1. Maximum oil retention capacity due to the Jamin effect at V¢) = 1

Volumetric content of dispersed
oil in infiltrated emulsion: 0.25% 0.50% 1% 0.25% 0,50.% !%

Max. oil retention
Hydraulic capacity in % of

Porosity permeability the pore volumet - Relative
Soil (.%t (cm s-i), (.0/) permeability_t

I 50 <10 -2 (7) (10) (11) § (0,6) (0.41 (0,3)
II 42 1,1, I0-_ 10 17 21 0.7 0,4 0.3

III 36 2.9.10 "2 13 15 20 0,5 0,3 0,2
IV , 37 3,3,10 -2 15 18 19 0,4 0,3 0.2
V 38 8,0,10 -2 ¶

* With residual air before infiltration of emulsion,
"1"After deduction of the still movable, i,e, unblocked oil.

At the end of the experiment
§ No steady flog' was reached in the time allowed,
¶ Practically no retention of dispersed oil,

to increase with increasing content of disper'sed oil in Bringmann G, (1969) Quantitative Befunde an
the infiltrated emulsion, But its existence is confirmed Kohlenwasserstoff-Oxydanten aus Mineral61-

infundierten Bodenproben. Gesundheits.ln_enieur 11,
by the relative permeabilities at the end of the experi- 330-333,
ments, According to the results of Table 1, the drop of Bringmann G. (1972)Mikrobiologische Befunde an Sicker-
the relative permeability for the wetting fluid as a wasser- und BodenProben petrochemisch infundierter
function of saturation is even steeper after the reten- Lysimeter. Gesundheits.lngenieur 9, 2'71-280.
tion of the non-wetting fluid by the Jamin effect than Dietz D. N. (1978) Large scale experiments on ground.

water pollution by oil spills--interim results, H20 4,
after a displacement, as shown by Fig, 6, 77-80,

Jamin M, J. (1860) M6moire sur r6quilibre et le mouve-
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s_anc, Sci, Paris,
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EXPERIMENTAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE DYNAMIC CAPILLARY FRINGE

by H.O. Schiegg
Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology and Glaciology

annexed to the Federal Institute of Technology
ZUrich - Switzerland

Synopsis

Insolving displacement problems of two non mixing fluids
there is a general interest in the functions firstly of the ca-

pillary pressure and the satural_ion, secondly of the saturation

distribution, defining the capi_.lary fringe, as well as speci-

ally in their dependence on the dynamics of a displacement,
supposed that capillarity is considered. The laboratory expe-
riment consisted in displacements of air by water at constant
displacement velocities, induced by potential gradients _i.

The results of, the experiments show for the distribution of

the saturation a clear dependence on the displacement dynamics.
Yet, in the relation between capAllary pressure and saturation

no dependence on the displacement dynamics can be observed.

0
R4sum_

Pour r@soudre les probl_mes de d@placement de deux fluides

qui ne se m@langent pas, l'int@r@t est port@ sur iea fonctions,
premi_rement de la pression capillaire et la saturation,
deu_.i_mement de la distribution de la saturation, d@finissant

la zone capillaire, tout comme particuli_rement leur d@pendan-

ce de la dynamique de d@placement, suppos@ que la capillarit@
soit consider@e. Les essais de laboratoire ont consist@ en

d@placements de l'air par l'eau, par des vitesses constantes
de dQplacement caus@es par des gradients potentiels _I.

Lea r@sultats exp@rimentels montrent pour la distribution
de la saturation une nette d@pendance de la dynamique de d@-

placement. Contrairement, dans la relation entre la pression

capillaire et la saturation, il ne peut pas @tre observ@ une
d@pendance de la dynamique de d@placement.

D.I
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Theory

A table is defined as the locus, where the capillary pres-

sure is zero. An interface separates two non mixing media. A
medium can be a solid or a fluid, i.e. a liquid or a gas. The

capillary pressure, Pc, is defined by the difference of the

pressure in the non wetting fluid, Pnb, minus the pressure in
the wetting fluid, Pb,

Po = Pnb-Pb (1)

The wetting fluid is characterised by a contact angle smaller

than m/2. The contact angle, o(, is the angle betwe_.n the tan-
gent of the interface of the two fluids and the tangent of the
interface between the solid and the fluid considered along the
intersection line of the interfaces.

A pressure difference over an interface implies, that it
must be curved. Thrrefore a capillary pressure can be defined

in terms of the main curvatures, R1 and R2, and the interface
"tension, _, by the so-called Laplace equation of the theory of

capillarity

_,

This equation represents the force equilibrium due to inter-
face tension and capillary pressure. It stands for a differen-

tial equation, because R1 and R2 are dependent on the first
and second order derivation of the interface function.

Under the assumption, that the interface is spherical _and

the curvature radius equal Ro, we have Rl= R2= Ro. A limited,
spherical interface is a culotte, what is called spherical

meniscus, in the following simply meniscus. Such a meniscus
implies a limitation by a solid, of which the interfaces must

be rotationally symmetric. The intersection line of the three
interfaces - the interface between the two fluids and the

two interfaces between the solid and each one of the two

fluids - is a circle with radius R. In practice R is the

effective radius of a capillare or a pore respectively. The
curvature radius Ro can be formulated in function of the capil-

lare or pore radius and the contact angle as

Ro=R/oos_ (3)

With this equation and Rl= R2= Ro Eq.(2) can be written for a

spherical meniscus as

2 (4){spherical meniscusl Po = _" cos _.-_

Pc has the dimension of a pressure.

The capillary pressure head, hc, with the dimension of a
length, is obtained by dividing the capillary pressure by

(qb-_nb)'g : Pc (5)
hc = (qb-_nb)'g

0.2 @
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Both, the idea of the fictitious interface tension and the

concept of a contact angle assume the change of a molecular

view to a microscopic view. They can be explained by superpo-

sitions of the force fields of the molecules near the inter-face. The tendency of curving of an interfaoe, i.e. of the
development of a capillary pressure, which is based on inter-

face tension and wettability, is called capillarity. Due to
capillarity the wetting fluid is encroaching upon the region
of the non _ctting fluid on the other side of the table.

The distance of a meniscus from lhe table is called capil-
lary rise head, ac . The position of a meniscus is defined by
the place, where the difference of the pressure in the non

wetting fluid minus the pressure in the wetting fluid is equal
to the capillary pressure, computed by Eq.(4). In static situ-

ations capillary rise head and capillary pressure head are
equal.

In general flow problems through a porous medium can not be
treated by using the Navier-Stokes equation at a microscopic

view. Practically they are solvable only with the equation of
Darcy, based on a macroscopic view.

Macroscopic view is tantamount to assuming a continuum. The
transfer to a continuum is achieved by smearing out disconti-

nuities, which are realizable only at a microscopic view.

In a porous medium an inoerface consists of the effective
menisci and their connections. The effective menisci are the

menisci with the greatest normal distance from the table, but

still in contact with the table over the wetting fluid. The
more various the pore sizes are, the more differentiated are

capillary pressure head and capillary rise.head of the effec-

tive menisci, the less monotonous is the topography of the
interface at microscopic view.

The concept of the saturation assumes a continuum, lt expres-
ses that part of the pore volume, which is occupied by the con-

sidered fluid. The saturation results from a macroscopic view of
the microscopic replenishment of the pore volume, which is gi-

ven by position and form of the menisci within the single pores.

By plotting the relationship between the saturation of the

wetting fluid and the distance of the place of its occurence
from the table, which equals the capillary rise head at macro-

scopic view, the capillaryrise head curve is obtained,

ac(sb) _ACSB. The less monoton the topography of an interface

in a porous medium at microscopic view is, the more gradual
is the capillary rise head curve. Representing instead of the
capillary rise head the 7orresponding capillary pressure head

in function of _he saturation of the _;_tting fluid yields the

capillary pressure head curve, hc(Sb)_HCSB. For static cases
the ACSB and HCSB coincide, because _hen ac hc.

Displacement signifies a moving interface. The displacement
of a non wetting fluid by a wetting fluid is called imbibition.

D.3
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Drainage means the di{placement of a wetting fluid by a non
wetting one. A displacement is induced by a potentisl gradient
normal to the table. For a displacement the static pressure
field in each of both fluids is changed by the pressure loss
due to the interior friction. The smaller the permeability and
the greater the viscosity and the velocity are, the bigger is
the pressure loss.

The more the viscosities of the two non mixing fluids
differ, the more different is the change of the two pressure
fields due to interior friction, the nearer at the table is
the locus, where the pressure difference is equal to a certain
capillarypressure, and hence the smaller is the capillary
rise head, and the lower is the capillary risehead curve.
These considerations are valid for imbibition as well as for
drainage. Yet, they assume that the wetting fluid is the more
viscous one and that the afore mentioned capillary Pressure
with increasing displacement velocity does not increase more
than the difference of the pressure fields of the two fluids.

For the discussion of a possible dependence of the capilla-
ry.pressure on the displacement dynamics it ought to be remem-
bered, that the capillary pressure is defined by the interface

tension, _,the contact angle,_,and the capillary or pore ra-
dius, R ,see Eq.(4). The interface tension can be assumed as
independent on the displacement dynamics. Assuming a circular
cylindrical capillare the radius R is constant and hence inde-
pendent on the displacement dynamics. With regard to a possible
dependance of the contact angle on the displacement dynamics
it could be expected, that_is for imbibition at most larger,
for drainage -supposed_'is not equal zero as for total wet-
tability- at most smaller than its static value. But equally
possible is independence of_on the displacement dynamics, at
least for such relatively small displacement velocities as they
are implied by Darcy's law.

In a pore space, which is composed of single pores and
their connections, the pore radius along a way of a moving
meniscus varies heavely, what causes a corresponding large vari-
ation of the capillary pressure. This explains the jumpwise
motion of the single menisci from one effective position to
the next one, a phenomenon easely realizable by eye in an expe-
riment. For imbibition the effective positions are defined by
the places of the largest pore diameters, but slightly shifted
towardsthe table. For drainage the effective positions are
given by the sites of the smallest pore diameters, but slightly
shifted away from the table. The difference in capillary pres-
sure, which is induced by the difference of _he radii between
the largest and the smallest passages in a pore space, causes
the hysteresis of capillarity.

The variation of the pore radius along the way of a moving
meniscus as well as the resulting jumpwise motion of the
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menisci at microscopic view have no influence on the descrip-

tion of a displacement at macroscopic view, which is necessary
for the applicability of Darcy's law. The explanation is

firstly, that the variations of the time functions of the in-
dividual capillary Iressures at microscopic view are not rea-

lizable by macroscopic measurements of the capillary pressure
and secondly, that the medium fltlct_ation of the capillary
rise he',d - which is equal to the distance between two effec-

tive positions and hence in the order of a medium pore diame-

ter - is negligibly smal) compared with the capillary rise
head. Thus an interface, which follows the table at microsco-

pic view jumpwisely, can at macroscopic view be regarded as

moving synchronically with the table. This is the picture of a
displacement in a pore space with constant radius R. Due to
these considerations _he parameters of the interface tension,

_, and of the radius, R, in Eq(4) can at macroscopic view be
assumed as independent on the displacement dynamics. Hence, a

dependence of the capillary pressure head curve on the displa-
cement dynamics implies dependence of the contact angle on the
displacement dynamics.

The experiment should prove qualitatively the postulated

dependence of the capillary rise head curve on the displace-
ment dynamics and should referring to this give quantitative
informations. Furthermore it should be shown by the experi-

ment, how far the capillary press_'e head curve and thus also
the contact angle are depending on the displacement dynamics.

Because the viscosity of a gas is lower than that of a

_luid by at least one order of magnitude, the expected depen-dence of the capillary rise head curve on the displacement

dynamics must be particularly pronounced for a liquid gas dis-

placement. As density and viscosity of a gas are very small
- compared with density and viscosity of a liquid - for a
gas static pressure change and pressure loss due _o interior
friction can be neglected in comparision to the corresponding

pressure changes in the liquid. Therefore the pressure in the

gas can be assumed to be practically constant £or the static
as well as for the dynamic situation. When the gas is atmo-

spheric air its constant pressure is normally taken equal to
zero. With Pnb =0 the measured suction in the liquid corres-

ponds in piezometric form and with a negativ sign according
to Eq.(1) to the capillary pressure head, hc, see Eq.(5).

Experiment

The experiment consisted in steady uniform displacements of
air by water. Thereby the capillary pressure head and the satu-
ration of the wetting water were measured. The pressure measu-
rement was achieved by a pressure probe and a pressure trans-
ducer. The measurement of the saturation was based on the ab-

D.5
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_ ..
_< sorption of a collimated gamma ray beam,

Ret. !iii_ii_ probe 0s-137. The measurements of pressure
....I and saturation were achieved continous-_uater- i_iii;:i Collimated

table i]_i!i_i:I cjamma-ray ly and simultaneously, 8s well as sZ_ii_::_i_:'_ beam the same piace within the porous matrix.
___::_ czd

:i,::.i_, Porous matrix, pressure probe and gamma
_:":"_ ray beam were constant in place. The
i:!ij!_!

:.ii:,ii_ horizontal water table moved upwards
r:_ ii:ii with a constant speed, whereby uniform

imbibition was induced. The porous mat-

rix was homogeneous und isotropic, It

!i iiii::ii;;::_ consisted of non consolidated, fine

!iii<i.... dium diameter of 0,3 mm. The porosity
was 0,43. The hydraulic permeability
was 2.10-2 cm/sec.

_i:i_:_:_::_:_:_ The various, constant displacement

__iiii_iil hence table velocities, Vs, resulted
from Zhe various constant infiltration

rates : q Q
- (6)V S --

Fig. i Experiment n.&S [2.n._S

q[cm/sec] is the specif._z discharge de-
fined by the quotient of infiltration rate, Q[cm3/sec], and
the cross sectio:_, _2[cm2]. n is the porosity and AS is the
largest available part of the pore volume for funic,ilar, i.e.

non residual water. _S is defined by [I-(RSW+RSL)], wherein

RSW and RSL mean the residual saturation of water and air.
With the knowledge of Vs and because the table passes the mea-

suring level at that moment, at which the measured pressure in
the water is equal to the reference pressure, see Fig. i,
every momentary table position can be determined.

Knowing the time-dependent position of the table as well as
the saturation of water in function of time the capillary rise

head cu__ve, ACaB, can be drawn. With the measurements of pres-
sure and saturation in function of time the capillary pressure

head curve, HCSB, is determined. The ACSB and HCSB for the va-

rious displacement velocities can be seen in Fig. 2.

For the generalisation of the displacement dynamics refe-
rable to the porous matrix the ACSB and HCSB are not _hown in
a parameter representation of the displacement or table velo-

city respectively, but of the potential gradient, V¢ °, in _he
water behind the backside of the front, i.e. for saturazed

flow. The potential gradient in the water in piezometric form,
V¢ °, results from the law of Darcy as

k

k[cm/sec] is the hydraulic permeability for saturated flow.

D.6
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Conclusions

Considering the experimental facts the following conclusions
are valid for water air imbibitlon at 'radients _l. But a more

general validity of the statements is _obable.

The greater the potential gradient is, the flatter and
lower is the capillary rise head curve, ACSB. At gradient 1 a
reduction of the capillary rise head of more than half of its
static value can be seen, and furthermore that the capillary

rise head curve is flattened to a near parallel to the table.

The capillary pressure head Curve, HCSB, is practically in-

dependent on the dynamics of a displacement and hence constant.

These experimental experiences lead to the following cogni-
tions:

- Independence of the capillary pressL_e head curve on tbe
displacement dynamics implies that the pressure condition
along a moving boundary - which is assumed to be known
for an arithmetic treatment of a displacement problem -

is equal to the boundary condition for the static situa-
tion.

- The flatter the capillary rise head curve is, the better

a displacement can be simulated by a piston like displa-
cement.

- Simple infiltrations can be described analytically. To
that it is necessary to suppose a piston like displacement
and a constant medium capillary pressure head, which is

usualy determined by the static capillary pressure head
curve. The near coincidence of the results of analytical
simulations with the measurements from experiments, see

Schiegg (1975), shows, that these assumptions represent
the reality astonishingly well. The explanation for this
statement is given by the both preceding cognitions.

- As mentioned, the constance of the capillary pressure
head curve implies, that the contact angle is independent

onthe displacement dynamics.

Schiegg, H.O.; Liquid air displacements in a homogeneous, iso-

tropic, unlimited, porous media; XVIth IAHR Congress, Sao
Paulo, Vol. 3; 1975
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'Synopsis

lt will be shown., that for th_ simulation of the transient front position of a

li]ujd-air-displacement in a homogeneous, isotropic, unlimited, porous media

in the fie'J of gravity unde_ consideration of capillarity :lhd provided, that

the liquid pre._sure at the so,lrce stays constant,

- in c_ase of a pl_ne-source, for the vertic,l, one-dimensional dlspl:_cement,

instead of the analytical solution, _-,_ _i__(_) , just as well the func-

tion _'=_-_/_J can be taken,

- in case of a point-source, due to the experimentally proved, simultaneous

const:,ice of the infiltration rate, the displacement 2un be described by the

b_own solution for one-fluid-flo_;, caused by a point-source in a parallel

_trea_,

- _J,d thus independent of the source geometry the advance 09 the front along

the vertical can be de:_cribed _y the function _-= _-_¢_ _2

Rds_m_

Ii v:_ @tre ,or,tr@ que po lr la simulation de la position instationnaire d'un d_-

pl::cemel,t d':lir par un liquids, d_n_ un milieu poreux, homog_ne, isotropique et

!llimit4, dans le ch:_mp de gravit'ation, so_Is consld_r:_tion de la capillarit4 et

._ouscondition que la pre::.-iondu liquids rests constants A la source,

- en cas d'une '._ourceen pl:m, pour un d4placement vertical, la fonction

_-,._i_@_;, peut tout au::ci bien @tre admise h i_ place de la solution ana-

lytique, "5_'.C ___(_f).

- er_ cu._de coax'ce en un point, en raison de la constance simultan4e du taux d'in-

:'iltr',tionpro,_v4e par exp4rience,o le d4placement peut _tre d4crit & l'aide de

la zolutioa co_'lue po_r l'4coulement & phase unique, caus4 par unc infiltra-

tion d'une source en un point dans un 4coulement parall_le,

- ".inzi ind4pend..%mment de la $4om_trie de la source, l'avancement du front le

lon,: de la verticals peut _tre d4crit p':r i'_ fonction _'= _L_'.
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INTRODUC TION

In connection with the necessary precautions for prophylaxis and restauration

of an aquifer pollution by environphobic liquids there is a great interest in the

first _riod of an infiltration before the front reaches the depth, where the ho-

rizontal migration gets dominant. Referable to this first period, the ro%in inte-

rest consists in the time dependent position or the front in the vertical direc-

tion below the source; furthermore wanted is sometimes the maximum horizontal ex-

tension for this period of mainly vertical migration.

THEORY

For a displacement of two nonmixing fluids an analytical solution is general-

ly not possible; one of the reasons is the nonlinearity -caused by the dependence

of the relative permeability_k _, .of the saturation,S, and thus finally of the po-

tential,/,- of the known, a displacement describing differential-equation-type,

which in assumption, that the density,gp the viscosity,/_p the permeability,_,

and the porosity,O, are constant, can be written as : n.$//2_'_w_'_'{_r'_/2.
For pintonlike displacement the relative permeability gets a constant and can

thus be put before the nabla-operator, whereby the differential-equ_ition gets

linear; neTertheless displacements -excepted li_ .ar, cylindric- or sphericsj_n-

metrical spreadings- are not analytically solvable, because mostly just the time

dependent position of the front, which is likewise a boundary, is searched, and

therefore the place of the boundary condition alonG the front is tran:;ient !rodu_-

known_ whereby the boutndary condition is dependent of the searched potentials an_

thus becomes unlinear. Accordingly solving a displacement problem requires a n_me-

rical treatment, generally a computer.

CONCEPTION FOR AN APPROXI_t_TE SOLUTION

For the organis',tion of the crew and the necessary equipment with the :_im to

minimise and restuure the infiltration anJ spreading out of :in environphobe li-

quid, there is less interest in :iccuracy, than in a simple method to determir,e

the time function of the front position, whenever possible :lt the pl:,ce of the

accident, and before the front h',s reached the ground water level. Approximated,

but closed solutions for liquid-air-displacements in a uorous meditl _,re from

equal interest for soil-physicists, hydrologists, gl,qciologists etc.

For the one-fluid-flow caused by ;,plane-, line, or point-source in ;i p_irallel

flow the time function of the front position along the axis of symmetry c:_n be

fo_uld by an:_lytical integr:_tion. This fact in mind it is comprehensible to iLks,
as far theze solutions could be taken to simulate the corresponding displ;icementz,

th:,t me'ms, how far :_nd by which influences :idisplacement differs from a one-

fluid-flow, even if such ._ comp,'irison by no me_zns results of analytic:_l conzide-

r:_tionsL ;[itholch it mi{lht be physically evident. These for a displ:,cement zpeci-
fie influences ;_re cauzed by the density- _nd v{scosity-differencez, az well '::

by c_pill_,rity.

Prelimin:_ry the influence of gravity shall be neglected, thus the influence

of density difference is eliminated as well. For the case of :_dditio:_n_,lneiTli-

/;once of the c:_pill:,rity influence F_/skat (1934) has given analytic_l zolutio_z
for the one- two- :s,d throe-dimensional, that means for the line:_r, cylindric,,1

and spherical displ,_cement _:ith the .quotient of the viscosties :_ a par;_meter.

The grapllic represent:_tions of his results show, th_,t for _ liquid-air-displace-

ment in case of a line- or n point-source the influence of the viscosity-diffe-

rence is pr:_cticnlly ne_:li_:ible, bec::u:_ethe curve for the one-fluid-flow,::peci-
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fled by the _,_r_metcr l,:md the displ:icement curve with the p:_r:,:net,u' e_unl to

the quotient of the viscosities of the liquid :rod the air are very near to each

oth_', whereupon for a line- and a point-source results a dOminatinF, influence of

geometry, m For the one-dimensional displacement the influence of vi_co.uity-dif-

ference can not be neglected, what can be seen by the fact, that at the be_.inning

of a one-dimensional Infiltration the pressure in the source and the infiltration

rate not both can be simultaneously constant, as shown by many experiments of in-

filtration theozT.

Consideration of capillarity means having regard to the g_enera].lygradual

transition of saturation between two nonmixing fluids in a porous media, whereby

the wetting fluid stands under the saturation dependent capillary pressure. Cor-

responding to the suction the front might be accelerated, on the other hand the

gradual transition of saturation might lead to a reduced permeability, thus to a

retardation, Experiments show, that not taking' into censideration this gradual

transition of saturation, -equivallent to the assumption of pistonlike displace-

ment, as well as to the average consideration of the influence of the capillarity,

involving the negligence of the resulting retardation influence,- is net at all an

irrealistic supposition, Consideration of capillarity, specially of the suction

at the front is physically and mathematically equivalent to the addition of the

corresponding, positive, averaged capillary pressure to the liquid pressure in

the source. In default of a dy_amio capillary pressure curve generally this ave-

raged capillary pressure will be taken corresponding' to the static capillary pres-
sure cur%ze.

I

The hypothesis, that the consideration of the until now neglected influence

of the gravit:.tion, the density difference respectively, can be done by superpo-

sing n vertical parallel flow caused by _ravity only -thus called gravitation flow,

which is characterized by a potential gradient i- migh_ seem to be rather arbitrary/;

a rea2,ou ro:" doin_ so might be the consideration, that it should not be important

for the spre_din_ f_uid, by which fluid it is surrounded, as long as the pressure

distribution iz the s;une, :lhd th,_t for the flow with a potential gradient 1 the

pr_:_sure _.ust be ¢onst;_nt any%'here, as it is pracLically in the disp].aced air.

I.r, ',s.3_k_nptionof the po_':ibili£y of considering the differences between a li-

quid-air-displacement and an analogous one-fluid-flow, which are density- and vi_-

cocity-differences, as well as capillarity, in the described manner the relation-

ships for a line- or a point-source-displacement in a homogeneous, isotopic, tu_-

limited, porous media can be represented by the known functions of the correspon-

ding one-fl,_id-flow, provided the pre:]sure in the source is increased by the ave-

ra,'ed capillary pressure. The experimeHtzl prove for the negligence of the in-

fluence of the viscosity difference, for the proposed simulation respectively,

would be given by the fact, that the infiltration rate and the liquid pressure in

the :_ource are simultaneously const:_nt. -- Because of its geometrical simplicity

the one-dimensional-flow of a plane-source in the field of gravity a displacement

_::be solved t_.nalytically, even if the viscosity difference can not be neglected;

co,_sider:,tion of capill-%rity influence c_n as well be done by addition of the ave-

r:,;-edcapilla._, pren3ure. How realistic t}lese assumptions are, must be shown by
e×perime::t_.

EXPERI _:_\'T3

In the following comparison of the experimental data of one-dimensional, as

well .c three-_imenuional .:ispl,_;cm,._nt_with the solutions for the analogous one-

•"'.ii-!'low "c.O.F.[t_i],' [e_:is ",-,.ome'ric:_lpl:ice (Oft) of elementary fluid VOIu--

r_:, _iici: h_':' '_i_u]t/''''eOu'_lyi_':'tthe zOarCe at the time i"; _.O.F.[O! i:: iden-
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tical with the front; g.O.F.[co] dezcribes a g.O.F, within the final ext'_.nsionof
the practical steady,state of a displacement long time afterwards of its beginning,

which for all parameters are practically constant; g.O.F.[E] means a g.O.F, f r
any ti_ i of the steady one-fluid-flow, be important parameters o-- for the oeve-

ral experiments are given in the vmexed table.

Plane-source; one-dimensional, vertical displacements in the gravit,yfield.

The curves 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 1 result of experiments in three-dimensional mo-

dels; curve 5 shows the data from a tube experiment; the curves 6 and 7 represent
the classical results of Badman and Colman (1943).

A displacement implies a potential gradient, which is a function of gravita-

tion, capillarity, as well as pressure. The time dependent position of the front
of a one-dimensional, vertical displacement by gravity flow must be described by
the linear function 1 with an inclination of_'/*,which is equally valid for any

steady, one-dimensional one-fluid-flow. The curve 5 shows the front position in
function of time received from a displacement experiment, which for solely the

influence of gravity and of the over pressure in the source -equal to the pressure

difference of the liqtuidat the point of the so'arcewith an without the _ource in-
fluence, briefly called as pressure in the source or source pressure- were impor-

tant, what means, that the capillarity influence is negligible, the avera'ed ca-

pillarity potential,_, is relatively small compared with the source preszure,/%/_2
respectively. _"necurves 2, 3 and 4 resulted from experiments, which for the sour-

ce pressure was taken to zero, and the displacements were caused only by gravity
and capillarity. Curves 3 mud 4 represent the transient position of the front,

equivalent to the g.O.F.[O]; cur_,e4 for a front, which enters into :_dry porouz
media, curve 3 for a front, which meets an already existent residual satur_,tionof

the liquid. Curve 2 shows the transient position of the g.0.F.[one hour]. Displa-

cements influenced by gravity, as well as by capillarity and source pressure h::ve
not been carried out.

The usual, analytical solution for a one-dimensional, vertical liquid-air-

displacement in the gravity field is _-ivenby function 8, _ _i. _,('_'_W2, where-

at_F',_ans the dimensionless time, _the dimensionless distance of the front ver-
tic_Jldownwards refered to the source. In consideration, that the front :'peedcon-

verges against the steady front speed for gravity flow and that the mn:_lytic:,lso-
lution for the transient front position along the sy_nmetryaxis in c.,_seof a poir_t

source is given by function 9, _'_ _'-m_' , it might be asked, wether the
asymptotic function 9 might not better describe the converging, one-dimensional,
vertical liquid-air-displacement, than function 8 without an asymptote; an ide:.,

which seems to be confirmed by the experiments. -- Curve 5 coincidez practically
with function 8 at the beginning of the displacement, but for a mucn bicger part

it is vastly identical with function 9. T_e curves 3 and 4 are flatter than curve

5, which for a reason might be the fact, that until the capillary fringe hn_ beer

completly build up, until the front has reached a dist%nce two to three times the
averaged capillary pressure height respectively, the averaged consideration of

capillarity influence c,_nnot be correct, although the dynamic capill::rypre "_u:'e
curves will be lower th'm the static one. The position of curve 2 is comprehen-

sible, because a g.O.F.[i] with increasing index i converces ag.:inztcurve 1.

S_arizing can be postulated, th-,tfunction 9, Sz--_;-_:_' , repre:_entsr_-
ther well the time de_ndent front position of a one-dimensional, vertic.1 li:uid-
air-displacement in the gravity field, except at the beginning, which for the dif-
ferences between the more correct function 8 and function 9 are relatively zm;:il,

and that a predicted, transient front position according,to fu_:ction9 would b_.
on the sure side in connection with the infiltr:_tionof :m environphobe liiuid.
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Point-source; three dimensional displacement in the gr:Lvity fie ld.

Sketch 2 for one-fluid-flow in Fig.2 shows rather good accord_mce of the expe-

rimental points,*, with the th,_oretical ones, o, given by the analytical solution,

quite well fitting in of the experimental front lines,------ , between those &,or

by ntuuerical integration, ....o, respectively. The rather good fitting in of expe-

rimental data of a liquid-air-displacement in the gravity field between the re-

sults for one-fluid-flow, as well as the fact, that the source pressure and the

infiltration rate during the whole experiment stood constant, shows, that the pr_

posed simulation of a liquid-air-displacement, caused by a point source imfiltra-

tion, as well as the involve_ assumptions seem to be reasonable. Poorest accor-

dance between one-fluid-flowmdisplacement exists at the stag,n.%tion point; this is

comprehensible by the fact, that the pressure in the stagnation point for one-fluid-

flow exceeds the pressure at this same place in case there is no source; but for a

displacement the pressure in the stagnation point, that means at the highest point

of the front, must be, as an_rwhere else along the front, equal to the pressure at

this place without the source; therefore the distance between sta_,ation point and

source, choosen equal to unity for one-fluid-flow, for a displacement must be grea-

ter than i. Generally more important tha_1 the distance between source and stagna-

tion point is the maximal horizontal spreading of the liquid; because there is a

convergence to gravity flow in any case the maximttm horizontal extension must be

equal for one-fluid-flow, as well as for a displacement, a fact, which easely can

be proved by consideration of the mass balance.

By comparing sketch 2 and 4 results, that the time dependent positions of a

g.O.F.[_] coincides with those of a g.O.F.[E ]. Provided the already in the po-
rous media existing liquid saturation, which-tSe front meets, is less than the ,_-

ximtum residual saturation, of the liquid,_$will be larger, that means the front ad-
v-nce_ slbwlier, th_un any g.O.F, with i> O, because parts of the liquid comin4_

out of the front first will fill up residual saturation; an effect, which can be

seen by comparing sketch 3 with the other ones.

CONCLUSION

Considering that,

- for a Gne-fluid-flow by a point-source in a parallel flow the analytical solu-

tion for the time dependent po:_ition of a g.O.F.[E ] along the sy_etr_ axis is
given by function 9, _" _-a,c/$_' , :und the transient front position in case

of a point-source-liquid-air-_isplncement in the gravity field can be simulated

by it, as well as

- the ftunction 9, due to the su,_narizing remarks to the results for the one-dimen-

.;ional displacements, also represents the time dependent front position in case

of a plane source in the gravity field, and

- a line source represents geometrically an intermediate form between a plane- and

a ;_int-source,

the transient fro_t position along the vertical can be described for any liquid-

air-dicplacement in the gcavity field, independent of the source geometry by func.
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Q TRANSLATIONOF CAPTIONSIN SATURAT,IONDIAGRAMSAND P,OTENTIALTIMELINE OF EXPERIMENTSI-8_ CHAPTER9.0

The legend for the potentialhistogramsand the saturationdiagramsare
provided in Section9.4 of the report. The timelineon the left is for the
profileunderneaththe oil applicationsite, and the timelineon the right
is for the profile59 cm to the right of the oil applicationsite. A trans-
lation is providedonly as new terms are encounteredin the timelinesof
Experimentsi-8.

EXPERIMENT I

Vor Oeleingabe- Beforeoil application
Zeit - Time
Oeleingable- Oil application
Rockseite- Back side

EXPERIMENT2

EXPERIMENT3

Wsp. Neigung4 I/2% - Water table establishedwith 4-I/2% slope

Q
EXPERIMENT4

EXPERIMENT6

unregelmassig- Irregular

Absenkungdes W-L-Sp im Eing.-Qerschnittum 1 I/2 cm infolgeNeigungauf
1 I/2%(AW-Sp: links=0 cm, rechts= -4 cm) - Water table loweredabout
I-I/2 cm in the area of the right-handmeasurementprofileand a I-I/2% slope
established(_ water table on the left side = 0 cm; on the right = -4 cm)

geneigterWasserspiegelum 10 cm gehoben- Inclinedwater table raisedabout
10 cm

nach 20 Tagen Wasser-Luft-Spiegelhorizontiertauf 13 cm unterAusgangs-
Wasser-Luft-Spiegel- After 20 days, water table made horizontaland lowered
13 cm below the originalwater table

horiz. Wasser-Luft-Spiegelauf 39 cm ober Ausgangs-Wasser-Luft-Spiegel
angehoben- Horizontalwater table raised39 cm above originalwater table.

i



TRANSLATIONOF CAPTIONS IN SATURATIONAND POTENTIALTI.MELINEOF
EXPERIMENTS1-8, CHAPTER9.0 (continued)

,

horiz. Wasser-Luft-Spiegelum 39 cm d.h. auf H6he des Ausgang-Wasser-Luft-
Spiegels abgesenkt- Horizontalwater table at 39 cm loweredto the elevation
of the originalwater table

EXPERIMENT8

Beginn 1.0elingabe- Begin first oil application

Wasserspiegelum 12 cm abgesenkt- Water table lowered12 cm

Wasserspiegelum 38 cm heraufgesetzt- Water table raised38 cm

Neigungdes W'Sp. auf 4.5% - Water table slope = 4.5%

Absenkendes geneigtenW'Sp um 38 cm - Inclinedwater table lowered38 cm

Horizontierungdes W'Sp. auf Basis - Water table made horizontalat datum

W'Sp. unterhalbRinne abgesenkt,dann 30' beregnet- Water table loweredbelow
flume, then 30-min sprinklingof water

nach Absen kung - After lowering

nach Beregnungsbeginn- After start of water sprinkling

anschliessend11 Tage Drainage- After 11 days of drainage

Beregnungw_hrend9h, Absaugenw_hrend9 I/2h - Sprinklingof water during
9 h, equilibrationduring9-I/2 h

ganze Rinne mit Vakuumpumpedrainiert(wegenEndeffekt)- Entire flume drained
by using a vacuum pump (becauseof end effect)

Modell von unten langsammit Wasser gefollt - Flume was slowly filledwith
water

Modell drainiert,W'Sp. horizontalauf 12 cm (=Ausg,W'Sp.) - Flume drained,
horizontalwater table establishedat 12 cm (= originalwater table elevation)

Wassersp.auf 4 I/2%geneigt. Drehpunktin Eingabevertikalen-Water table
incliped4-I/2%. Centerof rotationat verticalapplicationsite

Mit Vakuumpumpedrainiert,dann IM (links50 cm, rechts0 cm (_berBasis) -
Drainedby using vacuum pump, then imbibed(left= 50 cm, right = 0 cm above
datum)

', =



TRANSLATIONOF CAPTIONSIN.SATURATIONAND.POTENTIALTIMELINEOF
EXPERIMENTSI-8_ C.HAPTER9.0 (continued)

Mit Vakuumpumpedrainiert,Modelllangsamgefollt,horiz.W'Sp. auf 12 cm:
Ausg. W._Sp.- Drained by using vacuum pump, flume slowlyfilledwith water,
horizontalwater table establishedat 12 cm = originalwater table elevation
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tential and Saturation MeasurementsDuring ExperimentB
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POTENTIAL-UND SAETTIGUNGSMESSUNGEN WAEHREND
(Versuchscharakteristika sowie Legende siehe VI.2 bis
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